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PREFACE.
the preparation of lubricating oils and greases, shoe
polishes and leather softening materials are con-
veniently grouped together, since the materials em-
ployed in their preparation are essentially similar.
In the compounding of these substances the old rule
of thumb methods no longer apply, both scientific
and technical knowledge being required in order that
the materials may be fitted for particular purposes.
In the present volume the author has given a
short account of the extraction and purification of
the various animal and vegetable oils and fats, the
chemical composition of oils and fats; the prepara-
tion of mineral oils, rosin oils, soaps, mineral matters,
etc., which are employed in this industry. Numerous
recipes are given for the preparation of lubricating
oils and greases, blackings, leather varnishes and
leather softening preparations. The lubrication of
machinery and the various forms of lubricators are
considered and also the methods of testing lubricating
oils.
In the present edition much new matter has been
introduced in connection with the composition of oils
and fats, emulsion lubricants, the graphite prepara-
tions, "aquadag" and "oildag" of Dr. Acheson, the
"Germ Theory" of lubrication of Messrs. Wells and
Southcombe, etc., etc.
of oily waste and the recovery of
oils—both essential to economical
considered together with the removal
of	oil.
In	edition before the public the reviser
to         that manufacturers of lubricating oils,
leather dressings, will find witllin
its	that is of interest and possibly of value
to flie industries in which they are engaged.
H. B. STOCKS.
December, 1922.
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PAET I.
THE MANUFACTURE OF LUBRICANTS AND
GREASES.
CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTORY.
the progressive extension of machinery has caused attention
to be drawn to the manufacture of substances facilitating
the uniform and easy running of machines. Whereas formerly
the only application of substances of this nature was to cart
axles and simple machines, they have now to be used on all
the countless auxiliary tools that human ingenuity has devised.
When it is considered.that one has to deal in this connection
with movements ranging from the rotation of a ten-ton fly-
wheel on its shaft to that of the smallest wheel in a watch,
or that of a dynamo shaft running at over 1000 revolutions
a minnte, it becomes evident that the lubricants used for these
purposes must be of a highly divergent character in order
that they may be fitted for the work required, and also that
the preparation of a lubricant suitable for a particular pur-
pose is a task involving a considerable amount of considera-
tion. The details given in the present work clearly show
the large number of most diversified compositions which must
be used in order "to produce lubricants which will really be
suitable for every purpose.
The name lubricant or grease is a generic term applied to
rBI~  OF  LFBEICAXTS.
;_- - i::i— i ml machine parts in places
*<' Y,,,   » r"C;i:£ contact
^ . :'    * •;,. _t a-^ is also used in connection
,   V|    -, " ti ^~tte.i leather., so that a distinc-
i *-n /c-i'-^n rv-i groups of greases, namely,
• .: *i-i: _; u^y ijreuse—whether intended for
t*. p-iiv- *>r a watch, the axle of a farmer's
"ii^v *. ** li 's°.'* le^tntr ^Lr»e—is always with a view to
< t*tr :i:e. ^ !.J ''37 -^-:ke, the friction or resistances oppos-
irv u v ^i^i.t, ana ;r addition, in the case of leather, to
^ "i^ler tL iL^ttiiiti * apt ie and prevent it becoming hard.
T..- ^ ^ lw > pmp ses of greasing beiog so different, it will
i - lit *\^Ki;y t i con^itler them separately and wre shall first
i\v t. ur 'ittenti »n to the lubricants used for machinery.
T if r«sist'iijcs opp^ir^ thtmselves to movement are
n-n o y t, niifJl frietltaal i> s;sMnce. In many machines, es-
pl-c" .,/ *^o^t 3! a ,- 5iLpl^x »rhei*vy type, the frictional resist-
,i? *« > *• • »reat ti at a lai^t expenditure of force is necessary
t" : <. .Lie i*: i.l 1 *.he bt it generated by the friction is
?-;l4T >l: t i,i*;e tL- i (in< in contact red hot, an instance
rf th < e \y-:i-; ui cf trlctici; :nuj heat being afforded by the
v> J-,\: \vn **L,-«.tiL^" « : im^jeased axles; it is only by the
'i:l •_£ ^uLarle luijiiiuiits that frictional resistance can be
r-11^1 to «ui an extent that the loss of power in overcom-
«nn frletion jee^i^e^ comparatively small.
1! it; v laichiLus ara machine parts are run at very high
sj *,i- ai-'l It \v« ill! be inifLSsiole to	them running
Mildy w;t.j ut the ii-e t f suitaole lubricants. It is only
B*~.r«<-aiy ton^^ti^ a as ?n example the extreme velocity with
\\*a* >, t\t -' in»a^ . f railway caniages run in their bearings.
1! t"4t. t«v> h'l tun:-d t\er so	and fitted carefully to-
^ tbc.% :..»- ii,:!1 ^i! re-i-tLiice would soon cause them both
- * - e --.1 > :. TLc >a.^e applies to the shafts of ven-
:^l""/--'1 *>• • **"-» ** uvn-aii'»ss, and centrifugal separators.
i, - , iL !r ^: * tt. :v ft .i]«-seL'ce of some lubricant, the
! *-* J ?- "l * -'l.iir : t >* ;,i^ contact would be exposed
t ~*f „ »r. .j i-I •• \\+ u, xirct tLey would act on each other
. k- tw jr>i Is. ,t- ruli ;i:l t fffther.
INTRODUCTORY.	3
It is therefore evident that the utility of lubricants is two-
fold : in the first place, the use of a suitable lubricant reduces
the frictional resistance to such an extent that it can be
overcome without any undue expenditure of energy; and
secondly, the parts in contact are protected against too rapid
wear.
Before entering upon the subject of the various kinds of
lubricants, it will perhaps be advisable to consider the ques-
tion : In what does the efficacy of lubricants consist *? This
problem can be easily solved by a closer examination of the
condition of the surfaces that are in mutual sliding or rolling
friction.
If we examine with a powerful magnifying glass any hard
and carefully polished body, even a steel plate polished until
it reflects like a mirror, it will be found full of scratches and
irregularities which have been produced by the polishing
agent on its surface. In reality, therefore, even the most
carefully polished body is by no means what it seems to be
—namely, a perfectly smooth surface—but, on the contrary,
is covered witb irregularities, prominences and depressions,
furrows and elongated scratches.
If we imagine to ourselves two such bodies sliding or roll-
ing over one another without the application of a lubricant,
we shall find that the prominences on the one catch in the
depressions in the other, and vice versa, with the result that a
very considerable expenditure of power will be needed to lift
the prominences on the one body out of the depressions in
the other, or to draw them up as it were along an inclined
plane. The frictional resistance, also, will be much greater,
owing to the largely Increased surface resulting from the
inequalities.
"With this high frictional resistance is associated still
another phenomenon: when the speed is Increased, the
prominences on the one body will not always be lifted uni-
formly out of the depressions in the other, but many of them
will be rubbed off. resulting on the one hand in a great ex-
penditure of power, and on the other in a disproportionately
rapid wear and tear of the parts in contact.
It will be easily understood that the frictional resistance

 I	r     n" / " i    -r:;. f r r.n ricaxts.
./   ,   „- «	.r  i:   t -~ * hh.epirts that are constructed
. ,tt. - • t _    •„   -, :L,   r. tl -r » f dissimilar materials, e.g.
, •, r i * •-* * k-   . !.«.*-**i' o)inp* sitions, since similar
*   ^   :      ,-"*:;  -\^Ji:  jt »iainences  and  depressions,
*:*-*       *      :,   ^ J,cr ar 1   ah* separable with difficulty.
:' ^   4  ' tl t :t is the pi active in many instances to
r iB ,   ;„ /Jr ' i rt% inter ded to slide «^r loll on one another,
:   'i —'. / ;,r L.it^i :J-.    Tl "i^, t«T example, it is usual to
.l,v. -:,,!*-    :  "i-t :r l jr stetl. whilst  the  bearings  in
t I.. \ tl ».y r.ii. .ii^ of 1 r n/.c nr other hard metal composi-
ii \   ;»ar/.^ Utt*.', rh» ~e d's<Lnilar metals wearing away
lr— i iii! Y\ traL >:in:lar <>iif>.
With f.w tXc'« pt or:s, th 3 lubricants introduced between
*	.vhine p'*rS in uiiier to diminish their friction are either
I'.rfi tly fiui!   ulKtancts or semi-solid bodies of the consis-
: -n../ l! ! uttt r, tht^e Litter beC'irning fluid under the influ-
•	r, .t    f   tLe h* it ^enerated   through  friction.    We  may,
thtrtVtf' , t'*ke It f.r cnnted that the lubricant spreads over
tli- ^,nf;,4tj ti 1 t- irea>e«l, in the form of a thick, oily liquid,
fr:\:? j uy th,- d-pttrs-i-ms  in  that surface,  and therefore
rt-ireilnj it ^m« othtr tLan would otherwise be the case.
It h a welM*nown property of all liquids that their com-
pre&sibility is bu slignt in fact, that for all practical purposes
they may be regarded as incompressible.
If now, one machine part be sliding or roiling on another,
and a lubricant is in position between them, the result of
the presence of this fluid substance will be to prevent, either
wholly or for the most	the prominences and depressions
from catching in	other. Hence the friction will be di-
to aa	that will be greater in proportion as
the	parts in contact are harder and more smoothly
polished, and the more completely the lubricant is fitted for
its purpr«e.
A few ! i* ri,M .1* art- krv/ivn »vliicL e< n^ist of fine powder,
i:, 1 Mini" in t.'it -tat* un«* t all c mditiuns. They act,
Lo'.^-v, "> *n^ t, -ii.i* v\;fv i»s '"ihricants which are or
'<•<-• l-* I" i«i i -i --^ up ,Ii .:it 1'iahtie- in the surfaces to
i\l h :L"j are ip*;/* i, thi> 'Jiakuit: them smooth, so that
the filer r u rt sisiii^fe i- haturallv le>stfned.
IXrRODlTCTORT.	0
\\ hatever name a machine lubricant may bear, its pur-
pose is to diminish frictional resistance, and therefore
materials best calculated to accomplish this purpose must be
used in the manufacture. Sometimes, however, the formulae
advanced for the preparation of so-called " improved " lubri-
cants contain ingredients which cannot but increase frictional
resistance rather than diminish it.
That the persons recommending such preparations are on-
acquainted with physical and chemical laws is evident, a trial
of such ''improved3' lubricants soon proving their value.
Although at first sight it may seem an easy matter to
make lubricants suitable for different machines, the problem
is really a difficult one when we consider all the conditions
that a good lubricant is expected to fulfil.
It is only within recent years, during which time the use
of lubricants has greatly extended to keep pace with the
developments in machinery, that the difficulties attending
the manufacture of lubricants have been properly apprecia-
ted. That complete success has not yet been attained is
demonstrated by the continued appearance of new u im-
proved " recipes, some of which are really the reverse of
improvements.
To sum up the properties that a good lubricant should
possess, the following are essentials :—
 (1)	Cheapness, in relation to the cost of the raw materials
and the cost of production.
 (2)	Uniformity and stability of the product:   thai is to
say,   each   batch  of  the lubricant must  possess the  same
properties, and must not alter appreciably when stored for
some considerable time.
 (3)	Absence of any corrosive action on the bearings, i.e.
the chemical properties of the lubricant must be such that
it will not corrode, more than inappreciably, the metal parts
with which it is brought in contact.    In large machines this
consideration is not so important, though it is essential in
the case of fine and delicately constructed mechanisms such
as clocks, sewing machines, scientific instruments, etc.
 (4)	Uniform consistency at different temperatures.    This
property is the most important of all in a good lubricant,
rf	THE MANTFACTUBE OF LUBBICA^TS.
but at the same time is the most difficult to obtain. Most
*«•*< the <ul.»taiu-es used as lubricants become more fluid as
the tempcniture rises, and, conversely, thicken as it falls.
For t-vtrry lubricant, however, a certain degree of fluidity,
which lies between somewhat narrow limits, is necessary in
order that it may properly discharge its functions. If the
fluidity is insufficient, lubrication will be imperfect, but if too
srreat. the consumption and waste of material will be exces-
sivt, although the lubrication be quite satisfactory.
The difficulties arising from this cause are so great that
they cannot be entirely overcome, and in many cases a
remedv is sought by using at different seasons lubricants that
exhibit the proper degree of fluidity at the temperatures then
prevailing. This is particularly the case with machine parts
are exposed to all the fluctuations of temperature inher-
ent to our climate, for example, the axles of carts and
railway waggons.
Lubricants may be classified in several ways: (1) Accord-
ing to the ingredients of which they are compounded: (2)
according to their physical character; (3) according to the
special purposes for which they are intended.
If we regard lubricants with reference to the materials of
which they are composed, i.e. from the chemical point of
view, we find that they include a very large number of sub-
stances differing considerably in physical and chemical pro-
perties. Since an accurate knowledge of these materials and
their properties is indispensable to the manufacturer, we
shall consider them fully later.
According to their physical condition, lubricants may be
classed respectively as liquid and solid. It is impossible,
however, to draw a strict line of demarcation between them.
Some are almost as fluid as water while others, at the
ordinary temperature, have about the same consistency as a
somewhat firm butter. Between these twro extremes, how-
ever, we find all intermediate stages of consistency, so that
it is often difficult to determine whether a lubricant should
be classed as a liquid or as a solid. For this reason the
system of classification on this basis is of little value.
Again, the purpose for which the lubricants are to be used
ISTRODITCTOBT.	I
may be taken as a basis of classification. Thus we speak of
ordinary cart grease, railway grease, machine oil, engine oil,
and so on. But even this distinction is arbitrary, since it
often happens that a lubricant matle for some special purpose
can also be used for others.
On this account, therefore, it would seem preferable to
classify lubricants according to the materials from which they
are compounded, and then subdivide the classes in accordance
with the objects for which the lubricants are intended.
Proceeding according to this plan, we may distinguish
between the following classes :—
Fatty lubricants, namely, those which consist either of
a single fat, whether liquid (oil, train oil) or solid (tallow,
palm oil, etc.), or of a mixture of several fats.
Chemical lubricants, namely, such as consist of substances
that are artificially produced in large quantities by certain
chemical processes, e.g. in the manufacture of coal-gas, the
refining of petroleum, and various other chemico-technical
processes. This class includes the so-called mineral oils, the
tar oils, petroleum jelly, the rosin oils, etc.. In a certain
sense, too, the soaps and emulsions used as lubricants belong
to this class.
Mineral lubricants consist simply of certain powdered
minerals that are characterised by a greasy appearance and
feel (soapstone or steatite, and graphite or blacklead), and
by a very low degree of hardness.
Until quite recently, the fatty lubricants were used almost
exclusively, and it was only as a consequence of the develop-
ment of the tar and petroleum industries that the mineral
oils and greases were put on the market in large quantities.
As we shall see later on, these possess, in comparison with
the fats, such great advantages that they have to a -very
large extent replaced and will probably eventually displace
the latter entirely. That this has not already occurred is due
on the one hand to the enormous consumption of lubricants,
and on the other to the fact that it is not yet possible to
produce chemical lubricants capable of meeting satisfactorily
all the requirements they are expected to fulfil, as is done by
those derived from fats,
II.
* " ~ \   :* r.i:: . -::. mutiun uf lubricants.
A    '>-;u',    i   *.j'1^ i   >t* luimul, vegetable,  or
. r * '.„    i : in A'lin'AtMv, and also in sortie
v.    tl;' ;  ?r 'i;i *:-s <,«/. soap-, steatite, graphite,
i> t-* : ,*y :^   I;vi i* •!  iiif-? dit'-^s according- to
Hog fat.
Lard oil.
Tallow ^'
Tallow unutton).
Tallow oil
Horse fat.
!hp -f^i » T	Hazelmit oil.
M ft-r«l -» 1 ."i.	Olive oil.
" 'ji. \ I   '	C'nstor oil.
1 . *j 'i i!    '	Palm oil.
'-r   '^	Sulphonated oils.
i    - Jt, r ^r j
iv  ;/ /*•   "-' .   »• , -a.
I*-*:     ;;^   * -	i \ir,-: An.
Ir jiaruhber.
Untti j»t-ivha.
A^pLaltu.n.
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V.	Soaps.
Alumina soaps.
Magnesia soaps.
Soda soaps.
Potash soaps.
Lime soaps.
VI.	Mineral Substances
Sulphur.
Ammonia.
Litharge.
Lead acetate.
Graphite.
Steatite or Talc.
Soda.
Lime.
Mica.
It has already been mentioned that it is specially im-
portant to have a knowledge both of the physical and the
chemical properties of the materials of which these products
are compounded. In this way alone will it be possible to
correctly compound a lubricant, intended to fulfil any special
task, with the certainty that it will prove satisfactory.
The Fats and Oils.—It is well known that fats are pro-
ducts of the animal and vegetable kingdoms, and may be
divided, according to their consistency, into three groups :
(1) Liquid fats, which are also known as oils. (2) Semi-
solid fats, of the butter or lard type, namely, such as have,
at the ordinary temperature, a soft consistency. Lard and
butter, in the animal kingdom, and coconut oil and palm oil,
from the vegetable kingdom, belong to this group. (3) Solid
fats, or tallows, which are solid and crumbling at low tem-
peratures, and only become soft when heated. This class in-
cludes beef tallow, deer fat, mutton fat, etc. It is obvious
that this classification only applies in temperate regions since
in the tropics semi-solid fats may be fluid, and solid fats
semi-fluid.
Since all fats are miscible in any proportions, it is pos-
sible, by suitably blending oils with the semi-solid or solid
fats, to produce mixtures of any desired consistency and
melting point.
Pare fats, to whatever group they may belong, are perfectly
inodorous, quite insoluble in water, and are completely indiffer-
ent to metals, i.e. have no chemical action thereon. It must
however be stated that this description applies solely to fats
that are perfectly pure; and it is also to be remarked that
n th-t , -      kr.ml^    i ; -
'!   -: '  '-- iriitit:!.^ :Lv nr—ir1
..   L'i -   u tin.- it ranelil.    li:
nature t il\«
« '^t-ti-t-r v:tJ
:L--      '-Tnj tt i-i'i-^   •:   tlie
;,iu.-  v\::L   \vhi'.*L   they ar^
>J ii. -it   d i.taiii'r^ a lunei'I
* "t  •'in1.-r, t -r^M'iaily in  F:it
-—* ; - -tirt-ili-j'nuruir-ht-1 i>y a.
-^ t *• :Lt nil',   thtrv uark^n ;n
***!•» 5 4i.iVi\_r in tnTs lii^iriiei
*.\ liviiv   :l^ uv t xtr-iiieiy
i.r,: .n.L:-stry, i:i painting etc.,
* f: 'tai'ti  *f >i»' rfeant^. .*T.ving
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to a group of organic compounds and are very similar to one
another in composition, being almost entirely constituted of
the giycerides of fatty acids.
OH
Glycerine is a trihydric alcohol C3H5OH and is capable
OH
of reacting with one, two, or three molecules of a fatty acid
with the elimination of water, forming mono-, di-, and tri-
glycerides. The mono- and di-glycerides can be prepared
artificially but are not present in natural fats and oils which
are composed of tri-glycerides or neutral glycyl esters which
(F
may be represented by the general formula C3H5 - F in which
IP
P represents the radicle of a fatty acid.
Thus triolein, which is present in many oils, has  the
(CigHggOo
formula C,Hft-iC18H83Os tripalmitin the formula
(AgHjaOz
(C16H3102	fC18H8602
C8H6- C16H31Oc, and tristeann the formula C3H&- C18H35O2 the
|C16H310:	IC1SH350,
two latter being contained in solid fats.
The fats and oils are, however, composed not of one
glyceride alone but usually of several glycerides which in
most cases are so closely associated that it is difficult and
indeed almost impossible to separate them entirely by
physical means. It is therefore believed that fats and oils
are largely composed of " mixed glycerides " in which the
hydrogen atoms in the molecule of glycerine are replaced by
different fatty acids instead of a single acid.
Several of these "mixed glycerides" have been isolated
and examined, and they show very well marked properties so
that their existence in fats and oils may be assumed to be
proved.1
The most commonly occurring tri-glycerides are the
following:—
TrUaurin.   C3H5(C12H2302)3.—This   occurs   in   coconut
1 For a description of these see Lewkowitsh " Chemical Technology of
Oils, Fats and Waxes," 1913, Vol. I., pp. 30-37.
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fat and in laurel oil.    It is a solid crystalline product melting
at 45° C.
Tripalmitin. C3H5(C16H3102)3 is the characteristic con-
stituent of palm oil which is composed almost entirely of
tripalmitin and free palmitic acid. It is also present in
other solid fats. Palmitic acid crystallises in needles melt-
ing at 65° C.
Tristearin. C3Hr/C18H3f>02)3 is a constituent of many
solid fats, particularly in tallow. It crystallizes in needles
having a melting point of 72° C.
Triolein. C3H5(C18H33O2)3 is present in most non-drying
oils, also in association with palmitin and stearin, in solid
fats. Oleic acid is liquid at the ordinary temperature but
solidifies at - 4° C.
Trierucin. C3H5(C22H41O2)3 is present in rapeseed oil.
It is a solid substance melting at 31° C.
Triricinolein. C3H5(C18H33O3)3 is the chief constituent
of castor oil and is liquid. Eicinoleic acid being a hydroxyl-
ated fatty acid (C18Hy302 . OH) triricinolein differs in consti-
tution from all the other natural fats and oils. To this fact
may be ascribed its peculiar properties, i.e. extremely high
viscosity and solubility in alcohol.
Fatty Acids.—Free fatty acids are present to a greater
or lesser extent in all fats and oils, for instance palm oil may
contain as much as 80 per cent, of free fatty acids whereas
lard may not contain more than 1 per cent. The free fatty
acids are formed either by the action of natural enzymes or
Upases as they are termed, as in castor oil; by fermentation
as in olive oil and palm oil; or by the action of bacteria in
crude fats such as tallow. Rancidity is also due to bacteria
and oxidation resulting in the production of aldehydes which
can readily be detected. The remedy for these troubles is to
thoroughly sterilise the material by heat before the fat or oil
is extracted.
Fatty acids are formed by saponifying the fat or oil with
caustic soda or caustic potash by the aid of heat in which
case soaps of the alkalies are produced.    Thus  from  olein
and caustic soda we get sodium oleate and glycerine:—
G3H5(C18H3302)3 + 3NaHO = 3NaC18H83Oa + C3H5(OH)3.
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Under proper conditions the whole of the fat will be con-
verted into soap which dissolves in the liquid. On adding
slight excess of sulphuric acid to this solution the soap is
decomposed and a precipitate of fatty acids forms which may
be either liquid or solid according to its melting point.
The fatty acids which have been obtained from natural
fats and oils and waxes have been divided into five classes
according to their composition. These are given in the fol-
lowing tables:—
1. Saturated Acids of the General Formula, CnH2nO2
(Acetic Series).


Formula. 
Melting Point. 
Origin. 
Butyric acid
Valeric acid 
G4HSO,
C5H100, 
-6-5°
solid at - 18° 
Butter fat.
Dolphin and Porpoiwo 



oils. 
Caproic acid 
OaH120, 
-8° 
Butter fat. 
Gaprylic acid 
08H180, 
16-5° 
Butter, coconut and 



palm-nut oily. 
Gapric a?id 
C]()H.,()0., 
31«3° 
Goat fat, butter. 
Laurie acid 
C^H^Ol 
43'6° 
Laurel oil. 
Myristic acid 
C14H,80, 
53-8° 
Nutmeg oil. 
Isocetic acid 
C15H:},,0, 
55° 
Gurcas oil. 
Palmitic acid 
C16H:,A 
62-6° 
Most fatK, palm oil. 
Stearic acid 
C18H:!fl(X 
69-3° 
Most fats. 
Arachidic acid   . 

77° 
Earth-nut oil. 
Behenic acid 
or,.,E^uor> 
83° 
Oil of ben. 
Lignoceric (carnaubic) acid 
OojH^O." 
80-5° 
Earth-nut oil. 
Oerotic acid 
G.   Hr.>0.~> 
77-8° 
Beeswax. 
Melissic acid 
c;,0Hi'-o- 
91° 
Beeswax. 
2.  Unsatzirated Acids (with Double Bond) of the General
Formula, CnHiju-aOy (Oleic Series}.


Formula. 
Melting Point. 
Origin. 
Tiglic acid .
Hypogoeic acid
Physetoleic acid
Oleic acid  . 
G5HA>
c;xa 
64-5°
33-0°
30°
6-5° 
Groton. oil.
Earth nut oil.
Sperm oil.
Most oils, olive oil. 
Rapic acid .
Doeglic acid
Jecoleic acid 
0;1HH:U<X 
— 
Rape oil.
Arctic sperm oil.
God-liver oil. 
Gadoleic acid
Erucic acid
Brasaidic acid 
Go()H.!8(X 
24-5°
33°
05° 
God-liver oil.
Rape oil.
Rape oil. 
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3.  Unsaturated Acids (with Triple Bond) of the General
Formula, CnH2n_402 (Linolic Series).

j
j  Formula.
l 
Melting Point 
Origin. 
Linolic acid
Elseomargaric acid 
. | C18Hr>20,
.    019H3302 
Fluid at -18°
47° 
Linseed oil and other
drying oils.
Chinese wood oil. 
4. Acids of the General Formula, CnH2n-tj03 (Linolenic
Series).


Formula. 
Melting Point 
Origin. 
Linolenic acid   .
Isolinolenic acid 
G 1 8^:50^2
C18H:{00.2 

Linseed oil.
Linseed oil. 
5. Hydroxy Acids of the General Formula, CnH2n_203.

i  Formula.
i 
Melting Point. 
Origin. 
Bicinoleic acid  . 
1
. ; C18H3403 
4° 
Castor oil. 
alcohols.
The following alcohols are present in fats and waxes in
combination with, fatty acids :— '
1. Trivalent Alcohol of the Formula, CnH2n4.2O3.


Formula. 
Melting Point. 
Origin. 
Glycerol (glycerine)   . 
03H803 
20° C. 
In all fats. 
2. Monovalent Alcohols of the Fatty Series with the
General Formula, CnH2n + 20.


Formula. 
Melting Point. 
Origin. 
Cetyl alcohol
Octodecyl alcohol
Ceryl (iso-ceryl) alcohol
Myricyl (melissyl) alcohol . 
C16H,40
C]8H,80
OoeHwO 
50° C.
59° C.
79° G.
85° C. 
Spermaceti.
Spermaceti.
Chinese wax.
Beeswax. 
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The following alcohols are also present in fats and waxes
in a free state :—
3. Monovalent Aromatic Alcohols (Sterols).

:  Formula.     Melting Point, j              Origin. 
Cholesterol
Isocholesteroi    .
Phytosterol (Sitosterol) 
. 1  C27H460            150°
. |  CU-H^O            137°
!                           i
. !   CoyH^O            137° 
In  all animal fats,
particularly   wool
fat,
In all animal  fats,
particularly   wool
fat.
All vegetable fata. 
The sterols are present only in very small amounts in fats
and oils, and are found in the unsaponifiable matter which
in most fats and oils does not usually amount to more than
1 per cent. Nevertheless these substances are very char-
acteristic so that they serve in analysis as a means of dis-
file_3.wmf


fig. 1.—Fire heated fat renderiug pan.   .
tinguishing animal from vegetable oils and also for detecting
adulteration. The unsaponifiable matter in waxes consists
of alcohols of the fatty series which are present to the extent
of about 50 per cent. Sperm oil is a fluid wax and not truly
an oil seeing that it contains no glycerine. Sperm oil con-
tains 40 to 44 per cent, of unsaponifiable matter consisting
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of alcohols the composition of which has not yet been deter-
mined. Certain shark-liver oils contain moderately large
quantities of unsaponifiable matter, consisting of hydrocar-
bons. Both saturated and highly unsaturated hydrocarbons
have been found in many Japanese shark oils (Tsujimoto).
file_4.wmf


fig. 2.—Boiler for melting tallow under pressure.
Preparation of Fats and Oils.—The animal fats such as
tallow and lard are rendered either by fire heat in an open
pan, Fig. 1, or in a boiler with open steam under pres-
sure, Pig. 2.
The method of melting by steam is to be preferred, since
it yields a purer and whiter fat and one without odour. The
18
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 residue or " greaves " are pressed in order to remove as much
fat as possible.
Bone fat is obtained either by boiling the bones with water
under pressure in a pan similar to that shown in Fig. 3 or
by the solvent extraction process, in which volatile fat solvents
are employed, e.g. petroleum benzine, carbon bisulphide, or
carbon tetrachloride.
For the extraction of vegetable oils the seeds are first
crushed between rolls and then packed in bags which are
placed between the plates of a hydraulic press, Fig. 4, in
file_5.wmf


fig. 3.—Digester for extracting fat from bones.
which very considerable pressure is applied. The oil oozing
out from the meal passes along gutters at the sides of the
plates down to a trough through which it passes to the
storage tanks below.
Another method of extracting oils from seeds is the solvent
extraction process. This has come very largely into practice
in recent years since it extracts almost the whole of the oil
and therefore gives a much higher yield than can be obtained
by pressure. In the solvent extraction process the crushed
seeds are fed into large tanks, which can be closed and in
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which the material is subjected to the action of a volatile
solvent, being at the same time heated by steam or the hot
vapour of the solvent. The liquid containing the fat in
file_6.wmf


fig. 4 —Hydraulic press for oil seeds (Rose, Downs & Thompson, Ltd.).
solution is run into a boiler, in which the solvent is distilled
off and, being condensed, is again ready for use, while the
fat is run out of the boiler to make room for another charge.
The solvents employed are those which are easily volatilised
file_7.wmf
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and which possess no odour, i.e. purified petroleum benzine,
carbon bisulphide, or carbon tetrachloride.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the solvent extraction plant made by
George Scott & Son, Ltd.
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fig. 5.—Solvent extraction plant (George Scott & Son, Ltd., London).
Purification of Oils and Fats.—The oils and fats prepared
as described are usually more or less impure, containing vary-
ing amounts of colouring matter in solution, and water,
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mucilaginous matter, and suspended cellular particles, so that
file_10.wmf



pig. 6.—Solvent extraction plant (George Scott & Son, Ltd., London).
they require to be refined.    The refining processes differ ac-
cording to the nature of the oil and its quality.
file_11.wmf


Usually oils are allowed to stand
for some time in large iron tanks
in order that water and suspended
matters may subside. The separa-
tion of the clear oil is rendered
easier by having a cone-shaped ar-
rangement, Fig. 7, in the bottom
of the tank into which the impuri-
ties settle while the clear oil is run
off from a higher level.
As this method of purification
occupies considerable time, in some
works the oil is immediately put
through a filter press, Fig. 8, which
retains the suspended material
while the clear oil passes through.
Sometimes Fuller's oil is added to
the oil, which helps to separate
the suspended matter and also re-
duces to some extent the colouring
matter.	
Solid fats are treated in a simi- fig. 7.—Settling tank for ciari-
lar manner, but, in order to keep	ymg 01 s'
thern  fluid,   it  is  necessary that   the whole  of  the  plant
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employed be kept at a temperature somewhat above their
melting points for which purpose the settling tanks are steam
jacketed.
In some cases it is necessary to further purify the oils and
fats before they can be used. This purification is usually
carried out by chemical treatment, the agents most often
employed being sulphuric acid and caustic soda, but in some
cases, i.e. highly coloured fats, ozone, potassium bichromate
and sulphuric acid and other oxidising agents are employed.
The purification is usually carried out in large wooden
vats lined with sheet lead, these being provided with stirring
gear, open and closed steam coils and draw-off cocks. In
treating the oil with sulphuric acid about 2 per cent, of the
file_12.wmf


pIG. 8—Filter press for clarifyiDg oils (S. H. Johnson & Co., Ltd.).
latter on the weight of the oil is employed diluted with an
equal volume of water, this is stirred into the oil and the
latter steamed, then washed with hot water till free from
acid and the last traces of water driven off by using the steam
coil. The sulphuric acid destroys the mucilaginous and finely
divided organic matter in the oil but does not affect the free
fatty acids. For this reason oils refined by the acid process
are not as a rule suitable for use as lubricants, besides which
they may contain traces of mineral acid due to insufficient
washing which would be extremely detrimental to any
metallic parts to which the oil might be applied.
The treatment with caustic soda is carried out similarly,
but in this case sufficient of the alkali is added to more than
nei^tralise the whole of the free fatty acids, which are therefore
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dissolved out and pass into the aqueous layer in the form of
soaps, so that the purified oil is entirely free from fatty acids.
Oils treated by the alkali process are therefore very well
suited for use as lubricants, and provided the alkali has all
been washed out they usually keep good for a very long
period. The removal of the fatty acids as soaps leads to a
loss of oil and usually presents another serious drawback, the
soap solution forming an emulsion with a considerable pro-
portion of the oil which is usually extremely difficult to
break up. This emulsion is, however, removed before
washing and is used in soap making, or broken with an acid
and the fatty matter sold as soap stock.
refining oils for lubricating purposes.
The Sulphuric Acid Process.—The ordinary method of
refining oils is with sulphuric acid. When a crude oil, as it
issues from the press, is intimately mixed with sulphuric
acid, a strong reaction is produced, the time taken for this to
ensue depending on the amount of acid used.
At first the temperature of the mixture rises considerably,
and the oil assumes a greenish tinge, the colour of the
mixture gradually deepening through brownish green to
brown, and finally to black.
The cause of this colour change is that the sulphuric acid
first attacks and destroys the greenish or yellowish colouring
matter found in most oils, and especially in the rape and
olive oils frequently used for lubrication. At the same time
the accompanying cell substance, vegetable mucilage, and
other foreign matters undergo alteration, being gradually
decomposed and carb .nised by the dehydrating action of the
sulphuric acid.
The very finely divided carbon thus produced causes the
gradual change of colour from brown to black. During the
operation, which musL be carried on in lead-lined vessels, as
the acid would corrode other materials, the mixture is con-
stantly stirred, and in many works the reaction is assisted
by heat. As all chemical processes are accelerated by warmth,
go Mso the destruction of the foreign admixtures in the oil is
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effected more rapidly the higher the temperature of the oil
under treatment.
It is advantageous to heat the oil by passing steam
through a leaden coil in the vat, thus raising the temperature
to about 140°-160° P. The higher the temperature of the
oil, the sooner is the refining process over, and the smaller
the amount of acid required.
This last factor is a very important one for the manu-
facturer of lubricants, not only on account of the saving of
acid, but also because it limits the direct action of the
sulphuric acid on the oil itself.
The quantity of acid used may rise as high as 3 per cent,
of the oil to be refined. It is run, in the form of a thin
stream, into the warmed oil, and an attempt is made to
secure the most intimate possible admixture of the oil and
acid, by keeping the stirrers running at high speed. After
the operation the liquid is left to rest, when it soon separates
into two layers, the oil, which is much thinner than before
and is partially bleached, floating on the top, whilst under-
neath it lies the acid, which has become diluted by the
absorption of water and is coloured a deep black by the
finely divided carbon in suspension.
The oil is syphoned off from the acid layer, and is freed
from accompanying traces of acid by washing. In this opera-
tion it is necessary to pour the oil, as a thin stream, into
warm water, which is kept in rapid motion by stirrers, the
oil being afterwards separated from the water and put
through the same treatment again. By careful and repeated
washing it is possible to purify the oil to such an extent that
no trace of free sulphuric acid can be detected by even the
most delicate chemical tests.
This, the ordinary practice in oil refineries, yields an oil
that is perfectly clear, thin, and pale in colour: but it
possesses one drawback that forms an important obstacle to
its use for lubrication. Although the sulphuric acid has been
removed by careful washing, the oil is never neutral, but
always contains a considerable quantity of free fatty acids
which would strongly corrode the metallic machine parts.
This peculiarity is due to a reaction of the sulphuric acid
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on the constituents of the oil itself. Like most fats, oils
consist of a compound of glycyl oxide with various fatty
acids, the most usual of these being stearic, palmitic, and
oleic acids.
When a fat or oil is treated with caustic alkalis, caustic
potash, caustic soda, quicklime, or lead oxide, the glycyl oxide
combines with water to form glycerine, which is eliminated,
whilst the fatty acids combine with the base (soda, potash,
lime, or lead) to furnish the compounds known as soaps.
When sulphuric acid is brought; into contact with fats or
oils, a process analogous to saponification occurs, which is
therefore, though erroneously, known as saponification by
sulphuric acid, more properly as hydrolysis. The oil is de-
composed in such a manner that glycerine separates out, the
sulphuric acid entering into combination with the oleic acid.
This compound of sulphuric acid and oleic acid, however,
is unstable and is readily converted into sulphuric acid and
oleic acid by the action of a large volume of water. The
sulphuric acid passes away in the water, but the oleic acid
dissolves in the oil imparting acid properties to it. Machine
parts lubricated with such an oil soon reveal traces of the
chemical action of the fatty acids present.
Hence, in order to refine oils intended for lubricating
purposes, another method must be adopted than that which
is suitable for lamp oils, etc. With this idea in view the
quantity of sulphuric acid is reduced to a minimum, not
more than 1 per cent, on the weight of the oil to be purified.
With such a small quantity of acid the refining process is
greatly retarded, and must therefore be accelerated by warmth.
The following method on these lines has always given ex-
cellent results with a minimum quantity of sulphuric acid.
The freshly pressed oil is placed in a large lead-lined vat,
fitted with a steam coil and stirrers. By means of high-
pressure steam the oil is quickly heated to the boiling point
of water, whereupon the sulphuric acid is run in. The
stirrers are kept running at good speed for a considerable
time, until the whole of the liquid has become black. As
soon as this is noticed, the steam is turned off, but the stirrers
are kept moving half an hour longer,
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The dark-coloured liquid is at once transferred to another
vat, to be washed with water, the mixture of oil and water
being stirred until all the former is in. This done, the stirring
is stopped, whereupon the liquid separates into two layers,
the oil floating on the top, whilst the lower one consisting
of water acidified with sulphuric acid, is of a dark colour,
owing to finely divided carbon. This washing process is
repeated, a third treatment being given if necessary, but
no interval should be allowed between them.
This short treatment with sulphuric acid, followed by a
quick separation of the acid and oil by washing, limits the
action of the acid to the destruction of the foreign matters
present, without allowing it to extend to the alteration of the
oil and consequent formation of oleic acid. As a rule, two
washings after the acid treatment will suffice to free the oil
completely from all traces of acid.
The entire removal of the sulphuric acid-_from the oil is
also necessary, since this acid has an even more energetic
action on metals than oleic acid. The freedom of the oil
from sulphuric acid is detected by shaking up the liquid with
a little barium chloride solution. If the oil remains unchanged,
no free sulphuric acid is present; but if it becomes opalescent
or assumes a whitish tinge, this is a proof that the oil con-
tains sufficient free sulphuric acid to act injuriously on the
metal of any machine it may be used to lubricate. " In order
to make quite sure, however, the barium chloride solution
should have first received an addition of a few drops of
hydrochloric acid, this being necessary to prevent the pre-
cipitation of any other barium salt which might be mistaken
for the sulphate.
In addition to the sulphuric acid method of refining, which
though somewhat troublesome is still the best, various others
have been proposed. Of these, attention is best merited by
those in which the crude oil is treated with a solution of
tannin, with caustic soda or with zinc oxide or magnesia
and litharge.
Refining with Tannin.—In this method the oil is heated
to the boiling point of water, and intimately mixed, by
stirring, with about 5 per cent, of a strong solution of tannin.
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This solution is prepared by boiling fresh oak bark with its
own weight of water for half an hour, and straining the
decoction through a fine cloth.
Though the tannin partially precipitates the foreign sub-
stances present in the oil, it does not effect complete separa-
tion of the whole, the colouring matter of the oil, for instance,
being left unchanged, so that the refined oil is always dark
coloured, which lowers its value from a commercial point of
view.
Refining with Caustic Soda.—The method of refining oil
with caustic soda is based on the principle that very strong
soda lye, when brought into contact with oil for a short time
only, completely destroys the foreign impurities while at the
same time not attacking the oil to any appreciable extent.
The oil to be refined is placed in a large pan, and after
being heated to the boiling point of water, is treated with an
addition of 2-3-j- per cent, (at most) of highly concentrated
caustic soda lye, with constant stirring.
Within a short time the liquid becomes very turbid,
frothing considerably and throwing up a flocculent scum,
which, however, soon falls to the bottom, leaving the clear
oil floating on the surface.
Since the mucilaginous matters are partly dissolved in
the lye and partly coagulated, in a form resembling coagu-
lated albumin, they are easily separated from the refined oil.
The best way of effecting this separation is by means of
a flannel filter, the rough side of which is turned inwards.
In this way the oil is quickly obtained as a clear liquid.
In this method also, which is most frequently employed
"for refining rape oil, the minimum quantity of the refining
agent (caustic soda) should be used, since a large quantity
would entail an excessive waste of oil.
Thus, if more of the soda be used than is necessary for
eliminating the foreign impurities, the alkali will act directly
on the oil converting a portion of it into soap, which remains
in solution in the liquid separated from the oil. This is
not of material importance in the case of oil refineries con-
nected with soapworks or those able to dispose of the spent
lye to a soap boiler, since in such event the soap solution
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can be utilised ; otherwise the losses in refining will be found
extremely high.
It is impossible to make a definite statement as to the
smallest quantity of lye that will suffice for a given oil, since
this depends on the amount of impurities present. Oil
coming fresh from the press, especially from a powerful
hydraulic press, will naturally contain a larger proportion of
foreign substances than that which has been obtained by
moderate pressure and then stored for some time, so that in
the former case a larger quantity of soda will be needed than
in the latter. The only way of ascertaining the minimum
is by practical experience, making trials with small quantities
of the oil to be refined.
The advantages of the caustic soda method are not un-
important, the operation proceeding quickly and satisfactorily,
and yielding an absolutely acid-free product, every trace of
free fatty acid being eliminated by the alkali.
Provided the operation be performed in a wooden vat
heated by steam, or in a clean iron pan if steam is not avail-
able, the oil will not darken in colour. On the other hand,
copper pans should be avoided, the metal being attacked by
the alkali, the oil being coloured green by the dissolved
copper.
Caustic potash may be used in place of caustic soda, with
the same result but is not often employed since it is much
dearer, the solid commercial caustic being used. The best
way to prepare the highly concentrated lye is by placing
the lumps of caustic soda in an iron vessel, and covering
them with an equal weight of water. Solution takes place,
very quickly, the liquid becoming very hot. Owing to the
corrosive action of these highly concentrated lyels, they re-
quire very careful handling, since a drop falling on the skin
will lead to soreness, as it has a destructive action.
The sole objection that can be urged against the method
of refining with caustic soda is that the oil is not bleached,
but retains its original colour, and in some cases may even
become darker, especially when the proportion of caustic lye
is large.
Although the colour of a lubricating oil has no influence
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on its lubricating properties, it is none the less^ desirable to
obtain it with as light a colour as possible, sirj<5^-4hls^ in---"
conjunction with brightness, is regarded by' the coti&uiaer-
(and not altogether without reason) as an indication of careful
refining.
In this connection the sulphuric acid method, when
properly carried out, is highly serviceable, furnishing a pro-
duct of exceptional quality. Other methods have been pro-
posed with the same object in view, but with only partial
success.
After numerous experiments in this direction, the author
has ascertained that two methods are really useful, but fur-
nish dissimilar products. These are the methods employing
either zinc oxide or litharge.
Refining with Zinc Oxide.—In this method, which is
chiefly employed for rape oil, the crude oil is first treated,
as already described, with a very small quantity of sulphuric
acid. The oil becomes dark coloured, passing from brown
into black, separates from the acid, and is repeatedly washed
with hot water, until ifc ceases to give a precipitate with
barium chloride.
As already mentioned, in this treatment the action of the
acid on the oil results in the formation of a compound of
sulphuric and oleic acids, which is decomposed into these
constituents again when treated with a large volume of
water. Consequently the refined oil invariably contains a
certain quantity of free oleic acid, which would strongly
corrode the machine parts ; and to remove this oleic acid
advantage is taken of the property of zinc oxide of combining
with the acid in question to form an insoluble compound,
zinc oleate.
Zinc oxide is obtainable at a low price in commerce as
zinc oxide white, a heavy white pigment. The quantity re-
quired for the purpose in view is 1 per cent, of the weight of
the oil under treatment. To ensure the most complete
diffusion of the zinc oxide through the oil, the former is first
stirred up with three to four times its own weight of the oil,
until a white, milky fluid is obtained, which is then run into
the bulk of the oil, with constant stirring.
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After remaining at rest for several hours, the greater por-
tion of the unaltered zinc oxide and the zinc oleate will have
sunk to the bottom, but as it would take too long to wait for
complete clarification, the oil is filtered.
It has also been proposed to place the oil in a vessel con-
taining zinc turnings or scraps. True, these soon become
coated with a white film of zinc oleate, and the oil is puri-
fied ; but it is very difficult to obtain a clean surface on the
metal again, to fit it for treating the next charge of oil, and
therefore the treatment of the raw oil with zinc oxide is
preferable.
When the operation has been carefully performed the oil
refined by the zinc white process possesses, in a high degree,
all the necessary properties of a good lubricating oil; it is
very pale in colour, and can be obtained almost colourless, if
the oil was originally pale ; it is also inactive towards metals,
and will not become acid, even after prolonged standing in
the air. Being comparatively fluid it is very suitable for
oiling fine machine parts, since it does not thicken when the
machine is left unused for some time.
To obtain a suitable lubricant for coarser machines, the
rape oil must be mixed with tallow, palm oil, or some other
fat capable of rendering it less fluid.
Magnesia or oxide of magnesium can be used for refining
in place of zinc oxide, the process of treatment being exactly
as described above. Oils refined by this process are particu-
larly suitable for lubricating watches, clocks and very light
machinery.
Eefining with Litharge.—When lead oxide is used for
refining, the method adopted is, in principle, precisely the
•same as with zinc oxide. There is, however, some difference
in the behaviour of the two oxides, the resulting lead oleate
being less easily separated than the zinc compound, since
it remains dissolved in the oil. The latter, it is true, is per-
fectly free from any trace of free acid, but is rendered more
viscous by the presence of the lead oleate; and in fact, if
more than the necessary amount of lead oxide be used, and
the reaction be assisted by heat, the oil may thicken to the
consistency of lard or soft butter. This change is usually
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observed when the oil contains 2-J to 3 per cent, of lead
oxide.
The soft mass formed by treating rape oil with litharge in
this way makes excellent lubricants, which are specially
prepared for certain purposes.
Colza oil (Fr. Huile de Colza; Ger. Kohlsaatoel) is refined
in the same way as rape oil; in fact these two oils are very
similar in their properties, though they can be readily dis-
tinguished by an expert.
Some considerable confusion exists in commerce respecting
the nomenclature of rape and allied oils. One kind, known
as Eubsen oil, is obtained from the seeds of Brassica napobras-
sica ; whilst a second grade, rape oil proper, is derived from
the seeds of winter or summer rape, the respective plants
being Brassica napus olercmea and Brassica napus praecox.
Colza oil is from the seeds of Brassica compestris.
Refining Olive Oil and Rape Oil.—Since petroleum has
displaced nearly all the fatty oils for lighting purposes, olive
oil is obtainable at prices enabling it to be used for lubri-
cation.
The process of refining this oil is exactly the same as that
already described for rape oil. The sulphuric acid method is
the one generally adopted, followed by an extremely careful
washing with water, hot at first, and afterwards at the
ordinary temperature. The zinc oxide or litharge treatment
is less often practised. It would seem that the combination
of the oleic acid and glycerine is more stable in the case of
olive oil than in rape oil; at least this conclusion is deducible
from the fact that, when small quantities of sulphuric acid
are used with a neutral oil the oil is thoroughly refined
without any detectable traces of free oleic acid being formed.
Olive oil is also often used for lubricating the finest and
most delicate machinery, for example as a clockmaker's oil,
and for this purpose it is usually desired to be perfectly
colourless. The sulphuric acid method of refining, however,
yields a product that is coloured golden yellow at least, just
like the best quality oil for culinary purposes, the colouring
matter of the oil resisting the action of the acid almost
completely.
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Nevertheless, it is not difficult to obtain even the common
qualities of olive oil in a perfectly colourless condition; for
though the colouring matter resists the action of chemical
reagents, it can be completely destroyed by protracted ex-
posure to light, especially direct sunlight, so that the oil can
be obtained as a perfectly water-white liquid.
The bleaching of olive oil, which is only necessary in case
it is to be used for the finest lubricants, can be effected by
keeping it in vessels of clear white glass, that are tightly
closed and set in a sunny place. The smaller the bottles,
the shorter the time required for complete bleaching.
Olive oil is in every respect an excellent lubricant. When
properly refined it will keep for several years before com-
mencing to thicken. (It may be remarked here that the
technical name for this thickening of lubricating oils, namely,
"resinification," is erroneous, the formation of resin occurring
solely in the case of ethereal oils.) Olive oil possesses the ad-
ditional valuable property that when of good quality it con-
tains very little free oleic acid, and that the mucilaginous
impurities present are readily destroyed by refining.
Any fine, non-drying oil can be used as a lubricant pro-
vided the price is not prohibitive. Manufacturers should
endeavour, in their own interests, to ascertain whether other
oils, in addition to those already mentioned, can be utilised
for this same purpose on an extended scale. Ground-nut oil,
or arachis oil, clearly exhibits the properties of an excellent
lubricant, and is also obtainable in commerce at relatively
low prices ; but though it has been used for this purpose, its
application has not been on any large scale.
The same properties are also possessed by sesamum oil and
beechnut oil. The latter, for instance, could be produced in
very large quantities in Germany, where the beecb is one of
the chief forest trees. The author desires particularly to
direct the attention of lubricating oil manufacturers to the oil
obtained from beechnuts in the ordinary manner, since his
own experiments, conducted on an extensive scale, show this
oil to be admirably adapted for the purpose ; and the raw
material, beechnuts, could be readily obtainable in large
quantities.
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pbopeeties of the fats and oils.
I. Solid Fats.—Strictly speaking, the solid fats may be
divided into two groups: the firmer kinds, or tallows, dis-
tinguished by a certain degree of hardness and high melting
point; and the softer, butter-like fats, or lards, including
also certain vegetable fats, which, though solid at ordinary
temperature, are nevertheless usually referred to as oils.
Examples of these last named are coconut oil and palm oil.
Tallow is the friable fat more particularly found in the
carcases of ruminating animals. There are two chief com-
mercial varieties: beef tallow and mutton tallow. The
characteristic feature of tallow, its friability, decreases in
proportion as other fats are mixed with it; and, to the expert,
this friability of tallow affords a good criterion of purity.
The purification of crude tallow is now pursued on a large
scale in several factories, large quantities of the raw material
being also shipped of late years from South America (beef
tallow) and Australia (mutton tallow).
Tallow has about the highest melting point of any animal
fat. It is impossible to give exact figures of the melting point
of the tallows, since this value alters during storage, the older
the tallow the higher the melting point as a rule. Some
tallows melt at 42° C. (108° P.), whilst others do not become
fluid below 50° C. (122° F.).
The specific gravity of tallow varies from 0*943 to 0*952 at
15° C., saponification value 193 to 200, and iodine value 35*4
to 47-5.
Moreover,'the melting point of tallow can be raised by
separating the more fluid portion. When pure tallow is
melted and the resulting liquid is stirred until it sets again, a
translucent mass is obtained which, when subjected to heavy
pressure, exudes a certain quantity of an oily mass known as
tallow oil, leaving a more solid fat known as beef stearin be-
hind. The oil is used either in soapmaking or in the manu-
facture of liquid lubricants. This method of raising the
melting point of tallow may be advantageously employed for
the preparation of solid lubricants for use in very hot locali-
ties—e.g. in the tropics.
3
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Tallow in frequently used in the preparation i»f luhrieants
that are required to remain solid n.t the ordinary temperature :
and it is often added to compound lubricants with the ol»j«r.t
of raising their melting point, Manifestly, therefniv, tlu»
tallow with the highest melting point will be th«- most useful
grade for tho manufacturer of lubricants.
The higher tho molting point of th«i tuJlnu , the .smaller the
quantity rioodod to impart the desired inetva.M*d eunststoney
to a lubricant, and on this account, tallow freed from tallow
oil in recommended.
In tho form in which it comes from the butcher, tallow in
unsuitable for tho manufacture of lubricants; it must first be
put through a special process of purification, in order to fret!
it from tho accompanying cellular tissue, hloud and wraps of
flesh. ah already mentioned, the purification of large quan-
tities of crude tallow forms a branch of industry, that of the
tallow meltor; but the operation can also he performed easily
on a smaller scale*, by anyone1.
There are several methods of currying out flit1 purifying
process, the Himplost boingfhat known as '* rend*'rinfj ". fl!his
consiHtw in cutting up the tallow into small lumps and melting
those, along with water, in a pan over an open lire, or better
still by steam. Tho skin and other tnipuntien tttvotttjmitying
the tallow, collect on the surface of the molten uuihm in the
form of "groavoH," whic.h are then skimmed off and the
purified fat loft to sol bard. Though this rendering process
is a vory simple one, it furnishes only a relatively low* yield
of tallow, not more*, than KO-K'2 per cent,, even when the
greaves are thoroughly pressed.
A larger yield in obtained by melting the tallow along with
dilute sulphuric acid, 1 part of this acid and viOof witter being
taken to each 100 parts of tallow. Under tho combined in-
fluence of tho acid and heat, all the partic'len of nkin, etc,,
arc dissolved in a few bourn, thus purifying the fallow, Tho
latter is obtained in a perfectly pure condition by afterwards
romelting it with water. The melting must tut performed in
lead-lined wooden vats, by stoatu heat, Mince iron or copper
vessels would be afibetod by the add.
Another very UBoful method of purifying tallow in with the
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aid of caustic soda. Three thousand parts of tallow are melted
along with 2000 parts of water containing 5 parts of caustic
soda in solution. Since the soda possesses the property of
combining with the free fatty acids, to form soaps, this method
is particularly applicable when the tallow is very old and
rancid. Moreover, this method, which in addition is the
cheapest of all, has the advantage of entirely freeing the fat
from acids.
Unless the manufacture of lubricants is carried out on a
very large scale, it is preferable to buy the tallow from a re-
finer, though, for experimental purposes, it may become neces-
sary to undertake the purifying process oneself. In this case
it is best to employ the caustic soda method, since this fur-
nishes practically no malodorous compounds. The lye and fat
are heated together in a clean iron pot or an enamelled pan,
the liquids being kept mixed by constant stirring. At the
end of a few hours all the solid matters will have dissolved
and the fat and lye then form a milky emulsion, from which
the former will separate out on standing, and. will float, as a
clear liquid, on the surface of the lye. When perfectly cold,
the purified fat can be taken off from the lye, in the form of
a white, inodorous cake. Other fats can be purified in exactly
the same manner.
Hog Fat.—Hog fat is the fat of the pig rendered in a
similar way to tallow. The finest fat is rendered into lard,
the waste and scrapings being separately treated yields an
inferior fat suitable for lubricants and for the manufacture
of soap. Hog fat produced from old materials may contain
a large amount of free fatty acids which would not affect its
use for greases but for blending purposes, i.e. in cylinder oils
this would be highly detrimental. Hog fat is a white, grey-
ish or yellowish fat of a very soft consistency. It has a
specific gravity of 0"931 to 0*938 at 15° C., saponification value
195 to 196, iodine value 50 to 70, and melting point 30° to
46° C. Crude hog fat can be refined by treatment with a
weak caustic soda solution and then forms an excellent lubri-
cating material.
Bone Fat.—In large towns where considerable quantities
of fresh bones are always available, the practice of utilising
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these in the preparation of lubricants ik highly desirab
since they furnish a product almost equal to noatsfoot oil at
a very low price. The recovery of fat from the bones does
not materially affect their value for the subsequent prepara-
tion of glue or bone black.
Fresh bone fat consists of several individual fills, two of
which can be readily differentiated, namely, a fat thai, solidi-
fies somewhat easily, and out4, that remains liquid even at low
temperatures. The latter is the constituent known as bone
oil, and is the more important for the production of lubri
cants.
The, author has found the following to be the bent method
of preparing pure bone fat. The fresh bones are, placed in
a pan and covered with water, which is then raised to the
boiling point very slowly, boiling being continued lor several
hours and the mass afterwards left to cool. At the end of
five or six hours the bone fat will have collected on tin* sur-
face, and can be skimmed off, into an earthenware vat.
The crude fat from perfectly fresh bones is entirely free
from odour; but only small quantities of this grade are ob-
tainable, since, oven in largo towns, butcher's honew have
often suTiered deterioration, especially in hoi. weather, to
such an extent that the organic matter is partly decomposed.
It is therefore advisable to submit the fat to a refining pro-
cess, to destroy both the malodorous suhstimo.os and the
yellow-brown colouring matter mixed with the fat.
The bent purifying agent is nitro-hydroehlone arid or
aqua regia, prepared by shaking up a, mixture of I part by
volume, of nitric acid and 4 parts of crude* hydroehlorie acid in
a glass vessel—a metal vessel will not do until the mixture*
has assumed a roddish-yollow colour and gives off a pene-
trating smell resembling chlorine. When these two acids
are brought into contact, chlorine is soon liberated ; and this
substance has a powerfully destructive action on colouring
matters and odoriferous substances.
No larger quantity of aqua regia, should bo prepared than
may be needed, since the activity of the reagent is diminished
by longer storage.
To bleach the crude, bone fat with thin reagent it is treated
Die.
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with I to l.i per cent, of tbo latter in tin earthenware vat, the
two being well mixed by prolonged stirring. The quantity of
aqua rogia required in dependant on the colour and smell of
the fat ; the darker and more evil smelling the latter, the
more of the. acid mixture, is necessary. The i'at and acid
are stirred in contact for several hours, to render the chemical
reaction as complete as possible.
When the bleaching is completed, warm water is run in
and the add is carefully drawn off through a lap at the
bottom of the vat, taking care that no fat escapes along with
it. The fat is again mixed with warm water, which is stirred
up and drawn off; and this washing is repeated until the
last trace4, of add has been removed.
Properly bleached fat from fresh bones is nearly colourless
and inodorous, free from acid, melts readily, and forms a
lubricant closely resembling pure bone oil in quality.
Usually, however, the bones available for making bone fat
are very stale, the organic matter being already in an
advanced stage of putrefaction, and the fat also more or less
decomposed. To use such bones successfully for the prepara-
tion of lubricating oils, the method described above must be
somewhat modified.
In this case the bones are boiled, as already described, with
water, furnishing a strong smelling brown fat, consisting
partly of free oleic acid. This fat is ladled into wooden vats,
whore it is loft to stand for several days. As it slowly cools,
a granular, greyish-white fat separates out, leaving an evil-
smelling brown oil floating on the surface. The solid portion
is used for making common soaps, whilst the liquid portion
serves for Urn preparation of lubricants.
ThiH liquid portion is treated with intro-hydrochloric acid
as already described, thereby becoming bleached and purified.
The older the bones, the greater the amount of acid necessary
to remove the smell and colour of the oil, but the exact
quantity can only bo determined by direct experiment in
each ease. Great care should bo exercised in using larger
quantities than those stated and after the first 1 per cent, of
acid is in, any further addition should not exceed |- pen: cent,
at a time.
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The bleached and doodorisod bono fat still contains a large,
proportion of free oleic acid formed by the decomposition of
the fat during the storage of the bones which must be re-
moved before the fat can, bo used aw a lubricant.
This is best effected by treatment with about 10 per cent,
of caustic lime, slaked just before use, the resulting niilk of
lime being stirred up with the fat and loft to nettle. In thin
manner the oleic acid is entirely removed by the* lime, the
neutral fat separating out.
Experiments performed by the author have also shown
that the oleic acid can bo eliminated by means of litharge,
especially when the fat has boon previously warmed. The,
resulting lead oleato remains mixed with the* fat, converting
it into a mass with the consistency of strong naive, highly
suitable for axle grease.
Bone fat in obtained from the bones of any animals, usu-
ally those of oxen and sheep. The bones are. crushed and
digested with water under pressure when the gelatin din-
solves and the bone, fat rises to the surface from which it is
skimmed, It is obtained mostly from glue and animal char-
coal factories. Bone fat is alwo obtained by treating the
crushed hones with volatile solvents in special degretwing
plants. In this case, the bone fat is oxt.raof.od alone and w
easily refined. Hone fat is usually yellowish or yellowish-
brown in colour and of a soft consistency; that obtained
from fresh bones is quite sweet, but the fat from doeomponed
boneB has a disagreeable odour and a vory dark colour. Be-
ing obtainable at a comparatively low price, it in \voll adapted
for making cart greases and other low claHH lubricants; but
when refined by treating it with soda and filtering through
animal charcoal to eliminate the dark colour and unpleasant
smell it may even be used for lubricating line machinery,
clocks, sewing machines, cycles, etc. The specific gravity of
bone fat is 0-914 to 0-91(5 at 15° (1, Hapcmifieation value 101 to
19f>, iodine value 4f> to 5(5, and melting point 21" to ±T (-,
The free fatty acids in. impurified bone fat range up to an
much as 2(5 per cent.
Horse Fat is obtained from the fatty portions of the
horse being obtained mostly from the " knaeker'n " yard. 11
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is a soft white or yellowish fat melting at 20° to 30° C.,
specific gravity at 15° 0. ()"91G to 0'92a, saponification value
1,95 to 197, and iodine value 71 to 86. Horse fat is very
similar in its proportion to bone fat and may he used for
the same purposes; it has, however, a slight tendency to
thicken on exposure, although not sufficient to affect its use
for the preparation of greases.
Palm Oil is obtained from the fruit of the African oil
palm (.Klaiw f/umm.w). The general method of preparing
the oil as carried on by the natives is to pile up the fruits in
a large pit dug in the ground and to allow them to ferment
when the oil is expressed by girls stamping it out with their
foot. The modern method of extraction is with the hydraulic
press, the fruit boing comparatively fresh. The oils obtained
by these two methods differ very considerably, the fresh oil
being much softer than that produced by the native method
and containing a much smaller proportion of free fatty acids.
Owing to their higher content of glycerine the soft oils fetch
a higher price. When fresh, palm oil has the consistency
of butter, a bright yellow to orange colour and an agreeable
odour; but old palm oil is firmer, friable, darker in colour
and ban a disagreeable smell.
In the manufacture of lubricants it is highly important
to know whethnr a given sample of palm is fresh or stale;
since there is a great difference in the molting points of the
two, fresh palm oil molting at 27" (.). (BO'f/' K) while old or
acid oil does not molt below 40" (1. (104° lJ\).
For the majority of lubricants, natural palm oil can be
usod, which imparts its characteristic yellow colour to the
mass. If, however, the colour is undesirable the oil must be
bleach od.
This operation can be carried out in a simple manner by
melting the oil as quickly as possible, then heating it to
2-10" (1. (<1(>4" K.)and maintaining it at that temperature for a
quarter of an hour. It may also be bleached by treating 1000
parts of the molto.d fat with J. to 1| parts of potassium bichro-
mate and an equal quantity of sulphuric acid. The entire
mass turns green at first, a green liquid afterwards settling
down and leaving the bleached palm oil floating on the surface.
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Palm oil varies in consistency iYom thai, of butter to that
of tallow ; it has a, specific gravity of U^JI to O'ihM a,l hV < ',,
sapouification value l(,)l> to kJ05, and iodine value ;"»;t to 57,
The free fatty acids are usually high, soiuetinies extra-
ordinarily high, varying from 7 to 20 per rent, in the soft oilw
and 60 to HO per cent in the hard oils. I'aim oil is eomposed
of palmitin and olein with more or less free palmitic* and
oleic acids.
II. Liquid Jfats or ()//,sv~ The liquid fats are nueh an are
fluid at the ordinary temperature, though the majority of
them set when the temperature is lowered. In many ninon
the solidification, is only partial when the temperature in
moderately low, but when great cold in applied, all the liquid
fats become solid.
As lubricants, the liquid fats arc more, partieularly suitable
for machines that are desired to run at high speeds or that
contain delicate parts. Whilst the fats solid at the ordinary
temperature are host adapted for graining waggons, the
liquid fats are admirably suited for Hie preparation of machine
oils.
Liquid fats of animal origin are often known an train
oils, whilst those, belonging to tho vegetable kingdom are
sold under their individual names.
Sflerm Oil.—Sperm oil is the oily product ohtained from
the head cavity and also the. body blubber of the sperm
whale (Physeter mwroccji/ia/'ua). It contains wore or less
spermaceti, a solid white waxy product which is also some-
times found in the solid state in the head. After extraction,
which is done by pressure or by heat, the oil ib cooled to a
temperature of 32" F. and in kept at that temperature for
several days when it forms a semi-solid fat which in prenBed
in a hydraulic press yielding a (hud oil known an u winter11
sperm oil, which remains fluid at that temperature, and a nolitl
fat which is pressed at a higher temperature yielding a Hiuall
quantity of oil known as " spring sperm oil". The pre.BB
cakes consist of crude spermaceti which in subsequently
purified. Sperm oil is pale yellow to slightly brownish in
colour, clear, and with a fishy odour. Tho specific gravity
is 0'880 at 15° C. ; saponification value 12tt'4 to 147*4 ; iodine
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v-alue 70 to 98, the percentage of fatty acids (50 to 64, and
the amount of alcohols 39 to 41. Sperm oil is not an oil in
the true sense of the word, since it yields practically no
glycerine on saponification. It consists of a combination of
Alcohols and fatty acids the constitution of which is unknown.
Sperm oil is one of the best oils for lubricating light machinery
a,nd is especially valuable owing to the fact that it shows no
tendency to " gum " on exposure.
Whale Oils. — The whale oils or train oils are obtained
f Jrom many species of whales, the Greenland or Eight whale
(.JBalaena mysticetus),  the   Sulphur-bottom  whale   (Balae-
'noptera sibbaldi), the Humpback whale (Megaptera longi-
vrisanus),  the  Fin-back whale   (Balaenoptera  borealis"),   the
3Bottlenose whale (Hyperodon rostrahmi), and others.   The oil
is obtained from the blubber by rendering it down with heat.
Whale oil is of a yellow, brown, or reddish brown colour
a,3ad possesses a strong fishy odour.    There  are about five
grades distinguished in  commerce, No. 0 and No. 1, very
;pa,le yellow in colour, are usually classed together; No. 2,
deep yellow; No. 3, pale brown; No. 4, dark 'brown.    The
oomposition of whale oil is not definitely known, but it con-
tains  soluble  fatty  acids including valeric acid  and   also
olupanodonic acid; it has,  however, a similar composition
to other fatty oils, being a glyceride and yielding glycerine on
saLponification.    The oil has  a specific gravity of 0'920 to
O"925 at 15° 0., a saponification value of 188 to 194, and an
iodine value of 110 to 146.
Dolphin Oil is obtained from the head and also the body
blubber of the dolphin or black fish (Delphinus globiceps).
Tlie oil is pale yellow in colour and has a strong fishy smell.
Tlie oil from the head differs somewhat in composition from
tli. at from the body blubber since it contains a considerable
a,rxiount of volatile fatty acids. The specific gravity of
dolphin oil is 0*925 to 0'926 at 15° C.
Porpoise Oil extracted both from the head and also the
]>ody blubber of the porpoise (Delphinus phoccena), the two
oils being different. Both contain volatile fatty acids but the
h.oad oil the most. Porpoise oil is pale yellow, brownish-
yollow or brown, and has a specific gravity of 0*925 to 0*926.
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Train Oil.—Under the names train oil, fish oil, seal oil,
etc., a number of oily liquid** appear in commercuv ranging
in colour through all shades from pale yellow to black, and
distinguished by a peculiar, unpleasant smell. In general
they are derived from the blubber of certain marine animulH,
the great bulk being obtained by melting the fat of various
kinds of seals and whales. One kind of train oil, eod-Iiver oil,
is obtained from the liver of the. codfish.
The train oil brought in enormous quantities (-very year
into European and American ports by winders in piwtieally
the cheapest of all fats. In addition to its use in soapmakin^
and the production of chamois leather, it in also cm ployed an
a lubricant, the chief advantages for this purpose being ub
oily character and low price.
The cheapest dark and evil-smelling train oil can be*, used
in the preparation of common lubricants, but for finer products
it is essential to use the refined oil, which in of a golden
yellow colour and has a less penetrating smell.
Neats/oot Oil is obtained from the feed, of cloven-footed
animals, oxen, sheep, and goats. It in produced in many
small establishments as a by-produet in the boiling of M eow-
heels " and "sheep's trotters " for food purposes. The.se are
cleansed from blood and dirt by washing them in water, and
after the hoofs have been removed they are boiled with water
in pans till soft. The fat rises to the top of tint liquid on
standing and is skimmed off and run into a tank, when, on
cooling, it deposits some water and stearin. After a time the
clear oil is decanted.
At the large slaughtering yards in America the feet are
boiled in large batches in closed boilers under proBsuro and
the oil similarly recovered by skimming off. After it han
deposited stearin the clear oil is obtained by putting it through
a filter press. Neatsfoot oil is a clear ye-llowinh oil with very
little odour and a mild taste. It has a specific gravity of
0*915 to 0*916 at 15° 0., saponification value HM to UK), and
iodine value 67 to 7(>. It consists of olein, palmitin and
stearin, the first named predominating. It (hvponitB stearin
at a low temperature and solidifies at about - 4" 0.5. Noatwfooi
oil forms a very useful lubricating oil for fine machinery
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as ii usually contains but little free fatty acids and keeps
well.
Neatsfoot oil occupies a very high place among lubricating
oils, being the best for lubricating fine machinery, especially
fine machine tools, sewing machines, cycles, small quick-
running axles, etc.
It would be equally useful for lubricating larger machines,
such as high speed turbines, dynamos, etc., but for the fact
that its high price is prohibitive. For makers of high class
lubricants, the preparation of neatsfoot oil is strongly re-
commended ; since this oil exhibits a very high state of purity
when treated in small quantities, and then forms an unsur-
passed lubricant for the finest machinery.
Neatsfoot oil owes its excellent properties to the fact
that it may be kept for years in contact with the air
without turning rancid or losing its fluidity. This latter
property it retains almost unchanged, even at very low tem-
peratures.
The method of producing neatsfoot oil is as follows : The
fresh hoofs of oxen, calves, or pigs, after thorough washing,
are boiled with water in a pan for a quarter of an hour, the
temperature being then reduced so that the liquid is no longer
in a state of ebullition. The fat collecting as an oily layer
on the surface of the hot water is constantly skimmed off
with a flat ladle and transferred to a tall, narrow vessel. The
residue in the boiling pan—the hoofs deprived of their fat—
may, if fresh, be used as food or otherwise sold to the glue
manufacturer.
After standing for some time the neatsfoot oil collects on
the surface of the liquid in the vessel in the form of a per-
fectly clear layer of golden yellow oil It is then poured off
into small white glass bottles, which are tightly corked and
exposed to the influence of direct sunlight, which very soon
bleaches the oil perfectly white.
A large number of the lubricating oils sold under various
names for oiling sewing machines, clocks, and other fine
machinery, frequently in very small bottles at a high price,
consist simply of neatsfoot oil, prepared, carefully refined,
and bleached in the foregoing manner.
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It may be mentioned hero t,hat to obtain the finest product
from neatsfoot oil it .should bo exposed to a. low winter
temperature, and, whilst still cold, strained through a line
cloth in order to separate the liquid portion from that, which
has solidified.
13otic. Oil.—On pressing bone fat in a warm room there
exudes from it a lluid oil while the. residue or stearin left has
a higher melting point atid therefore is of greater value, Tim
oil contains more olein than the original fat and does not
solidify until a lower temperature has boon reached. Hone
oil forms a useful lubricating material and may be employed
for any purpose as it is practically neutral and docs not de-
posit stearin except at very low temperatures.
Lard Oil.—-When lard is pressed it also yields a, fluid oil
known as lard oil and a solid fa I called lard Htearin. The
lard oil varies somewhat according to the composition of
the original lard and the temperature at which it ban been
pressed. Usually it is only semi-lluid at temperatures of 10"
to 15", but if pressed at a low temperature it will form a fluid
oil which does not deposit stearin till the, temperature in ro-
duced almost to the freo/Jng point of water. The finest lard
oil is employed in the, preparation of margarine, but second
grade oils are employed in the manufacture of lubricants for
which they are eminently fitted. Lard oil has a specific
gravity of 0"91f> at .15° 0., saponifieation value H)0 to HW,
and iodine valued? to 88. Some kinds of hog fat are ho fluid
that they would pass as lard oil,
Tallow Oil is prepared from tallow by pressure at a tem-
perature just below the melting point of the. fat. In order
to obtain the maximum yield of oil the tallow in heated in a
large pan and is kept for a long time just below its molting
point, the "stearin" or hard fat crystallises out leaving the
olein free. The mass is then made into oaken which while,
warm are placed in bags and presHod in a hydraulic press, the.
olein or tallow oil exuding leaving the stearin behind. When
fresh beef fat is thus pressed the olein is known aft ohso-oil
and is used in the preparation of margarine, the solid fat,
known as " prime press tallow " or beef stearin, being a useful
candle making fat. Tallow oil ib a soft fat at the ordinary
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temperature and may be used in the manufacture of solid
lubricants.
Rapeseed Oil or Colza Oil is obtained from the seeds of
Brassica campestris and its varieties by pressing. The rape
plant is grown in large quantities in most European countries
and in India. The seed yields 35 to 45 per cent, of a brown
oil which is refined by the acid treatment and then appears
of a yellow colour and has a characteristic odour. It
deposits stearin on standing at the ordinary temperature.
Eape oil has a specific gravity of 0*914 to 0*915 at 15° C.,
saponification value 168 to 179, and iodine value 93*5 to 105*6.
The fresh oil contains but little free fatty acids and forms a
very useful lubricating oil, but it has slight drying properties.
The solidifying point varies from - 10° to +10° C.
According to Lewkowitsch l the viscosity may be used as
a criterion of the purity of rapeseed oil, since no oil, except
castor oil, likely to be used as an adulterant has such a high
viscosity. The viscosity of rapeseed oil found by the above
author varied from 329 to 380 at 70° F. and 91 to 94 at 140° F.
Mustard Seed Oil is obtained from the seeds of the black
mustard (Sinapis nigrd] and those of the white mustard
(Sinapis alia) which are cultivated in most parts of Europe,
in Asia Minor, India, and North America. The seeds of the
black mustard yield about 30 per cent, of a brownish oil,
those of white mustard about 25 per cent, of a golden yellow
oil. These oils resemble rape oil in their properties, they have
a specific gravity of 0"912 to 0'916 at 15° C., saponification
value 170 to 178, but the iodine value varies in the two
varieties, being 92 to 103 in oil from the white seed and
99 to 122 in that from the black. The solidifying point is
about - 15° C. Mustard oils have slight drying properties.
Almond Oil is contained in the seeds of the" almond, of
which there are two kinds, the sweet almond (Primus
amygdalus, Amygdalus communis) and the bitter almond
(Prunus amygdalus, var. amara), growing in the South of
Europe, Morocco, etc. The sweet almond contains 45 to 55
per cent, of oil and that of the bitter almond 35 to 45. The
1 Chemical Technology and Anafysis of Oils, Fats and Waves, 1914, Vol.
TT     «    OAO
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j	characters of the two oils are very similar.    Almond oil has
!	a specific gravity of 01)17 to 01)11) at  15" (<., saponifieation
I1	value LH9 to 11)5, and iodine value <J 1 to 101.
j	Almond oil is a very pale yellow oil with a pleasant odour
i	and taste, it is almost free from fatty acids and keeps for a
ji	very long time without   becoming   rancid.    It is composed
'I	almost entirely of-olein, and having a very low solidifying
|	point, i.e. about       10" (>., it  forms  an  exceptionally #00d
lubricating oil.
Earth-nut Oil or A-mchiti Oil is extracted from the earth
nut (AracJu'ti /ii/pa</(i'(t) by pressure.    The earth nut ingrown
p	on a very large scale in India and the West Coast of Africa,
1!	iu which countries large quantities are consumed as food,    The
nuts are also imported on a large scale into Huropn for extrac-
tion of the oil, an industry which ban gravitated to Marseilles;
the finer kinds of oil arc used for food purposes, the commoner
qualities for lubricants and soap making. The kernel con-
tains about 45 per cent, of oil. Karth nut oil has usually
a paleyellow colour and a pleasant odour, Its specific gravity
,'	is 01)10 to 01)17 at 15" C,, saponiiinitimi value 1H5 to lUf>,
'*	and  iodine  value  8*1  to   105.    Karth nut oil contains the
glycerides of palmitic, hypogwie, and araehidic acids. It
solidifies at about ()"(•. and it shows no signs of drying on
exposure.
Hazel nut Oil is obtained from the nuts of the hazel tree
(Coryius dvellttna], the kernels of which contain about 50 pen*
cent, of a golden yellow oil having an odour of the nut. The
specific gravity of the oil is 01)15 to 0*1)17 at 15" (!M naponifica-
tion value IDB to 11)7, and iodine value HO to 1)0, It in a
very fluid oil consisting very largely of olein and solidifying
at a temperature of about 	 17"C<.
Olive. W/.-  -Olive oil is obtained from the fruit of the olive
!	tree, which is cultivated in Southern Kurope, Franco, Spain,
,:	Italy, Greece, etc., also in Morocco, Tunis, Algeria, Palestine,
and in South and  North America.    The pulp of the fruit
j	contains 40 to 00 per cent, of oil.    The bent oil is obtained
from the fresh fruit by pressing; thin is neutral, pale yellow
or greenish in colour, has a pleasant taste, and in used as
!<	a salad oil.    A large quantity of the oil is, however, obtained
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from fruit which has been allowed to ferment, the oil then
having a strong odour and an unpleasant taste. The colour
of the oil may be nearly white, green, or yellow.
Olive oil has a specific gravity of 0*915 to 0*918, saponi-
fication value 185 to 190, and iodine value 79 to 88. The oil
deposits a solid fat at low temperatures and acid oils become
quite solid, even at 10" 0. The oil is composed largely of
olein with a little linolein, but it contains also some palmitin
with practically no stearin. The acidity of the better varieties
of oil is very low, from 0*25 to '2'5 per cent., but common
qualities may contain as much as 25 per cent, of free fatty
acids. Olive oil forms a good lubricating oil, but owing to
its high price it cannot be largely used except for special
purposes, i.e. greasing wool fou spinning. The commoner
oils are unsuitable for use as lubricants owing to their high
content of fatty acids, but after refining with alkali these oils
can thus be employed and are in great demand.
Castor oil is obtained from the castor bean, the seed of
liieinns eorn'mnnis, which is cultivated on a very large scale
in India, and also in the West Indies, North America, and
Algiers. The seed contains 40 to 50 per cent, of oil. The
cold pressed oil, being nearly colourless, is used largely for
medicinal purposes ; the hot pressed oil is yellowish or
greenish and is used for commercial purposes. Castor oil
differs in its properties and composition from all other* com-
mercial oils. It has the highest specific gravity of any
natural oil and the greatest viscosity; it is completely soluble
in alcohol and does not mix with mineral oils. Theses
properties are no doubt largely attributable to its composition,
it being the glyecride of a hydroxy acid—ricinoleic acid—the
formula of which is 017H»a /OH. COGH.
Castor oil has a specific gravity of 0'959 to (H)68 at 15(> 0.,
saponification value 177 to 187, and iodine value 81 to 87. It
solidifies at - 10" C. The high viscosity of this oil is'shown
by the experiments of Peering and Redwood, who found the
time of flow for 50 c.c. at 100° V. to be 11(50 to 1190
seconds.
In a perfectly fresh state, the animal fats are quite in-
odorous and tasteless substances, which do not react in any
-18
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way with either red or blue litmus. They art1 neutral fats,
i.e., they contain no trace of free fatty acid. A similar
behaviour is exhibited by certain vegetable oils, such an
freshly pressed olive oil, rape oil, and a largo number of other
oils.
When, (.ho perfectly fresh fat is packed into a cask in such
a manner that the admission of air is rendered quite impos-
sible, the fat will remain in an unaltered condition, us neutral
fat, for a considerable time. If, however, tin*, fat be exposed
to the, action of the air, a peculiar chemical change, known
as rancidity, soon becomes perceptible.
Rancid fat is no longer neutral, but acid in its action,
which condition is revealed by its turning blue' litmus red.
The fat now contains a larger or smaller quantify of free,
fatty acids, the presence of which is made manifest by a
certain peculiar smell and a sharp, irritating taste.
When brought into contact with metals like copper, iron,
or bronxe, perfectly neutral fat leaves them quite unaltered,
whoreaH fat that haw become acid, •/./•, rancid, acts very
energetically on metals, and soon corrodes them. This can
sometimes be. clearly seen on machine parts made of enpper,
bronze, or brass, the lubricant running down these parts
being stained green by dissolved copper.
In large machines this action of fats on the several parts
is not a groat disadvantage, nor can it be easily prevented.
It is, however, different with lubricants intended for use in
delicately constructed mechanisms, such an clocks, sowing
machines, and others of similar character,
Kor such machines the, only permissible lubricants are
those that are entirely destitute of free acid, and arc there-
fore without any corrosive! notion on the* metal,
The vegetable oils used as lubricants should also be,
examined for their behaviour on exposure to the air. True,
all oils will turn rancid sooner or later, but in many of them
a very remarkable alteration of consistency also occurs.
Certain oils, ?..(/. rape oil and olive oil, will become very
acid and somewhat thicker after a certain time, but they
always remain perfectly fluid, even though kept exposed to
the air for years. Other oils—which are typified by linseed
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oil and nut oil—have the property of becoming progressively
thicker when left to stand in the air for some time, and are
finally converted into solid, resinous masses.
Oils exhibiting this latter peculiarity are termed drying
oils, in contradistinction to the non-drying oils. This
property of the drying oils to gradually change into solid
bodies renders them unsuitable as lubricants, for when a
machine that has been lubricated with such oils is left
unused for some time, the oil dries on the various parts of
the machine, forming a coating that is very difficult to remove.
Hence the specifications for the supply of large quantities of
lubricating oils often contain a clause prohibiting the use of
drying oils as ingredients.
The volatile oils obtained in refining petroleum and tar are
not liable to become rancid; hence, viewed from the stand-
point of chemical inactivity, these oils are preferable to the
fats and vegetable oils. On the other hand, some of these
mineral oils thicken in course of time—though much more
slowly than the vegetable oils—without, however, turning
acid (rancid). They undergo conversion into resinous pro-
ducts by polymerisation, in which event they are said to
" resinify " or " gum ".
treated oils,
Polymerised Oils.—On heating castor oil to 200° to 800°
C. for several hours it becomes polymerised and is then
soluble in petroleum oils. Use is made of this fact for the
preparation of mixed lubricants containing both castor oil
and mineral oil.
Polymerisation may be brought about by heating the oil
to about 800" C.,1 by heating for 10 hours to a temperature
of 2()Q" to 300" (1 under pressure or at ordinary pressure under
a reflux condenser,'2 also by heating the oil with formaldehyde
to a temperature of 500° O.a
E. Boyer, L. (lavillon, and N. Barishae treat the oil by
heating it with the acid anhydrides or chlorides of mineral
'Nordlmgor (Gor. Pat. 101,4,99).
uOolwerko Stiom-Sonnol)orn, Akt.-GoH., Hamburg, Eng. Tats. 24,985 and
24,930, Doc. 1, 1905.
:< Common and Hull Oil Manufacturing Co., Eng. T'at. 15,4(H>, 1908.
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Sulphonated Oils.—When concentrated sulphuric acid is
allowed to act upon oils, the temperature being kept low by
cooling, hydroxy fatty acids and their sulphuric esters are
formed, but in the case of castor oil free ricinoleic acid and
ricinoleo-sulphuric acid with mono- and di-ricinoleic acid and
probably other products are produced. These products are
used in Turkey red dyeing, for which reason they are often
known as Turkey red oils. The product from castor oil is
also known as "soluble oil". The method of preparing
soluble oil is to run concentrated sulphuric acid into castor,
which is kept at a temperature below 35° C. by cooling. A
little water is then added to the oil, agitated with it, and
then allowed to settle out, after which the oil is syphoned
off. The oil is washed with a solution of Glauber salts until
practically all the acid has been washed out. Ammonia or
soda is then added to the oil until it forms a clear solution
when mixed with a little water. This forms the soluble oil of
commerce. On adding to water it yields a clear or milky
solution, and a mixture of it with other oils will also give
emulsions. Soluble oil will mix with all other fatty oils but
not with mineral oils. It can, however, be mixed with the
latter by using oleic acid and ammonia, such mixtures form-
ing very permanent emulsions with water. These latter,
known as "screwing" and "cutting" oils, will be described
in a later chapter.
L. Hirschberg (Assignor to Chemische Fabrik, Westend,
U.S. Pat. 1,042,915) claimed that by heating hydrocarbon
oils with an equal weight of sulphuric acid, containing
sulphur trioxide equivalent to at least 2-J- per cent, of the
weight of the oil, to a temperature of 100° to 130° C. the mass
separates on cooling into two layers, the upper layer after
separation and neutralisation being emulsifiable with water.
OHAPTEE III
SUBSTANCES USED IN THE PREPARATION OF LUBRICANTS
(continued).
hydrocarbon oils, etc.
Petroleum Oils.—The discovery of a petroleum oil in a
coal pit at Alfreton in Derbyshire and the working of it by
Young in or about 1847, which led to great developments in
the shale oil industry, are adverted to in another chapter.
Natural petroleums exuding from the earth's surface or-
found in wells had long been known in North America, the
material being used for medicinal purposes under the name
of "rock oil".
The first petroleum well was sunk in 1858-59 by Col.
G. L. Drake at Titusville, in the State of Pennsylvania, and a
company was formed by Messrs. Eveleth and Bissell, under
the name of the Pennsylvania Eock Oil Company, to work
it. The total production in 1859 amounted to somewhat
less than 2000 barrels. Wells were afterwards sunk in the
valley of the Muskigun, Ohio, at Lima, Findlay, and Bowling
Green, in West Virginia at Burning Springs, which was a
most productive well, in the Bradford field and at Cherry
Grove, the latter being long famous as a flowing well, at
Hughes Eiver and at Oil Springs. Wells were also sunk in
South California at Ventura, Los Angeles and Santa Barbara,
and in Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois, Kansas, and Texas, all
of which are oil-producing states. It is from the deposits in
the United States that by far the larger bulk of the world's
petroleum supplies are obtained, and the immensity of the
trade is clearly shown by the statistics below :—
(53)
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Production of Crude Petroleum in the United States.
Metric tons
 1901.	1911.
8,951,000     29,393,252
 1913.
46,956,337
 1914.
50,229,119
 1915.
37,480,547
United States Exports.
Crude oil   .
Naphtha   ....
Illuminating oil
Lubricating oil and paraffin
Residuum, gas and fuel oils
Total	
Total values
 
1914.
146,056,086
185,578,776
1,155,809,430
195,472,181
586,218,073 
U.S. Gallons.
1915.
154,703,618
273,806,978
835,246,438
237,660,120
808,343,638 
2,269,134,546    2,309,760,792
—	$141,004,663
 1916.
168,358,167
349,721,727
852,765,091
258,993,634
953,199,203
2,583,037,822
$199,630,471
In 1905 the percentage yield was: Burning oil 61,
paraffin oils 2*9, reduced oils 7*7, naphtha and gasoline 10*3,
neutral filtered oils 0*9, paraffin wax 1*4, residuum 5*7.
The origin of petroleum is a much discussed problem,
Prof. Engler, of Carlsruhe, being of opinion that it has been
formed by the slow distillation of animal and vegetable
matter by the internal heat of the globe. That it was formed
in the primary rocks as at first supposed is now known not to
be the case, as it may have been formed in any strata and has
percolated down into large fissures. It sometimes oozes to
the surface, but is found at various depths and often ac-
companied by brine.
In the United States the wells are sunk to a great
depth, i.e. 2300 to 2500 feet, The American method of boring
is now almost universally employed. First, a derrick is built
on which revolves a wheel carrying cams which lift the cable
and boring tool. These derricks are a familiar feature of the
landscape in oil-bearing districts. At the side of the derrick
is built a shed for the boiler and engine. The boring tools
of chilled steel are alternately lifted and allowed to fall and
are also rotated in the hole, the cable being payed out and
held by a clip as the tool descends; the hole is also flushed
out with water from time to time to remove the debris of
rock formed by the tool. When a sufficient depth has been
reached with but little oil appearing a charge of dynamite
is exploded in the boring, which shatters the rock and often
leads to a great rush of oil, a "gusher" as it is called,
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"Which may play like a high, fountain into the air for a long
period, the oil blowing in spray all over the country, much of
it being lost. Sometimes the fountain catches fire, a most
imposing sight, and an enormous dense column of smoke
surmounts the fountain. Natural gas usually accompanies
the oil, which is burnt under the boiler. After a time the
flow of oil subsides and resort is tben made to pumping,
the well being sheathed with wrought iron tubes and a
pump installed. The refineries for Pennsylvania oil are
on the east coast near the large ports—Philadelphia, Balti-
more, New York and Boston, the refinery at Philadelphia
being one of the largest in the world. Ohio oil is refined in
the cities on the great lakes, principally at Cleveland and
Chicago, the refinery at Whitings on the shores of Lake
^Michigan in Indiana being probably the largest refinery in
the world.
The oil from the wells is carried through pipe lines,
hundreds of miles, to the refineries. In the United States
the refineries are on a gigantic scale, there being some-
times hundreds of boilers or stills, with their accompanying
condensers, refrigerating plant and storage vessels, etc. By
distillation the crude oil is separated into several fractions,
naphtha, kerosene, lubricating oils, and residuum, etc., all of
•which find a use for a variety of purposes. The crude
petroleum flows in a constant stream into the refinery and by
the aid of pumps is caused to circulate through the stills,
condensers, and refining tanks until finally it passes to the
huge storage tanks from which it is delivered into tank
•waggons or barrels for consumption. The Ohio oil contains
a high proportion of sulphur compounds which originally
caused a considerable amount of trouble, but it is now freed
from sulphur by the method of Hermann Frasch, which
consists in passing the vapours of the oil over finely divided
copper oxide.
In Canada there are deposits of oil in the Ontario district
at Athabasca Lake and on the Great Mackenzie Eiver. A
considerable quantity of oil is also obtained in Mexico, Peru
and Argentina in South America, while there is also a large
p/mount accompanying the bitumen in the bitumen lake of
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Trinidad. The production of crude oil in barrels in Mexico in
1901 was 9750, and in 1914, 31,867,410 U.S. gallons (and
that of Trinidad in 1917 upwards of 4,500,000 gallons).
In Europe petroleum is found in Alsace, Italy, Eoumania,
Galicia and Eussia. The Eussian oil fields, which are by
far the largest European deposits, occur mostly in the
Caucasus or Caspian Sea area.
Oil has been known to occur at Baku from very early
times. This district belonged to Persia and the Parsees who
inhabited it were fire-worshippers, regarding as holy the fires
which were produced by burning the oil as it oozed from the
ground, and which they kept alight for many centuries. In
1806 Baku passed into the hands of Eussia, and many oil
wells were sunk, chiefly in the Balachany and Sabountchi
fields at Bibi Eibat and on the Maikop field. The oil is
found at moderate depths, the oil wells usually being 190
to 200 metres deep.
Petroleum is also often found on the waters of the Caspian
Sea, and gases are evolved which sometimes take fire and
burn for a time.
The oil is refined in Baku in the district known as the
" black town," with which the Balachany field is connected
by pipe line. The stills are heated by the residue or '(masut3)
which is blown into the fire holes over which they are fixed.
The greater part of the Eussian oil supplies comes from Baku.
In 1913 the production of crude oil was over 9,000,000 tons
and in 1914 it exceeded 8,900,000 tons, the proportion of
the different products in the years 1906 and 1907 being as
follows:—
Poods of 36-112 lb.
Crude naphtha
Petroleum and distillates
Lubricating oils
Oil residues 
1906.
.     33,331,587
.      72,050,819
.     13,128,825
1 030 678 
1907.
35,317,006
86,211,416
12,541,628
1 376 936 
Lubricating masut \
Residuum        „    /
Yiscosin, paraffin wax, etc.    . 
.    203,749,605
28,967 
234,786,946
40,971 
In Galicia the oil wells are in the districts of Bobrka and
Sloboda-Eungwiska. There is also petroleum accompany-
ing ozokerite at Boryslaw which is the centre of the
ozokerite industry. The wells in this country were
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originally very shallow, merely a few feet deep,         in
numbers; trie oil which oozed into them         the
strata being drawn to the upper surface by very primitive
windlass and bucket devices.    Now, however, the
system has been introduced, the wells are	the oil
is pumped out.
The   total  production  of crude oil in Galicia	as
follows:—
Metriv.- Ton*.
1907	1,175,974
1908         .......    1,734/235
1909	
and the exports in 1910:—
Petroleum spirit	.        .       .	32,528
Crade oil    .
290,915
100,710
28,630
504,353
Refined oils
Lubricating oils
Gas oil
In Eoumania the production was as follows :—
Metric Tons.
1913	1,885,225
1914	1,783,947
1915	1,673,145
and the exports:—
1913.	M4.
Benzine		237,163	1*34.143
Lighting oil and distillates      ....	418,622	297.^03
Crude oil  .                		:2%6±2	15,405
Mineral oil		9,548          J?,017
Eesidues and gas oil		841,912	167,553
Paraffin		579              586
Total      ....    1,036,^46       Go4,024
In Asia petroleum is found in India in Rangoon, Upper
Burma region and In Upper Assam, also in Japan, in
Ceylon, and also in  Mesopotamia.    Burma
800,000 gallons of benzine annually.   The Japanese
of crude oil was as follows:—
American Gallons
=0*8s3 Imperial
Gallons.
1914		115,649,104
1915	127,36^,525
1916	127,066,624
1917  ....... 121,790,640
Imports of Petroleum Products into the United Kingdom in 1914.
Gallons.
 00
 
Country. 
Benzine.    • 
I Hum mating
Oil. 
i                      i
I Lubricating \     Gas Oil
Oil.        )      Solar. 
Fuel Oil. 
Residuals. 
Other
Descriptions. 
Total. 
Belgium 
32,230 
;                                           — 
j                                                I
538,100            — 
— 
2,OCO 
1,350 
573,680 
Canada
Dutch Indies 
52,125,000 
90 
21,300 ;         — 
83,800 
88,510 
1,750,240 
109,810
53,958,130 
Germany 
•  !            — 
29,250 
1,471,500 ;         — 
— 
— 
7,430 
1,508,190 
Holland 
. ;      5,063,430 
— 
12,230 !       182,000 
1               280 
— 
13,690 
5,271,630 
Mexico 
. !      2,434,380 
12,364,790 
!       256,800 |         — 
15,031,040 
— 
995,010 
31,082,020 
Rouxnania   . 
6;412,4C0 
13,033,080 
~         1          "" 
2,348,570 
961,440 
— 
22,755,570 
Russia
U S \ 
10.202,000
.      40,766,060 
4,574,390
116,595,460 
;    6,454.430 !         —
; 54.846,900 j 83,470,250 
: 18,748,300 
5,400
2,570,740 
630
735,410 
21,237,500
317,705,710 
Other countries  . 
3,423,970 
4,170 
260,810 !           1,460
';                                          j
i 
8,900 

1,843,230 
5,542,500 
Totals 
.     120,460,150 
146,601,230 
63,862,120 | 83,653,710 
36,210,890 
3,628,090 
5,346,990 
459,744,740 
 d
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 THE  MANUFACTURE  OF  LUBRICANTS.
amber coloured, or yellow liquid, fluorescent, having a specific
gravity varying between 0'771 and 0*976. It has a flash
point (Abel test) from 24° to 320° F. and a solidifying point
varying from 80° to zero.
The composition of crude petroleum varies very consider-
ably in different localities, and in fact in different wells in
the same field. American petroleum consists chiefly of
paraffins but contains some olefines and naphthenes. The
Caucasian petroleum is composed principally of naphthenes.
Benzene and its homologues have been discovered in small
quantities in most petroleums.
The following have been detected in Pennsylvania!!
petroleum:—l

Paraffins of the Series. 
Cnl-L,n + 3. 
Boiling Point, 
Specific
Gravity. 
Gaseous. Methane 
GH4 
_ 
_ 
Ethane . 
C0Hg 
— 
— 
Propane 
ox 
— 
— 
Butane  . 
04H]fl 
0 
— 
Liquid.    Pentane (normal) 
C5H13 
38 
0-628 
Pentane (iso) 

30 
0-628 
Hexane (normal) 
C6H14 
69 
0-664 
Hexane (iso)  . 
G6H14 
61 
0-664 
Heptane (normal) 
C7H1(i 
97-5 
0-^99 
Heptane (iso) 
G7H1(? 
91 
0*699 
Octane (normal)
Octane (iso) 
Cjoldli a
$H" 
125
118 
0-703
0-708 
Nonane 

136 
0-741 
Decane  . 
C1()H22 
158 
0-757 
Endecane 

182 
0-765 
Dodecane 
G12HoB 
198 
0-776 
Tridecane 
CnyELa 
216 
0-792 
Tetradecane 
C14H 
238 
	 
Pentadecane 
C]5H.!2 
258 
— 
Hexadecane 

280 
— 
Octodecane ' 
C    Tj'.)8 
— 
	 
9 
c, h' 
	 
, 	 
9 
Co'Xg 
— 
— 
Solid.      Paraffin (myricyl)
Paraffin (ceryl) 
G27Hgb. 
370 
— 
According to Hofer the  following olefines have
separated from North American petroleum :—
 been
1 Sir Boverton Bedwood, Petroleum, 1896, Vol. I., 207.
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Olefines of the Series CnH2n.



Melting Point.
°0. 
Boiling Point.
°0. 
Ethylene 
GoH4 
- 160 
- 103 
Propylene 
Oft 
	 
Gas 
Butyleue 
C4H8 
— 
- 5 
Amylene 
C5H]0 
— 
35 
Hexylene 
C«Bn2 
— 
68 
Heptylene 
C7a14 
— 
98 
Octylene 
C8HH{ 
_ _ 
124 
Nonylene 
C9H]8 
— 
153 
Decatylene 
C10Hao 
— 
172 
Endecatylene 
^11 ^-22 
— 
195 
Dodecafcylene 
G12Ho4 
- 31 
96 afe 15 mm. press. 
Decatrilene 
013H3(, 
— 
233 
Cetene   . 
G16H32 
+ 4 
274 
Cerotene 
G27Hr)4 
58 
— 
Melene  . 
G.j0H60 
62 
— 
Hydrocarbons of the Benzene Series, CnH2n_.{;.
Small quantities of the following have been   found  in
petroleum.



Melting Point. 
Boiling Point. 
Benzene 
C«H6 
G 
79 
Toluene . 
C7H8 
below - 28 
110 
Xylene (iso)  . 
CaH]0 
— 
119 
Xylene (para) 
C8H10 
13 
137 
Cumene 
Cj)H12 
— 
153 
Cumene (pseudo) 
Cj,H12 
— 
169 
Mesitylene 
G«jH12 
___ 
163 
The naphthenes which occur in Caucasian petroleum are
derivatives of benzene, and although they have the same
constitutional formulae as the olefines they have quite different
properties. It is usual to refer to them as methylenes or
naphthenes, and names are also applied which show their
relationship to the benzene series, thus hexamethylene,
Ct;H12, is hexahydrobenzene (Kishner), and Heptamethylene,
C7HU, may be termed hexahydrotoluene (Lossen).
The following (page 62) have been isolated.
The crude petroleum is distilled in large boilers and yields
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a volatile oil known as naphtha or benzene, or more recently
as petrol, burning oil or kerosene, lubricating oils, and a
residual product which varies according to the length of the



Boiling Point. 
Specific Gravity. 
H exam ethyl ene
Hepfcamethylene
Octornefchylene
Nonomethylene
Decamethylene 
0«H1S
C7HU
OsH*
09H,8
^lo-^-tso 
69°
97°
115°-124°
135°-142°
153°~170° 
0-7539
0-772
0-777-0-7835
0-7808-0-7812
0 7808-0-814
16'2° 
Endecamethylene . 
CnH22 
179°-181° 
0-8019 at i|£ 



18-4° 

G
TT 
1 Q?0 
a. pin   q*   AU * 
Dodecamethylene . 
•jo 0.24 

u «i^ aij    ^qo 



18-6° 
Tetradecamethylene 
C^BL, 
240°-241Q 
0-8125 at ~^p- 



18-8° 
Pentadecainethylene 
Cl5H.!0 
246°-248° 
0-821 at    4QO- 
distillation. In some cases the distillation is stopped when
all the lighter oils and much of the heavier or lubricating oil
has passed over leaving a heavy, extremely viscous product
file_13.wmf


fig. 9.—Still for crude petroleum.
which is cooled by refrigeration, the solid paraffin being
separated by filtration, and subsequently purified; the residue,
having great body and high flash point, is sold as a cylinder
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lubricating oil. In other cases the residue is ran into a
coking still and distillation continued until the product left
resembles pitch or asphalt or is even converted into a kind
of coke. During the distillation the products passing over
are diverted into different receivers as the temperature risen
and the specific gravity of the distillate increases.
The products of the first distillation require to be refined,
which is done in large tanks, treating the oil with 1 or 2
per cent, of sulphuric acid, separating the black tarry mass
which deposits, and then treating the oil with caustic soda
and washing with water. After this refining the products
are again distilled in separate stills, which vary in construc-
tion, but are essentially similar to Fig. 9.
Crude petroleums vary very considerably in composition,
therefore the nature of the products and the yield are also
variable as will be seen from the following figures (page (54).
In the second distillation the oils may be further separated
by fractionation into a number of products. In the United
States the following have been recognised :—

Boiling 
Specific 

Point. 
Gravity. 
Gymogene 
32° F. 
0-529-0-608 
Rhigolene 
65° F. 
0-603-0-629 
Gasolene 
— 
0-629-0-673 
Naphtha 
— 
0-623-0-673 
Benzine   . 
— 
0-723-0-74:'i 
Kerosene 
— 
0-744-0-83H 
Paraffin oil 

0-838-0-90<i 
 Artificial (Yoo/ing.
j Ah'-#iis lain pH.
I (/loaning, etc..
PaintiH and vann.shos.
i Ijaiup oil.
Soparalod into  luhri
eating      oil      and
parallin  wax.
The following is a list of products fromKussianpotrolcwm
drawn up by the Baku section of the Eussian Technical
Society which has been accepted by the KusBian Kxeine
Authorities :—
A. Crude Oil: The natural product unrefined. If the
flash point (open test) be above 70° C, the product is classified
under residuals Group E.
Fractional Distillation of Mineral Oil from Various Sources.












Spirit. 
Light Oil. 
Lubricating
n?i 
o
<3 
ri 
£
5
"3. 
1
-3 
1 
Gas. 
1 

Origin'. 
Colour. 
Con-
sistency. 
Den-
sity. 


VJU. 
1 
rf
fM 
o5
P3 
•g.
< 
o 

3 
Analyst. 




Den- 
Per  JDen- 
Per 
Den- 
Per 
Per 
Per 
Per 
Per 
Per 
Per 
Per 





sity. 
Ceut. 
sity. 
Cent. 
sity. 
Cent. ! Cent. 
Cent. 
Cent. 
Cent. 
Cent. 
Cent. 
Cent. 

Egyptian   . 
Brown black 
Viscous 
0-953 
	 
— 
	 
26'7 
	 
61-2 
	 
	 
	 
	 
7'7 
4-3 

F. Weyl. 
African 
	 
	 
0-912 
— . 
— 
0-835 
30*3 
0-887 
59-5 
	 
5-2 
3-7 
	 
— 
	 
1-6 

Canadian I.     •; Brown black 
tt- 
0*828- 














! 
Y-LSCOUb 
0-878 













N. Tate. 
„             II.         . 
, — 
	 
0-835 
0-735 
12-5 
0-820 
35-8 
— . 
43-7 
	 
3-0 
— 
— 
3-2 
	 
1-8 

„           III.         . 
— 
	 
0-843 
0-720 
14'5 
0-815 
36'3 
0-882 
39-4 
	 
4-34 
— 
— 
2-9 
1-1 
1-8 

Enniskillen I.  . 
— 
	 
0-845 
0-794 
20-0 
0-837 
50 
— 
— 
22 
— 
. — 
1 
2 
— 
5 
Muspratt. 
II. . 
— 
	 
0-840 
— 
— 
— 
56 
— 
43 
— 
3 
18 
— 
— 
— 
	 
Gintl. 
Pennsylvanian I. 
Dark greenish 
Viscous 
0-813 
— 
15-5 
— 
55-5 
— 
17*5 
— 
2 
— 
— 
— 
	 
10 
Chandler. 
II. 
brown 
	 
0-862 
0-735 
14-7 
0-820 
41 
— 
39-4      — 
2 
— 
— 
2-1 
. 	 
0-8 
N. Tate. 
III. 
— 
— 
0-800 
— 
— 
— 
41 
—    39     !   — 
2 
18 
—      	 
	 

Gintl. 
IV.           - 
	 
0-795 0-720 
18-2 
0-820 
32-45 
0-850 
36-5      — 
2-85]   — 
— 
3-4 
	 
6-6 
	 
Oil Greek  .        ,|            — 
	 
0-SOO |0-756 
17'5 
0-824 
39 
— 
41     i   — 
2 
— 
— 
0-5 
	 

Ott. 
Californian I.   .! Almost black 
Viscous !   0-816 JO-715- 
23-0 
0-810 
56-3 
— 
11         — 
0-5 
— 
— 
4-8 
— 
4-4 
— 
i 

0-760 











II.   .j            — 
	 
0-826 0-745 
22-8 
0-820 
50-1 
0-870 
18-3      — 
0-6 
	 
—      2-6 
	 
5-7 
A. Berndt. 
Argentina .        .   Almost black 
	 
—     0-740 
6 
0-814 
29 
0-900 
53         — 
— 
— 
—    10 
2 
	 
L. Baker. 
Caucasian I.    ~\    From pale to 
Limpid 
f 0-783 0-720 
4-5 
— 
63-3 
— 
29-3 {   — 
— 
— 
— 
— 
— 
2-9 
Albrecht. 
„        11.    /!         black 
to viscous 
\0-775 
— 
7-3 
— 
81-3 
— 
9         — 
— 
— 
— 
— 
	 
1-9 
	 
Surakhani I.     ..White naphtha 
—         "0-770 
— 
10-6 
— 
82-3 
— 
	   '   — 
— 
7-1 
—      — 
	 

Merz. 
Balakhani I.     .j           — 
—       s   0-905 
0-760 
4-55 
' 0-820 
28-4 
0-880- 
41-7      — 
— 
15-35   — 
— 
	 
10 
	 

i             i 


0-905 



| 



»   n.  .      - 
—      i   0-910 10-760 
3-90 
0-320 
28-4 
— 
43-5      — 
— 
15-0 
t
1 
	 
9-15 
	 
Baku .       .       .         Dark 
Limpid !   0-886 i   — 
— 
\ 0-812 
26 
0-905- 
3-2     — 
— 
— 
10 i — 
— 
10 
Herzel. 

! 



0-920 



i 



Wallachia          .|           — 
—       i   0-813 iO-705 
9-75 
0-780 
56-4 
0-890 
18-35    — 
2-25 
— 
— 
4-10 
	 
9-15 
	 
Moldavia   .        .,            — 
—          0-550     — 
14-2- 
— 
45-6      — 
26-8 
— 
3 
j 
4-5 
— 
5-8 
. — 
 o
cj
td
( 
Specific
Gravity. 
Naphtha. 
Illuminating
Oil. 
Lubricating
Oil. 
Paraffin. 
Asphalt,     i 
Loss. 
Rangoon (M. Volil)     .        .        .        . : 
0-885 
— 
4-01 
40-999 
6-071 
41-3 
7-62 
California (J. H. White) 
0-927 
— 
38 
48 
— 
10 
Water.
4 
Pennsylvania (Nornian Tafce) 
0-815 
15-2 
39-5 
38-4 
3-0 
Coke.
2-7 
1-2 
,1                         M 
0-820 
4-3 
44-2 
45-7 
2-7 
2-2 
0-9 
Canada (Ontario) (Imperial Institute) 
— 
12-5 
35-8 
43-7 
3-0 
Waste.
5-0 
— 
n 
— 
1-6 
38-7 
25-3 
— 
34-4 
— 
New Brunswick          ,,               ., 
— 
5-6 
28-3 
53-2 
— 
Water.
7*9 
— 
Trinidad (Imperial Institute) 
0-920 at 20° C. 
11-1 
38-0 
43-0 
— 
Coke.
7'9 
— 
»»                »»                »• 
— 
— 
25-0 
43-6 

Bitumen.
17-0 
— 
>                 » »                 i 
0-S686 at 20° C. 
0-2 
70-0 
27-4 
— 
Coke.
2-4 
— 
Boryslaw 24 saniples.(M. Wielezynski) 
0*8368-0-9634
at 17-5° C. 
5-2-19-0 
37-51 
— 
0-53-13-8 
— 
— 
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B.	Light Products :—
 1.	Petroleum ether, rigolene, sherwood oil; specific gravity
not exceeding 0*700 and distilling completely up to 80° C.
 2.	Light benzine ;   specific gravity 0*700 to 0'717 ;   not
more than 5 per cent, left on distillation at 100° C.
 3.	Heavy benzine; specific gravity 0*717 to 0"730;  not
more than 5 per cent, left on distillation above 100° C.
 4.	Ligroin, specific gravity 0*730 to 0*750.
 5.	"Putz" oil (cleansing oil);   specific gravity 0'750 to
0'770.
C.	Illuminating Oils:—
 1.	Meteor, specific gravity 0*806 to 0"810; flashing point
(Abel-Pensky) not below 28° C. ; colour 1 to 2 " marks ".
 2.	Testefas, specific gravity 0*820 to 0*823 ; flashing point
not below 38° C.; colour 1 to 2 " marks ".
 3.	Kerosene, specific gravity 0*815 to 0*826 ; flashing point
not below 28° C.; colour 2-J " marks ".
 4.	Astralene, specific gravity 0*832 to 0*835 ; flashing point
40° to 45° C.; colour 2| " marks ".
 5.	Pyronaphtha, specific gravity 0*855 to 0 865 ;   flashing
point  not  below   98°  G.   (Martens-Pensky) ;   colour,   dis-
coloured.
 6.	Gas oil, specific gravity 0"865 to 0*885; flashing point
not below 93° C.
 7.	Light solar oil, specific gravity 0"878 to 0*885 ;  flashing
point 125° C.
D.	Lubricating Oils :—
 1.	Lubricating oil, specific gravity 0*885 to 0*895 ; flashing
point 135° to 185° C.; viscosity (Engler) at 50° C. 2 minutes 4
seconds to 2 minutes 9 seconds.
 2.	Spindle oil, specific gravity 0*895 to 0 -900; flashing point
150° C.
 3.	Machine oil, specific gravity 0*905 to 0*911; flashing point
185° to 215° C.; viscosity 6 to 7*5 minutes; freezing point
- 10° C.
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 4.	Cylinder oil, specific gravity O911 to 0'920;  flashing
point 210° to 245° C.; viscosity 12*5 minutes; freezing point
5° C.
 5.	Viscosine (valvoline), specific gravity 0*925 to 0*935,
flashing point 290° to 310° C.; viscosity at 100° C. 5 minutes.
 6.	Eesiduals for manufacture of lubricating oils, specific
gravity 0'908 to 0*916 ; flashing point 160° C.; viscosity at 50° C.
6 to 10 minutes.
E.	Fuel Oils : Mazout, residuals, lake oil, specific gravity
0'895 to 0'935; flashing point (open test) not helow 70° C.
F.	Goudron, specific gravity not below 0'9353 flashing point
not below 270° G.
Goal Tar.—-When a bituminous coal is submitted to dry
or destructive distillation for the manufacture of coal gas it
yields in addition to the latter a black viscous material known
as coal tar and also coke.
The coal tar condenses in the gas mains and flows down
into a large underground tank from which it is pumped to
the stills.
The yield of coal tar varies with the nature of the coal
and the method of distilling, usually amounting to 3*4 to (3'9
per cent.
Coal tar is a viscous black liquid having a "gassy" odour.
It has a specific gravity of I'l to 1*2, and does not mix with
water but is readily soluble in benzene.
Goal tar is used only to a limited extent in the manu-
facture of common wheel greases.
The composition of coal tar is extremely complicated, a
very large number of compounds having been isolated from
it. The following list includes only the better known pro-
ducts, as quite a number of derivatives of the compounds
mentioned have also been found to be present:—
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B.	Light Products :—
 1.	Petroleum ether, rigolene, sherwood oil; specific gravity
not exceeding 0*700 and distilling completely up to 80° C.
 2.	Light benzine ;   specific gravity 0*700 to 0*717 ;   not
more than 5 per cent, left on distillation at 100° C.
8. Heavy benzine; specific gravity 0*717 to 0*730;  not
more than 5 per cent, left on distillation above 100° C.
 4.	Ligroin, specific gravity 0'730 to 0'750.
 5.	"Putz" oil (cleansing oil);   specific gravity 0*750 to
0*770.
C.	Illuminating Oils:—
 1.	Meteor, specific gravity 0*806 to 0*810; flashing point
(Abel-Pensky) not below 28° C. ; colour 1 to 2 " marks ".
 2.	Testefas, specific gravity 0*820 to 0*823 ; flashing point
not below 38° C.; colour 1 to 2 " marks ".
 3.	Kerosene, specific gravity 0*815 to 0*826 ; flashing point
not below 28° C.; colour 24 " marks ".
 4.	Astralene, specific gravity 0*832 to 0*835 ; flashing point
40° to 45° C.; colour 2£ " marks ".
 5.	Pyronaphtha, specific gravity 0*855 to 0 865 ;  flashing
point   not  below   98°   C.   (Martens-Pensky) ;   colour,   dis-
coloured.
 6.	Gas oil, specific gravity 0*865 to 0*885; flashing point
not below 98° C.
 7.	Light solar oil, specific gravity 0*878 to 0*885 ; flashing
point 125° C.
D.	Lubricating Oils:—
 1.	Lubricating oil, specific gravity 0*885 to 0*895 ; flashing
point 135° to 185° C.; viscosity (Engler) at 50° C. 2 minutes 4
seconds to 2 minutes 9 seconds.
 2.	Spindle oil, specific gravity 0*895 to 0'900; flashing point
150° C.
 3.	Machine oil, specific gravity 0*905 to 0*911; flashing point
185° to 215° C.; viscosity 6 to 7*5 minutes; freezing point
-1 n° n
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 4.	Cylinder oil, specific gravity 01)11 to 0*920;  flashing
point 210" to 245" (.).; viscosity 12"5 mirmtes; freezing point
5" <!.
 5.	Visoosino (valvoline), specific gravity 0-925 to 0'985,
Hashing point 290° to 810" C. ; viscosity at 100" 0. 5 minutes.
(). Residuals for manufacture of lubricating oils, specific
gravity 0-908 to (H)U>; flashing point l.(>0° 0.; viscosity at 50° 0.
() to 10 minutes.
E.	Pud (His : Maxiout, residuals, lake oil, specific gravity
0-895 to 0-985; flashing point (open test) not below 70° C.
F.	Groudron, specific gravity not below 0*985, flashing point
not below 270° C.
Coal Tar. — When a bituminous coal is submitted to dry
or destructive distillation for the manufacture of coal gas it
yields in addition to the latter a black viscous material known
as coal tar and also coke.
The coal tar condenses in the gas mains and flows down
into a large underground tank from which it is pumped to
tho stills,
The yield of coal tar varies with the nature of the coal
and tho method of distilling, usually amounting to 8"4 to (>'9
per cent.
Ooal tar is a viscous black liquid having a "gassy" odour.
It has a specific gravity of 1*1 to 1/2, and does not mix with
wator but is readily soluble in bermme,
Ooal tar in used only to a limited extent in the manu-
facture of common wheel greases.
The composition of coal tar is extremely complicated, a
very large number of compounds having been isolated from
it. Tho following list includes only the better known pro-
ducts, as quite a number of derivatives of the compounds
mentioned have also boon found to be present:—
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chief constituents of coal tau (
1. Methane Series of Hydrocarbons, OnH>>u , *


Formula. 
«•«"«'•»"*• 
Boiling Point.
"(!. 
Methane     .... 
GH4 
UoHaaiiH 

Ethane        .... 
CijHft 
, 
-""• 
Propane      .... 
G,H8 

- 20 
Butane (normal) . 
'      04H10 
1 
H- 1 
Pentane (normal)
„      (iso) 
(?H 
Liquid 
B7
BO 
Hexane (normal) 
06H14 
, 
W) 
Heptane (normal)
Ethylisoamyl 
07HI6
G7H1(( 

98
1 )<)•:$ 
Octane I 	 
G«H1H 
, 
1 1!M20 
„     II 	 
GuHiu 
j 
1 24 
Nonane I 	 
GflH.,fl 

1JH) 
„      II 	 
GjJ-Tjjo 
, 
150-8 
Decane t 	 
0luH.».i 
, 
158-101 
„     II 	 
C10H,, 
t 
170-171 
Undecane    .... 

, 
.180-182 
Duodeeane .... 
GjjjHjffi 
, 
2()()-2()tJ| 
Tredecane   .... 
G|:,H2H 
, 
218-2*20 
Quatordecanc 


2B(> 240 
Quindecane .... 
G1DH;t<j 
,, 
258-2(>2 
Sedecane     .... 
Gi/jH.t, 
}J 
2HO 
Solid paraffins 
G17H,(( to o^hm 
40"-00" 
250 
2. Ethylene Series of Hydrocarbons, CnH^u- 

Formula. 
Molting Point. 
Boiling Point. 
Ethylene     .... 
0,11, 
Gasoous 
-   110 
Propylene   .... 
0-H,, 
m 
.„- 
Butylene (normal) 
04H8 
»i 
.... r, 
Pseudobutylene  . 

,, 
-I- 1. 
Isobutylene .... 
C.4I.IH 
»» 
.. H 
Amylene      .... 
Crllu( 
Liquid 
-I- 8i) 
Hexylene     .... 
C(11I,, 
n 
(VJ 
Heptylene   .... 
OrH14 
n 
98 
3. Acetylene Series of Hydrocarbons, OnM'an. 2- 

Formula, 
Molting Point. 
Boiling Point. 
Acetylene (Ethine) 
cur. 
ClaBoouK 

Allylene (Allene) 
G,H, 

— 
Grotonyleno (Butine) .
Valerylene (Pentine)  .
Hexaxylene (Hexine) . 

Liquid 
18
51
HO 
Dodecylidene 
cv.b.,,, 

210 
Tetradecylidene .
Hexadecylidene   . 

; 
2-K)
280 
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4 Benzene Series, CuH2n-6.


Formula. 
Melting Point. 
Boiling Point
°C.
81-1
111
143
139
138
168
164
175
190 
Benzene      ....
Toluene       ....
Xylenes : —
.    Ortho       ....
Meta        ....
Para         ....
Pseud ocumene    .
Mesitylene  ....
Hemellitbene
Dnrene, etc. 
GA
C7H8
C8H10
C9H12
£*&<->
or
U10i±j4 
Liquid + 5°
15°
Liquid
80° 


5. Naphthalene Series, CnHsn-u. 

Formula. 
Melting Point. 
Boiling Point.
°C. 
Naphthalene, etc. 
010H8 
80° 
218 
6. Anthracene Series, CnH2n-2o- 

Formula. 
Melting Point. 
Boiling Point.
°C. 
Anthracene, etc. 
C14H10 
213° 
860 
7. Phenols. 
Phenol or Carholic acid
Gresols : —
Ortlio       ....
Meta        ....
Para         .... 
Formula.
CfiH,OH
C7H7OH 
Melting Point.
41°
31°
3°
36° 
Boiling Point.
°"C.
184
1S8
201
198 
8. Naphthols, C10H7OH. 

Formula. 
MeLhig Point. 
Boiling Point.
°C. 
Alpha .....
Beta    	 


95°
122° 
282
288 
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9. Nitrogenous Bases.


Formula. 
Melting Point. 
Boiling Point.
°C. 
Pyridine       ....
etc. 
05HBN 
Liquid 
115 
Coal tar is distilled in large iron retorts set in brickwork
and heated by an open fire, Fig. 10; in some cases con-
tinuous retorts are employed in which there is a constant
flow of the oil from one chamber to another in a vertical
file_14.wmf


fig. 10.—Coal tar still.
column. The vapours are condensed in a coil of iron pipes
kept cool by a constant flow of cold water. In the early
part of the distillation up to a temperature of 100° C. the
"first light oils" pass over together with water and ammonia,
this period being marked by unsteady ebullition, after which
the distillation proceeds very regularly, the " second light
oils " passing over till a temperature of 210° is reached, when
the distillate is run into another receiver. " Carbolic oils "
pass over between 210° and 240°, creosote oils from 240° to
270°, and anthracene oils above 270°. The distillate is stopped
when sufficient has passed over, leaving a residue of " as-
phalt/' " soft" or "hard" pitch according to the amount
left in the still.
Coke oven   tar  is   somewhat   similar   to   gas   tar,   but
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with a greater proportion of the creosote and anthracene
01 Is ; in ordinary coal tar these amount to about 8*6
ana 17*4 per cent, respectively, whereas in coke oven tar
the proportions are about 14*5 and 27'3 per cent, respec-
tively.
Goal-Tar Oils.—The coal-tar oils most suitable for the
manufacture of lubricating greases are those known as
''anthracene oils," boiling between 300° and 360° C., but it
is necessary to remove all traces of phenols or " acids " by
treatment with soda. They are then cooled to a low
temperature and the solid naphthalene and anthracene
separated out by filter pressing. The oils have a very high
gravity, exceeding 1*0 and low solidifying or setting point,
•>'.«. below -10° C. On heating to a high temperature they
form very viscous products. During the war large quantities
of this oil were manufactured in Germany, and it is estimated
that 150,000 tons of the oil could be produced annually in
that country.
For the manufacture of greases the expensive process of
refining with alkali need not be resorted to as the acids can
be neutralised by the addition of lime.
Shale Oils.—The manufacture of oils from bituminous
shale by distillation has been practised for a long period on
a small scale. In 1694 a patent was granted to Hancock,
Portlock and Martin Eele for the manufacture of "pitch, tar
and oils" from a kind of stone. Messrs. Betton of Shrews-
bury, in 1716, and also the Earl of Dundonald, in 1781, were
engaged in the distillation of illuminating oil from shale.
In 1824 patents were granted in France to M. Cherveau and
in 1882 to MM. Blum and Moneuse for a similar purpose.
At the factory of the latter at Autun, Saone-et-Loire, the
distinguished chemist, Laurent, and subsequently Selligne
considerably improved the method of distillation and subse-
quent purification of the oil, the latter during the years
1838-43 producing about 15,000 barrels of oil.
The modern development of the shale oil industry, how-
ever, is entirely due to the labours of James Young of Glas-
gow. Young's attention was first drawn in 1847 by Dr.
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Lyon Playfair to an exudation of petroleum in a coal mine
near Alfreton, Derbyshire, and on examining this oil found
it to contain solid paraffin, which at that time was a conipara*
tively unknown substance, and he immediately established a
works for refining the oil and extracting the paraffin. The
supply of oil, however, became exhausted in a few years.
Young then commenced the manufacture of oil from coal
and shale and took out a patent in 1850 for the manufacture
of "paraffine or an oil containing paraffine " from bituminous
coal. The Young's Mineral Oil Company's works at Addie-
well and Bathgate in Scotland soon became famous, and other
companies were started with works situated in Midlothian and
Linlithgowshire, Lanarkshire, Pifeshire, and Ayrshire. The
industry grew very rapidly so that in 1873 7000 men were
employed, the amount of shale distilled being 800,000 tons,
yielding 30,000,000 gallons of crude shale oil, which on treat-
ing produced 12,000,000 gallons of refined oil, together with
naphtha, paraffin, and other products.1
At the Bathgate works the material distilled was known
as Boghead or Torbanehill mineral, which was more of the
nature of a cannel coal than a shale, as it yielded a remark-
ably high percentage of illuminating gas and also a consider-
able amount of oil and paraffin. This material has, however,
been long exhausted.
The yield of oil from various materials is given in the fol-
lowing table (page 73).
A considerable amount of oil shale is now distilled in
Australia.
1 Chemistry as Applied to Hie Arts, p. 681.
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Yield of Crude Oil,  etc. from  Various Products (Gesner).

Locality. 
Volatile
Matter
Per Cent. 
Coke
Per Cent. 
Yield of
Crude Oil
Per Ton. 
England. 


Gallons. 
Derbyshire     	 
48*36 
53 
82 
Wigan (cannel)      .... 
44 
56 
74 
Liverpool  „ 
39 
61 
50 
Poole (shale)          .... 
42 
58 
50 
Newcastle               .... 
35 
65 
48 
Scotland. 



Boghead                 .... 
70-10 
29-90 
120 
Gannel   .                .... 
38 
62 
40 
Lesmahagow          .       .       .   '   . 
51 
49 
96 
Colonial. 



Albert coal, New Brunswick . 
61-05 
30-65 
110 
Asphalt rock           ,,               . 
43 
57 
64 
Pictou (shale), Nova Scotia   . 
27 
73 
47 
America,. 



Breckenridge          .... 
61vO 
38-55 
130 
Onachita river (Askansas) 
60 
40 
64 
Ritchie County, Virginia (bitumen) 
— 
— 
170 
Bitumen, Cuba       .                 . 
71 
29 
120 
„         Trinidad 
38 
52 
70 
„         Canada   . 
70 
30 
118 
Illinois (gas stone) . 
26 
Limestone 
IS« 
California       .                         . 
70 
30 
116 
In the shale oil works the following products are manu-
factured :—
Density.
0-660
0-730
0-800-0-830
0-870
0-870-0-880
0-900-0-910
0'915-0-930
 1.	Sulphate of ammonia     ,
 2.	Gasoline
 3.	Naphtha
 4.	Lamp oil        .        .
 5.	'Lighthouse oil

 6.	Lubricating oil
 7.	Oil for gas manufacture
 8.	Green oil
 9.	Paraffin		—

 10.	Tar	—
 11.	Coke		—
The yield of products varies with the type of retort and the
method of distillation. The following is the comparative yield
of products obtained by distilling 1 cubic metre (1100 to
1200 kilograms) of the same French shale in French and
Scotch retorts :—
Scotch. Retort.
100-125 litres.
70-150    „
10-11 kilos.
10 kilos.
French .Retort.
Crude oil	....    40-70 litres.
5-6 kilos.
25-30 cubic metres.
Ammoniacal liquor    .       .       .   30-65
= Sulphate of ammonia
Permanent gas .
Paraffin
7-1	Till-; mam !'*.\tTriu>; or i,
The*, increased yields with the Scotch retort an* duo to tho
injection of superheated strain.
Coal shale is desfruetively distilled in hori/ontal or vertical
retorts at a l«»w red heat. The following particulars arc
moKfly taken from an interesting account by I), |t, Stewart
of the shah* oil industry a-i carried on ut Itroxhurn,1 frhc
re.torts used at Uro\burn are I t«'ittlt»r-ioi!*fi Patent Uetortn of
<-a(Ht iron Krt vrrticatly in fist- fnrnaee. Thesr nn» oval, IS
fc*t»t lon*^ and ill feet by I foot in oval section, und are, net in
benches. The charge per retort is Is rwt, of nhale, which
rt»(|uircH tit bourn for the distillation, the residue containing
Iii |M*r cent, of carbon is iln»pprd into the fuvplare und tmtul
as fuel. The permanent ^ase-; are al-.o led to fJie firenlacc-K
and bund, 'The products an* led off" by a pipe at tho
bottom of the retort, and superheated -tntm in led in durin^
<listillation tt> lessen the decomposition of the oiln by
Hwt»epin«j Ihern out quickly. Tin- j:u-»ef4 are led tu thn mains
tuid tlu* condensers, the latter bein*.j n, .'ii«rie?» of vertit^al iron
pipes cooled by contact with the atmosplten*. The produtrts
run from the condensers to ?4ora».*e tank-r*. Fann »tr<« cm-
ployed to draw the *jai-ies t!}rotj**h the
Hro\burn shalt* yields on dtritillntii
An  av«»ra^«*  Srotrh
 on
 tin* following
TIu* dry nhah* yii«idt'
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The yield of products per ton of shale is 30 gallons of crude
oil, 65 gallons of ammonia water, and 2000 cubic feet of gas.
The crude oil has a dark green colour and is semi-solid at
the ordinary temperature but becomes fluid on gently warm-
ing. It has a specific gravity of 0'865 to O890.
The oil is distilled several times to obtain the different
fractions, and the distillates are purified by treatment with
sulphuric acid followed by caustic soda, and redistillation.
The stills used for the separation hold 2000 gallons of
oil and are connected in series of three with coking stills
at each side and coil condensers. The flow of oil is
continuous. The first fraction known as " green naphtha "
has a specific gravity of 0'753, the second fraction
0*835, and the oils passing from the coking stills a
specific gravity of 0'965. The capacity of a set of stills is
35,000 gallons per day. The crude oil distillation is a parti-
ally destructive one and the effect of the heat is restrained by
the introduction of the right proportion of superheated stearn
introduced directly into the oil. The amount of paraffin found
in the crude oil by Kngler and Boehm's method is about 8
per cent, but quite 12 per cent, is extracted from the distil-
lates. The heavy oils containing the paraffin are cooled
by refrigeration and filter-pressed for the extraction of the
paraffin. The paraffin scale in the cloths is subsequently
purified by sweating out the more fluid product or by crystal-
lising from naphtha.
The lubricating oils obtained from shale have a flash
point between B2()° and 400° F.
The following products are obtained from the crude oil :—
Broxburn Crude Oil.
Per Cent.
Naphtha		...      5-0
Burning oils :—
Pofcroiine,	specific gravity 0'80Q-0'812)
No. 1 Oil,	„	„       0-809-0-ftlO    .
Lighthouse oil,       „         ,,       0-810	)
Lubricating oils	1.7-40
Solid paraffin	12-52
Loss	'     .	27-80
100-00
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Young's Paraffin Light and Mineral Oil Cos.' Crude Oil
Per Cent.
0-25
5-7,5
Gasolene    ....*..*.
Naphtha, specific gravity 0'700-0'706
Burning oils :—
No. 1, specific gravity 0-802-0'804, Flash point 110° \
No. 2,        „	„ '    0-810-0-812,	„	100°
38-00
Crystal No. 1
Lighthouse oil, specific gravity 0-810-0*820,
Flashpoint 140°,
Lubricating oil   ........
Paraffin	
14-50
11-00
Loss	80-50
file_15.wmf


In 1889 there were in Scotland fourteen companies, with a
total capital of £2,000,000, engaged in the distillation of shale;
nine of these carried on refining themselves, and the number
of men employed was 10,000. The quantity of shale dis-
tilled equalled 2,000,000 tons per annum, yielding 60,000,000
gallons of crude oil, the value of the refined products being
approximately £1,500,000.*
Lignite Oils.—The bituminous lignite or brown coal
found in the province of Saxony in the Halle district is
distilled for the production of oils and paraflin in a similar
manner to the Scotch shales.
The main product of the distillation is lignite tar which
is yellowish-brown or dark brown in colour, melts at 25° to
35° C. and has a specific gravity of 0'850 to 0'910 at 44° C.
On heating, the products commence to pass over at 80°, the
main portions distilling between 250° C. and 350° C.
The tar is distilled in large cast iron retorts heated by fires
either at the ordinary pressure, under a partial vacuum
or with the aid of superheated steam.
The products obtained are :—

Water     	
Crude oil    	
Paraffin mass    .... 

small quantity
33 per cent.
60  . 
,,       grease  ....„'
Bed product      ....
Coke  	
Permanent gas .... 

to to s-1 10 i 
J 

The oil after chemical treatment is redistilled and separated
into fractions according to gravity.    Benzine, specific gravity
1 Stewart, ibid.
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0-790 to 0-810, boiling point between 100° and 200° 0., flash
point 25° to 35° C.; solar oil, specific gravity 0'830 to 0*840,
pale vaseline oil, specific gravity O900 to 0*920, and paraffin
mass from which paraffin is obtained by pressing, red oil or gas
oil, etc., and a tarry residue, known as " goudron " used for
fuel purposes.
The products obtained from lignite tar are as follows :—

Light lignite tar oil benzine,  Sp. gr.
Solar oil        .       .        .              ., 
0-780-0-810     2-3   pc
0-825-0-880     2-8
0-848- 0-880    10-12
0 880-0 900   80-35
0-890-0 -905    10-15
.     8-12
.     3-6
.     4-6
.    20-25 
3r cent. 
Heavy naphtha     .       .             ,,
Gas oil 	      ,, 




Heavy oil              .       .              ,,
Hard paraffin.       ....
Soft       ,,              ....
By-products (Creosote oil, etc.)
Water, gas, and loss 




For further information on this subject see Shale Oils
and Tars, by Dr. W. Scheithauer (published by Scott,
Greenwood & Son).
Rosin.—Quite a number of resinous products occur in
commerce, the products of various trees, but the only one used
in compounding lubricants is common rosin which is obtained
from various species of pine, fir, and larch by cutting through
the bark. From the wounds thus made a semi-fluid gum
resin exudes known as turpentine or galipot. This material
is collected in cups, and when sufficient has accumulated it is
distilled over a fire by the aid of a current of steam, when
spirits of turpentine passes over, leaving the rosin in a molten
condition in the still, from which it is tapped off into barrels.
The greater part of the rosin on the market conies from
the United States, being the product of several species of pine,
mostly the swamp pine, Pinus palustris or P. Australis.
French rosin is obtained from P. maritima. The natural
turpentines yield 75 to 80 per cent, of rosin and 15 to 20 per
cent, of volatile oil. The rosin varies in colour from very
pale yellow to dark brown or almost black and is transparent
to opaque. It has a peculiar fragrant odour, breaks with a
conchoidal fracture, and is easily pulverised. It usually con-
tains some impurities such as particles of wood bark, etc.
Rosin has acid characters and is largely composed of
abietic acid (010H28Oa) or sylvic acid (02()H8(A) ; ky some ^
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is regarded as being composed of the two acids dextro- and
Isevo-pimaric acids (C20H3002), while others assume that its
chief constituent is an anhydride of one or other of these
acids.
When rosin is heated with solutions of caustic soda or
caustic potash it forms easily soluble salts which are known
as rosin soaps. In the solid state these are soft and pasty
and cannot be used alone, but in association with fats it
yields cheap and excellent yellow bar soaps which are em-
ployed on a very large scale for household purposes.
Eosin behaves as a monobasic acid, therefore its combina-
tion with soda may be represented by the following equa-
tion :—
HC2t)H2902 + NaHO - NaC20H2902 + H20.
The saponification value of rosin is about 170, therefore
100 parts of rosin will require about 17 parts of caustic
potash or about 12| parts of caustic soda for complete
neutralisation. Kosin will also form soaps by heating with
solutions of the alkaline carbonates, carbonic acid being
evolved. 100 parts of rosin would require 21 parts of car-
bonate of potash (K2C03), 16*3 parts of carbonate of soda
(Na2C03), or 43*4 parts of washing soda, Na2C03 . lOH^O, for
complete neutralisation.
Eosin may also be made to combine with lime or oxide of
lead, etc., by heating them with the rosin and water, but as
this is a rather slow process the insoluble rosin soaps are
usually prepared by double decomposition, using solutions of
an alkali rosin soap and a salt of the metal, when the insoluble
rosin soap separates out and is collected on a filter cloth and
dried.
The lime soap is very often used in preparing viscous
lubricants such as cart greases, etc. On heating it with
mineral oils it dissolves, yielding a clear, very tenacious,
sticky product.
Rosin Oils.—When a rosin is heated above its melting point
it begins to decompose and liberates gases and vapours, the
latter condensing, when cooled, into liquid and solid products.
This decomposition by heat is known as " dry or destructive
distillation/' and is performed on a large scale in the case of
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pine rosin. The oily products thereby obtained are known
in commerce as resin oils, or rosiD oils.
These oils consist chiefly of hydrocarbons, with which a
varying amount of acid substances is always associated, which
acid substances would corrode the metal of machine parts
and form thick or soapy compounds, greatly retarding the
work of lubrication.
In order to obtain a rosin oil free from these objection-
able properties, the distillation process must be conducted in
such a manner that the distillate is entirely free from acids.
Tbis is accomplished by adding a proportion of quicklime to
the rosin in the still, this addition fixing the acids already
present in the rosin or formed during distillation, and allowing
a rosin oil to distil over perfectly free from acids, and there-
fore capable of being used as a lubricating oil without risk.
Since the introduction of large quantities of excellent
American rosin at low prices into the European market, this
substance has been extensively used, and the dry distillation
of this rosin is made to furnish a whole series of chemieal
products, used partly for lighting, as solvents in varnish-
making, as asphalt substitutes, and finally as a very important
ingredient of many lubricants. The quantity of the products
obtained by distilling a given weight of rosin varies according
to the speed of distillation, and also according to the nature
of the rosin itself. As a general rule, 1000 parts by weight of
rosin will furnish—•
Light rosin oil and acid liquor
Heavy rosin oil         .
Asphaltic residue
 88-100
730-800
110-182
The proportions of the products vary according to the
nature of the rosin and the conditions of distillation. Thus
by quick and slow distillation the following results were ob-
tained :—
Quick Distillation.
1350 Parts of Rosin
Yielded.
Slow Distillation.
1325 Parts of rosid
and 13 Parts of
Lime Yielded.
30 parts
975    „
Rosin, spirit
Blonde oil
White oil
Blonde oil
Blue oil
Green oil
Pitch and loss
100 parts
221 parts
30 parts
250
400
160
140
80
278
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The volatile distillates, consisting partly of unaltered oil of
turpentine tbat was present in the rosin, are used for lighting
purposes, and as an excellent solvent for rosin in varnish-
making. The heavy oil is refined by repeated fractional dis-
tillation and treatment with soda lye, the crude rosin oil
having a disagreeable smell, a yellow to brownish colour, and
a blue or green fluorescence. In refining the light rosin oil,
the products comprise pinolin and a violet oil which changes
to blue in the air—the so-called train oil or cod oil, which
forms a very important component of many lubricants.
Eosin oils have a high specific gravity and a characteristic
odour ; they are also strongly fluorescent. They consist to a
large extent of hydrocarbons with a lesser or greater pro-
portion of rosin acids, which may have distilled unchanged
or may have been formed during the distillation. They are
usually known as " soft," " medium" and " hard " oils ac-
cording to their characters, the hard oils containing more
acid than the soft.
Lewkowitsch1 gives the following particulars of these
oils :—
Rosin Acids,
Calculated to
Per Cent.
Soft   .       .	.	0-9878	9-2
Medium
Hard
Siccative
Extra hard
 0-9946	26-3
0-9974	31-2
0-9877	19-6
0-9890	20-8
0-9982	18-6
0-9955	4-9
1-0115	18-4
On heating rosin oil with lime the acids combine with it,
yielding lime soaps which thicken the oil. Eosin greases are
thus prepared by heating a mixture of rosin oil, mineral oil
and dry slaked lime.
Both solid and liquid lubricants can be prepared from rosin
oil, and, by the addition of suitable adjuncts, the consistency
can be varied to any desired degree. This constitutes a great
advantage for the various purposes the rosin oil is intended
to serve.
1 Chemical Technology and Analysis of Oils. Fats and Waxes, 1913,
Vol. I., p. 609.
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Thus, by the addition of suitable quantities of alkaline
earths, rosin oil can be modified to form viscous to semi-solid
masses. The alkaline earths employed for this purpose are
calcined magnesia and lime,
For reasons of economy, however, the use of calcined
magnesia has been abandoned, since the same results can be
obtained by the cheaper and more easily procurable lime,
The Preparation of Rosin OiL—Rosin oil is so extensively
used in the production of lubricants that it seems advisable
for manufacturers who are working on a large scale to prepare
this ingredient themselves and sell the by-products. Origin-
ally the stills used for distilling rosin were of the usual simple
form, heated by direct fire and connected with an ordinary
condensing coil. Owing, however, to the fact that rosin is a
very poor conductor of heat, the melted rosin at the bottom
of the still easily became overheated, with the result that a
large quantity of gas and pitch, but only a comparatively
small amount of rosin oil, was produced.
To overcome this defect it is preferable to distil the rosin
with the assistance of superheated steam exclusively, since
this method gives the highest yield of rosin oil and entirely
obviates the fire risk which is so imminent in the case of
stills heated by direct fire.
When low-pressure steam (!•£ to 2 atmospheres) is passed
through a coiled pipe mounted in a furnace and heated to
redness, steam at a temperature of 350° to 400° C. is easily ob-
tained, i.e. much higher than is needed for the distillation
of rosin. When this steam is passed in a suitable manner
through the still, it will accomplish the dry distillation of
the rosin ; the operation can also be kept under perfect con-
trol by increasing or diminishing the supply of steam. A
still for distilling rosin by superheated steam is shown in
Fig. 11, means being provided for separating the distillation
products according to their different boiling points.
The high cylindrical still is set in brickwork, so that the
hot gases from a fire underneath (but out of direct contact
with the still) can circulate round the still walls. The fire
is used for heating the superheated pipes, the hot gases not
being passed through the flues surrounding the still tii.til
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they have traversed the superheating chamber. The super-
heated steam traverses a coiled pipe mounted inside the still
and discharging near the hood of the latter. It is also ad-
visable to have a circular, perforated steam coil in the
bottom of the still, so that superheated steam can also be
forced through the mass of melted rosin.
The distillation products traverse a system of condensing
U-tubes, the bottom connections of which are fitted with
draw-off tubes for the condensed distillates. The least vola-
tile products condense in the tubes nearest the still, whilst
the lighter distillates are condensed in the water-cooled
tubes farther away, and the lightest of all in the condensing
coil, leaving the gaseous products alone to escape from the
file_16.wmf


. 11.
latter. These gases being combustible, are utilised by burn-
ing them under the boiler.
In order to reduce the waste of material to a minimum in
the dry distillation of rosin, it is advisable to raise the tem-
perature of the molten rosin gradually, and continue the heat
until the amount of distillate passing over is found to have
become very small.
Paraffin is a semi-transparent wax-like solid obtained by
cooling the high boiling point fractions of shale oil and
petroleum and filtering off the " scale ". The paraffin wax is
then purified by dissolving in hot petroleum naphtha and
allowing to crystallise out by cooling. Crude petroleum
yields about 2 per cent, of paraffin, while shale oils yield
about 12 per cent. The specific gravity of paraffin varies
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from 0'8236 to OD40 and its melting point ranges from 28°
to 62° C. The paraffins of high melting point are obtained
by the partial liquefaction of cakes of paraffin in stoves kept
at certain temperatures, so that the more fluid portions are
liquated out and flow away. By this means paraffin of any
desired melting point may be obtained.
Paraffin consists of the higher members of the paraffin
series of hydrocarbons from C15H32 upwards.
Melted paraffin mixes easily with oils in all proportions,
the products becoming pasty on cooling.
Mixed with heavy petroleum oils it forms " petroleum
jelly," an artificial product resembling "vaseline" in appear-
ance but differing from that material in the fact that on
standing the oil gradually separates out.
Paraffin is used in the preparation of many lubricating
greases, imparting body and consistency to these products.
Solid paraffins or " ceresins " of very high melting point,
from 61° to 78° C., are obtained by treatment of the mineral
" ozokerite" with boiling sulphuric acid, the residue being
filtered through animal charcoal to decolorise it. The yield
is about 70 per cent. The specific gravity of ozokerite paraffin
or ceresin varies between 0*918 and 0*922.
A similar material known as "montan wax" is obtained
from lignite.
Asphaltum is obtained from the pitch lake of Trinidad,
from the Dead Sea, Altona in Albania, Coxitambo in South
America, etc. It is a blackish-brown substance, hard and
brittle, and breaking with a lustrous conchoidal fracture.
Its specific gravity is 1*00 to 1*20 and on heating it melts
to a black fluid at a moderate temperature. Asphaltum is
soluble in turpentine and benzene and is employed in the
manufacture of black varnishes, particularly that known as
Brunswick black. It is not much used in the manufacture
of lubricants. It is regarded as formed by the oxidation of
petroleum.
Caoutchouc or Indiarubber is obtained by coagulating the
"milk" which exudes on wounding the rubber tree (Hevea
Brasilensis], a native of Brazil, and from other trees. Much
of the rubber now obtained, known as "plantation rubber,"
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comes from large plantations under cultivation in Java,
Sumatra, and the other islands of the Malay Archipelago.
Indiarubber is a hydrocarbon (C10H1(?), being regarded as
formed by the polymerisation of isoprene (C5H8). It is not
directly soluble in oils, but by heating with them to a high
temperature may eventually dissolve after decomposition. It
swells up and eventually dissolves in coal tar naphtha and
in carbon bisulphide.
Guttapercha is a similar product obtained from Dichopsis
gutta, a tree growing in the Straits Settlements and the
Malay Archipelago. Guttapercha consists also of a hydro-
carbon (C1()H1(J), together with its oxidation products. It
differs from rubber in that it is not elastic and that it
becomes pasty on heating in boiling water and can then be
readily moulded, becoming hard again on cooling.
Both indiarubber and guttapercha have been used in
preparing lubricating oils with the idea of rendering them
more viscous, but it is doubtful if they have any real value.
CHAPTEE IV.
SUBSTANCES USED IN THE PBEPARATION OF LUBRICANTS
(Continued).
soaps.
Soda Soaps.—When a fatty oil is heated with a caustic
alkali it is " hydrolysed " or " saponified/' the glyceryl being
replaced by the alkali metal so that salts of the fatty acids or
" soaps " and glycerine result. The change which takes place
may be represented by the following equation in which olein
and caustic soda are employed :—
C3H6(C18H3302)3 + SNaHO = 3NaC18H3302 i C3H5(OH)3.
Soda soaps are solid at the ordinary temperature and are
known as "hard " soaps, while the potash soaps are for the
most part soft and pasty and are known as "soft" soaps.
The characters of the soaps, however, vary very much accord-
ing to the nature of the oils used in their manufacture. Oils
are not pure glyceridea of any one fatty acid, but usually two,
three, or even more different fatty acids are present in each
oil, nor is it usual, although there are a few exceptions, to
employ any one fat or oil in soap making; usually two or
more are employed in order to produce certain desired
characters in the finished materials.
Castile or Marseilles soap is usually made from olive oil
of commercial quality. It is a white, cream coloured or
green very hard soap, easily soluble in water.
The original Castile soap had a reddish mottled appear-
ance, due to the impurities, chiefly oxide of iron, in the
" barilla " or sea-weed soda first employed. Since the intro-
duction of the purer soda made by the Leblanc and other
methods this mottling has been imitated, if one can call it
, by disseminating blue powder through the mass of
(85)
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mottled soaps. These soaps are still extremely popular,
although the mottling is merely a sentimental surv'val relat-
ing to conditions which passed away long ago.
The ordinary soaps are made from mixtures of tallow,
cottonseed oil and palm oil. Tallow alone forms a very
hard soap, cottonseed oil yields a soft soap, palm oil a
medium hard soap. The three blend together very well.
Coconut oil is easily saponified and yields a very hard soap,
easily soluble in water. Castor oil also forms a hard soap,
very easily soluble in water, but this soap is only used for
special purposes.
Analyses of hard soaps are given below. It will be seen
that commercial soaps contain a considerable proportion of
water; freshly made soaps usually contain more than 30 per
cent.
There are two ways of making soaps, the " cold process "
and the "boiling process". In the cold process the fat or
oil is heated to about 120° F. and the alkaline lye, which is
a concentrated one, is brought to a temperature of about 80° F.
The two are then intimately mixed and the mass is kept in
a warm place for twenty-four to forty-eight hours when
saponification will be complete and a hard soap results.
This soap contains the glycerine and any impurities in the oils
and fats. In the boiling process the oils are heated first with
weak alkaline lyes and as saponification proceeds the lyes are
strengthened until the soap is nearly fully formed, after which
common salt is added, the soap being precipitated out in the
form of curds which rise to the surface. The waste lye is then
drawn off carrying in solution the whole of the glycerine
and impurities, the soap is then "fitted" or finished by
boiling with further additions of weak alkali until saponifica-
tion is complete. Most of the hard soaps of commerce are
made by the boiling process and are free from glycerine, which
is recovered from the waste lyes by concentration and dis-
tillation.
Potash Soaps.—The potash or " soft" soaps are made by
boiling oils with caustic potash lye until saponification is
complete. The potash soaps cannot be salted out, hence they
e^re evaporate^ until the mass fopns a stiff jelly on cooling,
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Soft soaps are usually made from oils, the best kind of soap
from olive oil, but the principal oil used in their manufacture
is linseed oil. Whale oil forms a good soft soap while the
ordinary fish oils are employed in the manufacture of the
commoner varieties.
Some of the soft soaps on the market are prepared from
a soda soap by adding sufficient water to convert it into a
pasty mass. The amount of water in such soaps may be
50_to 75 per cent.
The following are analyses of various kinds of soap :—


Fatty
Aci<ls. 
Neutral
Fat. 
Rosiii. 
Com-
bined
Alkali 
Free
Alkali
Ni~\ 
Glycerin ,
etc. 
Salts. 
Water. 




Na:iO. 
aovj. 



Primrose soap    . 
47-32 
0-46 
16-16 
7-i2 
0-25 

0-21 
28-48 
Castile soap 
62-87 
0-52 
— 
8-45 
1-14 
— 
2-31 
34-71 
Cold-water soap . 
45-12 
— 
22-36 
9-27 
0-34 
	 
0-58 
22-33 
Toilet soap 
84-24 
— 
— 
10-49 
— 
1-32 
0-31 
3-64 
Marseilles soap  . 
63-74 
1-01 
— 
7-42 
0-81 
	 
1-38 
25-64 
Tallow-curd soap 
63-69 
— 
Silicate 
7-51 
0-54 
Colouring 
1-25 
22-01 



. of soda 


matter 


Mottled soap 
46-79 
— 
2-14 
5-61 
0-48 
0-82 
1-21 
42-95 
Silicated soap 
68-50 
— 
3-45 
7-28 

	 
0-62 
20-15 



Silicate, 








carbonate, 








etc. 





»>        j» 
30'49 
— 
10-98 
4-78 
— 
2-66 
	 
51-09 
Sizing soap 
26-50 
— 
— 
3-81 
— 
— 
0-42 
69-27 
Mottled soap 
48-28 
1-54 
_ 
6-28 
1-49 
	 
4-98 
37-43 
>»       11 
65-50 
— 
— 
7-28 
0-46 
	 
	 
26-76 
Pale soap   . 
62-61 
— 
— 
7-14 
o-io 
	 
0-73 
29-42 

tTatty 








and 


9-14 
— 
— 
026 
21-76 

ro.^in 







n        j» 
68-84 
— 
— 
	 
	 
	 
	 
25-04 








Water, 
)>        »   • 
65-36 
— 
— 
9-15 
__ 
— 
0-45 
glycerin, 








etc. 
Soft soap : — 



ICO 
K.,0 



London make . 
46-00 
— 
— 
8-43 
0-42 
	 
	 
45-15 
Scotch make   . 
45-30 
— 
— 
8-19 
0-50 
— 
— 
46-01 
The question which soap to employ in compounding a
lubricating grease will depend upon the consistency required
in the finished product. Naturally where extreme stiffness
is required the soda soaps will be employed. Tallow yields
the stiffest soap; olive oil forms a very hard soap, but the
latter is not so viscous as a tallow soap when dissolved in
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water. Coconut oil and castor oil soaps have very little
viscosity. It may also be well to remember that oleates
combine better with mineral oils than do the stearates and
palmitates, in fact the last two are insoluble, hence an olive
oil soap will blend better than a tallow soap.
The ordinary yellow household bar soaps contain in
addition to the fats and oils mentioned a certain proportion
of rosin, usually amounting to about 25 per cent, of the total
saponifiable materials. These soaps are cheap and they
exhibit certain useful characters, notably easy solubility and
great plasticity, which render them eminently suitable for
preparing lubricating compounds.
Lime Soaps.—Lime soaps can be prepared by heating
together a fat or oil, slaked lime and water, but this method
is very slow and is rarely complete. The reaction may be
shown by the following equation :—
2C8Hfi(C18H880,)3 + 3CaO + 3H20 =
3Ca(C18H8A)a + 2C3Hfi(OH)3.
Since lime has the same molecular weight as caustic pot-
ash, i.e. 56, the amount of quicklime required for completely
saponifying 100 parts of oil would be 19'0 to 19'5, provided the
lime was pure, which of course it never is.
A. better method is to add to a slightly warm solution of
a soda soap a solution of calcium chloride in slight excess when
the lime soap separates in the form of insoluble curds :—
2NaC18H3A + CaCl2 = Ca(CJ8Ha8Oa)s + SNaCl.
The soap is washed with water, collected on a filter
cloth, pressed and dried.
Taking 100 parts of an ordinary soda soap containing
25 per cent, of water the amount of dry fused calcium chloride
required to precipitate it would be 13'7 parts.
The soaps most suitable for this purpose are those of
olive oil, linseed oil,rape seed oil, and rosin, since the calcium
compounds of oleic, linolic, and generally of the liquid fatty
acids, and rosin swell up or dissolve in mineral oils, whereas
the calcium compounds of the solid fatty acids, palmitic,
stearic, etc., do not. In the preparation of pasty or solid
greases any soap may be employed.
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Alumina Soaps.—Alumina soap is prepared in a similar
manner to the lime soap by precipitating a solution of a soda
soap with a slight excess of alum :—
6NaC18H3 A + KaS04, AI2(S04)3 =
A12(C18H3A)G + 3Na2S04 + K2S04.
100 parts of an ordinary soap will require 39 parts of alum
for complete precipitation.
Aluminium oleate is often used as a thickening agent for
mineral oils.
Magnesia Soaps.—Magnesia soaps are usually prepared
by precipitating a solution of a soda soap with a magnesium
salt. Using magnesium sulphate (Epsom .salts) the follow-
ing equation shows the reaction ;—
2Na(C18H.A)2 + MgS04 = Mg(C18H3802)t + Na2S04.
100 parts of an ordinary soap will require 30"4 parts of mag-
nesium sulphate (MgS047H20) for complete precipitation.
Magnesium oleate is also used for thickening mineral
oils.
minebal substances.
Graphite or Black Lead.—Graphite is one of the forms
of carbon which occurs as a mineral in various parts of the
world. It was found of excellent quality at Borrowdale in
Cumberland and was long used there in the manufacture of
lead pencils ; it is also found in the Urals, Siberia, Canada,
Ceylon, United States, etc.
Graphite is a dark grey foliaceous shining mineral, smooth
and slippery to the feel and making a grey black mark when
rubbed on paper. It has a specific gravity of 2*0 to 2'5 and	jj
consists almost entirely of carbon when pure; usually, how-
ever, it contains more or less hard particles of the rock from
which it is obtained and from which it is separated by levi-
gation with water. For the purposes of lubrication it should
of course be absolutely free from gritty particles.
Graphite is sometimes used alone as a lubricant, as for
instance on the hoists used by well sinkers where wood rubs
against wood, and also as a coustitueut in many lubricating
greases,
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The following are analyses by L. Archbutt of lubricating
graphites supplied by the Graphite Products, Ltd., Batter-
sea l :—


Foliac 
Foliac 
Foliac 
Foliac 
Foliac 

Flake 
Flake 
Flake 
Flake 
Flake 

Graphite
No. 100. 
Graphite
B. 1371. 
Graphite
No. 2. 
Graphite
No. 1. 
Graphite
No. 101. 
Moisture 
1*26 
0-32 
0-20 
0-29 
0-05 
Further loss on heating 





5 minutes at faint red- 





ness in closely covered 





•  crucible 
0-09 
0-49 
0-42 
0-44 
0-34 
Mineral matter 
0-37 
4-79 
1-93 
9-87 
0-05 
Graphite (by diff.) . 
98-28 
94-40 
97-45 
89-40 
99-56 

100-00 
100-00 
100-00 
100-00 
] 00-00 
Composition of mineral 





matter : — 





Silica       .       .      }
Alumina .       .      1 
Mainly
ferric 
(   3-00
I    0-67 
1*06
0-33 
4-84
3-32 
— 
Ferric oxide    .      |
Lime, etc. (by diff.); 
oxide 
"1    0-86
I   0-26 
0-46
0-08 
1-55
0-16 
__ 


4-79 
1-93 
9-87 
— 








With regard to the proportion of graphite to be used,
3 per cent, on the weight of the oil is recommended.
Artificial Graphite.-— Graphite separates from certain
varieties of cast iron on cooling by the excess of carbon sepa-
rating out in this form; it is also produced on a very large
scale in the electric furnace during the preparation of car-
borundum by the method patented by Dr. Acheson. Dr.
Acheson attempted to use this graphite for the manufacture
of black lead pencils and for crucibles, but found that it was
not suitable since it was amorphous and softer than the
natural material.
On the occasion of the presentation of the Perkin Medal
to Dr. Acheson at the meeting of the New York Section of
the Society of Chemical Industry on January 21,1910, in the
course of a speech he referred to previous researches carried
on by himself into the action of small quantities of organic
substances, particularly gallotannic, upon the physical char-
1" Memorandum on Solid Lubricants," Department of Scientific and
Industrial flesecvrcli, Bulletin No. 4, p. 11.
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acters of clay. By such, addition the plasticity of the clay
was increased 300 per cent., it required about 60 per cent,
more water to impart to it an equal fluidity, while the par-
ticles of the clay became reduced to such a fine state of
division that they remained suspended in water for an in-
definite period and easily passed with the water through the
pores of a fine filter paper.
On further investigation it was found that similar effects
were produced on lampblack, graphite, alumina, amorphous
silica and other mineral products ; also that extracts of straw,
oak bark, spruce bark, sumac, tea leaves, catechu, some
forms of dextrin, and the gum of the cherry tree conferred
similar properties.
Arising out of these investigations Dr. Acheson took out
several patents for the " deflocculation" of amorphous
materials including graphite.
The United States patents No. 884,989 of February 17,
1907, and 875,881 of January 7, 1908, relate to a method of
" deflocculating" gra.phite, thus rendering it mixible with
water, oil, etc., consisting in treating the graphite with a
deflocculating agent such as gallotanic acid, the claim being
made for this as a new product.
U.S. Pat. 384,698 of December 5, 1907, relates to the
preparation of non-aqueous mixtures by first preparing a
mixture of the amorphous substance with an aqueous solu-
tion of a deflocculating agent and subsequently displacing
the water from such mixture with the non-aqueous liquid.
Thus in the case of graphite, this is mixed to a paste with
an aqueous solution of gallotannic acid which is then mixed
with oil, the latter displacing the water thus forming an oil
graphite mixture in which the particles of graphite remain
permanently suspended. Subsequently Dr. Acheson named
the aqueous graphite mixture " aquadag :' and the oil mix-
ture " oildag " and placed them on the market for lubricating
purposes.
L. Archbutt1 has analysed a sample of Acheson graphite,
]STo. 1340, with the following result:—
1 <e Memorandum on Solid Lubricants," p, 12.
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Moisture		0'07
Loss on heating to faint redness        ....	0-28
Mineral matter .       .       .                .        .       •        •	0-C>6
Graphite (by differeuce)    .:....	99-04
100-00
The mineral matter consisted mostly of alumina and
oxide of iron, a little silica and lima
Analyses of " aqnadag " and " oildag " by the same author
showed the former to contain about 15 per cent, of matter
insoluble in water, mostly graphite, while the "oildag" con-
tained about 10 per cent, of matter insoluble in ether, con-
sisting mostly of graphite but containing some oil which was
so firmly held that it was impossible to wash it out with
ether.
The proportions of " oildag " recommended by the Ache-
son Graphite Co, to be added is 3 or 4 drops to 5 or
6 ounces of the oil. The two are shaken together and
allowed to stand, when there should be no separation of
graphite to the bottom of the bottle if the oil is suitable.
Small quantities of electrolytes such as acids and alkalies
cause precipitation of the graphite.
In a paper read before the American Electrochemical
Society,1 Dr. Acheson stated that an oil suspension contain-
ing 0'5 per cent, of deflocculated graphite was suitable for
lubricating purposes. Comparative tests made by G. H.
Benjamin with spindle oil containing the above quantity
showed a decrease in the coefficient of friction of 65 per
cent, as compared with the oil alone, while after 00 minutes'
running the coefficient had dropped to 55 per cent, of that
of the oil. At the end of this period the coefficient of friction
with the oil alone increased to the extent of 54 per cent.,
while the increase with the graphite mixture amounted only
to 30 per cent. After cutting off the supply of lubricant
with the oil alone the coefficient of friction increased by
125 per cent, after 30 minutes' running, whereas with the
oildag the rise increased only 14 per cent, in 80 minutes.
Dr. Acheson also states2 that measurements of the de-
1 Electrochem. and Met. Indt.t 1907, 5, 452-53,
. Soc. Chem. Indt., 1911, U2-t
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flocculated particles by Mr. Alexander showed the average
size to be 75 millimicrons, linear dimensions which suggests
their approximation to molecular dimensions.
C. F. Mabery1 has made comparative tests in a Car-
penter's machine with hard Babbitt metal bearings, run at a
speed of 450 revolutions per minute and at a pressure of 200
Ib. per square inch. The bearings were first lubricated with
one of the best motor lubricants at a rate of 8 drops per
minute. After a run of 2 hours the supply of lubricant was
stopped, whereupon the oil film broke in 17 minutes.
With the oil-graphite mixture containing 0'35 per cent, of
colloidal graphite under similar conditions, the coefficient of
friction kept extremely low and very steady over a period of
5 hours. Oil containing 0*1 and 0*5 per cent, of colloidal
graphite did not work so satisfactorily. The graphite appears
to form a smooth or "graphoid" surface on the bearing,
so that a lower proportion of graphite may be employed
or less oil is needed, i.e. only r\ as much as when the
oil alone is employed. In the whole series of tests the
maximum temperatures recorded never exceeded 65° C.
" Oildag" is regarded as a very suitable lubricant for motor
car engines, the "graphoid " surface formed on the bearings
adding considerably to their wearing powers so that they
last indefinitely. The chance of heating through irregular
supply of the lubricant is entirely eliminated, while sudden
strains on the bearings are better withstood than if an oil-
film alone is present.
Tests on " oildag " have also been carried out on a Lan-
chester Gear Testing Machine at the instance of the Depart-
ment of Scientific and Industrial Research,2 which showed
a slight gain in efficiency.
Steatite or Talc is a white, green or grey scaly or compact
mineral which occurs in the Alps, in Tyrol, India, China,
etc. It has a pearly or greasy lustre and a greasy feel, for
which reason it is employed in the manufacture of lubricating
greases. The specific gravity of the mineral is 2*56 to 2*80
*Jour. Ind. Eng. Ghent., 1913, 5, 717-23.
2"Report of the Lubricants and Lubrication Committee," Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research, pp. 71 et seq.
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and it has a hardness of 1"0. Talc is a hydrated silicate
of magnesia, a sample from Tyrol having the composition
silica 62*12, magnesia 31*15, ferrous oxide 1'58, and water
4'73 per cent. This corresponds nearly with the formula
HaSiOj,. 3MgSi03.
The name steatite is derived from stear the Greek word
for tallow. Talc comes from the Swedish " taelga "—to cut,
the mineral being easily cut with a knife.
Soap stone is an earthy variety of talc, a white mineral of
fatty appearance, and so soft that it can be cut into thin
pieces which will mark cloth; it is used in the manufacture
of slate pencils and for tailor's crayons. In the state of
powder it is used for dusting the insides of boots and shoes
to make them slip on easily, also as a toilet powder for the
skin.
Mica resembles talc in appearance but has a different com-
position, being a silicate of alumina and potash. It is in the
form of glistening flexible scales and is harder than talc and
not very suitable for use as a lubricant.
Sulphur is found naturally occurring in veins in volcanic
districts, e.g. Iceland, Vesuvius, Lipari, and the Sandwich
Islands. Large deposits of it are found in the United States,
and it is also found running in veins through Tertiary strata
as at Girgenti in Sicily. The rock, which contains 6 to 16
per cent, of sulphur, is mined and the sulphur obtained from
it by melting it out in kilns.
Sulphur has a hardness of 1*5 to 2*5 and a specific gravity
of 2-07.
Much of the commercial sulphur is obtained artificially by
treating alkali waste with carbonic acid under pressure, as in
the Chance process. Sulphuretted hydrogen is evolved which
is burnt in kilns with a limited supply of air, and sulphur is thus
deposited partly in the powdered state, known as flowers of
sulphur and partly in a fused condition, the latter being run
out into cylindrical moulds, and then appearing as round or
oval rods, known as roll sulphur or brimstone.
Soda.—The ordinary soda of commerce is the carbonate
of soda, which appears under three forms, as soda ash in
powder, as crystal soda in very small crystals, and as washing
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soda in very large transparent crystals which effloresce and
become opaque on exposure to the air.
Soda ash is the anhydrous carbonate of soda, Na2C03,
which is sometimes almost pure but usually contains caustic
soda, and chloride and sulphate, with traces of oxide of iron
etc.
Another form of carbonate, known as crystal carbonate, is
almost pure, but contains one molecule of water, Na2C03. H20.
Soda crystals (Na2C03.10H20) contain a large proportion
of water of crystallisation, amounting to 63 per cent., which
it gradually loses on exposure to the atmosphere, becoming
white and opaque. This form of carbonate is usually very
pure, and being cheap, it is the form usually employed for a
multitude of purposes. Soda crystals melt on heating in
their own water of crystallisation and easily dissolve in water
to form an alkaline solution.
When a solution of soda is shaken with a melted fat or oil
it forms a milky liquid known as an emulsion. Caustic soda
and caustic potash will also emulsify fats and oils but even
more effectually.
In these emulsions the oils are suspended in the form of
extremely fine globules throughout the aqueous liquid and
the stability of the system is so perfect that in many cases
no separation whatever occurs. The emulsions are, however,
broken on acidifiying the solutions or by the addition of
electrolytes such as common salt.
Advantage is taken of the emulsifying power of alkalies in
the manufacture. of emulsion lubricants and lubricating
greases.
Lime is the oxide of the metal calcium (CaO) and is made
by heating limestone or carbonate of lime (CaC03) in kilns
when carbonic acid is given off and quicklime remains. Lime
is a hard white rock-like material which on adding water
gives off great heat and slakes, forming a soft dry powder of
slaked lime (CaH202), on adding more water, milk of lirne is
formed which contains the hydrate in suspension.
Lime is slightly soluble in water, 100 parts of water at
15° C. dissolving 0*136 parts of CaO ; the clear solution has an
alkaline taste and is known as lirne water.
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Lime is often nsed in preparing lubricating greases; it
hardens them and prevents their melting. Heated with oils
and water it gradually saponifies them. The combination of
lime with rosin acids—rosinate of lime—is also frequently
used, and combinations of rosin oil and lime are the basis of
many lubricating greases.
Litharge is the monoxide of lead (PbO) and is formed by
oxidising lead on the hearth of a reverberatory furnace.
There are two forms of this substance, flake litharge and
powdered litharge. It is sometimes used for saponifying fats
in the preparation of lard greases.
Lead Acetate, Pb(C2H305j)i, is formed by dissolving
litharge in acetic acid. This compound has been used for
hardening greases.
Ammonia, NH8.—In the ordinary state ammonia is a gas
which is very easily soluble in water. The commercial
ammonia is a concentrated solution of the gas in water which
has a specific gravity of 0*890 and contains about 31 per cent,
of NH3. Ammonia is a strong alkali and is sometimes used
for neutralising oleic acid in the preparation of soluble oils
and emulsion lubricants.
CHAPTEE V.
SOLID LUBRICANTS.
As the chief ingredients of solid lubricants, two fats come
into special prominence: animal tallow and palm oil. The
latter, which is distinguished by its low price, is very largely
used now for the preparation of machine greases.
To these fats, certain liquid animal and vegetable fats
(train oil, rape oil, etc.) are added, to make the lubricants
somewhat softer ; a certain amount of soda is added, to con-'
vert the fats into emulsions, or they are partly saponified by
the aid of soda lye. Finally, it is also possible, by the
addition of inactive solid substances (which, of course, must
be very finely ground), to thicken the lubricants for certain
purposes, powdered soapstone, talc, and sulphur being em-
ployed in such cases.
By the suitable use of such adjuncts, any lubricant can
be made to acquire the properties desired for a given
purpose; and it is always advisable to prepare a stock com-
position which can then be easily modified in a suitable
manner. In the present instance this stock composition
consists of a mixture of fats, which may, if desired, be boiled
with water and soda to form an emulsion.
The foregoing substances do not exhaust the list of pro-
ducts used for making solid lubricants ; for certain purposes,
advantage is also taken of other admixtures, such as paraffin,
naphthalene, graphite, and also colouring matters, in order
to impart a special colour to the product: or very peculiar
combinations are prepared from caoutchouc, guttapercha,
asphaltum, and other substances, though this class of lubri-
cant has only a very restricted use.
Tallow Lubricants.—Tallow grease is always a serviceable
article, but it is somewhat dearer than other lubricants.
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Tallow changes in consistency very considerably according
to the temperature. In the height of summer it is com-
parable with soft butter, but it is perfectly hard and friable
in very cold weather. Owing to this behaviour, various
railway companies—the Austrian State Railway for example—
where this class of grease was used for the waggons and
locomotives, employed different compositions of grease for
each month. The relative proportions of these mixtures are
given in the following table :—


Tho Grease Consists of — 
For the Month of — 
Tallow. 
Olive Oil. 
Pork or Horse
Fat. 
January 




100 
20 
18 
February
March. 




100
100 
18
14 
16
12 
April .
May  . 




100
100 
9
4 
7
2 
June . 




100 
1* 
1 
July . 




100 

J 
August 




100 
1 
1* 
September 




100 
1* 
2 
October 




100 
4 
3 
November 




100 
8 
7 
December 




100 
14 
12 
More recently, the opinion has prevailed that there is no
practical advantage gained from using so many different
grades, and at present the railway mentioned has only three
kinds of lubricant, namely, one for the winter, another for
the summer, and a third for spring and autumn. These are
compounded as follows :—




Old Grease, 
Grease for— 
Tallow. 
Olive Oil. 
Pork, or Horse 



Fat. 
Winter use     .... 
100 
20 
13 
Spring and Autumn 
100 
10 
10 
Summer 	 
100 
1 
10 
(The old grease is the residue left in the grease boxes from
the previous filling, and usually has the consistency of pork
juj. \
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These greases are prepared by melting the fats together
and heating them to about 302° F, the jpixt-ure being,,iept'
stirred until this temperature is reached, v^eteu|)Qi^ffiei
mass is left to set.
In working on the small scale, a simple tub is sufficient
for this operation ; but for larger quantities it is advisable to
melt the fats in a pan fitted with stirrers, Fig. 12. The
liquid and more easily melted fats are placed in the pan first,
the tallow being added last.
Train Oil Greases.—The cheap and abundant train oil
obtained from the blubber of various kinds of whale, dolphin,
and seal has not always received its true merits as a lubricant;
but in America, where the value of this oil is recognised, it
is largely used for the purpose, many railways employing
it for locomotives and axles, to the exclusion of all other
greases.
To convert the dark-coloured and generally malodorous
crude train oil into a good lubricant, it should be exposed to
a low temperature, which, as previously mentioned, brings
about the deposition of a considerable quantity of solid fat,
after which it is treated with litharge to eliminate the free
fatty acid present.
For this purpose the litharge is ground very fine, and is
mixed with a small quantity of the train oil, being then put
through a paint mill, just as in making paint, in order to
produce a thick, viscous mass. This is then thinned down
with a further quantity of train oil, and incorporated with
the bulk by efficient stirring.
The liquid is next left to stand for a short time, whereupon
the excess of litharge settles down in the form of fine sludge,
whilst the newly formed compound of lead and fatty acid
remains in the liquid, the viscosity of which it considerably
increases.
Tallow and Train Oil Grease :—
Refined tallow .        .        .        ,        ....    2 parts
Train oil.	1 part
The tallow is melted, at a moderate temperature, in a pan,
and as soon as it becomes fluid the train oil is added, the mass
being crutched until a perfectly uniform mixture is produced*
9l£|.   UmniJU*   w^f,   wt   7,-
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palm oil, which is kept constantly stirred during the addition,
After the whole of the soda lias boon added, the fire is drawn,
and the mass is stirred until it begins to sot and to offer con-
siderable resistance; to the stirrers.
The axle greases prepared according to tbese recipe.H are
of excellent quality, and are. still exclusively used on niont
English railways. The consistency can be altered as desired
by varying the proportions of tallow and palm oil; if the
former be increased, the, grease is (inner and harder to molt,
whilst an increase in the amount of the palm oil chuhok the
product to melt at a lower temperature and imparts to it a
softer consistency.
Tallow and Nr.atftfoot (HI
Tallow    ..........    100
Noatiwfoot oil .........     1 00
This grease was used lor a long time, on the Wiirttomborg
railways: it is very stiff, and therefore specially suitable for
summer use, but is comparatively dear.
TctUoio, Rape, Oil and tfoda (/mr..sv,s :
.1. Winter (
Tallow    ..........	180
Uofincd rajxi oil      ........	liJO
Soda cryHUIs .        .        ,        ......	«o
Water    ..........	IMM)
2. Hiring and A-id-wnm (hvaw
Tallow    ..........	2: to
Kollnod rape oil      ........	H/>
Soda crynlalH ,       .       ,       .       .        ,       .       .	yo
Water * ..........	:tt><)
Tallow    ..
Rolhuid rii])n oil
Soda (irynLalH
Wat/or     .
French Tallow and Train Oil (V/vwr ;
Tallow    ..........	l^()0
Train oil         .........	2MO
Soda cryHtalw ....,.,.,	y,*J
Wator    ........       .       .	ft(K)
Tallow and Cantor Oil (trcaxe:   •
Castor oil        .........	ho
Pork fat ..........	14
Tallow    ..........	7
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This lubricant, though very useful, can only find restricted
application for fine machinery, owing to the high price of the
castor oil.
Palm Oil Greases.—A. very large number of recipes for
solid lubricants contain palm oil, the products being very
widely used for greasing axles, railway wheels, flywheel
shafts, and other heavy quick-running machine parts.
Palm oil lubricants have generally a pronounced yellow
or orange colour, due to the use of unbleached palm oil,
which, as already stated, is yellow to orange-red in colour.
Some greases are made of palm oil alone, unmixed with
any other fat. Experience, however, has shown that these,
though low priced, do not possess the properties expected of
them. ah a rule their melting point is too low; hence, under
the influence of the heat generated by the movement of the
machine parts, they become too fluid, thus entailing a con-
siderable waste of grease, especially in the case of locomotive
machines. Hence the simple palm oil greases are not very
suitable for cart and railway axles, since these drip off the
axles too readily, and waste to such an extent that their use
would entail great expense for lubrication in the case of
.railways, etc.
Generally the palrn oil receives an addition of tallow to
raise the melting point of the mixture. Conversely, in the
rare instances where it is desired to employ a lubricant with
a low melting point, liquid fats, such as train oil or rape oil,
are added.
Those additions increase the cost of the palm oil greases
considerably; but when the quality is taken into considera-
tion, the improvement is so great that the cost is of com-
paratively small importance.
When the greasing of locomotive machinery is in question,
such as cart and railway axles, where the recovery of the
droppings is not so easily compassed as with stationary
machines or marine engines, good results are obtained with
compound palm oil greases. These are expensive to pro-
duce ; but, in reality, they are cheaper than unmixed palm
oil, since an equal quantity of the grease will last longer.
The mixed palm oil greases vary in composition to such
I        5«        r-t	j	-£--_»
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the preparation of the lubricant, and on using the latter,
there will be no danger of the machine parts being corroded
in any way.
To convert soda crystals into caustic soda, the following
simple operation may be performed:—
The quantity of soda to be used is dissolved in ten times
its weight of water, and is boiled in an iron pan for several
minutes with a quantity of slaked lime equal to that of the
soda taken, the latter being thereby converted into caustic
soda. The liquid is left to stand in the closed pan, and
drawn off after the carbonate of lime has settled out.
Caustic soda can also be bought in the solid form, and
when the price is low it can be used direct in the preparation
of greases, the quantity required being about one-third that
of the soda generally used. The method of procedure is just
the same as with soda solution, but takes less time and it
does not froth, the caustic alkali combining with the fatty
acids more easily and quickly than the carbonate.
The Preparation of Palm Oil and Soda Greases.—The
simple operation of preparing these greases is varied accord-
ing to whether the quantity to be dealt with is large or small.
For small quantities up to 2 cwt., the operation may be per-
formed in an ordinary pan, mounted in brickwork and heated
by direct fire. For larger quantities, it is advisable to employ
steam as the heating agent, and to effect the stirring with
mechanical appliances, instead of by hand.
Experience has shown that the quality of these greases is
always better when they are prepared on the large scale.
This can be accounted for by the fact that the larger mass
of material retains its fluidity longer, so that a more intimate
admixture is possible.
Operations are begun by placing the fat with the highest
melting point (usually the tallow) in the pan first, and adding
the palm oil when the first charge is melted, the two being
then mixed completely by stirring, and raised to the tempera-
ture of boiling water.
The soda or caustic soda is dissolved in the prescribed
quantity of water in a separate pan, heated to boiling, and
poured into the molten fats, with continued vigorous stirring
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If no yobbo! in available of sufficient si/,e to hold the whole,
of the water needed to dissolve the soda-, the latter is dissolved
in a little water and added to the fats, the rest of the water
being heated in the dissolving pun and run into the mixture,
by degrees. A still better plan is to dissolve the soda in
several portions and pour the solutions one after the other
into the fat.
The mixture of fats and soda, solution must he stirred in
such a, manner as to ensure the* uniform admixture of the,
two, which entails Home little skill, The bent way in to keep
tho fat in violent motion and then run the hot Hoda solution
into it in the form of a thin stream.
Another very useful practice is to project both the molted
fats and the soda, solution through separate pipes ho an to
produce* a lino jot of each inside the pan and then mix 1,1mm
by means of the ntirrers.
Stirring ia continued until the mass begins t<> thicken, and
a trial sample. hc(,h completely within a short time. The,
finished grease is then ladled into receptacles holding a
(U^iinite ([uautity, r.//. M, tlH, or 1 Ili lbM and left to not
the re mi.
Palm oil and soda ^reusew ure usually not brought into
dinujl contact with the- surfaces fo lu* lubricated, but an*
ffcsnorally put into ^r<uise boxen mounted immediately over
, the axhw to be*, groaned, and provided with a hole in the.
bottom through which the lubricant can imd its way to the
working parts.
Owin^ to the, liea»t liberat<*cl by Friction, the grease in tlu^
boxen is partially melted after the wheels have turned a few
times, or at auyrate it will have softened enott**h to allow it
to pans through the hole aforesaid and jjreanc the axle, The
bent groantm for this purpoHo are. Htu*li an have a consistency
roHumbling that of thi(^k cream wljen nli^htly warm.
According to the time, of year at which the; ^rea.se is to be
used, ho must its composition be modified. If the tempera-
ture* of the air- and consequently that of the machine parts
to be greased --m high, the grea,se will melt too readily awl
will the.refore, become too fluid and run to waste*. On the
othor hand, in cold weather the, groaHe will keep very firm,
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and the amount melted by the heat of friction may be in-
sufficient for proper lubrication.
To obviate this difficulty, the proportions of the fats are
adjusted for the various seasons ; in Hummer, greases of high
melting point are used, i.e. those containing a larger quantity
of tallow ; whilst for the winter, more readily liquefiable
greases are employed, a smaller quantity of tallow being
taken, and occasionally even a portion of the latter is re-
placed by a liquid fat, such as train oil or rape oil.
Some makers are not content with producing two varieties
of grease for summer and winter use respectively ; but also
prepare a third grade suitable for spring and autumn. Indeed,
such an intermediate grade is highly advisable for countries
where the extremes of summer and winter temperature are
great. "For Italy, the south of Krance, England, and northern
Germany, for instance, two grades of grease would be suffi-
cient ; but for south Germany with its hard winter, hot
summer, and mild spring and autumn, three are advisable.
Eecipes for palm oil and soda greases for the different
seasons are given below; and it may be again stated that
the melting point ot these greases can bo readily modified
by altering the proportions of the fats of high and low
melting point.
YMow Palm Oil and tfoda ClrcaM :—
1.	/''or Winter Uw—~
Tallow  ..........	7f>0
Palm oil        .........	500
Sporm oil , or rapo oil     .....	70
Soda oi'yHl/alH         ........	2^8
Walior ' ..........	iWOO
2.	./''or Hyriny and A •it.t.nwn Uw---
Tallow ..........	HOC)
Pal in oil        .........	500
Sporni oil or rapo oil     .......	55
Soda ('.ryntalH         ........	W2SL
Water ' ..........	SiGOO
 
8. ,/'ror Mw/w/er (/«<*.' -
Tallow .                ........	DOO
Palm oil       .........	500
Sporni. oil or rapo oil    .......	44
Soda ('.rysUlH        ........	21(5
Water ' ..........	SidfiO
The lower the temperature, the more can the*,	proportion
10H
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of the fat he diminished and the. water increased, the converse,
being the ease in summer. Train oil ean he used instead
of the dearer sperm or rape oil, but it must first have been
specially treated.
When train oil is exposed to a moderately low tempera-
ture, •/,<!. about '10" KM a considerable quantity of hitherto dis-
solved fat separates out, the, remaining liquid beinjj more
fluid than be, fore, and specially adapted for adding to the
above greases, whilst the solid portion ean be utilised in
soapmaking or for the preparation of special lubricants.
Ye/tow l*<thti O/7, tfwtp, and Soda {//vv/,sr.v:   -
1.	l<'nr Wintrr f-V
Pftlmuil         .....,,	,    !«'.(»
Soap
Soda
W«,tor
2.	/''or
hilmoil         .........    HUJ
Tli<i palm oil is first melte<land then mixed with the soap ;
when this also is melted, the soda dissolved in -10 or (U) parts
of hoi. water is run in and the mass well stirred, the remainder
of the. water bein^ incorporated with the masM, which in kept
hot throughout. When all the water is in the pan, the
oonkwtH of the latter are poured into a vat and stirred until
they begin to net,
Another way of preparing thenc greases is by melting the fat
and soap together in a pan and mixing them by stirring, ttape
oil, which is rather dear, may bo replaced by an equal quantity
of train oil. Horse fat iw recommended by some, but. iiukch
the melting point of the grease more than the liquid fntn,
The. Hod a in dissolved in the necessary amount of water in
a second pan, the solution being heated to boiling and then
mixed with the melted fat in a third v<*HHrl by ntirring, thi«
being continued ub long an the consistency of the iiwhh will
allow,
A hotter clans of grease in compounded of palm oil and
rape oil, the, nod a being replaced by a corresponding amount of
caustic soda. This grease dotmnot contain any emulsion, but
SOLID  LUBEICANTS.
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is a true soap grease, part of the fat being saponified by the
caustic alkali.
American Palm Oil Greases:—

Tallow        	 
A
.    150 
B
100 
Palm oil    	 
.    100 
360 
Soda crystals      	 
.      25 
35 
Water        	 
.    160 
300 
French Palm Oil Greases : — 



A 
B 
Tallow 
380 
280 
Palm oil 
125 
100 
Rape oil 
65 
70 
Soda crystals 
25 
20 
Water 
420 
500 
Belgian Palm Oil Greases: — 



A 
B 
Palm oil 
210 
380 
Tallow 
— 
750 
Soap  . 
85 
— 
Colza oil 
— 
200 
Soda crystals 
15 
50 
Water 
700 
1300 
This grease, which is both cheap and efficient, is charac-
terised by containing three fats: tallow, palm oil, and colza
oil, in its composition.
Axle Greases for Very Heavy  Waggons:—
1. For Winter Use—
Tallow  .
Palm oil
Soda crystals
Water .
2. For Siummer Use-
Tallow  .
Palm oil
Soda crystals
Water   .
 420
840
140
4200
420
490
35
2300
The above are calculated for severe winter weather and
high summer temperatures. For milder winter climates the
proportion of soda may be somewhat reduced and the palm
oil increased.
Cart Grease:—
Palm, oil		210
Tallow	'     .	85
Soda ]ye          ....                 ....	65
Water		920
The palm oil and tallow are melted together, the mixture
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rendered uniform by stirring, and the soda lye added. The
density of the latter should be 20° to 21° B6., that is to say,
the Baum6 areometer should sink into the solution down to
the 20° or 21° mark on the scale.
After the soda lye has been stirred in, the water is added,
and the mass is stirred until uniform, whereupon it is ladled
out into vessels to set.
Grease for Wooden Machinery:—
Tallow		80
Palm oil		20
Train oil		10
Graphite		20
The fats are melted by moderate heat, and the graphite,
which has been reduced to the finest powder and then
levigated, is intimately mixed with them by protracted
stirring.
With regard to the quantities consumed, the palm oil
greases may be regarded as the most important of all lubri-
cants, since they are employed, to the exclusion of all others,
on many railways, and are used also in large quantity on
many large machines.
CHAPTEE VI.
LEAD SOAP LUBRICANTS.
the lead salts possess the property of saponifying fats or
fatty oils to form fairly solid compounds, known as lead soaps,
which are hard in the cold and pasty at the ordinary tem-
perature, but attain the necessary degree of fluidity when
warmed by friction.
This latter property is highly important in the case of
the axles of vehicles, since it reduces to a minimum the loss
of grease by dropping.
For the preparation of these lubricants it is first of all
necessary to make a solution of basic lead acetate, or sugar
of lead, which is then incorporated with a suitable proportion
of fat.
The solution is prepared from:
Sugar of lead .
Litharge
Water    .
 10
10
110
these are boiled 1-J- to 2 hours, with repeated stirring, at the
end of which time the mass is left to rest, and the clear liquid
is drawn off. The latter is made up to 100 parts by weight,
by the addition of water, and after being warmed to about
120° to 140° F., is mixed with common fat (rape oil and pork
fat, or neatsfoot oil), in the following proportions :
Sugar of lead	100
Bape oil	80
Pork fat	80
The resulting preparation will be of a uniform grey colour>
and when melted will set again at 85° to 105° F.
A large number of so-called " anti-friction greases," re-
garded as secret preparations, are in the main only lead soap
prepared according to this recipe or on similar lines. Owing
to its rather high melting point, this grease is less suitable
(in)
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for ordinary carts than for quick-running axles (railway
wheels, flywheel shafts, etc.).
The preparation of lead soap greases can be greatly
simplified by proceeding in the following manner. The in-
gredients are :
Sugar of lead		20
Litharge		10
Water		225
Vinegar		1
The water and vinegar are placed in a covered vat, and the
sugar of lead and litharge are placed in two linen bags and
immersed in the liquid, being left therein for a week. The
clear solution of lead acetate drawn off at the end of this time
is placed in a vat and mixed with—
Rape oil	500
Pork fat	750
which have previously been melted together in a pan and
heated to about 250° F. The mixture is well stirred and left
to stand for several days. In from two to four days it will
have set, and will then be ready for use.
Lead Oleate Axle Grease.—Palmer's Patent Axle Grease
consists principally of lead oleate, and is therefore a lead
soap, closely resembling apothecaries' sticking plaster in
composition.
In the manufacture of stearine candles, the crude fatty
acids are subjected to heavy pressure, which squeezes out
oleic acid containing stearic acid and palmitic acid in solution.
When the crude oleic acid is exposed to low temperatures a
large proportion of the dissolved solid fatty acids crystallise
out. The crude oleic acid of commerce is a yellow to brown
liquid, mostly with a disagreeable smell. In Germany it is
known as Oel—or Oleinsaure, and in France as acide oleique,
both of which names express its composition ; but in England
it is frequently called " tallow oil," a term which may give
rise to confusion, inasmuch as the same name is (correctly)
given to the oil obtained by pressing refined tallow that has
been stirred before setting. True tallow oil is a much more
valuable and expensive article than oleic acid. It is also
known in this country as oleine in contradistinction to olein
which is the neutral triglyceride of oleic acid (triolein).
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Iri order to produce lead soap from oloie acid the latter in
placed in a pan which is mounted on a brick work Hotting in
such a manner an to prevent the cements coming into direct
contact with the heating flame. Tho pan in also provided
with a clone-fitting lid, to prevent tho flame spreading in the
event of the oloio acid becoming ignited.
Tho oloio acid is heated to boiling, wheronpon litharge, in
a finely ground condition, in run in through a narrow pipe,
and stirred continuously. Tho UHual proportion of litharge
in from one-fifth to one-fourth the weight of the oil.
After all tho litharge is in, the stirring in continued for
twenty to forty minutes, the temperature being then gradually
lowered. The, litharge undissolved by the oloio acid settles to
the bottom of the. pan, and in left there until the. next operation.
Tho clarified liquid in ladled off and left to set, preferably in
sheet-iron tanks.
On quick-running axles which generate a good deal of
heat, thin grease soon attains the requisite fluidity, hut it is
too stiff for those running at low speeds.
The melting point of this very useful lubricant is best
lowered at the time of preparation by tho addition of cheap
fatH like horse fat or train oil. Tho hot lead oleate obtained
as above is ladled out into a separate vat, already con-
taining tho fat or train oil, and tho mixture quickly stirred
together. The lower: the desired molting point, the. larger
must 1)0 the proportion of added fat, Consequently for
summer greases a relatively largo quantity of fat must bo
added, about 20 to 40 parts per 100 of load oloiito being usually
sufficient.
OHAPTBE VII.
TRUE SOAP GREASES.
the soap greases, properly so called, are prepared with
ordinary soft soap (a compound of potash with fatty acids),
or from fats and potash, these forming the emulsions already
referred to. Although these greases are occasionally very
useful, their employment is restricted, owing to the risk that
lack of care in their preparation may leave appreciable quan-
tities of potash or caustic alkali uncombined, with consequent
liability to injury of the metal, which may be extensively
corroded.
Ghardons Soap Grease:—
Soft soap	10-50
Lye or water        ........    90-50
This peculiar lubricant, which is claimed to specially
lessen the wear and tear of the bearings—a claim which if it
were tenable would be highly commendable—is, according to
its inventor, much cheaper than oil. The proportions of soap
and water vary with the season.
The use of lye, however, for dissolving the soap, appears
objectionable, if only for the reason that caustic alkalis exert
a corrosive action on some metals and metallic alloys—bronze,
for instance—of which machine parts are generally made.
In a properly made soap there is no free fatty acid, so that
any added caustic alkali acts on the metal and soon causes it to
corrode. That Chardon's grease is of little value is shown by
the circumstance that, according to the recipe, it is immaterial
whether water or lye be taken. Any one possessing even
a slight knowledge of chemistry will know what a wide
difference exists between a lubricant consisting of soap and
water and one containing soap and lye.
(114)
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Tallow, Oil and Hoop GrMMte>:~-~
Tallow		4*20
Olivooil		MO
Polanh		00
Wal,or		OM)
The potash is dissolved in water, the solution heated to
boiling, and the whole of" the fat is added at once, the fire
being made up bo aB to keep the whole in a fluid Btate. 'Boil-
ing ib continued, with constant stirring, until saponification
is indicated by the thickening of the mans and the way in
which a sample will draw into threads on cooling. The re-
Halting product in really a dilute solution of potash noap
mixed with an excess of fat, and may therefore be regarded
as an emulsion lubricant in tho true sense of the term,
Carriage Axle Greatws: —
A	II
Tallow        ........	500	500
I/mHOo<loil.       .......	500	450
Pino rosin		500	500
CaiiHfcici Htxla lyo .......	8.15	500
Both preparations, when suitably stirred during prepara-
tion, form solid masses of the consistency of salve,, and yellow
in colour. They distribute easily on tho axles and lubricate
well. The ronin is melted first, the tallow and linseed oil
being then added, and when these form a uniform mixture,
the caustic soda lye is added gradually. The lye is used
moderately strong, and tho firmness of tho grease can bo
heightened by increasing tho concentration of tho alkaline
solution,
Krotn tho chemical standpoint this somewhat expensive
lubricant is a mixture of ordinary soap, rosin soap, and
emulsified fats.
(VHAPTKH VIH.
Caoutchouc Oreuse:
Train oil .......,,,    *.MM*
f,lu«
l>y
«ac*h
Tho train oil in heated in a pan until it br^inn to < It'com-
pose (which condition is revealed by an ebullition rtwrnblin^
boiling and by the evolution of a disajjiwahl** odour),
caoutchouc -cut into nmall pieces -b««in^ introduwd
dogreefl and thci ontiro masH vi^orotmly ntirrrd nfti*r «•;
addition.
Kor ordinary purposes thin yrcant* jk inttp|iiieiil»li\
to the hi|L{h price of caoutchouc ; it may also bo
that lubricantH of at leaHt e.qttal (*f(icit'iH*v ran  be
at a much lower cost,
Caoutchouc Machine
Twenty partH (mch of nunitchotir and imnml ciit jiri' fit'Ht
molted together, another 20 partH of oil hoin^ Htim«l in un
Boon an the mixture beginn  to  di»«*n**a|.(e vajiciur.
qwmtly Uu? nwt of l\u\ litmeed oil in mlclnl,  100 pttrtH at a
time.
Ame/rivan (hundcJumc, Or cane ; ••
Oil of tur|)«uihui
Hapa oil ..
Soda      ,,
Ohio
Wator
 4
H
114
HI
4
Tho caoutchouc ib diHHolvocl in the oil of turpimtme,
the rape oil in first mixed with the «oda, water, and ylu«\ uiut
then boiled, lh« caoutchouc nolution \m\\% Htimul int<» tho
homogeneouB mixture.
(lift)
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Strictly speaking, the caoutchouc is not dissolved in the
turpentine, since very little, if any, of the caoutchouc is really
dissolved, but merely remains in a highly swollen condition.
The finished mass requires to be stirred for a very consider-
able time in order to get it perfectly homogeneous.
36
72
10
80
72
900
Caoutchouc Adhesion Grease:—
Caoutchouc
Oil of turpentine
Cabinetmaker's glue
Tallow    .
Soda
Water     .
This peculiarly compounded grease is prepared as follows:
The caoutchouc is first dissolved in the oil of turpentine at a
temperature of about 250° to 300° P., the tallow being melted in
another pan, mixed with the powdered soda, and the water
stirred in. When the whole has become homogeneous, the
caoutchouc solution is run in, stirred, and the whole left to
set.
Caoutchouc and Guttapercha Grease:—
Caoutchouc   .........	50
Guttapercha         ........	50
Oil of turpentine		100
Tallow		1000
The caoutchouc and guttapercha are dissolved in the oil of
turpentine and heated strongly, the tallow being then added
by degrees. The use of the expensive ingredients, caoutchouc
and guttapercha, makes this a very expensive grease.
20
100
2
2
2
Caoutchouc Axle Grease :—
Palm oil
Train oil
Caoutchouc
Litharge
Sugar of lead
The caoutchouc is cut into small pieces and heated with
the train oil to about 890° F., the litharge and sugar of lead
being then added and the heating continued for an hour
longer. Finally, the palm oil is stirred into the still hot
mass.
Caoutchouc and Fat Grease:—
Caoutchouc
Palm oil .
pe oil .
-How    ,
 5
100
100
50
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The caoutchouc is dissolved in the rape oil by the aid of a
high temperature, and the filtered solution is incorporated
with the solid fats. The author has however found, by
experiment, that filtration of the mass is impracticable, since
it is difficult to strain it even through a linen cloth.
The value of caoutchouc and guttapercha greases is some-
what problematical. Statements have been made with regard
to their economy in use which it would be difficult to sub-
stantiate, and certainly the rubber or guttapercha are in the
majority of cases not dissolved but simply disseminated in a
finely divided state, in which condition they can exert no
more action than other inert insoluble substances.
(UIAPTKR IX.
OTHMR SOhll) LUIWUJANTS.
tiim following recipes relate to a few lubricants which do not
belong to any of the foregoing groups, but have proved satis-
factory in actual use. Itecipes which gave unsatisfactory
results when tried, or appeared from their constitution to be
merely empirical compositions, have been omitted, since their
inclusion would servo no useful purpose.
A$ph(tltwn> Axle. ()re.(i,ne. :
Black pitoli       .........	8
Pofcrolwim        ,,.,.....	8
Litihargn  .                 ........	8
WnU^r       ..........	80
The asphaltum and pitch are first molted together in a
pan, the petroleum being then added until the masn has
becomes uniformly fluid. The litharge is next added, and
finally the water is run in in small quantities, the whole
being stirred until perfectly uniform, The asphaltum and
pitch impart to this grease a lustrous black colour and a
peculiar, bituminous smell. The fluidity of the mass can be
increased or diminished by correspondingly. varying the pro-
portion of petroleum.
e, Graeme,: .....
Naphtlialemo     ........        100
,IUpo oil     .........    60-100
The naphthalene—a crystal line hydrocarbon recovered
from e.oal tar is molted and stirred up with a larger or
smaller quantity of rape** oil, the product thus varying in
consistency being solid and firm, semi-solid and pasty, or
fluid an the ease may be, and forming a useful lubricant.
The expensive purified naphthalene is not required here,
purity not being an essential feature for the purpose in view ;
(II!))
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so that the crude article, which is more or less impure, is
quite suitable for the purpose. These remarks apply equally
to paraffin.
Rosin Machine Grease:—
Pine rosin       .........    100
Rosin oil        ..........      50
Pork fat	300
The rosin and rosin oil are melted together, and the pork
fat is stirred into the liquefied mass.
Graphite Axle Grease:—
Tallow		3G
Pork fat		9
Palm oil		9
Graphite		2
Graphite is of a steely grey colour, and imparts a char-
acteristic grey-black colour to the grease.
This graphite axle grease is a very efficient lubricant, and
is frequently used in Belgium and England as the sole grease
for waggon axles.
Graphite Grease for Quick-running Axles:—
Tallow	100
Graphite	100
This is specially suitable for greasing the shafts of circular
saws, ventilating fans, etc., and indeed for any axles running
at high speed under small load.
Colloidal Olein Lubricant.—According to de la Gu&ron-
niere, a special form of grease for lubricating purposes can
be prepared by extracting the mucilaginous principle from
the following marine plants: Fucus crispus 75 per cent.,
fucus perle 20 per cent., agar-agar 5 per cent, (or the same
proportion of lichen or other algae that contain gelose). The
woody matter of these plants is carefully removed, after
which the plants are washed separately in hot water contain-
ing 10 per cent, of common salt and 5 per cent, of carbonate
of potash. The next stage is to steep the washed plants in
water containing 10 per cent, of salt, and to dissolve them
by gradual boiling in water. According to the concentration
required, 700 to 1000 parts by weight of the mixed plants
are taken to 100,000 parts of water, for the preparation of
colloidal olein, the amount being doubled in the case of
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colloidal grease. The solution is filtered whilst hot, and is
treated with about 800 parts of oil of turpentine, alcohol,
sulphurous acid, phenol or some essential oil.
Cart Greases.—The preparation of cart greases is a profit-
able branch that can be established without much trouble ;
and any maker who will supply a good article can be sure
of securing permanent customers, writes C. F. Borott, in the
Seifenhaendler. Unfortunately, this class of grease lends
itself readily to adulteration, so that preparations are met
with in the market which are loaded to the extent of as
much as 75 per cent, with water, asphalt, pitch, tar, heavy
spar, levigated chalk, clay, soapstone, common graphite, etc.
Of course, a far larger profit is made on such goods than on
the genuine article, but no lasting connection is established,
consumers going elsewhere when they find out the dis-
advantages attending the use of such trash. The following
recipes, however, may be relied on to furnish satisfactory
products: (1) Melt together, by stirring in a large pan over a
moderate fire, 30 parts by weight of wool fat and 60 parts
of dark vaseline oil. Then stir into this mixture 7-J- parts
of lime that has been slaked to fine powder, and when this
has been properly incorporated, add 3-J parts of caustic soda
lye (density 42° B.), continuing to stir and to warm the mass
up to 50° to 60° C. until it is homogeneous and free from lumps.
After drawing the fire, the grease is left to cool, with oc-
casional stirring, and is then packed in kegs, tins, or boxes.
The colour darkens with age, but may also be artificially
deepened with a little lampblack. (2) Twenty-five parts of
crude rosin oil are heated to 50° to 60° C. in a pan, and stirred
up with 20 parts of fine slaked lime until the whole is a
tough uniform mass, free from lumps. This stock can be
reduced, according to requirements, by the addition of mineral
oil or more rosin oil. It is advisable to pass the lime through
a medium fine sieve. (3) A grease can be made, without
heat, by mixing 60 parts of dark vaseline oil with 20 of
slaked lime and 1 of lampblack, followed by 30 parts of crude
rosin oil, the whole being stirred until properly mixed.
Palm Oil Waggon Grease.—10 Ib. of palm oil soap is
melted with an equal weight of palm oil; 550 Ib, of rosin
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oil is added and sufficient rosin oil soap to impart to the
mass a consistency resembling butter; finally, 7f to 10 Ib. of
caustic soda lye is stirred in and the mass allowed to cool.
Waggon Grease.—Stir 90 Ib. of slaked lime into 100 Ib.
of rosin oil, heat, and continue stirring until a uniform paste
is obtained.
Wheel Greases.—Wheel greases of a common description
generally have as their basis crude rosin oil, and can be made
in a variety of ways, either with this oil alone or in an ad-
mixture with other oils and fats. The following formulae
are given to show how these can be made :—
20 Ib. crude rosin oil and 16 Ib. 900/7 American
mineral oil are mixed together; then there is added 30 Ib.
fine whiting free from grit. This is done with constant
stirring. There is then added 2 Ib. fresh slaked lime mixed
. with 2-J- Ib. soda crystal solution 32° Tw. The whole mass is
stirred until it becomes stiff.
Another grease is made in the following manner: 80 Ib.
of American petroleum oil 900/7 is heated to 250° F., and
30 Ib. pale rosin melted therein; to this mixture is now
added 220 Ib. American 900/7 oil and 60 Ib. thick crude rosin
oil; 60 Ib. dry slaked lime is added, and the whole mass well
stirred until it becomes homogeneous and stiff.
Another grease is made from 70 Ib. thick crude rosin oil
and 20 Ib. thin crude oil, and the mixture is heated to
200° F., and 10 Ib. dry slaked lime stirred in till the mass
stiffens.
Another good wheel grease is made by boiling together
300 Ib. brown Yorkshire grease with 60 Ib. of caustic soda
lye of 50° Tw. There is then added 300 Ib. crude rosin oil
and 30 Ib. American 900/7 oil; after these are mixed there
is added 130 Ib. slaked lime of good quality. The whole
mass is thoroughly stirred, and allowed to stand for twenty-
four hours. The next day the mass is warmed up, and 100
Ib. of American oil 900/7 is added until the mass is of the
right consistence.
A very cheap grease of a black colour is got by taking
50 Ib. coal-tar, heating to 250° F. for two hours, then allow-
ing to cool down to 150° F., and adding 20 Ib, tar-grease oil,
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30 Ib. crude rosin oil, and 10 Ib. dry slaked lime, stirring
well.
Another plan frequently followed is to take 100 Ib. thick
crude rosin oil, heat to about 150° P., then stir in 20 Ib.
quicklime, which is first slaked to a thick cream. The
mixture is well stirred for a few hours, then placed on one
side for twenty hours. Water will be found on the top of
the mixture; this is poured off, and the grease heated to
120° F., and then mixed with constant stirring with 100 Ib.
soft crude rosin oil.
Solidified Oils.—Petroleum oils may be rendered much
more viscous, and indeed quite solid, by heating them with
a metallic soap such as oleate or rosinate of calcium, mag-
nesium, or aluminium, which dissolve in the form of a
colloidal solution rendering the mass much more viscous, so
that it sets to a soft or stiff jelly according to the proportion
of metallic soap added.
E. Lecocq (French Pat. 439,467, Jan. 25, 1912) uses for
this purpose wool fat which has been neutralised with an
alkali or alkaline earth, the product being incorporated with
a sufficiency of a vegetable or animal oil, fatty acids, or
hydrocarbon oil to produce a material with the desired
melting point.
H. Dernuth (Eng. Pat. 6165, Mar. 11, 1911) employs for
this purpose a stiff paste prepared by dissolving a nitrogenous
substance (e.g. casein) in ammonia, the proportions recom-
mended being 1 to 2 parts of powdered casein, 5 to 7 parts of
water, and sufficient ammonia to form a stiff paste on warm-
ing. The product thus formed is emulsified with an equal
volume of a fatty oil and then incorporated with 10 times
its weight of a petroleum oil.
Another process in which casein is employed is outlined
in the patents of A. Dinsley (Eng. Pats. 11,129, July 31,
and 14,520, Oct. 14, 1915); in this case 5 parts of casein
are dissolved in 10 parts of caustic soda and 10 parts of
•water ; this is stirred into melted tallow until the two are
thoroughly incorporated and the mass is then allowed to
cool. One part of this solid mixture is pulverised, mixed
"With 1 part of castor oil and 7 parts of a mineral lubricating
TIIK  MANTI''Ar*l l'l<*   *'*    M Mill \NP«,
oil or patrolman jVlly, him! thr wh«*l«' fir u«'»l au*l .*itjnv*
combination in roiuplct*', uh«<u it t p.uHVil tutu fUMtilih inn]
allowod to solidify. Snhil lul*ii*Mtnr- umfrnaK .^urh tin
graphite*, c4c*,t way atao !»' ad»l* <I sf *i^ .m*!.
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Chun** and
in
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Co. (Kr. Pat. -HM.JW^ Jttut< ±!, PJ«i!*i i-iajili.y n v^num
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MJBRIUANTH.
tjtk liquid lubricants possess many important advantages
over the groanes, in consequence of which, they are preferred
for the majority of purposes. Their chief superiority lien in
the faet that they do not require such complicated appliances
(greaHo boxes),, they begin to act an noon aw they are applied,
not needing the, heat gonoiated by friction to make thorn
aulliciently iluid; bosidon which the oiling vessels can bo of
a nimple type, even on the axles of vehicles. Finally, they
exhibit the valuable property that their consistency in iohs
affected by the tomperaturo of the air than in the cane with
greases.
The best materials for the preparation of the liquid lubri-
cants arc*, :•"•-
1. Bperm oil.
ti.  Rape and colza oiln.
;i. Olive oil.
4.	.Rotun oil, <iitlusr alone or in aHHociation with linu^ or
certain produetB of dry diBtillaticm (paraflin).
5.	Train oil.
(\.  Ne.atnfoot oil and bone oil.
7. The Bo-oallod mineral oiln (nolar oil, coal oil).
H. J?etrol.eum and oxokt^rito.
9. Hoap Kolutionn.
Lubricating Oih in General.—Oilw takcui direct from the
prcmn aro unHnitablc^ for use an lubricants, and haves to be put
through a special treatment known an refining.
It will easily be understood that, under the powerful
pressure to which the colls enclosing the oil are subjected in
the proas, not only aro the colls ruptured, allowing the oil to
oscapo, but particles of solid, vegetable matter—mucilages,
(125) '
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albumin, and other compounds—are expressed with the oil,
rendering the latter turbid and slimy, instead of clear and
transparent, the presence of these impurities soon resulting
in the oil becoming rancid.
One method of clarifying the oil is to store it in tanks for
a considerable time, to allow the impurities to settle out. The
oil, however, being somewhat viscous, and the solid particles
of rather low density, differing little from that of the oil
itself, their deposition as a consequence is a very slow pro-
cess, and is never quite complete, however long the oil is
kept in store.
Endeavours to clarify the oil by filtration are also not
altogether successful, the oil running through very slowly
even at first, whilst the mucilaginous substances present soon
clog the pores of the filtering medium and stop the process
entirely.
If a permanently efficient filter could be constructed for
treating oil it would be extremely useful in the manufacture
of lubricating oils. Oil that has been filtered when fresh
from the press is perfectly neutral if kept out of contact
with air, that is to say, it contains no traces of free fatty acids.
This must be regarded as a very great advantage, since the
free fatty acids are able to corrode metals seriously and
thereby contribute to the rapid wear of the machine parts.
Latterly a number of fatty oils have been obtained by
extracting the oil-bearing materials (crushed seeds, etc.) with
benzol, carbon disulphide, etc. Oils recovered in this way
are, as a rule, free from uncombined fatty acids, and there-
fore quite suitable for use as lubricants.
Pressed oils have therefore first to be refined, for which
purpose many methods have been proposed.
The processes consist in the treatment of the oils either
with acids for the destruction of the albuminous and sus-
pended matters, with alkalies for removal of the free fatty
acids, or with oxidising agents for bleaching the colouring
matters. Many methods have been published but we have
confined ourselves to the consideration only of those processes
which are in actual use and which have proved particularly
suitable for refining lubricating oils. (See pp. 23 to 32.)
CHAPTER XI.
COHESION OILS.
it cannot be disputed that some lubricants, the liquid va-
rieties in particular, are very wasteful in use, so that when
there is a large number of axles in constant work, as is the
case.on railways, for instance, the expense of lubrication be-
comes very great, though in other respects they may fulfil
their purpose adequately.
To remedy this defect and reduce the consumption of
lubricant to a minimum, the so-called cohesion oils have
been compounded, which are, quantitatively, more economical
than any other kind.
As the name implies, these lubricants are distinguished by
possessing a lower degree of fluidity than the ordinary liquid
grades.
Opinions vary as to the efficiency of these cohesion oils,
for while some large consumers of lubricants declare that
they prefer them to refined olive or rape oil, others do net
give such a favourable report, but complain that the cohesion
oils make the bearings and lubricating appliances very dirty,
and that the oils deposit such a large amount of sediment as
to prevent efficient lubrication.
The author's opinion, from his own experience in the
matter, is that an oil exhibiting these last-named properties
must be classed as bad. Some makers, with a view to im-
proving their products as much as possible, have continued
to increase the cohesive properties until some of the oils
placed on the market have been almost too viscous to pour
out of the can, and would draw out into threads like partly
set glua
Cohesion oils containing such an immoderate proportion
of constituents producing viscosity, will readily deposit these
(127)
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as a sediment on standing, the resulting thick mass being
unsuitable for lubrication.
Certain oils of the class in question now being put on the
market are stated to have been prepared by secret processes.
The chemical examination of a number of these oils, however,
shows that certain makers add colouring or scenting in-
gredients (sometimes both) which are quite inert as regards
lubricating properties, being used for the sole purpose of
masking the properties of the other components and pre-
venting their detection.
Nevertheless, despite these intentional deceptions, the
skilled chemist is able to analyse these products; and the
various experiments performed on cohesion oils of English,
German, and American origin, clearly show that they are all
made from the same fundamental materials.
Without exception, the basis of the cohesion oils is a more
or less viscous oil, crude rape oil being most frequently used,
train oil more rarely, whilst occasionally tallow, palm oil,
neatsfoot oil, or other solid fat is added to reduce the fluidity.
In addition to the fats, these oils all contain variable
quantities of rosin oil, the amount ranging within wide limits;
and experiments have shown that from 8 to 20 per cent, of
rosin oil can be used.
The substance employed for increasing the viscosity is
ordinary American pine rosin; and the larger the amount
added, the higher the cohesion of the oil. The additions
range from 8 to 15 per cent, of the weight of the oil; but it
is inadvisable to exceed this latter limit, especially if the
lubricant is to be used at low temperatures.
The preparation of cohesion oils is usually a simple
matter. The rape oil is gently warmed in a pan and mixed,
with the necessary quantity of solid fats (palm oil, tallow,
etc.) when these are used. The rosin oil is heated, almost
to ebullition, in a second pan, precautions being taken to
prevent ignition of the contents, and the rosin, broken into
small pieces, is added by degrees, one portion being allowed
to dissolve completely before another is added. Solution
must be assisted by stirring, to prevent any rosin adhering
to the bottom of the pan and burning there.
COHESION OILS.
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When the rosin is completely dissolved, which requires
but little time, the solution is ladled into the pan containing
the oil. The latter is kept constantly stirred ; and when all
the rosin solution is in, the fire is put out, and the mass is
stirred until it begins to thicken.
The following recipes give the composition of two cohesion
oils, No. 1 being the thicker, and therefore suitable for quick-
running, heavily laden axles, whilst Xo. -2 is suitable for
lighter ones.
Under similar conditions, No. 1 may be used in summer
and No. 2 in winter.
Cohesion Oils:—
Raw rape oil		95
Refined tallow	"	*" 5
Rosin oil	[       "	j.j
American pine rosin ......	12
 08
4
4
8
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fig. 12A.—Jacketted Pan for Mixing Lubricating Greases
(W. McNeil! & Son, St. Helens).
CHAPTBE XII.
LUBRICANTS COMPOSED OF FAT OB OIL AND KOSIN OIL.
rosin oil is miscible with solid and liquid fats in all propor-
tions, the products exhibiting properties  corresponding to
those of the components of the mixture.
Eosin Oil and Train Oil Lubricant:—
Rosin oil	100
Refined train oil	50
Since this mixture deposits a sediment after standing for
some time, it is important that it should not be used as soon
as made, but should be stored in vats or casks for a time.
Solar Oil Lubricant;—
Solar oil	30
Refined rape oil	        .        .20
This lubricating oil is particularly suitable for brass and
bronze machine parts, as it does not corrode these metals
to more than an inappreciable extent.
Thick Oil Lubricants :—
No. 1.	No. 2.
For Winter Use.	For Summer Use.
Tallow	85	60
Rosin oil	10	8
Rape oil or olive oil .       .       .       .       65	40
Patent Rosin Oil Axle Grease.—This lubricant, which is
of a special character, both in its composition and method of
preparation, consists of a combination of the acids formed
during the dry distillation of rosin, with lime and the volatile
oils (rosin oil) also formed during that process.
To obtain a rosin oil suitable for this purpose, all the
liquid distillates passing over between 170° and 185° C. are
collected separately, only the heavier fractions being regarded
as rosin oil, whilst the above-named lighter fractions are
utilised direct in place of oil of turpentine.
(130)
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The distillation of the rosin is preferably conducted in
an iron still resembling the retorts used in gasworks. For
working on a small scale, the ordinary iron or copper stills
in ay be used.
The primary ingredient for making axle grease of these
rosin oils is slaked lime. This is prepared by pouring water
over quicklime until it ceases to take up any more. The
lime soon begins to grow hot, cracks, swells up, and finally
crumbles away into a delicate powder, namely, calcium
hydrate, or slaked lime.
This product is stirred up with just sufficient water to
form a fairly thick milky liquid, which is then strained
through a very fine wire gauze sieve, in order to remove
small stones, grains of sand, and other solid bodies accident-
ally present in the lime.
The vat into which the milk of lime is strained must be
fitted with a number of tap holes at short vertical intervals.
In proportion as the liquid in the vat clarifies it is drawn
off, until finally there is nothing left but a very fine, white
pulp of milk of lime.
Into this the rosin oil is poured in the form of a thin
stream, the lime being kept stirred all the while. The mass
soon thickens owing to the separation of water, whereupon
the supply of rosin oil is stopped, and the operation completed
by stirring the mass until perfectly uniform.
The proportion of lime required varies, but 20 to 25 per
cent, of the weight of the rosin oil is usually sufficient.
The colour of this grease is pale to dark yellow, according
to the quality of the rosin oil used: it is semi-transparent,
and possesses several advantageous properties. When the
grease is made on a large scale, the rosin distilled on the
premises, and the stirring effected by some cheap form of
power, the price of the product works out so low that it is
able to compete with any other form of grease.
The second advantage offered is that of general applicabil-
ity. The grease may be used equally well in summer and
at fairly low winter temperatures, its consistency varying
only slightly with changes of temperature. Its firmness
renders the use of any special grease-holder unnecessary;
 f
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and for ordinary waggons it is sufficient to smear the axles
well with the grease to keep them effectually lubricated for
a considerable time.
Rosin Greases (Jean):—


1.
Per Cent. 
2.
Per Cent. 
3.
Per Cent. 
Water
Rosin oil
Mineral matter  . 
5-38
62-40
32-32 
4-96
63-20
81-84 
5-65
58-54
32-82 
Sulphate of lime
Carbonate of lime                     . .
Insoluble 
28-80
3-19
0-22 
28-20
3-41
0-28 
32-00
1-36
0-28 
Paraffin Oil Grease.—Towards the close of the distillation
of crude petroleum certain thick oils, known as paraffin oils,
come over. These products are admirably suited for the
preparation of lubricants for heavily loaded axles. These
paraffin oils are easily mixed with fatty oils, except castor,
all that is necessary being to run the fatty oil (generally rape
oil) and the paraffin oil together, and then mix them by con-
tinued stirring. When these greases are to be used on
machines that are exposed to changes of temperature, it
must be borne in mind that the consistency of the grease in-
creases considerably at low temperatures, and therefore the
proportion of paraffin oil must be greatly reduced for winter
use. The two following recipes are for summer and winter
grease respectively :—
Paraffin Oil Greases :-
Paraffin oil
Refined rape oil
 « in ttier d/rectse.    Win tar Grease.
10	6
90	94
It is self-evident that these recipes can also be modified to
furnish greases suitable for medium temperatures, i.e. spring
and autumn use, all that is necessary being to alter the pro-
portion of rape oil accordingly.
These paraffin oil greases, which have hitherto been in-
sufficiently appreciated, form excellent lubricants for both
axles and machinery, and can be produced cheaply wherever
paraffin oil is easily obtainable. In addition to perfect lubri-
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^tion, they have the advantage of not corroding the machine
Paraffin and Petroleum Jelly Grease. — Pure white para-
™H and petroleum jelly can be mixed in any proportion by
Belting them together, furnishing greases ranging in con-
Slstency from that of soft butter to thick salve, according to
ttie proportions of the two constituents. Being perfectly
^ee from acid, they are admirably suited for fine machinery
axles, running at both high and low speed.
 T
(5IIAPTKH XIII.
UHWUIANTS KOU Sl'I'XUAI'i I'l'lU'OHKS.
for QuicJi-l\n-n,n,intj //./7f,s' :
I.    Soup         ..........	1
ItapusiUHi nil    ,....,...	I
Watnr       ....       ......	/»
PmvdtTi'd Laic.          ........	-
"2.    Brown n/iokttritu       .       .        ,       .       ,       ,       .        .10
.........	-I
In the case of No. I the ingredients are mixed by boiling
and stirring them together, whilst for No, 2, melting together
in sufficient.
Pis Ion- Hod (/rm.sr :   -
Pawllm    .........        ,1
Powdered lain	........      -t
These are stirred to^c^thcir whilnt hot, wiekn are th«ui dipped
in tho mixture, and are afterwardn prenned into po.sition in
tho piston-rod ^land. Thin lubrie.ant will ^t'eane a pintou-"
rod for 8 to 14 dayn with one application.
Oofj-Wkcd (IrMtM. Any convenient pasty lubric^uit is
molted and Htirrcul up with 5 per eent, by weight of finely
ground and lovigatod powdered (jlasH. In a nltort time thin
lubricant polishes th<j cogwheel teeth p(«rft'ctly nnuHith and,
oven.
-Bc.U Grease- :
r.jillH(HH'l (ill	.	.	.	,	.	,	„	,	.45
Wator
Tlies(^ threes BubBtance.H nn\ boiled togctther until the
has asHunustl the coiiHisUuicy of planttu*, which is thinncnl to
about tho same decree of fluidity an varnish, by addition of
oil of turpentine, while slightly warm,
JIMiny GVmw ;   -
Linaood oil      .      .      ,       »       „      ....     o
Litharge ......,,,.     4
n tu\
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The linseed oil and litharge are boiled together with water,
until a sample sets to the consistency of plaster, the mixture
being then thinned with oil of turpentine while still warm.
Caoutchouc Grease for Driving Belts :—
I.	Five hundred parts by weight of caoutchouc are dis-
solved in an equal weight of oil of turpentine at 122° F., and
mixed with 500 parts of colophony and 500 of yellow wax.
II.	One and a half parts of fish oil are melted with 500
parts of tallow, and the mixture is stirred with the solution
No. 1 until the mass sets.    The grease is laid on the belts
with a brush, in the vicinity of a hot stove.
Belgian Cart Grease:—
Lime, slaked to powder		100
Tar oil		300
Paraffin oil		800
Bosin oil		300
Strong soda lye		12
Powdered soapstone		800
The dry-slaked lime and the lye are placed in a pan, in
which they are stirred with the rosin oil until the whole
mass is white. This being gently warmed, the tar oil is
stirred in, followed'by the paraffin oil, the soapstone being
finally added. The finished composition is stirred until
homogeneous.
Under the same name as the above, a number of different
preparations have been placed on the market. Their chief
constituents, however, are those just given, the colour (red,
brown, blue, or black) being the chief point of difference.
The red colour is imparted by colcothar (caput mortuum),
brown by lamp black, blue by ultramarine or Prussian blue,
and black by a larger proportion of lamp black. In some
recipes powdered soapstone is replaced by ground heavy spar,
which is distinctly objectionable; being a very hard, crystalline
substance, it is capable of abrading and wearing out the
machine parts it is used to lubricate.
English Patent Axle Grease.—This term is applied to a
whole series of compositions, consisting mainly of a kind of
lime soap with variable proportions of rosin oil and coal-tar
oil, the product being coloured yellow, brown, blue, etc.
The lime soap, or " basis," is usually prepared by stirring
and boating train oil with slaked lime until tin* iw<» berotne
united to form a lliit'k liquid. The ^enernl proportion of the
ingivdioutH in 7 parts of oil to ,"> of lime ; but tin* exact
amount of the. latter varies aeeonlin,", to tint nuluiv of the
train oil. The correct amount is reiiehed when the product
in tho pan exhibits a syrupy consistency after hein,q boiled
for about an hour.
These patent greases are th.mtlly prepar***! (»n a litr^'i*
Hcal(^t tlunn^rt'dients beiti*.^ mixed in lur^e vut.s fttted with
HtiiTtirs drive1!! by power. Shrrin;; must. b«»foistinued until a
ti taken IVom the mixture .sets In n homiMjenrnus juh.sh,
HllhH     .
 Sun
too
 
lltw
Ittmin oil
(J«uil Liii* oil  .
 11III
f;!;«
'IMitiSti proportions may be varied ;»j*n>rt!tu!r to the eon.sisteuc.y
(U^Hircd. fV\n\ ^reiine in rohittred blue with nit riifniiriiie or
Prunnian blue, The bn»wn niid bhtek :*rt'.*t.M»i hit mudr in
llui name, way, the only difference between the vuriotts kindn
boing in thu «|iiantity of rorun oil and th»* kind of coluuriu,1.?
matter unnd,
titifip itnd Minmtt Oil Liihrictints. A ;ipertttl *.»rotjp of
lubricantH ih Formed by eomp umdin,": M»»a.p mtd mineral otln,
Whon pc^trolt'Um in heated with *,! tttil per eejjt. of iiemp to (lit*
boiling point of water for it, nhort lime, with rotttinuc*d
Htirring, the wlinle netn to a buttery uwn?i. A Niimlnr renttlt
in ol)tain<ul by boiling ronm-and-lime stuip \vtih nmitt oil in a
Himilar manner.
Tho roHin-atul-Iime Koup is prepiu'eti by trcatm;; quidditim
with Huflicient water to nluke if to powder, whie.h ib then
thinned down with water in form n mtlky liquid whu'h is
hcuited to boiling. Uosfn, in the proportion of ii,bi»sit ! \ tituen
the we.ight of the lime, is stirred into fht* lnulin« liquid,, the
whole boing tlunt left to eof*!, wherettpiut the Htiperiiii*tiuit
li(iuid in poure.d off and the Hemp dried,
To maka th« luhrit^int, ronm od or heavy fur t»it is ln'iited
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and mixed with about 2 to 5 per cent, of the dry lime soap,
the whole being boiled and sampled from time to time, the
sample being cooled quickly and examined. If too little of
the lime soap has been added, the sample will be too soft
and more soap must be added; but if the sample should
prove too hard, then the proper consistency is obtained by
adding rosin oil or mineral oil. Since the various rosin oils
and mineral oils behave differently in this respect, no exact
recipes can be given, therefore the amount of lime soap
required for a given quantity of rosin oil mast be determined
by trial in each case.
Coirs Patent Lubricating OiL—This preparation con-
sists of rosin oil which has been boiled together with a
quantity of slaked lime insufficient for complete saponifica-
tion. Hence the composition is really a rosin oil and lime
soap mixed with an excess of rosin oil. Being perfectly free
from acid, it can be recommended as a lubricant.
American Machine Oils and Solid Greases.—A number
of these products have been found, on examination, to possess
the following composition :—

1. Oleic acid
Petroleum 





90
10 
2. Oleic acid
Glycerine
3. Oleic acid
Guaiacum oil 





100
50
100
20 
4. Glycerine
•   Petroleum 





100
10 
5. Glycerine
Olive oil
G   Ganibier fat 





100
50
100 
Coal tar . 





.      30 
Turbine Oils:—
Yellow rosin oil
Blue rosin oil
Olive oil
Bapeseed oil .
Olein 



L
200
1 
2.
200
33
33 
3.
40
40
GO 
4.
40 
Cottonseed oil
Paraffin oil 



— 
— 

30
30 
These  oils are suitable for all quick-running shafts or
axles under light loads.
-Tf
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Rope Grease for Wire Ropeways:—
Tar
Brewer's pitch
Colophony   .
Train oil
 100
100
25
10-25
These are melted together and stirred until the mass is cold.
Schuclcart's Patent Belting Grease.—This fat, which is
intended to prevent leather belts slipping on the pulleys, con-
sists of castor oil containing an addition o| up to 10 per cent,
of tallow according to the temperature.
Drechsler's Patent Graphite Lubricating Powder.—
Finely powdered graphite is mixed to a paste with egg
albumin, then heated to about 160° F. (to coagulate the
albumin) and reduced to powder. This preparation is no
improvement on graphite and tallow mixtures, which are
cheaper.
CHAPTBE XIV.
MINERAL LUBRICATING OILS.
the name ''mineral lubricating oil" is applied to a series of
products obtained in very large quantities in the refining of
crude petroleum and the distillation of coal tar. Since these
oils are unsuitable for lighting purposes, owing to the dim,
smoky flame they yield when burned in lamps, and become
more and more consistent as their density increases, they
may, in view of this latter property, be regarded as true
universal lubricants, since they can be manufactured in all
degrees of consistency from very thin to extremely viscous
oils. They possess, also, the property of absorbing consider-
able quantities of paraffin, and of becoming thicker in pro-
portion to the amount taken up.
Attention is specially directed to these oils because they
are easily prepared, and can be produced in large quantities
in petroleum refineries and tar distilleries. The introduction
of these lubricants has had a marked influence on the trade,
and they now constitute by far the most important oils for
the purpose.
Owing to their freedom from acids and on account of their
cheapness, the mineral oils are admirably adapted for the
preparation of lubricants. In making a choice, selection
should fall on the heaviest oils, which on account of their
high density are of little or no use for burning.
In America the method adopted is to subject the crude
petroleum to fractional distillation, and as soon as the distillate
has reached the required density, the fractions subsequently
passing over are collected and sold as lubricating oil. Properly
prepared lubricating oils of this kind are almost entirely
inodorous and pale in colour. They may be used either
alone—as fine machine oil—or mixed with rosin and paraffin.
(139)
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Vulcan Oil is one of the mineral lubricating oils, and is
obtained in the distillation of Virginia petroleum. It has the
specific gravity 0"870 to 0*890, and is purified by treatment
with sulphuric acid.
Globe Oil, etc.—The mineral lubricating oils largely im-
ported from America under the names Globe oil, Eagle oil,
Phoenix oil, etc., have properties closely resembling those
of Vulcan oil, and, like that oil, are obtained by the fractional
distillation of crude petroleum.
Thick Mineral Lubricating Oils (Greases).—These oils
are prepared by boiling together milk of lime, a vegetable oil
and a mineral oil, until a homogeneous salve-like mass is
obtained. During the operation a lime soap is formed, which
dissolves in the oils; the larger the quantity of this soap, the
higher is the melting point of the grease. On account of
this high melting point and the viscosity of the mass when
melted, these greases are specially suitable for high-pressure
steam engines. The preparations known as Patrick's,
Beisert's, Tovote's greases, etc., belong to this class.
Recipes for Mineral Greases ;—


1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
r>. 
6. 
Mineral oil 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Linseed oil 
30 
30 
25 
— 
75 
	 
Ozokerite oil 
20 
20 
85 
	 
	 
20 
.Rape oil 
— 
— 
— 
40 
50 
30 
Coconut oil 
— 
— 
— 
10 
— 
	 
Rosin oil    . 
— 
	 
— 
— 
100 
	 
Lime 
9 
5 
	 
10 
25 
15 
Magnesia   . 
— 
4 
— 
— 
— 
— 
11 Vaseline."—Under this proprietary trade name, or as
" Para vaseline/1 are placed on the market (in the first place
from America) lubricants that admirably fulfil their purpose,
since, being free from acids, they do not corrode the metallic
parts of the machinery. They consist exclusively of the by-
products obtained in the distillation of Pennsylvania crude
petroleum. In this process there remain as residuum in the.
stills semi-solid masses consisting of various solid and liquid
hydrocarbons of very high boiling point, which, after refining,
are capable of direct utilisation as lubricants.
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" Paravaseline."—Lubricants of greater fluidity can be ob-
tained by mixing " Vaseline " with petroleum; and conversely,
thicker lubricants can be prepared by the addition of crude
paraffin or ozokerite. "Paravaseline," for instance, is com-
pounded of " Vaseline" and paraffin. Generally these
lubricants are coloured by means of cheap colouring matters:
colcothar for red, umber for brown, etc.
Soap and Petroleum Jelly Greases. — Crude petroleum
jelly mixed with ordinary or rosin soap furnishes a very good
railway grease, green to brown in colour. 6 to 8 parts of
crude petroleum jelly are melted together with 1 part of
tallow and 1 of colophony, 1|- parts of soda lye (20° Be.) being
poured in in the form of a thin stream, and the whole stirred
continuously until the mass begins to get viscous, whereupon
it is poured into cans, drums, etc., for sending out.
Lanolin Lubricant.—In scouring sheep's wool a product
known as wool fat, wool yolk, or suint, is obtained, and this
in turn furnishes lanolin or wool oil, Lanolin, when quite
pure, is a soft mass of fatty character, but is not a fat, and
therefore never turns rancid, so that it forms an excellent
lubricant. It is particularly adapted for axle grease, only the
crude lanolin, of course, being used for this purpose. The
method of preparation adopted consists in heating some
vegetable oil with milk of lime and crude petroleum jelly,
until a homogeneous mass is obtained, melted lanolin being
then added in a thin stream and stirred with the rest until
the product has attained the consistency of soft salve. The
mass may be stiffened to any desired extent by the addition
of ground soapstone, clay, or infusorial earth.
Axl'e Greases:—
Rape oil
Linseed oil   .
Quicklime
Water 




•   1.
10
5
20 
2.
10
5
20 
Grade petroleum jolly
Crude lanolin 




500
40 
600
40 
with clay, soapstone, or infusorial earth in the proportion of
10 to 25 per cent, of the whole mass,
c'HAITKU  XV.
<'Y UN hi-' it ulLx
oils art1 a special chi-;** of luhrinititij* nils having
great "body," hitfh bulling pmnt, stud little tendency to
volatilise. They consist rith«*r ^nlelv nf the higher bntlin^
point fraetioiH of pH.rolrttin or the .-jam** eompnttndt'd with
hojj fat, iwatMfoot oil, or othrr sap ttuliahh- nil us tin* pro-
portion of about in ppr rriif,
In tho preparation of rylindrr ntl^ IVnin cruilf pt'lrolrtun,
the latt(U* in !u»ati»cl in stills with npi-u fir<- him! liinli jtnvsnurr
Hicham till all thn li^htt'r portinijM, intphthu iiik! Kt'rir-'^ius hav«*
paHH(j(l oviJt* and a ronsi<l«'ni!4«* prnpurtjun ul*»«* of thr uil.s
which ant usually nwploy**d for lulirtt'iit sii».* jiJir|«iH^M, Thi^
n^sidiK^ in the. still after Hettlctumt fnnn'i " f*t^iiin rrlinrd
cylin<lcir oil/1 whieh is dark in mluurand «*iin hi* dhtainrd at
a v<5ry uiod<^ratii prir«'. Hy fniifuiiird further ht-atui;; htftber
^radtw of cylinder oil are obtained, whteh an* |Mtrili«*il by
can^fiil filtrati<m. The pale eylind**r oil. are pr«'pftred by
filtering through animal rhiirroaL
Not all c.rudft oils an* Hiiitahlr for the jHunufiK'turi' uf
(cylinder luhric.antH, and ^reat rare in retjiiirnl in the [irueeHH
to prevent ** c.rac.kin^ *' or the drpo^itiou of fur, et«v l|frotti it,
Huitablc*, oil tlu^ yield in but uniiiil, tlitin the following ittny be
taken as tlie avtu'a^e tinuw of heiitin^ find flit* ield.**: -
Ordinary «'ylimi»u*niln, '/-Mumrij
High flanli t-ylimlur nili-^ ."Is; liMitn ,
V«ry lii^lt HiiHli nyliiuittr n\\nt -IN |,n
t(! examination of  it   lar;;e   uiiinbrr  «»f  eylmder
iln,  \V(»lIs (,vrv   footnnte; eht»f'i* nllt   twelve wliieh
c»,re regarded an typical nf the tinual vvini*ti*"-s und the.He were
fully oxaniintHl.    Tin* npirilir »*niviiirM vnri**tl bi'fwe«»n (I8HH7
1 "OylimlH'Oil and C'\ lin<ti«p I .ulinnUiMij," 1»> If, M. Wi'!!->, Tin- t-'n*nnwi\
July 17 to AugUHi, M, IHOM.
(I-J'Jj
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i
j	and  O'(.)i5ii,   vaporising temperature  154° to  450° F., flash
•	point, elose.d test 2'ir>" to 55H° E., flash point, open test 288°
!	to 570" K.    i'joks in weight on heating to 360° F. at atmos-
pheric piv.snuiv HO hours 0 to 12 per cent., ditto at 140 hours
lJ'f> to 17 per rent, Virtuosities at «212° F. (100° C.) 122 to 312
(water at 70" K = Ifci) and viscosities at 000° F. (315° C.) 26
to M. The. most interesting results are the viscosities which
1	are se<m to fall rapidly as the temperature rises, and at 600° F.
they have, almost a constant value which is extremely low
and  in   I'act approximating to that of water.   At  ordinary
j	temperatures the oils are, almost too thick to flow.
|	Ac-cording to A. Cormorant1 lubricating oils intended for
j	line in engines working with superheated steam should have
\	aw   near  aw   possible  the    following  characters : — Specific
1	gravity O'DO ; fluidity at WTO., 12° to 15°(Barbey); at 100° C.,
<	100" to  150" (Harbey); viscosity at 50" C. 50 to 60 and at
100" (•. (>  in Kngler*H viHCometor; ignition point, close test,
]	300" to MO" (I    For engines working with saturated steam
the figures should be, specific gravity, 0*88 ; fluidity at 35° C.
I	.10° to 50" and at 100" 0. 150° to 250°; viscosity at 50° C. 30
\	and at 100" 0. Mrt.
I	In the measurement of fluidity Barbey's "ixometer" is
employed.     This  consists  of a  tube 5 mm. diameter and
200 mm. long in which is fitted a rod 4mm. diameter centred
exaelly in the same axis an the tube, thus leaving a capillary
Hpaee between the rod and the tube through which the oil is
t	made to flow.    The fluidity is measured by the number of
e.o.'s of oil which pans in one hour at a definite temperature
j	and under a constant pressure of 100 mm.    The apparatus
I	in standardised with fresh cold-drawn castor oil, 100 c.a's of
1	which paHB in that time — 100° (Barbey).
1	Oils which lose a considerable amount on heating, say to
300" K, are unsuitable for use in cylinder lubrication, because
not  only is this  portion given  off by evaporation  in  the
cylinder and earned away by the steam, but it passes with
the condense water into the boiler where it is distinctly detri-	!l
mental and in fact dangerous.
1 Hull tine. Am/,, Nord (In la Franco, 1918, 41, 153-156.
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Heavy Mineral Lubricating Oils.
Table giving the density, behaviour in the cold, colour by reflected and transmitted light, flash point and ignition point (open test), and viscosity,
of a series of heavy mineral oil (Kunkler).

Designation and
Origin of Oil. 
Density. 
Behaviour in
the Cold.
°C. 
Colour, 
Flash Point,
Open Vessel.
°C. 
Ignition Point,
Open Vessel.
°C. 
Viscosity.
(Waterat20°0.=l.) 






By Transmitted Light. 
By Reflected Light. 




50° C. 
150°C. 
german :— 








hanover : 








Dark machine 
0-928 
-  9 solid 
Black-brown 
Greenish 
155 
193 
15-48 
. 	 
» 
0-918 
- 10 fluid 
)s 

164 
193 
8-65 
	 
)}               >: 
0-912 
-10   ,. 
,5 
»> 
162 
193 
3-84 
— 
alsace : 







Dark machine 
0-924 
- 2 solid 
Brownish-green 
j? 
152 
195 
4-35 
— 
Spindle 
0-885 
0    „ 
Pale yellow 
Bluish-green 
110 
145 
1-61 
— 
saxony : 








Spindle 
0-900 
-  7    }J 
55 
Greenish 
126         1          148 
1-30 
— 
Miscible 
0-882 
-  5    jj 
Yellowish-red 
Bluish-green 
98 
112 
1-09 
— 
galigia : — 








Spindle 
0-904 
- 4    „ 
Yellow 
Greenish 
148 
183 
3-4 
— 
Pale machine 
0-914 
-  2    „ 
Reddish-yellow       | 
165 
205 
4-8 
— 
, ,   cylinder 
0-932 
0    „ 
Deep red 
Bluish-black 
182 
230 
7-2 
— 
russia : — 








Spindle 
0-S85 
-10 fluid 
Pale yellow 
Greenish-blue 
150 
170 
2-0 
— 
»             • 
0-895 
-10    „ 
i>                3> 

16d 
190 
3-40 
— 
Pale machine 
0-909 
-10   „ 
Yellow 

197 
234 
6-60 
— 
,,   cylinder 
0-916 
-10 ,; 
Reddish-yellow 
n 
215 
265 
— 
1-42 
Dark 
0-920 
-  8 solid 
Blackish-brown 
Greenish 
210 
235 
	 
1-53 
„    machine 
0-910 
- 10 fluid 
} 3 
}) 
150 
186 
6-90 
— 
?)          »» 
0-916. 
-10   „ 
, 
180 
220 
1-60 
— 
america : — 






Spindle 
0-885 
- 2 solid            Pale yellow               <      Bluish-green 
174 
202 
1-80 
— 
Pale machine 
0-906 
;                                                                    0
~~     -1          Ji                                   59                }>                                        !                                 55 
185 
212 
2-55 
— 
„   cvliuder        . !    0'892 
+  6    >?                ,,    brown                     Dark brown 
282 
311 
— 
1-68 
„     *   „             .       0-8^6 
4-5    ,,              Reddish-yellow       j      Greenish 
283 
330                   — 
1-78 
Dark cylinder 
0-898 
+ 5    },             Black-brown            [            }, 
2SO         1          315 
— 
1-76 
> j         u             • 
0-906 
+ 3    „             Brown                      1            „ 
285         !          344 
— 
2-01 
,,    machine 
0-834 
-  3    j.      i       Black- brown            i             ,, 
188                    222           !      510 
— 
 w
fed
1-1
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The deposits which occur in the cylinders of steam engines
have been examined by W. Worrall and J. E. Southcombe,1
who found them to consist of an asphaltic or pitchy substance
mixed with magnetic oxide of iron, the latter probably carried
over from the boiler by the current of steam. A sample of
this material consisted of 13'5 per cent, of organic matter and
86*5 per centr. of magnetic oxide. The organic matter
was found to be composed of resinous or bituminous matter
formed by polymerisation of certain constituents of the oil
and fatty acids formed by oxidation which were in part com-
bined with the ferrous iron. Similar deposits were found to
be formed when oils were heated in an iron cylinder in contact
with finely divided copper when moist air was passed through
them.2
No relationship could be traced between the iodine value
of oils and their liability to deposit this bituminous material.
1 Jour. Soc. Chem. Indt., 1908, 309.
t J. B. Southcombe, Jour. Soc. Chem. Indt., 1911, 261,
(M1A1TKU XVI.
TIIK "(1MU.M  I'ltur-MSS" O!'1 1 .1' IHUt'ATinX oK MKS^US.  WMU.S
AND SiM'TWoM jiK.
iik presence of free fully acids in lubricating nils has
always been regarded as detrimental from the point of view
of their liability to corrode the bearings, but until recently,
the, effect of free, fatty acids on the lubricating value of an
oil had not received very much attention. II. M. Welln and
rl. M. Houlheombe state as the. result of their experience that
" compound lubricating oils" owe tbeir superioriiy t»v<4r pure
miiu^ral oils to tbc fsu^t tha.t a sma.ll proportion of free fatty
acid is present in the saponiiiahle oil or is general ed in it by
hydrolysis, and they propose (o improve (be «|uality <>f mineraJ
oils for lubricating purposes by adding 1 or li p« r cent, of a
fatty acid, such improvement bein<( claimed in their patent,1
They remark that acids having low molecular weights, for
instaucxi butyric, cinna,mie and napblhemc a,ci«i,s yield turn
emulBifiable oils, while, on the other hand acids with hi^h
niolcuuilar wci^lits, <\(j, those, of rape oil, wool pvtt,se or
whale1, oil, produce emulsifmble oils, the In Her bein;.; suitable
for marine lubrication,
In their paper on "The Theory and Practice of Lubri-
cation," Messrs. Welln and Southronthe point out that
*' oiihu^sH " and viscosity are not synonymous terms *inrr thert^
are very viscous liipiids which do not lubricate, alnn it is
probablti that no pure substance has a, hi«»h lubricating value.
Hy e.mployinf,; tlu^ *'dmp pi])etle," whic'li ineanureH the,
number of drops ^iven by a definite <jiui.nl ity l}f "d, they
found that the surface tension of animal and vef*etuble oils
is much lower than that of mineral oils, their results
l>ein£j as follows ;
1 Kii'j. Pal, I;uvi77, Muy :', i!»im.
t \.it\-\
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Kniti Kiitly AciidM, 
Drop 
Jntwfiiciftl 
i 

( 'all1.. uk Oloir. 
N tun bur. 
Tonsion. 
r 




i 


" • 	 	 -- 

\ 
Minoral oil, Hpnc.illd gravity 0-905 
nil 
101 
100 
t( 
„        ,,   98 per (umti.               \ 



\ 
(Inmmorcial fatty at'.ldn 2 por c,mit. j 
r.) 
125 
80 
if 
M moral oil 97 pnr <un>t,                  \
Cnmmoroial faUyaciidHJI por (unit. / 
2-8 
180 
78 

Olivo oil 
2*ii 
.125 
80 

»»    »»          ..... 
4-5 
140 
72 

Rapo oil         	 
2*5 
.182 
76 

Oueonut oil    . 
4-1 
14H 
(58 
i 
Olivo (mmtral)      .... 
0-1 
110 
92 

itaiw      „          .... 
0-16 
108 
93 

Mean Tump. 70" F.       Ten.sion in 
Number of Drops at       Arbitrary
i-oUHtunt; Orilic.o and Mwid.     Units. 
Mineral olU :-- 

Parailhutin liquidun)         .       .                95 
100 
Minural oil, Hpoeiiic. gravity ()'9()5             .101 
94 
Holar oil, mineral       .       .       .              102 
95 
Nou-virtcoiiH ntsntral  ...                90 
98 
/''a//// O'il.s ; 

Olivo 	               182 
72 
Uapo 	                IBB 
08 
(looonuli     	               If VI 
59 
hard oil      	                128 
78 
Tlumo roHulln arc very definite and point to the fact that
fatty oiln containing more, or iohh free fatty acids have much
lower Btirfaco tonsionH than neutral oils. This had already
boon clemonKtratod l>y Donnan.1


Vinc-oMity 

Tot'il 



r^ri])licu'al Hp<wd.
1 1 KtM'l. jut Minute. 
at(M)" b\ 
Hporilir.
(Jvavity
at (50" l«\ 
Ac.id
Ciilt',ulatc<l
as OUuc. 
in it of 
Tltnmrt' 


1 tod wood. 

por (unit. 




i 





Pum niiuoral  .... 
978 
0-909 
nil 
0-OOH4 
62° 

!     ,,          ,,     97 pur cuml. 






i Palo <*.yliu<lor 1    „     ,,
Onniinorcial fatty at'i<lH Si pen- 
978 
0'9()9 
1*9 
0-0052 
(W 

CUUlli.      .... 






Mineral HO per rout.      .        \ 
980 
0-908 
0-8 
0-0084 
08° 

\)\\ \'(^        <j\)    ^ ,      )4            *          I 






Minnral 40  ,,     ,,                    \
Olivo       00  „     „                    / 
970
i 
0-907 
0-8 
0-0079 
04° 

Lowered Hurfaeo to.nnion meaiw that the liquid will wet
'#W*. ./'//.//si/,1. Chew., Vol. 81,
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solid surfaces more easily, and it should therefore help in
lubrication, which was found to be the case as indicated
by the above experiments.
A series of determinations by L. Archbutt on a Thurston
machine under a load of 270 Ib. per square inch and a peri-
pheral speed of 7 feet per minute clearly showed the beneficial
effect of fatty acids in reducing friction. The results are
as follows:—
Pure mineral oil        .......
„         ,,       ,, with 1 per cent, rape oil fatty acids
Mineral oil	
Neutral rape oil         .......
Acid rape oil (2-4 per cent, fatty acids)
Mineral oil	
 Friction
Coefficient.
0-0047
0-0033
0-0078
0-0050
0-0045
0-0078


Mineral Oil. 
Rape Oil Fatty Acids. 
Friction Coefficient. 
1 
100-0 
nil 
0-0066 
2 
99-5 
0-5 
0-0049 
3 
99-0 
1-0 
0-0045 
4 
98-0 
2-0 
0-0042 
5 
100-0 
nil 
0-0066 


Mineral Oil. 
Neutral Rape Oil. 
Friction Coefficient. 
1 
100 
nil 
0-0066 
2 
90 
10 
0-0065 
3 
80 
20 
0-0062 
4 
60 
40 
0-0053 
5 
40 
60 
0-0047 
6 
20 
80 
0-0041 
7 
nil 
JOO 
0-0043 
8 
100 
nil 
0-0062 
It is evident from these experiments that 1 per cent, of
fatty acids reduces the friction coefficient equivalent to that
effected by 60 per cent, of neutral oil.
CHAPTEli XVII.
OLOGKMAKMKH' AND HEWING MACHINE OILS.
for clocks and delicately constructed machinery
in general are usually prepared from very carefully refined
rape oil, or preferably fine olive oil. To remove the last
traces of acid from the oil, it ib shaken up with 1 per cent.
by weight ot caustic soda, thin being repeated several times
daily for two or three days. A large volume of water is then
added, and the Bupernatant oil, which is now quite free from
acid, is poured off.
It still, however, contains colouring matters and certain
other coMhtituonts inimical to lubrication: and in order to
remove theme the oil ib shaken up with strong alcohol, which
dissolves thorn out.
For this purpose, 1.0 parts by volume of the oil are placed
in a clear glass bottle together with 2 parts of 90 per cent.
alcohol. The bottle is well corked, and shaken up so as to
thoroughly mix the oil and spirit. The bottle is set out in
the sun, shaking being repeated several times each day. At
tho ond of about three weeks- -though in bright summer
woathor, ton to fourteen days often suffice— the oil will be
water-white, tho supernatant layer of spirit having assumed
a strong yellow tinge due to the colouring matter absorbed
from tho oil.
Tho purified oil is syphoned off and filled at once into
small, tightly corked glass bottles, which should be kept in
a cool dark place. The spirit can be recovered, by careful
distillation, in a perfectly colourless condition and used
again,
According to tho author's experiments, the best oil for
(149)
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clocks is finest olive oil or freshly pressed oil of sweet
almonds, bleached with spirit as above, and either used alone
or mixed together in equal parts.
Fatty Oil for Clocks.—For oiling clocks the cost of the oil
is a relatively unimportant consideration, experience showing
that clockmakers and makers of other delicate kinds of
machinery will readily pay very high prices for a lubricat-
ing oil that will meet their requirements. Lubricants for
this purpose must, first of all, have no chemical action on
metals, and must not thicken or "gum " in course of time.
As the result of many experiments, the author is con-
vinced that there are only two substances really suitable for
the purpose in question, namely, olive oil and pure bone oil.
Oil of ben, however, has recently been recommended for the
purpose.
Olive Oil for Clockmakers' Use.—To prepare this lubri-
cant an olive oil must be taken that has been refined by the
sulphuric acid method already described, and afterwards
shaken up with about 2 per cent, of weak soda lye to ensure
the complete elimination of the final traces of free acid. The
oil and lye are left in contact for several days after a thorough
shaking, the oil floating on the surface being then drawn off
and bleached with spirit as described above.
Like all other fine lubricating oils, the olive oil so treated
must be filled into small bottles, which should then be tightly
corked and stored with care.
Bone Oil for Glockmakers* Use.—Bone oil is one of the
best lubricants for clocks and other delicate machinery. It
is especially useful for turret clocks, owing to its valuable
property of remaining perfectly fluid, even at very low tem-
peratures, whilst all other oils set, or at least thicken con-
siderably, at or about the freezing point of water.
To refine bone oil for the purpose in question, the oil,
after a preliminary refining process, is exposed to a low
temperature, approaching the freezing point of water, and
not higher than 35'5° P.
At the end of several hours, under these conditions, the bone
oil will have deposited a solid mass of fat at the bottom of the
vessel, and the supernatant liquid portion may then be pourecl
GLOGKMAKEBS    AND   SEWING  MACHINE   OILS.
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oil This method of refining bone oil is easily performed in
winter; but in summer the operation has to be somewhat
'modified. With this object, the oil is placed in a vessel,
which is then immersed in cold spring water containing
lumps of ice, fresh portions of the latter being added in
order to keep the temperature near the freezing point- for
several hours. The vessel containing the oil may then be
taken out and the oil poured away from the solid fat.
A still finer product, constituting the best of all lubricating
oils, is obtained by treating bone oil in the following manner :
The oil to be refined is placed in a flask large enough to hold
three times the quantity. Water-white benzol is poured on
to the oil in small quantities at a time, and after closing
the flask the contents are shaken up until the benzol has
entirely disappeared. By repeating this operation several
times a complete solution of the fat in benzol will be ob-
tained, this being shown by the fact that the contents of
the flask will no longer separate into two layers when left
to stand.
The flask is next exposed to a low temperature, as described
above, for several hours, whereupon a deposit of solid fat will
separate, the quantity of which will be larger in proportion as
the cooling temperature is lower. The contents of the flask
are then poured into a second flask, through a funnel con-
taining a plug of cottonwool which retains the solid matter
and allows the liquid portion to pass through. The resulting
clear solution of bone oil in benzol is afterwards placed in a
small retort, connected with a properly cooled receiver and
heated by means of a water bath. The benzol distils over,
leaving the refined bone oil in the retort, whilst the benzol
collected in the receiver can be used again.
A suitable distilling apparatus for this purpose is shown in
Fig. 13. The benzol solution of bone oil can be introduced into
the copper still A by means of a funnel. The cock and tube
are then inserted and connected to the worm B by means of
a rubber tube. The worm is cooled by a current of cold
water which is run into the vessel from the tap D and is
syphoned off by the tube E. The fat remains in the still and
i$ filtered through a piece of flannel placed in»a funnel. This
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portion furnishes an excellent lubricating oil for fine machines,
such as sewing machines, that are not exposed to low
temperatures.
Fine Machine Oil.—Ten parts of rape cil are warmed
along with 5 parts of 90 per cent, spirit until the latter begins
to boil, the whole being continuously stirred. When ebulli-
tion of the spirit sets in, the heating is discontinued and the
liquid is poured into a large flask of clear glass, in which it is
exposed to sunlight until thoroughly bleached.
Oil for Lubricating Gas Engine.—Coconut olein 17 parts,
mineral oil (specific gravity 0*905) 83 parts.
file_21.wmf


fig. 18.—Still for purifying bono oil.
Mineral Oil for GlockmaJccrs' Use.—The mineral oil for
clockmakers' use is a specially refined heavy tar oil. One
hundred parts of ordinary heavy tar oil are treated with
2 parts of bleaching powder, well stirred in, followed by 3
parts of crude hydrochloric acid. The mixture is then
vigorously stirred, and set aside for six hours. At the end of
this time the oil is poured off from the watery liquid, and
repeatedly shaken up with 5 parts of caustic soda lye each
time. Finally, the refined oil is filtered through grey blotting
paper.
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Caoutchouc Lubricant for Sewing Machines :—
Olive oil           		50
Almond oil		50
B-ape oil		50
Caoutchouc      .........	2
Carbon disulphide    .		4
The caoutchouc is cut into very small pieces placed in a
bottle and covered with carbon disulphide in which it is allowed
to swell. When this is done it is quickly transferred into a
flask containing the oils, this flask being placed in a heated
water bath. Whilst the water is being raised to boiling point
the mixture is stirred. The swelling of the caoutchouc may
require several days.
Care must be taken in heating the mixture of oils and
swollen caoutchouc, to avoid inhaling the injurious vapours
of carbon disulphide which are given off; and no open light or
flame must be allowed in the room in which the operation is
performed, these vapours being highly inflammable in ad-
mixture with air, and even explosive when ignited.
Mineral Oil for Sewing Machines:—
Petroleum	
Water	
Bleaching powder	
 100
10
1
The bleaching powder is dissolved in the water, the solu-
tion being filtered and well shaken up with the petroleum.
At the end of two hours the oil will have separated from the
bleaching powder solution, it is then decanted and shaken
with an aqueous solution of caustic potash, from which it is
afterwards separated by distillation.
Sewing Machine and Glockmakers Oil:—
A mixture of—
Olive oil
Almond oil
Bape oil
is treated with alcohol as already described. This mixed
lubricant is fairly fluid, and is therefore admirably suited
for oiling very fine machine parts.
" Recipes for Motor Cylinder Oils.—For small gas engines
(6 to 20 h.p.) a suitable cylinder oil can be compounded of 94
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parts of Eussian engine oil I (specific gravity 0*906 to 0*908),
and 6 parts of refined rape oil. For the same motors that have
been some time in use, the mixture may consist of Eussian
engine oil I, 80 parts, FFF valve-cylinder oil 10 parts, pale oil
0*900 to 0*907,8 parts, and palm oil 2 parts. For 1 h.p. motors :
Solar red oil 85 parts, steam-refined, extra-filtered cylinder
oil, cold-test, 15 parts. Another approved recipe for 15 h.p.
motors consists of: Solar red oil 80 parts, FFF valve-
cylinder oil 15, best bone oil 5 parts; whilst for a 30 h.p.
motor a thicker bone oil should be used, the proportion
remaining unchanged" (Organfur Fett-und Oel-Handel).
CHAPTER XVIII.
EMULSION LUBRICANTS.
when a fat or oil is shaken with a weak solution of a caustic
alkali or an alkaline carbonate and the mixture is allowed to
stand for a time, usually some of the oil separates and rises
to the surface, but more or less of a milky fluid or emulsion is
formed between the oil and the aqueous liquid, this emulsion
consisting of innumerable minute globules of oil suspended
in a clear fluid.
Oils containing free fatty acids are much more easily
emulsified and form more stable emulsions than perfectly
neutral oils; in fact, the emulsion is sometimes so perfect
that no oil whatever separates. The same result is arrived
at when soap is dissolved in the water.
Mineral oils, owing to their neutral characters, are not
emulsfied by alkalies, but they can be emulsified with soap
solutions, the solutions thus formed being now employed on
a very large scale under the names of "screwing" and
" cutting " compounds.
Prof. F. Gv Donnan and H. E. Potts 1 have shown by
experiment that in the acetic series of fatty acids, the sodium
salts of the acids up to and including caprylic acid had no
emulsifying powers, those of pelargonic and capric acids
formed very weak emulsions, while the salts of lauric acid
and the higher acids were strong emulsifying agents. With
the sodium salts of lauric and myristic acids the emulsifying
power increased with increasing concentration up to a certain
point when emulsification decreased, due, they believed, to
the positively charged sodium ions " salting " out or coagulat-
ing the negatively charged oil particles above such concentra-
tions. By using Lewis dropping pipette they were also able
1 Zeit. Chem. Inclt. Koll, 1910, 7, 208-214.
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to measure the surface, tension between tho sodium salts of
the fatty acids and a hydrocarbon lubricating oil, containing
about O'l per cent, of fatty acids which they found did not
influence the results. Those measurements showed that with
the acids from acetic, to wnantliylie there was very little de-
crease in surface*, tension with increasing concentration of tho
salt, but with caprylic acid and the higher acids tho doeroaKe
of surface tension was very marked, thin decrease being
greater in proportion to tho molecular weight of tho acid,
ttutphonated Oils.-- Sulphonated castor oil or Turkey rod
oil, owing to its property of dissolving or emulsifying with
water, is often used as an emulsifying agent.
Tho following particulars relating to soluble oils are given
in the issues of The Oil and Colour Trader Journal for No-
vember 4, 18, "December *Jl, 191(5, and February *i-t, 19.17 :•- -
Soluble. Oils.- -Tho reaction of concentrated sulphuric- acid
on fatty acids or neutral 1'at.M produces sulphonafed fatty acids,
which, when boiled in water, split, up into oxyoleic acid, oxy-
steario acid, and lac-tones, writes K. Khrsam, in the /iY/w
de.x l*rodwlt$ (V//M/V//W, In addition, when the original
material was a neutral fat, the product enntahiK sulphoglyreric,
acid, which is decomposed by boiling water into glycerine ami
sulphuric, acid. This action of sulphuric acid on fatty hub-
stances is utilised in the manufacture of stearinc, Turkey reel
oil, and other soluble oils. In the hist named ease, however,
tho reaction is not allowed to proceed unchecked, the snl-
phonation being stopped when it has reached a certain stage.
The Hanie process in cvmployed for converting olive oil, pulp
oil, and seed oils into Hulphonatocl fatty itcidn, of which the
sulphorioinio ac^ids ar<^ the most valuable, ninoe jume of tlte
other oils furnishes products ho nolnble as thone from castor
oil.
The Rulphoricinatc:kH, Kulpholea^tc's, and Turkey red «»ils are
obtained by washing th<», sulphonated oils with alkali, and will
then dissolves to a clear solution in water. Though formerly
restricted to the dyeing and printing uf cutfon fabri(*K, those,
oils now find numerous applications in the arts,
Tho principal uhok of the Hulpholoatos are in the dyeing,
printing, and drawing of cotton fabrics, but tht*y u.n»
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employed in the woollen industry for scouring, softening,
milling, and dyeing. A small quantity is also used in the
silk industry.
In the oiling (softening) of fibres the sulpholeates offer
the advantage of being easily washed out again without the
aid of a soap bath, as soluble oils. The sulphoricinates give,
with water, limpid fatty solutions, which do not decompose
in the presence of the small quantities of lime or magnesia
salts in industrial waters; added to dressing and finishing
preparations, they advantageously replace glycerine to impart
gloss to the fabric and render the latter soft in spite of the
starchy matter with which the material has been loaded to
impart substance and weight.
When concentrated sulphuric acid is mixed with an oil it
destroys the mucilaginous, albuminoid, and other impurities
present in the latter, and produces a residue which colours
the oil. At the same time, heat is generated which has an
adverse influence on the process. Consequently, when the
colour of the final product is a matter of consideration, the
pale oils from the first pressing are generally employed. On
the other hand, the sulphuric acid exerts a catalytic action
on the oil by combining with the glyceride and liberates an
amount of heat which is the greater in proportion as the
reaction takes place at a larger number of points simul-
taneously in presence of a large excess of the acid reagent.
In these circumstances saponification may occur, and a libera-
tion of sulphurous acid injurious to the quality of the resulting
product, if the velocity of the reaction should exceed a certain
limit by reason of the high temperature. It follows, there-
fore, that the oil under treatment should be kept in active
agitation while the sulphuric acid is being added, in order to
distribute the latter as completely as possible throughout the
mass. The pouring of the acid should be so arranged that
the quantity introduced into the oil may be broken up into
minute particles in order to obtain,- rapidly, an intimate
mixture, the temperature of which will not exceed 104° F.
This result may be accomplished by allowing the sulphuric
acid to fall, drop by drop, into the stirred oil, stopping the
addition, if necessary, until the temperature of the mixture
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has again become normal. In small works, where sulphon-
ated oils are prepared from time to time as required, the
operation is performed in a wooden vat mounted on two
trestles and provided with a discharge orifice for drawing off
the washings. This orifice is closed by a wooden plug fixed
on the end of a wooden rod which extends above the top of
the vat for the convenience of the operators. An earthenware
vessel containing the acid is placed on two beams so as not
to obstruct the work whilst allowing the flow of acid to be
easily regulated by a tap or leaden tube, 2 to 3 mm. in dia-
meter, closed by a spigot. Eubber gloves should be worn
while stirring the oil with a hardwood paddle; but since wood
is a bad conductor of heat, there would be no advantage in
immersing the vat in a refrigerating mixture. It is, there-
fore, necessary to stop the flow of sulphuric acid for about an
hour, at intervals, in order to prevent the temperature of the
mixture from rising above the specified limit. It should be
noted that sulphonated oils made in a wooden vat are always
dark coloured, in consequence of the action of the acid on the
wood. For making small quantities, the vat may, with
advantage, be replaced by a vessel of earthenware or porce-
lain.
Owing to the length of time and amount of trouble en-
tailed by the above method, it is better to add the acid more
quickly and to cool the mixture artificially, using a lead-lined
sheet iron tank as the mixer; care, however, being taken that
the temperature of the mixture does not fall below 68° F.,
because, owing to its viscosity, castor oil does not readily mix
with the acid when cold, The colour of the finished pro-
duct, however, is paler in proportion as the working tem-
perature approaches the above minimum ; nevertheless, in
view of the length of time required, the process is generally
carried out at about 86° F. In order to distribute the acid in
a state of very fine division throughout the oil, the latter is
agitated by a blast of compressed air.
In some chemical works a jacketed, flat-bottomed
mechanical mixing vessel is employed, made of sheet iron
lined with lead, and cooled by a circulation of cold water
through the jacket. The mixing apparatus consists of
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paddles mounted on a vertical shaft, and may be made of
metal faced with lead, or of hardwood parts secured together
without glue. These mechanical agitators are run at a
speed of about 30 to 40 turns per minute. The temperature
of the mixture during the operation is checked by means of
a thermometer mounted on the agitator in such a way that
the bulb passes through a hole in the top paddle and dips
into the oil. The leaden vessel containing the sulphuric acid
is located above the mixer, and the tap is set to deliver a
stream, about as thick as a match, through a nozzle 3 to 4
mm. in diameter, the rate of feed being from 10 to 24 Ib. of
acid per hour, according to the quantity of oil treated and the
efficiency of the cooling medium.
The proportion of acid (66° B. strength) required for sul-
phonation usually ranges from 20 to 25 per cent, of the
castor oil treated, according as the oil is first or second run-
nings and to the extent it is desired the process should be
accelerated. This proportion increases to 30 and 40 per cent,
for sulphonating olein ; whereas, for certain Turkey red oils,
the castor oil may be sulphonated with 12 to 14 per cent, of
acid.
When the oil, the temperature of which should not fall
below 68° F., is in the mixer, the stirrers are set going at a
speed of 20 to 40 turns per minute, depending on the diameter
of the mixer. The lowest paddle should be situated as close
as possible to the bottom of the mixer, and arranged so as to
direct towards the surface the sulphuric acid which tends to
settle down at the bottom during the first stage of the pro-
cess. The stirrers should be kept at work until the whole
of the acid has been intimately mixed with the oil, and the
temperature of the mixture falls without the assistance of
external means of cooling. This usually occurs about two
hours after the introduction of the acid, the flow of which is
regulated so as to keep the temperature down below 104° F.
—-if possible between 86° and 95° F.—this being the most
suitable for the process. The resulting sulphoricinate will
be the clearer and paler in colour in proportion as the acid
is fed in more slowly.
If, for example, 2 cwt of oil be treated, the acid feed is
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regulated so that the whole amount will take ten hours to
run in, the rate being therefore 4.] to f>4 Ib. per hour.
At first the oil remains clear, except where it is turned
brown at the seat of contact with the jet of acid ; hut after-
wards the mass assumes a greenish tinge, the oil becoming
progressively thicker. No noticeable smell of sulphurous
acid is given off, provided the temperature remains normal
and the oil is not second runnings contaminated with much
chlorophyll and mucilage, which substances are destroyed by
the acid and furnish products which colour the oil to an
appreciable extent.
Two hours after the introduction of the acid, and when
the mixture has decidedly cooled, the stirrers are stopped,
and the mass is left at rest for twelve to fourteen hours, with
occasional stirring. At the end of that time, about twenty
drops of the sulphonated oil. are placed in a test tube con-
taining warm alkali water, and after being shaken up are
left to stand for a minute. If no separation occurs the oil
must be washed, without delay, to eliminate the excess of
sulphuric acid.
With this object the sulphonciriic acid, which will be of
a dirty brown colour, is drawn off into a load-lined wooden
vat, where it is washed several times—depending on the
final product desired—-with water at 85" to 95" V. The sul-
phonated oil being insoluble in acid water, the first washing
may be effected with one or two volumes of pure water. The
strongly acid washings will settle down in about eight hours,
and should then be drawn off. The second washing is
effected with a similar quantity of water containing 10 per
cent, of common salt, the washings in thin ease settling down
in three to four hours, For the third washing three volumes
of water, containing 15 per cent, of salt, are used, in some
cases the washing liquors are replaced by a solution of sul-
phate of soda.
The washed sulphoricinic acid is sufficiently pure for the
majority of industrial uses, but for certain products washing
should be continued until the final washings no longer ex-
hibit any traces of sulphuric acid. This condition can be
ascertained by treating the washings with a solution of
r
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barium chloride, which will precipitate sulphuric acid when
present.
The employment of a sodium salt in the washing liquor
effects a quicker and more complete separation of the sulpho-
fatty acid, which would partially dissolve in pure water.
Sulphate of soda is used in preference to the chloride when,
for example, the washing in performed at or above 1()4U IJ1.,
since both the free sulphuric acid and the sulpho-fatty acid
act on common Halt with liberation of a certain quantity of
hydrochloric acid, which in turn is capable of decomposing
the sulpho-fatty acid into fatty acid and free sulphuric acid.
This reaction is most liable to occur during the first warm
washings, the excess of sulphuric; acid being them in a suffici-
ently concentrated state to react on the sodium chloride.
Tho washing liquor should not be introduced into the vat all
at once, but gradually added to the oil, which is kept stirred
all the time.
Two cwt. of castor oil treated in this way will yield 240
to 245 Ib. of washed sulphonatecl oil, composed mainly of the
sulphuric ether of ricinic acid—a mixture of mono- and poly-
ricinic acids.
The product is suitable for general application, though
the manufacturing process has to be modified for the, pro-
duction of certain special soluble oils which will bo described
later.
This group of special products also comprises the oils
known as " monopole " and " totrapolo," employed in the
textile industry. Those differ from the other Hulphoricinates
in that their solutions are not rendered turbid by the presence
of lime or magnesia. " Monopole " oil is prepared by treating
castor or other oils with concentrated sulphuric acid. The
Kiilphonated oils are washed and converted into oxy acids by
boiling. Those latter are heated to between 104" and 21Si" 1\
with a glyeoride, and the mixture after cooling is again
treated with sulphuric acid. I<rrom '25 to 75 per cent, of oxy-
fatty acids are taken to 75 to "25 per cent, of oil (glyceride).
The product is again washed, and is neutralised according to
requirements. "Totrapolo " is a mixture of carbon tetra-
chloride and a Hulphoricinate soap containing JH to 27 per
11
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cent. of fatty acids.    It, too, will ^ive it limpid solution, even
with hard water.    Other similar products are met with in
The. soluble oils obtained hy neutralising sulphoricinici
acid or other Hulpho-fatty acids aw used as mordants in
dyeing a.H colour ingredients in printing on textile fabrics, an
Boftonin^ agents In dressing preparations and batching or
softening fibres, and as tool lubricants in machine, shops,
The Bulpholeates are Hold in the form of aqueous solutions,
and an they contain 20 to HO pur cent, of water the. proportion
of Hulpho-fatty acids must be ascertained in order to determine.
the real value of the articles.
Oils for turkey red and similar purposes are obtained by
treating the, washed Rulpho-fatty acicln with a solution of
carbonate of soda, or caustic soda, or with ammonia ^as,
until the, product is neutral or only faintly acid. Tin* mass
in stirred to render it translucent. The sodium sulphorieimito
mary clarify before it has become neutral, if too much sulphuric,
acid iim.s been used on the castor oil, or if the reaction ban
been too prolonged. When this is the case an addition of
alkali subsequent to clarification will transform the Hulpho-
rie.inic acid into a hard Hoap, If, on the other hand, the
Bulphorieinate remains cloudy after having been neutralised
with soda the, addition of that alkali in suspended, and
ammonia in added until the liquid clarifies, Should the.
turbidity porniHt insufficient washing in indicated, and in such
ovont sulphate of soda or of ammonia in formed during
ne.utraliHation. In order to clarify the liquid the oil must he
loft at rent at a tempe.rature of HIV" to 1)5' K,, to allow these
salts to settle, down. The soluble dressing oils are UHually
BulphoricJnateH of soda, whilst those for dyeing and printing
arci tuvutraliH(Ml with ammonia or a mixture of soda and
ammonia. An c.xcohb of ammonia increaHeH the solubility of
the Bulphorictnate, without the* inconveniences that would
arise, if an oxcohh of canntic. soda we're used. Consequently,
if the, last-named bo employed only about four -fifth** of the
acidity should be neutralised, the operation bein# c.omplctte.d
with ammonia. It is preferable to neutralise four Tifthn of the,
Bulphoritnnic acid with noela, and the, remaining onc'-lifth to
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make the whole neutral with ammonia. The amount of
alkali required for complete neutralisation is about 13 per
cent, of ammonia (22° strength), or 5 per cent, of caustic
soda in the form of a lye of 20° to 36° B. strength, according
to the desired concentration of the oil; for example, 20 to
22 per cent, of 36° lye.
The preparation of concentrated sulphoricinate, for ex-
ample, one of 80 per cent., presents certain difficulties, the
mass becoming gelatinous on the addition of strong alkali,
unless introduced in small quantities at a time. On the
addition of each successive fraction of alkali the liquid turns
milky, but clears again on stirring. When sufficient lye is
in, the liquid begins to froth. The alkalinity is tested with
litmus after the sulphoricinate has been stirred awhile. The
operation is completed by stirring until the liquid is perfectly
limpid. The finished product sometimes contains white
granules due to defective and partial sulphonation arising
from insufficient mixing.
The important point in the preparation of Turkey red oils
is to find the precise degree of neutralisation or alkalinity
suitable for the application of these fatty mordants. This,
however, can easily be ascertained, with a little practice, by
the aid of litmus paper.
The textile industry also uses acid sulphoricinates.
When neutralisation is finished the product is dissolved
in soft water, the amount of which depends on the selling
price and the uses for which the oil is designed. Turkey red
oils contain nominally 50, 60, 70 and 80 per cent, of sulpho-
ricinate, though the actual percentage of the 50 per cent,
grease is only 39 per cent, of fatty substance, whilst the con-
centrated grade has only 78 per cent, of fatty acids.
Owing to the tendency of the oil to thicken when con-
centrated alkali is used for neutralisation, it is preferable to
operate with a 20° to 30° lye, provided the strength which
the finished oil is intended to have permits.
The best method of preparing sulpholeates is by treating
120 to 200 Ib. of oil at a time. The modus operandi is as
follows: 120 Ib., for instance, of the oil are placed in the
mixer at a temperature of 59° to 68° F., and 30 Ib. of 66° B.
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sulphuric acid are run in in the course of four hours, the tem-
perature of the mixture being regulated so as to be as near
86° P. as possible, and not to exceed 104° F. After all the
mineral acid has been added the mixer is kept running for
two to three hours, after which the charge is left over night
in a cool place.
Next day the acid mixture is gradually transferred to a
washer containing 11 gallons of water, which is stirred up
with the oil so as to produce a homogeneous, viscous, and
whitish emulsion, to which another 11 gallons of hot water
of condensation  are added, with stirring.    The mixture is
then left in the washer for six hours, being stirred at intervals.
In order to facilitate the separation of the water a solu-
tion of 4^ Ib. of sulphate of soda in 2-J gallons of water is
added, and the well-mixed mass is left over night, the water
being drawn  off next  day.     A yield  of  71*5  of washed
sulphonated oil should be obtained.    If this is exceeded a
smaller amount of water should be used in the next batch,
not only because the concentration of the oil is lowered, but
also, and mainly because this acid water increases the con-
sumption of soda.    If a sodium  sulphoricinate containing
60 per cent, of castor oil be desired, 3f gallons of water and
2 gallons of 40°  B.  soda  lye  (corresponding  to 9£ Ib. of
caustic soda) must be used for neutralising the above product.
The washed oil is generally neutralised by mixing with it the
necessary quantity of lukewarm water to  bring it to the
proper strength, or else this water is added with the lye.    In
any case, the lye should be added to the oil in small quantities,
which  are intimately mixed by constant stirring.    These
additions should be made at  longer intervals, as the con-
centration of the lye is higher.   As soon as the lye is added
the mass turns milky, but afterwards clears, and  there is
finally obtained a yellow-brown sulphoricinate, which throws
up colourless soap bubbles.    When this stage is reached the
addition of lye should be stopped, although the oil has still a
slightly acid reaction and gives a milky solution with water,
the solution, however, clearing when a few drops of ammonia
or lye are added.   If sufficient lye were added to give an
alkaline reaction with litmus, a compact, viscous mass, giving
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a turbid solution with water, would be obtained. Tf it bo
desired to obtain a sulphoricunato which will furnish a limpid
solution, the neutralisation should bo completed with ammonia.
Assuming the operation to have boon properly conducted, a
yield of &M Ib, (iiii gallons) of sulpboneinate will be obtained,
In preparing potassium sulphorieinates the same method
in followed, the caustic Boda being replaced by a Bolution of
2(5 Ib. of carbonate of potash, or *2 gallons of caustic lye of
47" B. strength.
Similar means are adopted in the preparation of sulph-
oloatoH from olive oil, coly,a oil, or other seed oils. Oleine,
too, may bo sulphonated with at least 30 per cent, of (5(5" B.
sulphuric acid, in order to obtain a stable soluble oil. These
sulpholeates, however, being less stable than the sulphori-
einatos, are frequently mixed with the latter when castor oil
is dear.
These products are not met with in a concentrated state
in commerce, but are sold in the condition of 40 to 50 per
cent. oils. Their actual or commercial value depends on the
strength; but it sometimes happens that the seller, who
guarantees the buyer a -r>0 per cent, content, does not supply
this, 50 per cent, of sulpholeato representing only about
40. per cent, of fatty acid. In fact, Hulphonated and
neutralised oil, even in the most highly concentrated form,
only contains HO per cent, of fatty substance. Clare should,
therefore, bo taken to come to a proper understanding before
placing an order for sulpholeates,
Hol'uMrt (Hh for Mw.hinc, f/Vw^sv--Engineering shops used
to employ an aqueous solution of ordinary soap as a lubricant
in drilling, milling, etc., or of oils for screw-cutting, etc. The
soapy water oxidises the work, whiUt the oils do not possess
a sullicient cooling capacity to facilitate the operation of the
tools; and, besides, pure oils are too expensive. These
liquids have been readily and advantageously replaced by
soluble oils. An oil of this kind, in order to satisfy the
requirements of the engineer, should fulfil the following
conditions :—
(1) It should bo readily miscible with ordinary water,
without separating out again during fairly long storage, and
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without depositing  a  sediment   in   the.  storage   receptacle.
(S3) The I : 10 aqueous solution should imt readily decompose,
(IJ) The li(|uid should not corrode the machine tools or the
work ; and, on the contrary, should protect them from rust
ing.    CO The oil should not have any unpleasant smell.
Tho neutral fats are insoluble in water, and will nut. mix
with that liquid unless they an* in the form of alkali Halts.
Thorn is, therefore, no nuch tiling as a Hohd»le oil, properly
speaking, but there are soluble soaps, <>r oils which are
miscible with water by weans of the. soap they contain.
Two bodies which are not mutually soluble may heroine,
wiseible on the addition of a third substance which in soluble
in one* or other of them, or when the mixture of the two
ingredients in soluble in the third substance.
The oleate is won* soluble than the stearate, and ik more
readily soluble, in hydrocarbons when it contains an excess
of olein, though the solution becomes cloudy when the excess
is large.
A mixture composed of I part of oleie acid and *J parts of
mineral oil is cloudy or opalescent, but will clarify on the
addition of ()>1J5 part of alcoholic alkali, If a larger propor-
tion of alkali be added, the liquid becomes turbid at the plane
of contact, but will clear up when the mixture is shaken,
until O'H part of alcoholic', liquid containing H per cent, of
ammonia ban been added. When this point ban been reached
the oil remains opalescent, even after prolonged shaking, the
amount of alkali being excessive,
A mixture of equal parts of mineral oil, olcic acid, and
the above alcoholic alkali given a clear liquid which fonus a
stable, milky emulsion with U to 10 parts of water.
If kj parls of liquid paraffin (paraffin mn iiqttitlum) he mixed
with 1 part of ohu'c, acid and ()**2A part of alc.ohol, a cdcmr
li(juid is also obtained; but on the amount of alcohol beinfjf
increased, the same turbidity occurs an when too much oleie
acid or alcoholic alkali is used. The mixture, turns cloudy
first at the plane of contact with the alcohol, and then elearn
again on shaking; but when the. proportion of alc.ohol
roachoH O'H per cent, an emulsion ib formed.
The alcohol is the bond of union connecting the uneoni-
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bined oloie acid or its soap with the mineral oil. The alcohol,
however, etui be dispensed with when the soluble oil is a
Bulpholeate.
The quality of the resulting product is influenced by
modifying the percentage proportions: a little more hydro-
carbon, a little less oleie acid, an over-strong lye, too much
or too little alcohol, and also by the presence of impurities in
the raw materials. Any variation disturbs the equilibrium
and produces a turbid oil, which, given a deposit, and will
form a turbid emulsion with water.
The amount of noap required to emulsify the hydrocarbons
with water varies according to their density and viscosity.
The typical soluble oil is obtained in the laboratory by mix-
ing vaselino oil (0-885) (50 parts, oleic acid HO, and alcoholic
ammonia 15 parts. The density of this solution is O'Kl, and
it contains 9 per cent, of ammonia.
The light mineral oils and the rosin oils are more readily
miseible with water than are the heavy petroleum oils; but
the viscous oils have a greater power of covering the articles
to which they are applied, and are better adapted for the
preparation of soluble oils intended for use in screw-cutting
and for other purposes where the lubricating action plays a
principal part.
When the formula of the soluble oil lias been ascertained
in the laboratory from the tests made, on the raw materialB
available, the work can be carried out with accuracy. In
works practice the operator generally mixes the ingredients in
accordance with a formula, which may be good, but which
may become inaccurate when fresh batches of raw materials
are used. In such cases the experience and the practised
eye of the operator enable him to stop the admission of the
lye or alcohol directly certain indications show that any
further quantity would be harmful. For the beginner, how-
ever, it in preferable to determine beforehand the index of
neutralisation of the mixture, since this enables the quantity
of lye that may be added to be calculated.
Any excess of soda will make the oil cloudy and cause a
separation of the resulting soap. The oleato formed in the
unsaponifiable oil dissolves in the latter the more readily in
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proportion as it contains oleic arid unenmbined with wula;
hut thin proportion of free fatty acid should ho reduced to a
minimum at tho end of the, operation, because the emulsify ^
ing capacity of the product itic-ream's with its soap content,
the. transparence and solubility of which should be obtained
by the formation of fatty-acid salts in presence of an alcohol
or of rieinic acid (which is at the same time a monobasic	f
acid and a monatomic. alcohol), rather than by a large excess	|
of oleic acid,	jf
Tho beginner can get his hand in by preparing a small	)
quantity of soluble oil according to the* two formula* given	f
below:—	\
1. American mineral oil (0*885) f>n parts, liquid saponilica-	f
tioii oloino (If)'1) ii8, ammonia (O'illOj 5'5, denatured alcohol	[
(90") 11 parts.	\
12. .Russian mineral oil (01)00) 5-1 parts, filtered Haponilica-	i
tion oloino 42r», (caustic soda lye (10' B.) 10, dtiialnred alcohol	\
(90") .10 parts.
Hfc.f.hod of l^rc'intrtttian. -The mixe.d fatty HubHtattcew are
luxated sufficiently and stirred in order to obtain a homogene-
ous, limpid mixture, which is then cooled down to 55' (!.
Tho alkali in introduced into the stirred mass in small
quantities at a time, the liquid being allowed to clarify after
ouch addition, Thin clarification will take prngreHnively
longer in proportion an the. formation of snap in the oil
proceeds, ho that at length a stage in reached in which pro-
longed agitation is nucesBary to dissolve thin noap, the. excess
of oloie acid, which at tho start facilitated solution, being now '
almost completely noulraliHod by tho alkali. At this point
the further addition of alkali in Bunpended, and, after tenting
the emulsifying properties of tho cloudy oil in a tent tube,
alcohol is added to tho stirred mans by degrees until a tost
sample is found to ho clean The temperature of r>0" (1
should bo maintained throughout tho operation. The ad-
ditions of alkali should ho smaller in individual amount, and
made at longer intervals, in proportion an the alkali used ih
nxoro concentrated. Very strong alkali, however, produces
granulation, In which cawc tho lyo should ho diluted with a
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little watei4, of preferably with a portion of the prescribed
quantity of alcohol.
Tho following recipes, given in the final article of the
series in the Hwtw de.$ Produits C>h>imlij-u>c^ from which these
abstracts are taken, indicate tho composition of commercial
soluble oils. Some of them arc miscible with pure water,
others with slightly alkaline water; some will stand cold, and
others separate out when kept in open receptacles. Some of
the recipes will need to be modified to fit in with tho materials
available, and the objects desired ; but the information already
given will enable such, modifications to be carried out after a
few tentative experiments, the preparation of all the soluble
oils being based on tho principles already enunciated, it being
always remembered that the preparation of a satisfactory
product requires attention and some little practice.
Soluble oils sometimes decompose in stores; two layers
miscibles in water and granules arc formed ; the mass be-
becomes gelatinous. This decomposition is the result of
defective preparation, the evaporation of the alcohol or the
volatile alkali, the ammoniacal soaps becoming dissociated at
tho ordinary temperature. A very low temperature also may
lead to the separation of the components, but in such cases
equilibrium is restored by warming. The formation of
granules and gelatinous solidification may arise from an
excess of alkali; and a sediment may bo formed when the oil
contains rosin that has been saponified by insufficiently
strong alkali, or a rosin soap in which there is an excess of
alkali.
Soluble, Mineral Oils witli an Ol-vin .ttasix.—l. Mineral
oil 08 parts, olein 21, caustic soda lye (85° B.) 7, alcohol (95°)
1) parts.
2. Mineral oil 55 parts, olein 80, ammonia (2*2°) 7, alcohol
(1)5°) H parts.
8. Mineral oil 70 parts, olein 20, caustic soda (8511 B.) (5,
ammonia (22") 2, alcohol (1)5°) 2 parts.
 4.	Mineral  oil 70 parts, olein  10, refined rosin  oil 10,
caustic soda (85" B.) 4, alcohol (95°) 4 parts.
 5.	Mineral oil (01)05) (50 parts, olein 20, refined rosin oil
20, cauHtic soda (85" B.) B, alcohol (9f>") 1 part.
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(5. "Mineral oil M) parts, olein 25, str«»n** m.sin oil f»,
ammonia (01)10) H, alcohol (IKY') H pa,rf.H,
7. Mineral oil r>f> parts, li^ht rosin oil U, .stn»u*; rnsiu oil
4, oloin l)t alcohol 0)5') H, caustic soda i.'l.V' H.) 5 parts.
H. Mineral oil SO parts, olein 20, caustic soda {-Mi" H.) 5,
ammonia (O'UIO) 2, alcohol tf)5") t part,
Kt)l-ul)h'> O//# ?wVA f* Kiiljihtilcntt' attain. I, Mineral oil
(O'HHO to O'HHf)) f>0 parts, Kulphnririuu* arid 10, ntrontf nmin
oil 20, ronin 2, catiHtic soda («I«V' II) H parts.
42. Sulphonatcd ve^'.table oil 14 parts, minrrul oil iO*HNf>)
45t strong rosin oil is, oh'in U, (^anstir potash t«iO" li) 14 parts.
ii. Sulphonated vt^'table oil 71 parts, ratistic nodn, CJO' H.)
25, ammonia (22" Bj 01> part.
•I. Stilphonattul v(^(Mtal>l»» oil s4 parts, raustir. st»da (20" B.)
H, ammonia (22" B.) 2, rain water i\ parts.
5. Mintu'al oil I if) 'pa.rtss sulphonated fatty aeid 14, Mlrun^
rosin oil .14, olein 20, re.lintnl rosin oil 10, ummoiua (O'UIO)
(> parts.
r>. Ammonium snlphoritunate lf> parts, rosin f», nmin oil
15, olein .15, IdiHsian minentl oil (0"c,IOa| 50, rauntie m>da
(;i5l li.) li parts.
Noluhlv litwiii Oils. 4. Strong rosin oil so parts, alcohol
(1)5") 12, caustic* soda (.15" B.) H parts,
2. Kefuuul   nmin oil 70 parts, olein   l(», ah^nlud (Uf>")
caustic soda (Ii5" B,) (> parts,
»1 Strong re-d nmin oil 100 parts, carbonate of potash
Holution (4.0" B.) 10, ammonia (22") f> parts,
4.	I.te.fnuul   rosin oil 40 parts,   mineral oil  22, olein 20»
ammonia (22") 0, alcohol (115") 12 parts.
5,	Clear litfht rosin oil 42 parts, HuKKian mineral oil (01)05)
25, oloin 20, ammonia (22H) (>, alcohol (1)5") 7 partn,
0. Mineral oil 45 parts, rt^fine-d rtmin oil l.'l, sulphoricinio
acid 13, oloin 13, rosin 5, caustic soda («!5" B.) 11 parts.
{Soluble* Oilx Containing Uodn,,— \,, Mineral oil HO parts,
roHin 2, oloin IB, caustic; Hoda (M5" B.) 5, ammonia (22") M,
alcohol (95") 1 part.
2. Itosiri «"H) parts, rosin oil 3f>, 10 per cc^it, solution of
Solvay carbonate of soda 2(">, colxa c)il H, ammonia (22") 1 part,
To prepare the soluble oil of the last recipe the rosin is
KMtlLSTON  Ltnmr CAM'S,
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melted by heat in the rosin oil until a clear liquid in obtained.
Thin is saponified with the carbonate, of «oda Bolution added
in small portions at a time, with stirring. The whole is boiled
and stirred continuously to obtain a clear panto, free from
water. The col/.a oil having boon added, the mass is cooled
before introducing the ammonia.
Oortain low-priced soluble oils consist merely of a solution
of resinate in mineral oil. They have the drawback of
encrusting the pipes, and of depositing a pitchy crust on the
work shaped by tools lubricated with resinate emulsions.
The following are tho essential details of Boleg's Patent :
To prepare pure neutral hydrocarbons such as mineral, rosin,
and tar oils which shall be solubles in water and easily emulsi-
(iable, tho following process lias boon devised :-—
Tho mineral oil to be prepared is put into a washing
trough with a certain percentage of crude (but anhydrous)
light-coloured rosin oil. The percentage may vary according
to tho specific weight of the mineral oil treated from about
15 to 2f> por cent., and is there treated with direct steam at
about five atmospheres pressure, which is distributed in equal
finely divided portions throughout the oil. The mixture in
boiled at not more than 100" to 105° 0. at highest; then from
1) to 7 per cent, of caustic soda lye of 40" B6. is added accord-
ing to the specific gravity of the mineral oil, and the more or
iobh admixture of rosin oil (say 5, 0, or up to 7 per cent).
Tho mixture is maintained for twenty to thirty minutes in a
boiling state and treated until the oil is seen to clearly
separate from tho soap lyo. After allowing the wholes to
stand from a half to three-quarters of an hour, the clear oil is
drawn off, which takes with it ^ to tt per cent, of excess lye
clearly saponified, over the underlying rosin oil soap solution,
to an oxidising apparatus, where the oil is treated with very
finely divided compressed air for two hours at a temperature
of (50" to HO" 0. and afterwards for another hour at 80" to
110" ()., for the purpose of supplying oxygen to the oil
and causing its further saponification ; the slowly evapor-
ating water of the lye must be continuously added almost
drop by drop during the course of the process. This oxidis-
ing process can also be attained by means of oxygen fluid
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(ossono). Immediately after this oxidising process in finished,
the oil is aspirated or blown directly into a. pressure still and
there treated with an aildition <>f *'i percent, alcohol (prefer
ably methylated spirit'), kJ to .'I per cent, strung ammonia.
Holution, and preferably 1 per eenl. of gelatine (Unsolved in
water for: half an hour to an hour under a pressure of I to 1|
atmospheres at different temperatures until the originally
turbid mass of oil and soap existing at the beginning uf the,
process again becomes quite clear and cattily soluble. The oil
is now finished, but must only be drawn off after cooling in
order to prevent the oils becoming turbid again.
It is to be noted that the. addition of methylated spirit
and ammonia, and also of the gelatine solution, is not abno
lutcly neeoHsary to thin process, as it is in others, and in only
recommended in particular cases so that the oils may dissolve*
rather more*, easily in the water and emulsify more easily and
make the. respective solutions permanent,
In the name way that in, by using rosin oil (instead of
fatty acid soups) tar oils soluble* m water may also be manu-
factured.
In order to obtain these products with the required degree
of permanency all the three processes must ho carried out
in their order, as if only one of them be employed the object
desired in only part wily attained. The soluble and cmitlsi--
liable oils and oil mixtures thus obtained can now he easily
mixed with any quantity of water, and are specially appli-
cable for the purposes mentioned below if further treated
with 50 to 75 per cent, of distilled water (ordinary water can
also bo used) for a quarter to half an hour in the distilling or
oxidation apparatus, when clear, in parts a trifle opalescent,
but invariably permanent oil and water solutions of great
value and universal applicability are obtained.
Tho mineral and rosin oils soluble in water or mixtures
of tho two kinds of oil may bo employed with great advan-
tage for tho following purposes: (I) For lubricating, boring,
cutting and polishing purposes. (*2) For greasing wool be-
fore spinning. (;{) For treating cloth in textile indtiBtrioH.
 (4)	For colouring and   glaring bricks  and  building stones,
 (5)	For producing aromatic hydrocarbons soluble, in water
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and the like, essential oils for disinfecting, soap manufacture,
and perfumery purposes; as well as (6) for manufacturing
soluble medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations of various
kinds. The tar oils, soluble in water, are principally em-
ployed for disinfecting and preserving wood, and also for
colouring and glazing bricks or tiles, and so forth.
The following physical and chemical points of interest
are given in a memorandum on catting lubricants and cooling
liquids published by the Department of Scientific and Indus-
trial Research:—
Gutting Oils.—The mineral oils, which are best suited to
be used as cutting lubricants, either alone or mixed with
animal or vegetable oil, are mineral oils, preferably of pale
colour, of low viscosity, ranging from 100 to 200 seconds
Redwood at 100° F. The lower viscosity oils may be used
for high-speed conditions, and oils with higher viscosity may
be used for slow-speed conditions. Of the animal oils used
either alone or in admixture, tinged lard oil containing as
much as 10 to 15 per cent, of free fatty acid is most fre-
quently employed. Prime lard oil is almost free from acid;
it is much more expensive than tinged lard oil, but is less
inclined to gum under severe conditions (heavy cut and high
speed). Lard oil congeals in cold weather, so that, where-
ever possible, a mixture of lard oil and low cold test mineral
oil is to be preferred on account of greater fluidity in the
cold. Experience has proved that most cutting lubricants
containing vegetable oils, particularly if they are heavily
blown (i.e. thickened by oxidation), are liable to produce
gummy deposits in circulation systems. These deposits in-
terfere with, the proper operation of the machine, and
necessitate frequent cleaning of the machines, which not only
increases the costs, but also decreases the output. Cotton-
seed oil oxidises more readily than rape oil, and should not
be used in the manufacture of cutting lubricants that are to
be used in a circulation system. Animal oils are not so
easily oxidised in a circulation system as are vegetable oils.
Experience shows that lard oil only produces deposits in
circulation systems under severe operative conditions, when
the percentage of free fatty acid exceeds, say, 10 per cent.
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British Section of the Society of Ijeather Trades' Chemists
have issued their provisional lieport in the Journal of the
Society, In the first iitHtaneo, work wan done on the method .s
already proponed by the sistor society in America, with the
result that the following recommendations were made :—
Af (nature,.-™ A distillation method is recommended, using
Wiitw-saturalod xylol, or, as an alternatives, a heavy mineral
oil. The water distilled in collected in a Sutherland tube
graduated to jV, e.e.
/ts'A.—The total ash in determined by igniting 2%H grams
in a crucible.
Non,-tfa/)<>n'iJial)l,M.~-VMi gramn of the sample is taken,
and saponified by means of '2 N". alcoholic KOIL Thin is pre-
ferred to the solution an recommended in the Amc^rican method.
Total S().,.---rriui most satisfactory luethod is by alkaline
{union, splitting with hydrochloric acid not being favoured.
(Dr. Turnbull and IVof. McCandlish pointed to the necessity
of oxidising any sulphides fortnod during fusion by means
of sodium peroxide or bromine wator.) Further lines of
investigation have been suggested.
Dr. JRumoke, in the American Leather Chemists' Journal,
has also contributed some interesting notes on the interpret-
ation of analytical results in judging the practical value of
Bulphoriated oils for leather purposes.
Analyses of two sulphonatod oils are given, one of which
stripped colours, while the other did not. In view of their
completeness, the results are given in full :—

Water
Tim following (igui
Total 1'aUy inn
„   so.i 
A.
Uood Oil.
I'or (tout,
•cw ('.alc.ulaiiod for dry oil :
,.t,t(U'       .        .        .'               .       WHWO
3-157 
li.
Had Oil.
I'or (lout.
20-4/5 
n        Naa<>
Ammonia.    . 
	         .1-717 
0-080 
0*700
100-000
1-200
2-7i a
12-8HO
JJ9-7W)
0-820
8-70
1-20R

S(),j in HUiltH
(lomh. S():l
iSulplio. fatty ac.id
Neutral ofl 
100-000
0-557
2-51)9
12-840 
Anh      ....
Fatty iw.i('l in Hoap
Frcu* fa,t1<y aoidn . 
4-070
5-20
50-48 
I
<    E-x         2
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CHAPTEB XIX.
SUBSTITUTES FOB LUBRICATING OILS.
to the shortage of lubricating oils during the last
v years many attempts have been made to replace them
th other liquid products.
In the patent of B. A. Emery (Eng. Pat. 14,263, June 21,
O6)  claim is made for a hygroscopic solid lubricant for
.eumatic machinery, the ingredients of such material being
ap or  a saponaceous substance, plumbago, and a liquid
tract of slippery elm bark, to which is added a salt to serve
a non-refrigerant and water to render it sufficiently plastic.
The Chem. Fabr. von Heyden, A.G. (Ger. Pat. 288,448,
ar. 18, 1915), state that the phosphoric esters of phenols
&y be used in place of lubricating oils.    In the case of solid
bers their melting points may be lowered by the addition of
her substances, such  as cresyl phosphates.    In another
•tent (Ger. Pat. 302,361, Feb. 27, 1917) they also claim the
e of tricresyl phosphate as a substitute for lubricating oils.
According to the "patent of the Ges. m. b. H., Berlin
i-er. Pat. 306,836, Mar. 7, 1916), hydrogenated products of
jphthalene,   e.g.   tetrahydronaphthalene   and   dekahydro-
jphthalene, can be used in place of lubricating oils either
Dne or in admixture with fats or mineral oils.
Chlorinated products of naphthalene have also been recom-
ended for the same purpose. These are formed by the
•tion of chlorine upon naphthalene with the aid of a catalyst
ich as aluminium chloride, with or without pressure. The
roducts are neutral and inert, and are practically uninflam-
.able (E. Stern, Ger. Pat. 302,986, Mar. 31, 1916).
Another lubricant claimed by C. F. Astell (Assignor to
. P. Amend, U.S. Pat. 1,226,165, May 15, 1917) consists
: a 30 per cent, solution of calcium chloride with the
Idition of graphite and alcohol.
(177)	12
CUIAI'TKK XX,
THK APPLICATION ()!«' LUBIUOANTS To MAdHINMUV.
in practice, it is not sufficient merely to employ the bent
lubricants, but it is requisite also to use them in tho most
economical manner. Tho consumption of a small percentage
more of tho oil than in necessary in by no wains a matter
of indifference to a manufacturer with a large number uf
machines in constant work, since the intTeused amount ron-
Biderad du<j to d(jf(»(jtivo appli(*ation amount** to a «t»nHid(»rable,
extra outlay pcu.' annum in a largo ttHtablinhment,
To obviate^ thin, the, first point in to selw.t the, most HUttal>hi
lubricant for th<^ machine.ry in t|Ue,Htiont and them apply it
by the, aid of appropriate) lubricators.
Tliose. appliances arc* now ma<lo in various typc^s. ac.cord-
ing to tho kind of lubricant UHtid and the* construction cjf the
machinery. Thus, for instance, no special appliance is needed
for ordinary carts, the*, wheels being merely taken olT and re-
placed after tho grease ban been smeared on tho axles; where-
as vohiclos of superior type, such as carriages, are fitted with
oil containers, which being kept filled lubricate the axles con-
tinuously. This continuity of lubrication in indispensable in
tho cano of axlos running at high speed, such an those of rail-
way waggons and locomotives; for axlee of this typo special
greaBo boxen aro fitted, which being filled with groano,
deliver it uninterruptedly to the uxloH through small orifices
provided for tho purpose. Tho construction of tho«o grease
boxen varies according to tho class of solid or liquid lubricant
used, and all more or loss fulfil their purpose of supplying tho
axlos with just sufficient lubricant without allowing any to
run to waste.
The large number of different types of grease boxes
designed and used affords sufficient proof of tho considerable
(178)
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difficulties attending their construction. On this point the
interested reader is referred for detailed information to the
technical literature on the subject, the construction of these
appliances falling within the domain of mechanical, rather
than chemical, technology.
A brief description of the principal lubricators designed
for use on different classes of machinery may not, however,
be out of place.
The Flexible Oil Can.—This small vessel, which does
excellent service for small machinery, is illustrated by Fig. 14,
and consists of a metal case G, with a fine tapering nozzle E,
terminating in a small orifice screwed into the case G-. The
bottom B of the can is convex, and being made of flexible sheet
metal.
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When this can is filled about two-thirds with oil and is
inverted, the application of pressure to
the bottom B with the thumb, com-
presses the air within causing it to press
on the oil, which now occupies the
tube E, thus forcing a drop out of the
nozzle. The number of drops expelled
in this way depends on the amount of
pressure exerted on the bottom of the can.
On reversing the can again, more
air enters through the nozzle, so that
each time the bottom is pressed, any con-
venient number of drops of oil can be
forced out.
This class of can is very largely used for oiling sewing
machines, embroidering machines, small planning and drill-
ing machines, turret clocks, and in fact for all kinds of small
delicate machinery not run at such high speed as to require
the use of continuous lubricators.
Although the practice would increase the cost of these
cans, it is recommended that they should be lightly plated
with silver on the inside, instead of being simply of ordinary
sheet brass or zinc. This slight addition to the cost would
be more than repaid by the certainty that good lubricating
oils, such as bone oil, would keep perfectly colourless and
180
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fluid for many months (as the author has proved by his
own experience), whereas in brass cans, they soon acquire a
greenish tinge and become more or less thickened. This is
due to the metal being corroded in presence of air, the copper
combining with the fatty acids of the oil furnishing a com-
pound which renders the latter green and thick.
The Aerostatic Oil Can.—For large machinery, such as
vertical and marine engines, boring machines, spinning and
weaving machinery, etc., the author's experience goes to show
that there is no better lubricator than the aerostatic oiler,
which unites in itself a number of excellent qualities. Like
the flexible can, this oiler is only suitable for fluid lubricants.
As shown in Fig. 15, this can consists of an elongated body
G-, on which are soldered a long bent spout E, tapering to a
fine nozzle, and a handle H. The form and length of the
spout vary according to requirements, but in all cases it must
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pig. 15.
be long enough to enable the attendant to put the can into
position for oiling without danger to the hand from the
running machinery.
At the highest part of the dome on the can body G is an
orifice closed by a metal screw cap, which is dished at the
top and is perforated by a fine bore.
The can is filled through O, after the screw cap has been
removed, the latter being then screwed on again. In use,
the can is held by the handle, the thumb being applied to
the small opening in the screw cap, in which case only one
or two drops of oil is discharged when the can is tilted, the
backward pressure of the external air on the liquid prevent-
ing it from running out more freely.
On removing the thumb from the cap, air enters the
can through the bore, and the pressure being equalised
a stream of oil flows from the nozzle of the can. In this
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way the outflow can be regulated from a single drop to a
continuous stream, or stopped altogether. The manipula-
tion of this can is learned in a moment, so to speak, as soon
as it is taken in the hand; and if the user employs sufficient
care, not a single drop of oil need be wasted.
The Oil Cup.—For large shafts or axles the oil cup (Fig. 16)
is used. In its simplest form this cup consists of a small
vessel G, which is mounted on the bearing of the shaft A, and
is closed by a tight-fitting hinged cover, to keep out dust.
A small conical tube E in the bottom of the cup allows the
oil to flow down to the shaft, through the bearing.
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The oiler fills the cup full of oil (preferably from an aero-
static can), and knows from experience how long this quan-
tity will last. It is important to make the cup G rather
shallow, and the tube B very fine otherwise the column of
oil being too high would exert an excessive pressure, thus
causing a larger flow of oil
from the cup than is neces-
sary for lubrication.
fig. 16.
Some machine parts be-
ing constantly in motion
need continuous lubrica-
tion, whilst their inac-
cessibility precludes oiling
by hand without stopping the machine. Devices are, how-
ever, provided for enabling this operation to be performed
in a continuous manner while the machine is running.
One of these is shown in Fig. 17, and is particularly recom-
mended on account of its simple construction and high effi-
ciency.
The drawing represents a ring E, running on a disc
mounted on the shaft A and in contact with the ring at all
points of the circumference. Hence the surfaces in contact
between the parts E and S must be lubricated. Now, an
ordinary oiling cup would throw the oil about, owing to the
continuous movement of E: therefore to prevent this, a
moveable oiler is employed. This consists of a glass bulb G,
which is screwed on to the ring E by means of a metallic
jjiount. The mount carries an upwardly evased pone valve V,
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fitted with the stem S, whilst a narrow bore B leads to the
contact surface between the ring and the disc.
To fill the oil bulb G it is unscrewed and inverted. The
valve V is then closed by pulling at the stem S, the bulb
is turned the right way up (no oil escaping), and is then
screwed back on to the ring. The stem S is made long enough
to raise the valve a little when the bulb is screwed home.
The oil flows through the small orifice thus provided, and
keeps the ring E supplied with oil until the contents of the
bulb are exhausted. From time to time a bubble of air
forces its way into the bulb, to replace the removed oil.
There are also a number  of appropriately constructed
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fig. 17.
lubricating appliances, working automatically, for oiling
moving parts of machinery. It being highly desirable to deter-
mine what quantity of oil is consumed under different circum-
stances, we will now describe an apparatus well adapted for
this purpose (Fig. 18). From its mode of action it may be
styled a drop-cup oiler. The vessel for holding the oil is
made of glass, and the oil outlet at the bottom is enclosed
between two panes of glass, so that the dropping of the oil
can be observed. The delivery orifice may be controlled by
a cone valve, which is attached to and turned along with a
filling cup. The periphery of the metal mount surrounding
the glass cylinder is graduated into, say, ten parts of equal
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size; and a pointer attached to the regulating cone moves
over this scale. When the pointer is opposite the zero mark,
the oil outlet is closed; when it is opposite 9 on the scale,.
the maximum amount of oil is being delivered per unit time.
The quantity of oil needed to fill the oiler being accurately
known, once for all, the consumption of oil under certain
given conditions can be easily calculated from the time re-
quired to empty the cylinder of oil when the pointer is
opposite different divisions on the scale.
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fig. 18.	fig. 19.
A great improvement on the ordinary sight feed lubricator
is the " Kirkham " Patent Snap Drop Oiler (Fig. 20). This is
screwed directly into the bearing and instead of having an
opening below through which dust could penetrate, the flow
of oil is observed through the glass vessel by the speed of
the air bubbles which rise in the container as the oil flows
out. The flow of oil can be very accurately regulated by
turning the screw at the top of the oil container.
Fig. 21 shows the "Kirkham" patent lubricator, made
by the Valvoline Oil Co. for the lubrication of engine
184
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cylinders The form illustrated is of I gallon capacity with
four independent pumps and feeds, one of which in nhoxvn.
A reciprocating motion derived from any Hititiiblt* moving
part of lIuM'.ntfiiu* is convtrycd throu^lt t-Jm rocking: rod II,
oHoillatin^ nhaft and p^ndtilutn direct to th<* rains, ()n tht»
suction stroke thn ram« <lraw t.h<* oil from th<* <*otttaincr
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. 20. Tluj" Kirkliani "
imfcoiit Hiiap drop t\\lt\r
—with ttirglobtilci night
food, for lubricating
 i. til.
 1 Kirkhattt "
 (««tin!iU!
through port Q and wuction valvo K, following tha courna
shown by iho white dot tod lino to thoratiiH. On thoclcslivory
stroke of the ram tho oil in .forcod through dcdiv^ry valv<* b\
along tho passage to valve P, on to noBSjlo IJ, making a portion
only of a full globule, which, after a number of deliveries,
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formH a complete globule on the sight ghiHB guide wire; then
floating up it, through the water, it unitoB with the oil above
the water.
The partn from noy^le B to the end of the oil pipe, which
projects into the nteam client, are always full of liquid, water
in the night food and oil in the pipen to the engine, as a con-
Hequonco, with each delivery of oil on to the nossHlu B, there
in a BimuItaneouB ejection of oil into the steam. Each of
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'i. SJIJ.    Palonti juilomatic
lubric.alor.   Trior Br<w., I'jtd.
ej(u;tionB (tutors into and nynchroniseB with the intor-
niittont niBhen of the Bteam which, ensures the thorough
dilTuHion. of tho oil. ICach feed is Bcvparately regulated hy
an external adjunter (ruarkod u itegulator") hy which the
Btroke of each individual rain can be separately adjusted to
the food desired from each.
Tho working of this lubricator is automatic arid ex-
ceedingly regular, and it requires practically no attention
except that of filling the reservoir with oil,
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For thick or buttery luhrinbntH, greasers aroused in which
the lubricant in kept pressed against the- part to he lubri-
cate! In the HeiHcrt spring greaser (Kig. vW) thi« pressure in
exerted by spiral springs I1*, which press on the elbow p eee
(1, and through this on the piston in position over the groasn
in tho cup A. To maintain the piston in its highest position
when the, cup is quite, full, there in a small pog on tho piston
rod which holds the piston in place when turned round. To
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fill the cup, tho cap in uuBcrewod, and tlici piston and its
fittitigB removed. When th«,i tnatdiinery stopH running, the
further outflow of gre.ane in prevented by turning the tap II
below. Tho cup in refilled by loomming the Hcrow H, and
tilting tho upper part of tho groasor back, on tho hinge II
Tho Automatio Combination u Toll-Talo" LubricsatorH,
Fig. 28, mado by Trier Bros., Ltd,, Westminster, London, are
excellent for applying tho solid Btauffer'g lubricant, these are
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TKHTWO  liUIMK'.ATIN'n (HLS.
I n the tasting of lubricating oils varioun physical and chemi-
cal data arc determined, such as specific gravity, flash point,
viscosity, iodine valuer, acidity, etc., but these belong to the
province of analytical chemistry and will bo found fully de-
scribed in works on oil analysis, such as Lewkowitsch's
Analyms of 0-ih, Fata and Waxes, Allen's Organic
Analyx-iti, and others, but ho weaver useful such tests may be
it is sometimes desired to know how a lubricating oil will
behave when submitted to the conditions actually existing
during use.
For this purposes the Thurston Patent Oil Tester, Fig.
29, made by W. II. Bailey & Co., Ltd., Salford, may be
employed.
.Fig. 29 is a sectional illustration of the testing machine
showing its construction. In carrying out a test the pendu-
lum H, 1C is removed from the tenting journal (•}, G, the
machine is adjusted to run at the desired pressure by turning
the screw head K projecting from the lower end of the
pendulum until the index M in front of the pendulum shown
the proper pressure, the machine1, is then adjusted to rim at
the right speed, which in usually 2250 revolutions per minute,
equal, to a speed of rubbing surface of 78(5 feet per minute.
The bearings are then thrown out by means of the two
thumb screws on the head o£ the pendulum, and the pendulum
is carefully removed from the testing journal Gr, Q-, taking care
that no scratching of journal or brasses occurs.
A few drops of the lubricant are placed on the journal,
the pendulum replaced and also the portion H, H and the
machine is then run for a few moments to ensure that the
oil is well distributed over the journal. The machine is
(189)
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twelve or twtiniy-four hours and then run fora fow moments,
when tho reading on tho arc P has fallen to a minimum and
boghiK to fine again tho machine in at onco stopped. Tho
minimum coefficient compared with that of other oils will
Hhow tho comparative liability to gum, tho oil giving the
lowest figure being tho leant likely to gum in tho period of
time covered by the tost. Tho durability of an oil is also
determined by a definite number of dropn of oil flowing on
tho journal and running the machine until tho friction shown
on the arc m double tho minimum or until a definite rise of
temperature, nay 21 tf' V.9 is noted. A number of tests are-
made and the average time taken, Then either the time
required, tho number of revolutions, or the distance rubbed
over the bearing required to raiHo tho coefficient of friction
or tho temperature to the extent mentioned may be taken
an a measure of the durability of the oil,
With lubricating oils, which under working conditions
are subjected to high temperatures, the conditions of testing
have to bo modified, and for testing Buch oils Boult's Patent
u Cylinder Lubricant " Tester has been devised and is made
by tho same firm.
In thifl form, Fig. ?M), A is the thermometer, graduated in
degrees Fahrenheit and in corresponding steam pressures, B,
B are set screws used for compressing tho spring E, I), I) ib an
expanding friction journal, E tho spiral spring expanding on I),
to produce friction, and F tho burner for applying heat. In
commencing a test tho net-screws '.B, B arc tightened in order
to depress tho spring E and the friction surfaces can then be
examined to see that they are, perfectly clean, tho cylindrical
bath is then lifted away and a measured quantity of oil is
poured on and tho cylinder bath replaced in position. The
sot-Hcrows B, B are slackened to allow the spring to exert its
full pressure and the Bunsen burner is then lighted. As
soon as the thermometer indicates the temperature at which
the tost is to bo made, the machine is run until a 50 per
cent, rise of friction occurs in oxcess of that indicated by the
dynamometer pointer at the commencement of the experi-
ment. Tho time is then a measure of the lubricating value
of the oil at the particular temperature to which it is nub-
192
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jected, and naturally the shorter this time is the poorer will
be the oil. It is not necessary to confine the tests to a 50 per
cent, rise, in some cases a 100 per cent, rise may be pre-
ferable, but it is not advisable to exceed this since injury to
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fig. 30.—Bailey's Boult's patent " cylinder-lubricant " tester.
the machine might otherwise occur. The machine is usually
run at a speed of 500 or 600 revolutions per minute, but for
quick-speed engine oil 1000 revolutions could be employed.
The speed must, of course, be constant throughout the
duration of the test.
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CHIA.ITKU XXII.
HMMOVJNU THI<JKH1NI«JI> (MKAHK AND OH,

who have. the control of machinery are aware that a
maohinn that has boon out of uso for Home time cannot be
Htartod again until it has received a thorough cleaning. This
in nHpodally the cane with regard to the lubricated parts,
sineo the old grease or oil not only dries to a tough thick
uuihh, but mixoH with dust gathered from the air, and forms
such a thick, hard crust, that in many cases it can only be
off with great difficulty.
To clean a machine that has got into this condition, it
fh'Kt of all be taken to pieces, as far as possible, and the
various partn dealt with separately. In carrying out this
work, tha kind of oil used must be borne in mind : whether
Holid or liquid fat, soapy or mineral oil lubricant.
[f this information ib not available, the nature of the old
lubricant must bo determined by an experiment. If a fatty
lubricant has been used, it may be removed by treatment
with caustic soda; the same also yields to soapy lubri-
cants. Mineral oils, however, cannot be entirely removed
by this treatment, hut require a longer or shorter soaking in
petroleum before they can be, loosened. Machine parts that	!
are covered with old fatty or soapy lubricants must be scrubbed	|
with caustic soda lye until quite clean ; after which they must	*
he repeatedly washed with water, in order to remove the last
traces of alkali, or they will soon rust. Finally, they should
be rubbed dry with a soft cloth and smeared with petroleum
jelly, being then stored in a place out of contact with dust,
until the machine in put together again.
Motal parts covered with thickened grease that in soluble
in petroleum are placed in a vessel of sufficient sixe, and
petroleum is poured over them. After a time the lubricant
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CHAPTEE XXIII.
CLEANING OIL BAGS AND COTTON WASTE.
in establishments where a large quantity of machinery has
to be oiled and cleaned, it is quite a profitable undertaking
to recover the oil, etc., absorbed by the cleaning rags and
cotton waste, and bring these materials into condition for
use again.
The best method of accomplishing this is based on the
circumstance that all the bodies used as lubricants are soluble
in petroleum ether (light petroleum spirit) or benzol, both of
which are obtainable at low prices. The lubricants are
dissolved in one of these solvents, and recovered by expelling
the latter by evaporation, the solvents being also recovered
for use again.
For this purpose the greasy rags and waste are packed
pretty closely in an iron drum, fitted with a draw-off tap at
the bottom and a tight-fitting cover. Before fastening down
the lid, a sufficient quantity of one of the above solvents is
poured into the drum to cover the rags after the latter have
taken up as much as they can absorb. The lid is then
fastened down and the drum left for twelve hours, at the
end of which time water is poured into a tube, about 6 feet
long, projecting from the lid of the drum, and the draw-off
tap at the bottom is opened. The dissolved lubricant runs
out, being displaced by the water, more of which is added
until clear water begins to flow from the bottom tap, showing
that the oil and solvent are all out.
The dissolved lubricant is next transferred to a still, which
is placed in a water bath, the latter being then heated to
boiling point. The solvent, boiling at a lower temperature,
is completely evaporated, and can be recovered by means of
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covered oil being then suitable for use again. "Where small
quantities are to be dealt with, the filtering apparatus need
only be very simple ; but for larger amounts, specially con-
structed appliances are necessary, especially in the case of
viscous lubricants.
.Of this type the apparatus of Heitmann & Co. (Fig. 31)
is a good example. It consists of a cylinder divided into two
compartments, A and C. The lower compartment A is
charged with the oil to be filtered, and is fitted with a heating
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fig. 32.— Turner's patent oil filter
(Valvoline Oil Co.).
coil to increase the fluidity of the oil; whilst C contains the
filter B, which is connected with A by the pipe S.
The oil in A is caused to flow through the pipe S, either
by introducing steam into A or by exhausting the air from
C ; and in this manner the oil is filtered into C.
A very efficient filter and purifier for treating dirty oil is
the Turner Patent Oil Filter made by the Valvoline Oil Co.,
and shown in Fig. 32. This consists of a cylindrical chamber
divided into two compartments and surmounted by the tray
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A, into which the dirty oil is poured; this is kept filled so that
it covers the perforated cap B, through which it passes to the
cylinder C. In A the heavier part of the dirt settles out and
this, being removed from time to time, saves the clogging up
of the filters. The oil passes through the cylinder G and the
cylinders D, D, which are packed with a special kind of waste,
and then through F to the bottom of the water column F; in
F it rises through the water being broken up into small drops
by the perforated zinc cones G; from the top of F it passes
through I into the lower part of the cylinder or filtered oil
container. N is a cock for drawing off water and dirt, H is
a cock for drawing off excess of water, and L is a glass gauge
for showing the height of the filtered oil.
(Hi A IT Wit XXIV.
TMM UHM Ol*1 hlTUKUJANTH.
l>it''i«'KitMNT purpuHOB entail thci uho of different lubricants.
Tnu% two oflem hoiu'H of Ho-callod " universal" lubricants,
which, however, novtjr wicttood in doing all that is claimed
for them ; and indued the title at once implies that their
maktU'H am ignorant of tin* nature of lubrioantR, for there in
no BUeh thing poBBible an a tmi verbal luhricunt.
II. c.iui Iw re^iulily undomfcood that the shaft of a flywheel
wtngliing jKirhftpK Hcvvoral tonn, and running at a compara-
tively low npocul, will roquiro an altogothor different kind of
from the axloB of an oxproBs train.
inofl running undor a light load will roqairo Htill
tuiotluir kind of lubricant, the ehiof point being to employ
one that will reduce friction to a minimum and consequently
dimininh fcha waar and tear, whilnt ensuring easy running of
the parts,
Very fine and small machinery, such an that of clockn and
scientific instruments, roquiro lubricants that, in addition to
minimising friction, will remain unaltered, or nearly bo, during
a lon# pnriod of timo, neither thickening, "gununin#," nor
corroding tho metal, oven in the courses of yoars.
Tn works' niachinory, vertical and inariuo engines, one
lubricant will Buflico, as a rule, for all BeaRouB of the year,
th<j macihinofl being placed indoorn and exposed to a fairly
uniform temperature. Tho oonditionR aro differout with
locomotivo machinery, &</. railway axles, which are expOHed
to the groatoHt summer heat and winter cold. In climates
whore there in a wide difference between those extremes, a
Bingle lubricant will not Huffice for this class of machinery,
but the composition must be modified according to the period
of the year,
(11)9)
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In the case of a lubricant, otherwise suitable, the degree
of fluidity must be taken into consideration; the thinner it is
the higher the rate of consumption as a rule. This is a
factor deserving notice, especially in lubricants for the axles
of vehicles.
For railway companies, the consumption of a minute
quantity, more or less, of grease per axle monthly is by no
means an unimportant matter, the difference amounting to
a considerable item of expenditure in view of the very large
number of axles to be greased.
We have not yet arrived at the stage of being able to
assert with perfect confidence that such or such a lubricant
is the best, most efficient, and most economical for a given
purpose, some experts praising lubricants that are decried by
others. The sole way to .form a reliable judgment of the
suitability and good and bad properties of lubricants, is by
making prolonged and exhaustive tests with a number of
these articles on a large scale.
With lubricants that are used only in small quantity for
fine machinery, price is a secondary consideration, the chief
point being to obtain preparations that satisfactorily fulfil the
purposes of lubrication: diminution of friction, conjoined
with perfect preservation of the machine parts.
PART II.
SHOE POLISHES AND LEATHER
SOFTENING PREPARATIONS.
CHAPTER XXV.
THE   MANUFACTURE  OP  SHOE   POLISHES  AND PREPARATIONS
FOR VARNISHING AND SOFTENING LEATHER.
the preparation of these articles is a branch of chemical
industry which is highly profitable, but is carried on in such
a manner, in many instances, that the products, although
of a fine deep black colour and giving a beautiful polish,
affect the leather in a highly undesirable manner, rendering
it brittle and liable to crack.
Most of the preparations used as shoe polishes consist of
syrup, sulphuric acid, and bone black or lamp black, incor-
porated with a suitable proportion of low class fat, such as
fish blubber, rancid lard, etc.
When bone black, i.e. powdered carbonised bones, is
mixed with sulphuric acid, the calcium phosphate in the
black reacts with the acid to form calcium acid phosphate
and calcium sulphate, the finely divided carbon in the black
being set free and imparting to the polish its deep black
colour.
The syrup also undergoes a change when brought into
contact with the acid, carbon being liberated. The addition
of fat facilitates the application of the polish to the leather,
and helps to obtain the polish when brushed for a short time.
Bone black may also be replaced by lamp black or vine
black: this modification being attended with certain advan-
tages over recipes containing sulphuric acid. When this
acid is used it is necessary to employ only just so much as
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will be fully neutralised by combination with the calcitiu*
phosphate of the bone black, since any excess of free acid
will gradually destroy the leather to which the polish
applied. The leather will become covered with fine
and will finally break in a number of places.
When one is not afraid of the trouble involved in
mately mixing with fat the finely divided carbon obtained in
lamp black or Frankfort black, this mixture, when incorpor-
ated with the other ingredients, will form shoe polishes of.
unimpeachable colour, that not only do not corrode tlio
leather but actually preserve it, owing to the presence of tl 10
fatty constituents.
Good bone black, ivory black (Ebur ustum), and Urankfo rfc
black fetch such high prices in commerce that it is far cheapen*
to prepare them oneself according to the methods about to
be described, in which event they will cost only a fraction of
their ordinary selling prices.
CHAPTEE XXVI.
THE PREPABATION OF BONE BLACK.
this fine black pigment, also known as Paris black, is pre-
pared by crushing bones (preferably those of calves or other
young animals) into lumps the size of a nut, and placing
these fragments in an old cast-iron retort or pot with a close-
fitting lid. This vessel is then placed in a furnace in such a
manner that it is surrounded on all sides by glowing coals.
Under the influence of the heat the organic substances in
the bones soon begin to decompose, the gases liberated burn-
ing with a bright flame round the edges of the lid. Heating
is continued so long as the gases come off abundantly, but
as soon as these cease, or the flame becomes dull and blue,
instead of brilliant and white, the operation is complete,
whereupon the retort is taken out of the fire and allowed to
cool with the lid on.
A still better method is to enclose the bones in an iron
wire cage that fits the retort exactly. As soon as the car-
bonisation is terminated, the cage is taken out, its contents
discharged into a tub of water, and the cage is filled with a
fresh charge of bones and returned to the retort. By work-
ing in this way a considerable quantity of bones can be
carbonised in a day in a small furnace.
The glowing bones, quenched by the water, should be
light, porous, and of a pure black colour. If heavy, dense?
and brown, they have been removed from the furnace too
soon; whilst if light, but greyish, especially in the upper
layers, they are over-burned, and air has gained access to
the interior of the retort.
As already mentioned, access of air must be entirely pre-
vented, otherwise the carbon in the bones will be consumed,
and nothing will be left but the white porous bone ash. If
(203)
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lacquer varnishes and can also be employed alone as an
artist's colour.
The Preparation of Frankfort Black.—Frankfort black
is prepared in a similar manner by carbonising vine twigs,
the prunings being usually employed for this purpose. The
operation of carbonising can be performed in a wrought iron
retort provided with an opening at the upper end for filling
and an opening at the lower end for discharging the char-
coal, both of these being closed with lids during the heating;
also it is provided with a pipe for conveying the volatile pro-
ducts to the fireplace where they are burnt. Heating is
continued so long as inflammable gases are liberated from
the mass.
The carbonised mass is quenched in water containing
10 per cent, of hydrochloric or sulphuric acid, and is left to
stand over night. The acid liquor dissolves out salts that
are insoluble in water alone, the residual carbon, when
powdered and levigated, furnishing a very beautiful black.
OIIAPTKK XXVII.
AND SHOW JHU4SHKS.
TiiM preparations used for polishing boots and shot's may ho
subdivided into several classes, «{enorally known ivspwtivnly
an blacking, boot varnish, and leather gr«*asc'K,
Blackings arc wixod with water, applied to the leather,
and brushed until a polish appears.
.Hoot varnishes an*, Hold in a liquid form, and art* applied
to tho leather with a brush, wltrn*upoti th«\v dry with it,
bright fjloHH in a nhort tiniK^.
I jt^atluu' ^rr.antm aro <4itbt*r Ko.ini*H(ili<i or oily tnaHmm, not
intondc^d to yivo a brilliant polinli to htathor but to nmelm* it
Hoft and Nttpplo, and, protcu:tt it a^ainnt potu^tration by wattir.
(U}jc,crin>, -Blacking in ^tmumlly Hold in tho form of a
with tlu», conHiHtcuu^y of buttor, and in bout kitpt in tinw,
if packed in boxtm or care) hoard it tlritm up whon Htcircul
for Honx(i tiinci, c,ra(;kH, and lowm its finis blank colour, ho that
tho Having ofTootod in thn nu^thod of pac.kin^ *H (H,ntnt<iraatfKl
by thin drawback. An addition of tflycorin, hownvnr, to tho
will impart tho valuabhi property of rcttnainin^ soft and
civon after -prolon^od Htora^t^.
in^f containing ^lycorin can ht^ made up into rolls
and wrappcul in wax papcn*. I"n fact, tho addition of tflyoorin
confers nuch groat advanta^cm that it nhould ntwc»r ho omit-
tod; it kocpn tho blacking ho ft for an indefinite period,
facilitateH itn diBtribution in water, and prevents t\w usual
tendency of blacking to hecoino mouldy.
At tho same time it ansiHtH the blacking to preserve tho
leather, by rendering the latt(»r very supple, Hhoe lc»atht»r
tliat is constantly polished with glycerin blacking will never
crack,
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Pure glycerin is not necessary in the preparation of black-
ing, the crude brown glycerin, obtainable from candle works
at a low figure, being quite suitable.
A large number of blackings present the defect of yielding
a polish only after they have been brushed for a long time.
This can be remedied by rubbing a little fat on the leather
before applying the blacking, or else by mixing a little oil
(refined fish oil for choice) with the blacking itself.
With regard to the consistency of blacking, different
users vary in their ideas on this point, some preferring^ a
serni-fluid preparation, whilst others prefer it to be very solid.
The consistency can be easily modified from one extreme to
the other by suitably varying the proportions of fish oil and
water.
Since it is to the maker's advantage to sell blacking as
soft as possible, the following recipes have been compiled
with a view to yielding this class of product. The finished
product may, however, be thickened if desired, either by
increasing the proportion of bone black or by evaporation.
The former method is the cheaper, but the second gives
very fine and uniform products.
The concentration of the blacking by the aid of heat is
highly recommended when the preparation of very fine
grades is in question. Flat, enamelled pans are used, and
the mass is kept stirred, since otherwise it is liable to burn
and acquire a very disagreeable smell.
Vienna Oil Blacking:—
Bone black
Syrup
Sulphuric acid
Fish, oil    .
Water
Soda
 10
10
5
20
4
2
This blacking, excellent in all respects, is prepared in the
following manner: The bone black, acid, and syrup are
agitated together in a lead-lined iron vessel, until the mass
is uniform and exhibits a glossy black surface when left at
rest.
The soda is dissolved in a little water, and is boiled with
the fish oil in a pan, with constant stirring, until a thick
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inaBB in obtained, with which the firHt-myned mixture in
incorporated by stirring.
By inoroaBingor reducing the proportion of the nil to that
of the black awl syrup, the consistency of the blacking can
be modified from thin and Hoft to hard and solid. The
preparation, Hold an Paris blacking and under other Hitmen, in
compounded in the name manner as the fort^^uti^.
In thin, aw in all otlu^r I)lat*.kin^ prt'panul with siilpluiric.
acid and bone black, the masH must ih* vi^orounly ntirrcd an
soon an tlicac.id ban bccnaddtul untl tht* latter run in in small
quantities at a time, othtTVvisc it will h<*comr lumpy, and
the product will have an undrsirabh« granular ntrui'turi*,
whereas good blacking Hhoul<l always bt* soft, fin**, an«l uni-
form when applied to the leather.
niwk Valixh in Micks:-   -
Till low     .,,..,,..    -HI j«u'I.M
Ynllow \viix      .	.,,,.,    IU    ,.
oil nf t,ur|uMtt.inn     ..,...,     h    ,,
rI1lumc^ ar<* melkul to^c^ther and ntirre<l with a previously
prepared mixture of 5 parts of line black and 10 of olivci oil.
The, fluid mass in cant into sticks. In use a stick is rubbed
against the. leather, which in then polished with a woollen
rag.
lijom llhtckiinj.-	This l(trene,h preparation is distinguished
by its property of prothusinjLfa beitutiftd black polish on huitht^r
without injuring the quality of the latter, whilst at the, name
time, its prolonged use renders the leather nearly waterproof.
On this account the article deserves close attention* esspee.ially
since it can bo produced cheaply. The following recipe will
furnish an article of the. highest quality :
I. Soap     ,               		!>0
Btrvrrh		10
GallnutiH		10
(Inum vitriol        ........	10
Watnr	,	sKXX)
*2. Syrup		<K)
Mono blank	,	;io
The. HiilmtaiHics groupexl undcn* 1 are boiled together for
an hour, then strained through a linen cloth, and stirrod earo-
fully with tho remaining ingrodientn whilst still warm,
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Hanoverian Blacking:—
1.	Bone black
Syrup       ....
Sulphuric acid .
2.	Gallnuts   ....
Water       ....
Green vitriol
 18
4
10
2
The first mixture is prepared by stirring, in the cold, the
second one by boiling the gallnuts in water for two hours,
straining the decoction, and adding the green vitriol, the two
mixtures being subsequently incorporated by stirring.
Berlin Blacking:—
 1.	Bone black
Syrup     .
Sulphuric acid
 2.	Tan bark
Water     .
Green vitriol   .
 100
50
10
200
200
10
The first mixture is prepared by stirring together; whilst
the tan is boiled with the water for two hours, the green
vitriol being dissolved in the decoction, and the whole stirred
into the other mixture. Occasionally the following addition
is made:—
50
50*
Logwood extract
Potassium chromate
Water     .
this being prepared by heating, a noted improvement in the
gloss accruing.
Glue Blacking.—Glue is allowed to swell up in water,
then melted and mixed with sufficient glycerin to form a
highly elastic jelly when cold. "With this isamixed sufficient
lamp black to yield a deep black coating when spread out
thinly on paper. Since this blacking penetrates deeply into
the leather, it is applied until no more appears to be taken
up, and the leather is then polished with a woollen cloth.
Waterproof Caoutchouc Blacking:—
 1.	Bone black
Syrup
Sulphuric acid
 2.	Caoutchouc
Linseed oil
 40
40
10
4
10
The first mixture is prepared and allowed to stand for
several days.    Then the caoutchouc and linseed oil are heated
14
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together, filtered when cold, united with the first mixture, and
the whole heated, with roiiHiitnt stirring, until it has bt?romr
perfectly uniform. rl'he pruduet is of visrotiw c'unsistt'wy,
and when applied several times, renders the IratlMT water-
proof.
Wax *SV
Ynllow wax    .
Oil of (.iirptmtinc
•	.10
are melted together and treated with
Sugar     ,	.....       ,1»
WuUtr    .       .       •       .       ,       •       •	•       ,    fit mi
The resulting white mass is stirred with	enmi^h  lamp
black to colour it deep hlar.k,
1, BtH'Bwaie        ,	10
HcHla     ...,,,,..,      10
Witl-nr   ...,,,,,,,    I IX)
a. Bow bliu'.k    ,                        ,	,    HKI
Sulphuric arid      ,               «	.                        1*4
Kyrup    ,.,..,	,        ,     100
FiHh oil	,               UK)
huh polish, whieh ih endovvtul with rxrellrnt pn>pnrti«*s, in
prepanu'I as follows: Thn wax is srrapcul thin and mtmduerd
hy di^rcHm into the liquor obtained hy dinnolvin^ tlie mxla in
tho water, the solution then hein^ h-oiled until a scuun u«>
longer appnars on the surfa<f,c. Mc*anwlul«» the hone Mark,
nyrup, and acid are well ntirred together, the fmh oil Iioinjj
added when froJJiin^ In^inn to HuhHide, The two mixtures
are next incorporalcul, and the finished iiuihh in paeked in
tins whilst still warm*
Htuwwax .
Hponniw-tili
Oil
are melted togethcvr and
ah j thai 1 1 ac«,
.	.....,	10
I/ruHHiau bhui .       .       .       ,       ,       .       ,       ,       ,10
are stirred into the liquid, the matm heing Hcentcul, if deaired,
with 5 parts of uitrobonxol.
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(lultajwrvlut I*ol-ifih:-
I.
(him     ,
Watnr
y, (''iirlxmUuul i
I tamp Iilwik
•S.V«»I>
 50
400
1500
The guttanereha is cut into Bmall pieces, jnixed witli the
olivn oil and heated, with constant stirring, until a uniform
masK in produced, into which the gum, dissolved in the water,
in then stirred. The second mixture in then prepared by
Htiiring, and united with the still warm No. I mixture.
Thin polish ih entirely frc^e from acid, and therefore will
nnvor rot Uui heather. rPlio proHonee of guttapercha renders
the leather almost waterproof after repeated treatment with
this blacking.
/V^vt/ Leal her tffaininy I*rty)amt.-ion.—¥ov Home leather
gocnln it ifi important to have a dull black colour that is not
affected by water or other solvents, but remains permanent,
a property doBire.d more particularly in the case of belts and
straps. Ordinary kinds of blacking, however, do not fulfil
this requirement.
It is desirable not only to produce a permanent black stain
on Huch htathor goods, but also to treat; boots and shoes in the
nanto way, ho an to lesson the consumption of blacking neces-
sary to produce a shine, and also to keep the colour permanent,
even though the gloss bo spoiled, on prolonged exposure to wet.
A black stain may be produced on leather by boiling—
it igwo
Wittor
 1
10
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together for two hours, filtering the solution, and applying
throe or four coatings to the leather with a sponge or, brush.
Bt'.fore this application, which stains the leather reddish-
brown, in dry, it is followed by one of a 1 percent. Holution of
potasrtiuiu eliminate, which changes the colour to a hand-
Home blue-black. When the leather is dry, tallow or fish oil is
well rubbed in, and blacking may then be used in the ordinary
wanner.
Ijignitfi   lilacMwj.- Powdered   lignite,   sieved  through
bolting  cloth, i«  treated with strong caustic soda  lye and
010
eJ  I   «J
 •I'm-; mam i \»"i t in: <»r i,i m;h \vis,
boiled for Heventl hunt's nl  Uin-nd »»f \\turh hm«* tin* liquor
will luivc a very dark hn*un r««l«»ur, \\hil=-.i   thr  p nvdrr has
ln»cotnn vi*ry delicnle ;iud  i   is* u!v   ».  l.uid.  km   hi fn!,»iir as
ivory hlark.    ThtMilinlr hq-nd i ,p ni»«iint • t \i , r ) r»*Mtuup
iu*r Jii lnr«r<* voliiitit4 <a w.il»'i* Jtitd  j    tli» i«j 1* ft  I »    » ffl*\ th«t
black powder hrinj* c.dl»"l«d   ^n  >i  p»p i   tdtM, «hird, 4iul
III
I
Ttit* (JcttatnrH itrr j»tilp»Ml, jiii\«'ii \\i\\i th»- Nulphui'ir itdit
and lundi^tL with r»»ii-4tai*t <»hmnj*( hi »i .t*»!i»'WiU'»- »tr jiurr**-
lain vt^s<»l, until thr nui-^s hu-> h»-r tuirthu'}* hr«»\vu Th*- i»Hiii*
black is n«^xt add*'*!, followed l»y th»- i'it and li-.h »»!l, ninl flu*
wtioh' hralrd. Vi^iM'"!!-. Hltfi'iiij: {••' MnpMi'tatit ^h*iitld th«'
mass pi"t)Vt* ton HttfT, it im thuui«'d hy r.iadua! iMidiiimiH nf imh
oil.     C'lU'r,   hoWrVi'f,   i-*    H«'i'd«-«l    h*-r»-    t«»    |irrvrltf     fhr    !ilfl!4«
I>c'<¥t)iuin<( too thin and jjr«'auv» in \vlu*-h «'\«*nl a htllr hoin*
black nuiMt !»«• addrd.
Intlitjti Itlttrkintf* Th«' ttrtirlr ttMtiall\ '*«4»i it-, indijt** Mark-
in^ t'ontniiiH no tndt^o , and, iiid*'*^!, tip- authnr lutv» fnuiiil
thai indigo in of no p:y"iit*nl4r aw in MacKiU}/, \Vti«*ii u**«*tl,
thn indigc* nuint hr vt-ry !tn«*ly p^wdri'i-d and jtrHtind with
fat or oil» or cmiploytni in lit«' hm|«||»i«' f*»rw **f utdi.'.;** ranuttti^
In oithcn* cast*, th«* rnmilliu*.; |irtidii»'l fan »»ulv !»«« r«*iuparrfl
diHadvanta^ooiirtly with nrthnurv wrli nuid*- Markiitj.t, It in
n(tv<».r a pun« and uln^ty ht.'M'k, hut alw.iv--. an uui«-iiuit*f biin'k
which polinhcK with difficulty whrn hnt'ilu'd
Mor<iov(sr, the hi|,fh priiT nf uidi,i;»* w-«»uld pr«-i»lud«' tta ttnn
for HUt*h a cheap articlf m idinr pnh-^h \ pi't'p'iruttou, with
a line, bluinh tit »<{<*, and nt tlii* ruiiiti' fimr rht-aplv niiidi% in
front tin1 following ;
Hvruj»       ,	i*
I'Vsh
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The sulphuric acid is first mixed with the bone ash, then
the syrup and lamp black, and  finally the  other in-
^edients are incorporated.
Glycerin Blacking.—Good blacking should remain soft
fee butter, even when kept for several years, and should be
removable from the package and mixed with water,
otherwise good blackings, however, are liable to dry
crack when they have been packed in wooden or card-
board boxes. Sometimes they set quite hard, and are then
3.ifficult to soften with water.
This defect can, however, be cured by mixing the finished
blacking with a little glycerin (3 to 4 per cent, being suffi-
cient) before it is packed for sale.
Glycerin is a substance of oily consistency which is very
hygroscopic, so that it keeps the blacking constantly moist.
tt also possesses the valuable property—already alluded to—
}£ rendering the leather soft and supple, besides keeping it
:*ree from rnouldiness. On this account it forms a useful
adjunct to leather-softening preparations, as it is miscible
with both fat and water in any proportion.
Liquid Blacking:—
1.	Bone black		120
Olive oil		30
Syrup		CO
Sulphuric acid		30
These products are mixed, the black being first rubbed
io"wn in the oil, the syrup stirred in next, and the acid last.
2.	Gum arabic	30
Grape sugar    .........      30
Water	500
The gum and sugar are dissolved in the warmed water,
the solution is gradually mixed with the first mixture,
finished article is filled into bottles.
Lowy's Blacking:—
Powdered gallnuts	100
Logwood extract   ........         4
Vinegar	2500
These substances are boiled for half an hoar and strained,
liquid portion being treated with 300 parts of green
-itriol and left for twenty-four hours. The clear portion is
la en drawn off and warmed with—
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CHAPTBE XXVIII
LEATHEB VARNISHES.
leather varnishes are merely ordinary varnishes, carefully
prepared and stained black. Good leather varnish should
dry rapidly, and be specially characterised by elasticity. It
should not crack or break, even when the leather is bent
strongly and sharply; and it should either be glossy per se,
or take a fine gloss when rubbed with a flannel or other soft
cloth.
The leather varnishes may be divided into two classes,
according to the method of preparation: spirit varnishes and
oil varnishes. The former contain various substances dis-
solved in alcohol, and as they dry hard very quickly on being
applied, they must be kept in tightly closed bottles.
The oil varnishes prepared with linseed or other oil usually
take twelve to twenty-four hours to dry, and then furnish
coatings distinguished by fine gloss, durability, and great
elasticity.
When it is desired to apply several coatings of leather
varnish in succession, each coating must be allowed to become
perfectly dry before the next is applied; otherwise uneven
surfaces will result.
glossy vaknishes—
Glossy Black Leather Varnish:—
Boiled oil		200
Powdered umber    ....                ...	40
Asphalbum     .........	80
Oil of turpentine		200
The boiled (linseed) oil is heated somewhat strongly in an
iron pan, along with the umber and asphaltum, and stirred
until all is dissolved, the mass is then removed from the
source of heat, cooled somewhat and the turpentine then
stirred in. The varnish should be fairly viscous. On leather
(215)
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Black Harness Varnish:—

Shellac . 







24 
Saudarach
Elemi   .
Venice turpentine
Oil of turpentine
Alcohol .
Lamp black . 







4
4
16
12
1000
40 
The resins and turpentine are mixed with the oil of
turpentine and heated to boiling, the alcohol being stirred
into the cooled mass, followed by the lamp black.
Black Varnish for Belts:—
Shellac .
Pine resin
Venice turpentine
Oil of turpentine .
Alcohol
Lamp black .
 100
20
50
40
1000
40
When applied to belts, this varnish, which is fairly elastic,
soon forms a fine uniform coating, which dries rapidly, and
does not easily crack, even when the leather is strongly bent.
For this reason it is very useful for boot leather.
Elastic Leather Varnish (Flexible Blue Varnish).—This
varnish, which has a beautiful blue gloss, is extremely flexible
and very durable, is prepared in the following manner:
Prussian blue is boiled with linseed oil, the blue being
powdered, dried, and introduced into an iron pan containing
the heated oil. The proportions are :—
Linseed oil    .
Boiled linseed oil
Prussian blue
 1000
100
200
 
When the blue has been stirred in, the mass is quickly
heated to such a high temperature that the linseed oil com-
mences to evolve fumes, and sometimes takes fire. In view
of the latter contingency, which is undesirable, a sheet-iron
cover is held in readiness to place on the pan for the purpose of
extinguishing the flame.
This operation of boiling the Prussian blue and oil to-
gether is accompanied by certain chemical reactions, which
have not yet been closely investigated; the linseed oil turns
dark brown to black, and thickens. To prevent the blue
from settling down, the liquid is repeatedly stirred.
After   boiling for  several hours—three  to   four   being
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generally Kuffioiontr -the mass is loft, to stand at about tlio boil-
ing temperature of wator, The undissolved portion of the
Prussian blue, winks to tint bottom, leaving the liquid clear,
but so dark in colour tbat it appears black, oven in thin
layers. It is poured into bottles immediately.
To obtain successful results in this process, the following
points should be observed ;
Only the /'most grade of Prussian blue*, should bo used,
the commercial name for this quality boing Paris blue. The
value of a sample of this blue may be* estimated by its great
weight, and by the peculiar bron/,o lustre on thn surface of
fracture when a lump in broken across.
The lighter coloured "Berlin blue-/1 which lacks the
metallic lustre, often contains only .HO per cunt., or oven lews,
of the real blue. It is highly important that the blue should
be thoroughly dry, since only when this iw the case in the
operation successful.
The varnish should always bo boiled in a pot containing
the residual blue from a previous operation, nineo this enables
the residue to be utilised.
To apply this excellent varnish to leather (which latter
must not have boon previously blacked or polished), a suitable
quantity of the varnish in warmed in a pan until fairly thin,
and then laid on the leather hot. Tito resulting coating in a
deep blue-black, which dricm over night and will stand the
action of the weather perfectly. Thn leather can bo lwu.it to
any extent without injury.
gaoutoho no va unihm—
Ordinary Gaoutc.koun
Oaoutr.houo     .....        ,        .        .        .	10
Potroloum              .        .        ......	'20
Oil of turpontiino    ,....,.,	10
Bollnd liuHwd oil    ........	600
The caoutchouc is first dissolved by wanning with, the
petroleum and oil of turpentine, the boiled oil boing added
next. If the varnish is to be black, fiO parts of lino lamp
black are stirred in.
Caoutchouc Varnish .*•-•••
Hoftnod pin« rewin    ........	10
OH of turpentine      ......	5
Caoutohouo      .               .......	ft
Linseed oil       .........	10
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The pine resin and oil of turpentine are melted together,
the caoutchouc and linseed oil being then added, and the
whole stirred until a uniform mixture is produced. When
applied to leather this varnish will long remain elastic, even
in the cold; without cracking.
Caoutchouc Varnish for Rubber Shoes:—
Caoutchouc     .....        ....      70
Refined pine resin .        .        .        .        .       .        .        .140
Oil of turpentine	250
Bone black	20
The caoutchouc and oil of turpentine are heated together
somewhat strongly, the resin being then melted in the solu-
tion and the bone black stirred into the hot mass.
Caoutchouc Repairing Varnish:-
Caoutchouc
Benzol
 10
70
The caoutchouc and benzol are placed in a carefully closed
flask, which is exposed to sunlight until solution is complete.
This varnish is highly suitable for repairing worn rubber
shoes and waterproof coats. The damaged parts are painted
over with the varnish, the edges of cracks being pressed to-
gether and held for a few minutes in that position.
Asphaltum Varnish.—Syrian asphaltum (bitumen) is a
substance very insusceptible to the action of chemicals, and
is distinguished by a handsome black colour, both of which
properties render it extremely suitable for use in varnishes
for leather, wood, metals, etc. A varnish suitable for all
purposes can be obtained by shaking up the finest Syrian
asphaltum in a flask with rectified oil of turpentine, the two
being left in contact until complete solution can be assumed
to have occurred. The flask is left to stand for a week
longer,, to enable any undissolved matter to settle down, the
supernatant liquid being afterwards poured off from the
sediment. If necessary, the solution can be thinned with oil
of turpentine: the thinner the coating on the leather, the
higher the gloss.
Liquid Asphaltum Glossy Varnish:—
Syrian asphaltum
Oil of turpentine
Petroleum
 10
10
10
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arc placed in a closed flank and left to ntand for neveral dayn,
with repeated shaking.    Meanwhile
Lamp block	I
ImiHood oil       ....       ,	6
are rubbed down together, and then incorporated with the
aaphaltuni Holution by ntirring.    Tho (huHlujd varnisli
be filled into tightly cloned bottler.
OHAPTEE XXIX.
LEATHER SOFTENING PREPARATIONS.
these preparations are used for the purpose of preserving
the leather, rendering it soft and flexible, and preventing the
penetration of water. Those that are fluid and of an oily
nature, are simply rubbed into the leather with the hand or a
woollen cloth, whilst the more solid ones must first be
liquefied by heat.
In all circumstances it is advisable to use these prepara-
tions, whether liquid or solid, slightly warm, since in this
condition they penetrate much deeper into the leather than
when used at the ordinary temperature.
After the first application, it is advisable to put the leather
in a warm place, until the gloss produced by the preparation
has disappeared, i.e. till the preparation has been fully
absorbed by the leather.
It is a widespread error that wet leather cannot be
greased, but ought first to be thoroughly dried. This is
incorrect; besides, the leather becomes hard and brittle on
drying, and then requires a long time to resoften by the aid
of greases.
Wet leather, on the other hand, is in a very suitable con-
dition for greasing, all that is necessary being to wipe it over
with a dry cloth until the grease will adhere, and then to rub
the latter well in. Drying can be conducted at the ordinary
temperature, or with the aid of heat, without the leather
becoming hard or brittle; so that under these conditions it
fully retains its flexibility and softness.
Soap Grease for Boot Uppers.—One hundred parts of soap
are dissolved in 1000 of water, and 100 parts of glycerin,
25 of beef tallow, 25 of fish oil, and finally 25 parts of
(221)
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colophony arc added.    Tho whole in boiled for Home time,
and then stirred until cold.	I
Soap	'       '     -,
Water
Hapooil   ......        .        ,        .        .
The solids are (Unsolved in Uio water, and stirred with the
rape oil, being kept warm, until a unifonn mixture, in obtained.
Glossy Waterproof (}rvMc> :   •
Wax
Soap         ..
Lamp black     .
Oil of turponl.inu
Fwh oil    .       .
The wax ik dissolved in the*, oil of turpentine by this aid
of heat, the soap in scrapocl and added, followed by the, fish
oil, and finally by the lamp black.
Waterproof L
Oloic ac.id ..........	iM
Orudo nfcoaric. nc-.itl     .                        ,        .                        ,	l>
Ammonia Hoap         .       ,       .       .       .       .       .       .	1H
Tannin extract         ........	M
Wabor      ........        ,       .	1M
Tho oleic acid and crude Blearie ac.id are ni(»ltc^d together,
the ammonia Hoap bein^ then addisd by di^nu'.H, folio wed by
the tannin extracf, and finally by the water.
The ammonia Hoap in produtuul by adding ammonia; to
hot oleic acid, until tho BUie.ll of ammonia in pm'ceptiblo after
prolonged stirring, and the whole ban not to a jelly.
By adding to thin greane a solution of 2 partn of green
vitriol in (i of water, it in ntained a deep black, and in then
admirably adapted lor application to Bhoo leather.
Waterproof Lwit/wr Grfiaw:
Wax      ......      .	:io
AHphaltum      ...	.	10
Oil of turpctitiiiu    .....	f>()
loo
Olivo oil ..........    too
The wax and a^phaltum are dinsolved in the warmed oil
of turpentine; and the olive oil and linseed oil, having boon
heated together, are poured into tho solution, the whole being
made homogeneous by stirring.
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Gloss for Greased Leather :—
1.	Ruby shellac	2
Alcohol (95 per cent.'	....      10
The shellac is dissolved, in the course of a few days, by
repeatedly shaking it up in the spirit, in a bottle that is stored
in a warm place.
2.	Marseilles soap	25
Alcohol (95 per cent.)	400
Glycerin	40
The Marseilles soap is dissolved in the alcohol and the
glycerin added, this is then united with the first solution and
the whole mixed with a solution of 5 parts of nigrosine in
120 of spirit. This addition gives the gloss a beautiful black
colour.
Fish Oil Leather Grease.—Fish oil—in itself an excellent
softener for leather—is, in many cases, precluded from use
by its highly disagreeable smell. To remove this defect and
enable the oil to penetrate readily into the leather, the oil is
stirred up with a solution of tannin, until the smell has dis-
appeared and the entire mass has assumed the consistency of
butter.
It is then left to stand,, the fat is separated from the
watery portion, and is then treated with a very small quantity
of carbolic acid, which preserves the refined oil from becom-
ing rancid in storage. The proportions used are:—
Fish oil ."^ .		100
Tannin		2
Water		10
Carbolic acid		50
Grease for Wading Boots:—
Spermaceti		20
Wax	.       .	40
Pine resin		30
Turpentine		50
Linseed oil		400
Fish oil		200
The wax, spermaceti, and pine resin are melted together,
the turpentine being then added, followed by the linseed oil
and fish oil, the whole being heated to the boiling point of
water and stirred for half an hour.
Eesin Grease for Leather :—
Pine resin         ......"...    10
Oil of turpentine	3
Lard	30
224
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The resin in disnolvod in tho oil of turpentine by the aid
of boat, tho lard boitttf then added, and the whole mixed to a
uniform mass by continued stirring, after which it is loft to
cool. When endeavours are made, to expel the. oil of turpen-
tine by protracted boating, this can only bo done, without in-
jury to tho product, provided tho temperature employed does
not exceed about Hf>(>" R, at which temperature tho oil of
turpentine will vaporise very quickly without the* fat boin^
affected. Any higher temperature, however, partly decom-
poses the fat, and forms products that would injure*, tho.
leather.
JBY>r leather subjected to frequent bending, this greano in
unnuitable, but it in vcvry uneful for harness, belts, etc.
Oil of tui'pontino
Tallow      .
Lamp blade
 H
H
to
I A)
iO
rl.1h(j caoutchouc in disHolvcul in tho heated oil of turpentine,
and tho filtered solution is poured into tho melted fat, which
has previously boon Htirrod with tho lamp black.
10
Oil of tiu'pcmtitin
Brown Hiigar
Sulphuric, add .
Hapo oil   .
Bono bltutk
The caoutchouc in disHolvad in tlu* oil of turpeuitiru*,, tho
sugar and bone black are treated with the. sulphuric acid
with tho aid of heat for several hours; the two mixturen are
united, mixed with tho rape1, oil, and heated for an hour.
Pctrokum Jetty ax (t< 0'rm.sv? and / Vf'.svnvf//w,' Petroleum
jelly ie an exceedingly valuable emollient for all kinds of
leather, since the very hardest leather c;an bo nof'toneo! by
repeatedly rubbing in thifl jolly till it will absorb no more.
At tho same time the leather thiiB treated offers greater
resistance to the penetration of moisture, and is preserved
from becoming brittle.
Petroleum Jelly Grease, for Lvat/wr.- -Petroleum jolly can
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bo used on natural leather by iUolf, but for black leather the
following eomposition is rcujommo.ndcul:-
1'ol.wlnum j<Uly	     100
I jump blfick    .,......,        !>
PrusMutn hi no ......,,./)
A Hniall portion of tho. (Jt'.trohunn jV.lIy in nioltcul in an
c»,natnolhul iron pan, tho lamp blac-k and Prussian blue being
addiul, and stirrtul until the inasH is uniform. Tbo n»Ht of
the- poiroloum jolly is afLt^rwanls stirred in by do#rcH»s,
I .	CIIArTKU XXX.
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j
I'	tun product known an degras, or tanner's grease, in dis-
tinguished by its property of penetrating leather with groat
case, and imparting to it extreme softness an<I suppleness.
j	Hence, when it ib desired to make hard   leather  ho ft  and
flexible, degras  forum  the  best  material  for  effecting  tin*,
purpose) in view.
|	Before the proportios of the fats had hee.n more, closely
}	investigated, d6gras was prepared in a very peculiar manner,
owing to which circumstance it wan only obtainable in small
quantities commercially, and was high in price.    Kvon now
\	that it can bo produced in any quantity, the price in still
\	comparatively high, ho that the. process in a very profitable	<
I	one.	I
I	])6gras in really fat in a state*, of emulsion, •/,<•. fat distributed	;
I	very finely in a li([uicl of suitable character, so as to form a
I	mass of the consistency of ointment or butter.	I
j	The characteristic feature of good degras in that it in very	1
I	readily absorbed by leather to which it'is applied, and such
leather no longer boats when piled up in heaps, but in a short
|	time appoars to be uniformly impregnated with the mass.
I	Production ofDfyras a>x a* /{//-/Vw/w/ in Making Hltamoy
I      •	Leather.—\n the manufacturer of shamoy leather tho suitably
ff	prepared skins arc*, sprayed with  fish oil and  thrown into
heaps,    Owing to tho incipient oxidation of tho fat tho heaps
!	booh become rather hot; and after a certain time tho skins
5	arc put through a fulling process, and finally treated with a
t	10 per cent, solution of potash.    A, milky white liquid ib thus
\	formed in which tho fat in found to bo distributed in tho form
i	of exceedingly fine globules.
This liquid is treated with suditjiunt sulphuric acid to
neutralise the potash, whereupon tho fat collects on tho Ntir-
;	face, in the form of a dirty white or yellow to brown mass, of
*
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rather mild flavour, and specially adapted for softening tanned
leather, which absorbs it greedily.
In many works, skins are shamoyed for the special purpose
of producing degras, that is to say, after being fulled and
treated with potash, the skins are resoaked with fish oil, left
to heat, fulled, and treated again with potash, this cycle of
operations being repeated until the skins drop to pieces.
Production of Degras from Fish Oil.—A much simpler
method of producing degras, however, is by emulsifying fish
oil in the following manner : A solution of potash (10 to 20
per cent, strength) is boiled in a capacious pan, and fish oil is
run into the hot liquor, in the form of a very thin stream,
from a tank overheard, the liquid being kept stirred by means
of paddles, etc. The quantity of fish oil used must be
determined in each case. With some fish oils as much as
50 per cent, of the mass in the pan may be taken, but in
others a much smaller proportion is sufficient
After all the fish oil is in, the stirring is continued for a
considerable time, and the mass is heated further, samples
being drawn at intervals. When one of these samples no
longer separates into two layers on being left to stand for
some time in a high test-glass, but forms a homogeneous
milky liquid, the operation is complete. The finished degras
is then stirred whilst cooling, until it becomes viscous, where-
upon it is poured into barrels.
In the majority of cases the above procedure will give
very favourable results, yielding a product fulfilling all re-
quirements. With some kinds of fish oil, however, all at-
tempts to produce a good degras are in vain. The heating
and stirring may, for example, be continued for hours, but
the resulting mass will give up a large proportion of its fat
on standing. Hence one is forced to conclude that certain
kinds of fish oil are incapable of forming an emulsion with
potash solution. It is therefore always advisable to test the
suitability of the fish oil by treating a small quantity with
potash solution in an enamelled pan, with constant stirring.
Fish oil that will not thoroughly emulsify with potash
solution may be made to do so by first heating some weak
caustic soda in the pan, and stirring the oil with this until it
r
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grows milky, which done, a very strong solution of potash can
bo added, and stirring continued so long as a drop of fat can
be detected in the li<|iiid, whereupon the already mentioned
test is applied,
The mm/ms* opt'-rand-i is an follows: A 1 per cent, solution
of caustic soda is prepared by dissolving drum soda, in the
pan ; and the, fish oil and potash solution are stored in two
overhead tanks fitted with taps. The potash solution, it may
be stated, is prepared by mixing potash and water in equal
amounts, and stirring them, at frequent intervals, during
twenty-four hours, at the end of wliieh time, the solution is
poured off from, any undissolvcd residue and transferred to
the tank aforesaid.
The soda lye having been heated to boiling, the tap of the
oil tank is opened sufficiently to allow a stream of oil, about
the thickness of a pencil, to run into the pan, the contents of
which are kept well stirred the whole time. When all the oil
is in and the liquid has become milky, the potash solution is
also run in as a thin stream, and the whole stirred until a
satisfactory sample is obtained.
To produce a yield of greater consistency, a somewhat
.larger proportion of caustic* soda must be taken, the solution
being made of 1| to 2 per cent, strength in place of 1 per
cent. The. exact amount, however, must bo ascertained by
a preliminary experiment, since an excess would give, a pro-
duct more like soap than ointment. The, degras should bo
of such consistency that it can be easily applied to leather
with the finger and be rapidly absorbed by tlm material.
Oleiti /)rtV/'m«.—01ein or oleie acid, the by-product front
stoarino candle, works, can be very advantageously employed
in the preparation of a very useful degras, though one inferior
to that obtained from fish oil. The method of preparation is
the same as for fish oil degras, the olein being run into the
boiling caustic soda lye; but the milky stage*, is generally
reached more quickly.
If the quickly cooled sample shows the finished product
to be too fluid, a corresponding quantity of oloin soap is
added to the hot mass in the pan. To enable this soap
to dissolve rapidly and completely, it must be cut into
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fine Bhreds and stirred until not the slightest whiter fragment
of undisBolved Boap can he Been in samples taken from time
to time, the latter: being quite homogeneous.
Home practical men look upon hrown d6gras as being
stronger than that of lighten: colour—an opinion that is de-
void of foundation, the colour being derived Bolely from tho
use of Borne dark fish oil in the manufacturing process.
However, tho desire of consumers to have a dark-coloured
degras can he easily gratified by suitably colouring tho con-
tents of the pan whilst still hot. Tho best means for effecting
this is to add a very strong decoction of tan or tannin extract.
This solution is poured into tho d6gras as a thin stream, ami
stirred until tho whole mass has acquired an even colour. In
this ease also it is desirable for the buttery consistency to bo
retained. When a good sample of degras is spread thickly
on a sheet of glass and held up to the light, it should have
a uniformly translucent appearance, without exhibiting lighter
or darker patches.
lllac.k 'Ddyras.— This product is obtained by stirring
degras up with tan or tannin extract, and then, whilst still
hot, adding a small quantity of green vitriol solution, followed
by protracted stirring. The whole mass quickly stains a
deep black, and tho product is highly suitable for greasing
black leather, which is desired to be supple, and not to
become hard and brittle when wet.
Ddgrati from Washi Fat.—By suitable treatment, any fat
that is almost unfit for other purposes, owing to the presence
of impurities, can be converted into cMgras. Tims, a useful
and profitable degras is obtained from the dark and evil-
smolling fat recovered by boiling bones in an advanced state
of decomposition. For this purpose tho fat is heated to
'250" to "Jf)f>" R in a pan lor half an hour with, constant
stirring. .A. very disagreeable smell is given off, and the
contents of the pan aro next stirred up with. 1 to 5 per coat,
of | per cent, soda solution, followed by the potash as already
described. In this way, and witl^Gfr^
a brown <16gras is generally o^fa^mdd that will do all
1)0 reasonably expected of it,'.''^f/	v
'
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INDEX.
Acid liquor in resin still, 79.
Acids—
Arachidic, formula, melting point,
and origin of, 14.
Behenic, formula, melting point, and
origin of, 14.
Brassidic, formula, melting point,
and origin of, 14.
Butyric, 146.
Butyric, formula, melting point, and
origin of, 14.
Gapric, formula, melting point, and
origin of, 14.
Caproic, formula, molting point, and
origin of, J4.
Caprylic, formula, melting point, and
origin of, 1^.
Carbolic, in leather softeners, 228.
Gerotic, formula, melting point, and
origin of, 14.
Cmnamic, 146.
Doeglic, formula, melting point, and
origin of, 14.
Elseomargaric, formula, molting
point, 15.
Erucic, formula, melting point, and
origin of, 14.
Fatty, 12, 13, 14, 15, 22, 23, 24, 38,
40, 48, 50, 104, 126, 148.
Gadoleic,   formula,   melting point,
and origin of, 14.
Hydroxy (Table 5), 15.
Hypogoeic, formula, melting point,
and origin of, 14,
Isocetic, formula, melting point, and
origin of, 14.
Isolinolenic, formula, melting point,
and origin of, 15,
Jecoleic, formula, melting point, and
origin of, 14.
Laurie, formula, molting point, and
origin of, 14.
Ligno eerie (carnaubic), formula,
melting point, and origin of, 14.
Linolenic, formula, melting point,
and origin of, 15.
Linolenic   series,   general  formula
(Table 4), 15.
 Acids (cont.)—
Linolic, formula, melting point, and
origin of, 15.
Mclissic, formula, melting point, and
origin of, 14.
Myristic, formula, melting point, and
origin of, 14.
Naphthenic, 14C.
Nitric, in blacking, 214.
Oleic, 13, 52, 112, 118, 1G6, 167, 168.
Qleic, formula, melting point,  and
origin of, 14.
Oloic, in leather softeners, 222.
Palmitic, 13.
Palmitic,   formula,   melting point,
and origin of, 14,
Physotoloic, formula, molting point,
and origin of, 14.
Rapie, formula, molting point, and
origin of, 14.
Ricinoletc, IB.
Ricinoleic, formula, melting point,
and origin of, 15.
Saturated (Table 1), 14.
Sodium, salts of the, as emulsifying
agents, 155.
Stearic, formula, melting point, and
origin of, 14.
Stearic, in leather softeners, 222.
Sulphuric, 156-162, 164, 165.
Sulphuric, action on oils, 52.
Sulphuric, in leather softeners, 224.
Sulphuric, in oil purification, 22.
Sulphuric, process of refining oils
22, 28, 24, 25, 26, 29, 81.
Tiglic, formula, molting point, and
origin of, 14.
Unsaturated (oleic series), (Table 2),
14.
Unsaturated (linolic series), (Table 3),
15.
Valeric, formula, melting point, and
origin of, 14.
Aerostatic oil can, 180, 181.
Albumin in lubricants, 188.
Alcohols—
Geryl, formula, melting point, and
origin of, 15.
INKKX.
(Jodyl, formula, molting point, and
origin of, 15.
f<W purifying rape oil, .152,
In Fads and waxes in free state, 10.
In fatn and waxen, widli fatty aeidn,
l.ri.
In leather Hofdonwrt, 22'L
In leather varninh, 210, '217.
Monovalcnt      aromatic      (ntcrols),
(Tablo ;t), 10.
Monovalend,    of,   dho   faddy   nerioB
(Tablu 2), lf)-
Mynoyl, Formula, molding point, and
origin of, 1C,
Ocdodocyl, formula, molting poind, of
the fatty HorioH, l(i.
Purifying oil with, .MO.
Trivalent ('Pablo 1), if).
Aldohydcm, IJJ.
Almond oil an a lubricant, 45, 4(>, 1.40,
LWt.
Almond oil, Hpocifio gravity of, 45, 4(5.
Alumina, snaps-;, 00.
Amwioan   uiatthiuo oiln  and ^wanon,
1«7.
Amcn'ican palm oil groaHOH, 100.
Ammonia, f)2, 00,
AmnKJiiia in tnniilnion lubric-antn, 00.
Ammonia noap  in loatbor  BofUsnorH,
iii^'2.
AnalyHOH oF Hiilphuroddod oiln, 174-170.
Animal   and   v«g<sdabto   oiln,   HiirFaco
LoiiHion of, I4(i.
Animal fatn, 47.
Animal fadH and oiln in lubdc.antH, H.
Atitac.id bool-l(iath(M' vaniinli, ^U>.
Authraonno oilH, 71.
Atibi-Fric.bion kixuihoh, 111.
Arachidio     a«id,    formula,    molting
point, and origin of, 14,
Arat'iuB oil, Mii,
Anpbald Ia« in blac.king, 'J10.
Anplialdif. roHidiui in roHin, 70.
AnphalUim axlo groann, 110.
AH|)hallium in black vanfmhoH, Hi,
AHpbaldum in h«idhor Hcjftotuii'H, 22:2.
AHpbaldum in loadbor, varniBh,v2lf>, 210.
AHplialtum, npooifio gravity of, HM.
AKpbaltum varninh, 210.
Aimbralono,  flpot'/ifit; gravidy, ode-., of
0(1
Autumn tfruaHo, 107.
Axlo grc^antv	-
AHphaldum, 110.
Caoutchouc,, 117.
Mnglinh patcnd, 1M/3.
Uraphidu, 1*20.
Quic'.k-nuining, 11.'JI, 1B4.
Rosin oil, UK).
Axlo groasoH, 08, 00, 100, 101, 1(W, 10!!
10(5, 1,1,1, 1.1 Si, 115, i:!L
 \xlct grtuiww for dilfonmt Heanonn, 100,
107, 10H, LOO.
\xl(i gr<JiiH(»H for luuwy waggonn, 100.
Axlo grcanoH, lanolin, Ml.
iH, <juic,k-running, giuuiHcn for, 1 112,
UM, \lid
»il as lubricant), «J2.
iehoiiic acid, formula., malting point,
awl origin of, 14.
kdgian blacking, 212.
Belgian cart groami, UJfi.
lolgian palm oil groaHCH, 10',).
lolting gnmno, l.'H.
Siting greano, Schuekart'H, 18H.
Jolt vanitali, 217.
^on^mo H(»ri(iH of hydrocarbonn, (51.
Jonxiinc, 57, 5B, 51),'(50, (51, 70.
Uon/*inn, Burma oxpordn of, 57.
Bon/.ine, heavy, npecific gravidy, ode.,
of, 0(5.
Benzine, light,  Hpeoifie gravity, ede.,
of, 0(5.
//mo,    Hpecsilic.    gravidy,   etc.,   of,
OH.
Ittmxnl for cleaning mat'.hinory, 104.
Bc.n/0] for cleaning ragn, (>to., 105.
Bon/iol for refining bone oil, 151.
Btm/ol in Uiadher varninh, 210.
Btu-lin blacking, 201).
Berlin bluo in leather varninh, 218.
niac.k, bone, preparation of, iJOtt, ii()4.
Ulack dograH, ^20.
Black, Ifrankforli, preparation of, 205.
Black, ivory, pwparing, 204.
Black load in lubricantH, HO.
Black laadhcr varnish, Silfi, ^10.
Blac.k polirth in ndic-kH, SiOH.
Black varninh for boltn, 217.
ABphalt lac in, Si 10.
Bolgian, 2PJ.
Borlin, 200.
Bono ash in, 21s2.
OI), 210,
Hono black in, 207, SJOH,
Siia, iilrt, ^M.
(laoudc.houc. in, 200.
P'iHh oil in, 207, 210, 211, 212, 214,
OallmidHin, 20H, 200, 21«.
(Hue, 200.
(Hyeorin, 21H.
(llyc.orin in, 200, 207, 218.
(U-min vitriol in, 20H, 200, 214,
(him in, 211.21H, 214.
( hit tap ere, ha in, '21 1.
I lanovorian, 200.
Indigo t'.jirmine in, 212,
Indigo in, 212, 2M,
Iron, 214.
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Blacking (cont.)—
Lampblack in, 210, 211, 212.
Lard in, 212.
Lignite, 211.
Linseed oil in, 209.
Liquid, 218.
Logwood extract in, 209, 218.
Lowy's, 213.
Lyons, 208.
Nitric acid in, 214.
Olive oil in, 211, 213.
Paris blue in, 214.
Potash in, 210.
Potassium chromate in, 209.
Potassium ferrocyanide in, 214.
Potatoes in, 212.
Prussian blue in, 210, 212.
Shellac in, 214.
Soap in, 208.
Soda in, 207, 210.
Spermaceti in, 210.
Spirit in, 214.
Starch in, 208.
Sugar in, 210, 213, 214.
Sulphuric acid iu, 207, 200, 210, 212,
213, 214.
Syrup in, 207-214.
Tallow in, 208.
Tan in, 20D, 214.
Tannin in, 214.
Turpentine oil in, 208, 210.
Vienna oil, 207.
Vinegar in, 213.
Water iu,  207,  208, 209, 210, 211,
213, 214.
Waterproof caoutchouc, 209.
Wax in, 208, 210.
Bleaching oil, 149.
Bleaching powder for refining oil, 152,
153.
Blown oils, 50, 51.
Blue patent grease, 136.
Blue varnish, flexible, 217.
Boleg's   patent   for    preparation    of
mineral, rosin, and tar oils soluble
in water, 171-173.
Bone ash in blacking, 212.
Bone black, 36, 101.
Bone black in blacking, 207, 208, 209,
210, 212, 213, 214.
Bone black in leather softeners, 224.
Bone black in leather varnish, 210,219.
Bone black, preparation of, 203, 204.
Bone fat, 18, 35, 36, 37, 38.
Bone fat, bleaching, 36, 37.
Bone fat greases, 101.
Bone  Jat,     nitre-hydrochloric    acid
method of refining, 36.'
Bone fat, preparation of, 35, 36, 37, 38.
Bone fat, purifying, 36.
Bone fat, specific gravity and melting
point of, 38.
 Bone oil, 80, 44.
Bono oil as a lubricant, 3(5, 150.
Boric oil, refilling, 150-151.
Bones, fat from, digester for extracting,
18.
Bones, recovery of fat from, 3(5.
Booth's patent grease, 101.
Hoots, wading, grease for, 223.
Boot uppers, soap grease for, 221.
Brassidic acid, formula, molting point,
and origin of, 14.
Butyric acid, 140.
Butyric acid, formula, molting point,
and origin of, 14.
Caoutchouc, 83, 158.
Caoutchouc adhesion grease, 117.
Caoutchouc and fat grease, 117.
Caoutchouc  and   guUapercha grease,
117.
Caoutchouc axle grease, 117.
Caoutchouc blacking, waterproof, 209.
Caoutchouc, varnish, elastic, 218.
Caoutchouc grease, American, 110.
Caoutchouc grease, Doulon's, 110.
Caoutchouc   grease   for   driving  belts,
185.
Caoutchouc grease for leather, 224,
Caoutchouc in blacking, 209.
Caoutchouc in leather softeners, 224.
Caoutchouc  in.  leather  varnish,   21.0,
218, 219.
Caoutchouc leather varnish, 218.
Caoutchouc lubricants,  .116, 117, 118,
153.
Caoutchouc machine grease, 110.
Caoutchouc repairing varnish, 219.
Caoutchouc varnish, 218.
Jaoufcchouc varnish for rubber shoos,
219.
Oapric acid, formula, molting point,
and origin of, 14.
Japroic acid, formula, molting point,
and origin of, 14.
Caprylic acid, formula, molting point,
and origin of, 14.
Japs, grease, .187, 18H.
Carbolic acid in leather softeners, 223.
larbolic oils, 71.
Carbon bisulphide, 18, 20.
Carbon disulphido in loa'thcr varnish,
210.
Jarbon  disulphido iu lubricating oil,
153.
"art greases, 109, 121.
Castor oil, 13, 47, 49, 50, 52, 105.
Oastor oil, and blown   oil,   compari-
son of analytical figures for (Lew-
kowitsch), 50.
Castor oil, examination of products ob-
tained   by blowing  (Proctor   and
Holmes), 50.
INDEX.
, 138.
'Ol>evties of, 47.
Xicifie. gravity of, 47.
llphonated, as emulsifying
o(>.
11N 13.
•^i in refining oils, 28.
-*.o.
,c-on version of soda crystals
I'efiniug oils with, 27, 28.
formula, melting  point,
11 of, 14.
aP grease, 114.
Scants, 7.
formula,   melting  point,
u of, 1C.
:1, 146.
*, filter press for, 22.
s, settling tank for, 21.
oils, 149-153.
£ constituents of (Lunge),
position of, 07.
Elation of, 70, 71.
oases, 187.
7.1.
Hie gravity, etc., of, 67.
70, 71.
ase, 134.
127-129.
se, 121.
i lubricant, 120.
.ubricating oil, 137.
55, 138, 141.
leather softeners, 222.
jtor for greases, 135, 136,
?i J&ape oil.
h, 173.
, 137.
,  blown, table  showing
cleaning, 195, 196.
h boring, 196.
71.
ions, 174.
2, 173.
*ieant    tester,    Bailey's
tent, 191, 192.
(.42, 143, 144, 145.
motor, recipes for, 153,
^reparation of, 142.
ipecific gravities, etc., of,
3.
team engines, deposits
jr in, 145.
ling point, etc., of, 63.
acture of, 226-229.
ying for, 226, 227.
 Digester for extracting fat from bones,
18.
Doeglic acid, formula, melting point,
and origin of, 14.
Dolphin oil, specific gravity of, 41.
Doulon's caoutchouc grease, 116.
Driving belt grease, 134,135.
Drying oils, 10, 49.
Earthnut oil, specific gravity of, 40.
Elaeomargaric acid, formula,  melting
point, and origin of, 15.
Elastic caoutchouc varnish, 218.
Elastic leather varnish, 217, 218.
Elemi in leather varnish, 217.
Emulsifiable oils,  soluble   in   water,
171, 172, 173.
Emulsifying agents, sodium  salts   of
the acids as, 155.
Emulsion lubricants, 95, 155-176.
Emulsions, cutting, 174.
Emulsions, mineral oil, formation of,
176.
Emulsions, use of, 104.
Engine cylinder, "Kirkham" patent
lubricator, 183, 184, 185.
Engine, gas, lubricating oil for, 152.
Erucic acid, formula, melting point,
and origin of, 14.
Fat and caoutchouc grease, 117.
Pat and rosin oil lubricants, 130.
Fat from bones, digester for extract-
ing, 18.
Fat, recovery of, from bones, 36.
Fat rendering pan, fire-heated, 16.
Fat solvents, volatile, 18.
Fat, waste, degras from, 229.
Fats and oils, animal, as lubricants,
8-10.
Fats and oils, composition of, 11, 12.
Fats and oils, preparation of, 17.
Fats and oils, properties of, 33.
Fats and oils, purification of, 20,  21,
22, 35.
Fats and oils, sterols in, 16.
Fats and oils, vegetable, as lubricants,
8-10.
Fats and soda solution, mixture of, 1.00.
Fats and waxes, alcohols in, 15.
Fats as lubricants, 7-10, 11.
Fats, bone, 18, 35, 36, 37, 38.
Fats, bone, bleaching of, 36, 37.
Fats,   bone,   nitro-hydrochloric   acid
method of refining, 36.
Fats, bone, preparation of, 35-38.
Fats—
Gambier, 137.
Hog, 35,. 44.
Horse, 39, 108, 113.
Jacketed mixer for melting, 99.
Liquid, 9, 10, 103, 106.
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Fats (cont.)—
Liquid, as lubricants, 40.
Neutral, 48.
Pork, 120.
Rancidity of, 48.
Solid, 9,10, 21, 33.
Wool, 141, 146.
Fatty acids, 12, 13, 14, 15, 22, 23, 24,
38, 40, 48, 50, 104, 126, 148.
Fatty acids and alcohols in fats and
waxes, 15.
Fatty acids, effect of, in reducing fric-
tion (table by Archbutb), 148.
Fatty acids, glycerides of, 12, 13.
Fatty acids in palm oil, 40.
Fatty acids in refined oils, 24.
Fatty acids versus neutral oils in re-
ducing friction, 148.
Fatty acids, volatile, 50.
Fatty lubricants, 7-11.
Fatty oil for clocks, 150.
Fatty oils, 52, 126.
Fatty oils, surface tension of, 147.
Ferrocyanide blacking, 214.
Filter press for clarifying oils, 22.
Fish oil, 135, 211.
Fish oil in blacking, 207, 210, 211, 212,
214.
Fish oil in leather softeners, 221-224.
Fish oil, making de*gras from, 227, 228.
Fish oils, blown, table showing re-
sults, 51.
Flexible blue varnish, 217.
Flexible oil can, 179, 180.
Fluidity of lubricants, 6.
Fluidity of oils, measurement of, 143.
Fractional distillation of mineral oil,
6.4, 65.
Fractionation of petroleum oils, 63.
Frankfort black, preparation of, 205.
French palm oil greases, 109.
French, tallow grease, 102.
Frictional resistance and lubrication,
2-5, 11.
Fuel oil, 54, 58, 59.
Fuel oils from Russian petroleum, 67.
Fuel oils, specific gravity, etc., of, 67.
Gadoleio acid, formula, melting point,
and origin of, 14.
Gallnuts in blacking, 208, 209, 213.
Gallnuts in leather varnish, 216.
Gambier fat, 137.
Gas oil, 57, 58, 77.
Gas oil, specific gravity, etc., of, 66.
Gas oils, U.S.A. exports, 54.
Gasolene, specific gravity, etc., of, 63.
Globe oil, 140.
Glossy varnishes, 215, 219.
Glossy waterproof grease, 222.
Glue, 36, 101, 116, 117.
Glue blacking, 209.
 jlycerides of fatty acids, 12.
jrlycerin blacking, 213.
Hycerin in blacking, 206, 207, 213.
jlycerin in leather softeners, 221,223.
Glycerine, 12, 13, 16, 41, 187.
Glycerol, formula, melting point, and
origin of, 15.
Goudron from Russian petroleum, 67.
Goudron, specific gravity, etc., of, 67.
Graphite, 110.
Graphite, Acheson, analysis of, 91, 92.
Graphite, artificial, 90.
"'rapliite as a lubricant, 89.
Graphite axle grease, 120.
Graphite, deflocctilating agent in, 91,
92, 98.
Graphite in lubricants, 8, 9.
Graphite lubricant, Drechslcr's, 138.
Graphite mixture, aqueous, 91.
Grease and oil, removing  thickened,
193, 194.
Grease, Booth's patent, 101.
Grease boxes, 178, 179.
Grease caps, 187,188.
Grease for fine machinery, 103, 133.
Grease for wading boots, 223.
Grease for wooden machinery, 110.
Grease, spring, 98.
Grease, spring and autumn, 107.
Greaso, summer, 98, 101, 107, 1.82.
Grease, winter, 98, 101, 107.
Greaser for large nhafts, 185, 180.
Greaser, Reisart spring, 185, 18G.
Greases —
American caoutchouc, 116.
American machine, 187.
American palm oil, lOi).
Anti-friction, 111.
Asphaltum axle, 119.
Autumn, 107.
Axle, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 106.
Ill, 115, 117, 131, 183, 141.
Axle, English patent, 135.
Axle, for heavy waggons, 109.
Axle, graphite, 120.
Axle, quick-running, 112, 1.13, 120,
129, 134.
Axle, rosin oil, 130.
Belgian cart, 135.
Belgian palm oil, 109.
Belting, 134.
Belting, Schuckart'B, 138.
Blue patent, 136.
Bone fat, 101.
Caoutchouc, 116,117, 135, 224.
Cart, 109, 121.
Castor oil, 102.
Chardon's, 114.
Coconut oil in, 140.
Cog-wheel, 134.
Colophony in, 138.
Colouring matter for, 135, 136, 141.
INDEX.
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Greases (cont.)—
Doulon's, 116.
Driving-belt, 134, 135.
Fat and caoutchouc, 117.
French palm oil, 109.
French tallow, 102.
Glossy waterproof, 222.
Glue in, 116, 117.
Graphite, 110, 120.
Graphite in, 89.
Harness, 222.
Horse fat, 113.
Lanolin, 14 L.
Lead oleate, 112, 113.
Lime in, 96, 131, 132, 135, 140.
Linseed oil in, 140.
Litharge in, 117.
Lye in, 114, 115.
Machine, 97, 120, 137.
Magnesia, 140.
Mineral, 140.
Mineral oil in, 140.
Naphthalene, 119.
Neatsfoot oil, 111.
Olive oil in, 115.
Ozokerite oil in, 140.
Palm oil, 103, 104,106,107,109,110,
120.
Palm oil in, 121.
Palm oil, yellow, 103.
Paraffin in, 83.
Paraffin oil, 132, 135.
Petroleum jelly, 224.
Piston-rod, 134.
Pitch in, 119, 138.
Rape oil, 107, 109, 109, 119.
Rape oil in, 116, 117, 118, 140.
Besin, 223.
Rope, 138.
Rosin, 80, 120, 132.
Rosin oil in, 122, 123, 140.
Schuckart's, 138.
Soap, 108, 114, 221.
Soap and petroleum jelly, 141.
Soap and tallow, 115.
Soap in, 87, 88,
Soapstone in, 135.
Soda, 102, 104, 106, 107, 108.
Soda in, 116, 117.
Spda crystals, 107, 108, 109.
Solid, 137.
Sperm oil, 107.
Spring, 107.
Spring and autumn, 102.
Summer, 102, 107, 113.
Talc in, 93, 94.
Tallow, 102, 107, 110, 117, 141.
Tallow and neatsfopt oil, 102.
Tallow and train oil, 99, 100.
Tar oil in, 135.
Train oil, 107, 110, 113.
Train oil in, 136.
 •reases (cont.)—
Vaseline, olein, 120,121.
Waggon, 121, 122.
Waterproof leather, 222.
Wheel, 122.
White patent, 136.
Winter, 102, 107, 132.
Wool, 146.
Greasy rags, storing, 196.
Greaves, 18, 34.
Green vitriol in blacking, 208, 209, 214.
Green vitriol in d£gras making, 229.
Ground-nut oil as lubricant, 32.
~ uaiacum, 137.
Gum in blacking, 211, 213, 214.
Gutfcapercha, 84.
'iluttapercha and   caoutchouc grease,
117.
*uttapercha polish, 211.
Hanoverian blacking, 203.
Harness grease, 222.
Harness varnish, 216.
Hazelnut oil, specific gravity of, 46.
Hog fat, 44.
Hog fat, specific gravity, etc., of, 35.
Horse fat, 38, 108, 113.
Horse fat, melting point and specific
gravity of, 39.
Hydro :arbon oils, 52, 53.
Hydrocarbon oils as lubricants, 8.
Hydrocarbons in shark oils, 17.
Hydrocarbons of the benzene series, 61.
Hypogoeic    acid,    formula,    melting
point, and origin of, 14.
Illuminating oil, 57, 58, 59.
Illuminating oils from Russian petro-
leum, 66.
Indiarubber, 83-84.
Indigo blacking, 212.
Infusorial earth, 141.
Iron blacking, 214.
Isocholesterol, formula, melting point,
and origin of, 16.
Isocetic acid, formula, melting point,
and origin of, 14.
Isolinolenic acid, formula, melting
point, and origin of, 15.
Ivory black, preparing, 204.
Jecoleic acid, formula, melting point,
and origin of, 14.
Kerosene, 55, 59, 61.
Kerosene, specific gravity, etc., of, 63, 66.
Lamp black in blacking, 210-212.
Lamp black in leather softeners, 222,
224, 225.
Lamp black in leather varnish,  216.
217, 220.
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Lanolin axle grease, 141.
Lanolin lubricant, Ml.
Lard in blacking, 212.
Lard in leather softeners, 228, 224.
Lard oil, spool Mo gravity of, 44.
Laurie ac.id, formula,   molting point,
and origin of, 14,
Lavender oil in leather varnish, 21(5.
Lead acetate, 95, 1,11, 112, 117.
Load oloato, .142, 118.
Load oleate axle groaso, 112.
Lead soap lubricants, ill, 112, 118.
Leather, greasod, gloss for, 228.
Leather softeners—-
Alcohol in, 228,
Ammonia Hoap in, 222.
Asphaltum in, 222.
Bono black in, 224.
Caoutchouc, in, 224.
Carbolic, acid in, 228.
Colophony in, 222.
Fish'oil in, 221-224.
(Hyeorin in, 221, 228.
Harness, 222.
Lamp black in, 222, 224, 225.
Lard in, 228, 224.
Linseed oil in, 222, 228.
Nigrosino in, 228.
Oleicacid in, 222.
Olive oil in, 222,
Petroleum jolly, 224, 225.
Potash in, 222.
Prussian blue in, 225.
Hapo oil in, 222, 224.
Benin in, 228, 224.
Shellac in, 228.
Soap in, 221-228.
Spermaceti in, 228.
Stoario acid in, 222.
Sugar in, 222, 224.
Sulphuric acid in, 224.
Tallow in, 221, 224.
Tannin in, 222, 228.
Turpentine in, 228.
Turpentine oil in, 222, 228, 224.
Water in, 222, 228.
Waterproof, 222.
Wax in, 222, 228.
Leather   softouing   preparations,  201,
221,222,^28, 224, 225,
Leather stains, patent, 211.
Leather varnit-mos, 216-220.
Leather van) i s h oh-	
Alcohol in, 21(5, 217.
ABphaltumin, 215, 219.
Boiwol in, 219.
Berlin blue in, 21.H.
Black, 210.
Black, for bolts, 217.
Black harness, 217.
Bono black in, 210, 219.
Caoutchouc in, 210, 218, 219.
 1 (t'jitiirr vM-rnishi'M (('nw/.)
(IjU'bon (liMulphidc in, 2I(>.
Mhnni in, 21V.
(iallnuUi in, liHJ.
Unnuws, 21C..
hanip black in, 21(>, 217, 220.
havnndcr oil in, si Hi.
hiiisfu'd oil in, 21f>, 217, 2IH, 1WO,
LVI-roIonni in, 2III, 21H, 219.
Prussian bhu^ in, 217, 21H,
IvCit-iin in, 227-219,
Sandarach in, 217.
Shellac in, !>!<», 217,
Syrup in, sil(».
T'lirpcnf-inc oil in, 215, 217, 21H, 219.
I 'mbcr in, 215.
Vitriol in, 21(5.
Water in, Si 10.
Lii(htiti|{ oil and (listillai(»M, 57.
Lignite hlai'.kiiiK, 211.
Lignite, montan wax from, H8.
Li|(nito oilrt, disdillai'ion of, 7(5.
Li^nito tar, productn from, 77.
Litfiiorarit'. (carnatibic) acid, fonnula,
melting pnint, and origin of, 14.
Ligroin, npeiudc. gravity of, 00.
Lime, 1)5.
Limn in uroascH, 90, 181, 182, I lift, MO.
LimoHoapn, 7H, HO, HH, 185, 180, 187.
Linolenie acid, formula, molting point,
and origin of, 15.
Linolic  acid, formula, molting point,
and origin of, 15.
LiiiHced oil, 4H.
Linneed oil in blacking, 209,
LhiBcod oil in   leather HoftenorN, 222,
Ul/M.
Linwuul oil m leather vrtmlnh, 215, 217,
21H, y.iO,
IjiiiHood oil in lubricants, 1 lf», 185.
Liquid blacking, 218.
Liquid fain, 9, 40, 100,
Liquid lubricantM, 125,
Liquid nite, an lubricank, 40.
Liquid*), c.ooling, 17H.
Litharge, 90, 118, 117.
Litharg(s in Inbricantn, 111, 112, 119.
Litharge, refining oiln witb, 80.
Logwood extract in blacking, 209, 218,
Logwood in leather varnish, 210.
Lowy'H blacking, 218.
Lnhri<uint    teHter,   c.vlindt^r,   Bailny'H
Uonlt'H patent, 191, 192.
LnhrScantH, 1-200,
LnbrlcantH:   «
Almond oil, 45.
Almond oil in, 149, 158.
Alumina noap in, H9.
Animal fatn and oils in, H.
Application  of, to  machinery, 17H-
IHH.
Aquadag in, 91, 92,
INDEX.
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Lubricants (cont.)—
Asphaltum in, 83, 119.
Beechnut oil, 32.
Black load in, 89.
Bono fat in, 35, 36, 37, 38, 101.
Bone oil, 36, 44, 125, 150,
Caoutchouc in, 83, 110, 117, 153.
Castor oil in, 47, 102.
Chemical, 7.
Clock-makers', 149-153.
Coal oil in, 125.
Coal tar oil in, 136.
Cohesion oil as, 127-129.
Coil's patent, 138.
Colouring matter for, 135, 136, 141.
Colza oil in, 125.
Cutting, 173.
Cylinder, 142-145.
Dolphin oil in, 41.
Drechsler's patent, 138.
Earthnut oil in, 46.
Fatty, 7-11, 40, 41, 42, 150.
Glue in, 116, 117.
Graphite in, 8, 9, 89, 91, 110, 138,
Ground-nut oil, 32.
Guttapercha in, 84, 117.
Hazlenut oil in, 46.
Hog fat in, 35.
Horse fat in, 108, 113.
Indiarubber in, 84.
Lanolin, 141.
Lard oil in, 44.
Lead soap, 111, 112.
Lime in, 95.
Lime soap in, 88.
Linseed oil in, 115, 116, 134, 141.
Litharge  in,  96, 99, 111, 112, 113,
117, 119, 134, 135.
Magnesia soaps in, '89.
Mineral, 7, 139.
Mineral oil, 136, 139-141.
Naphthalene, 119.
Neatsfoot oil in, 42, 111, 125, 128.
Oildag in, 91-93.
Olein-vaselinc, 120.
Olive oil in, 8, 31, 32, 46, 47, 48, 115,
125, 137, 149, 150, 153.
Ozokerite in, 125, 134.
Palm oil,39,97,101,102,103, lOi, 105,
106,107,108,103,110,120,121,128.
Paraffin in, 83.
Paraffin oil in, 132, 134, 135, 137.
Para vaseline, 140, 141.
Petroleum, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59,
60-66, 119, 125, 137, 153.'
Petroleum jelly, 141.
Pitch, black, in, 119.
Pork fat in, 102, 111, 112, 120.
Porpoise oil in, 41.
Potash soaps in, 86, 87.
Purifying waste, 196, 197.
Quicklime in, 141.
 Lubricants (cont.)—
Rape oil in, 45, 101, 102, 107, 108,
109, 111, 112, 11.6, 117, 118, 119,
125, 128, 129, 130, 132, 184, 137,
141, 149, 152, 153.
Rosin in, 77, 78, 115, 120.
Rosin oil, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 96, 120,
121, 122, 123, 125, 128, 129, 130,
131, 135, 136, 137.
Sesamum oil, 82.
Soap and mineral oil, 136.
Soap in, 8, 9, 78, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89,
104, 108, 114, 134.
Soap solutions in, 125.
Soapstone in, 135.
Soda crystals in, 102, 107, 108, 109.
Soda in, 94, 95, 101, 102, 104, 106,
107, 116, 117.
Soda lye in, 110.
Soda soaps in, 84.
Solar oil, 130.
Solar oil in, 125.
Solid, various, 80, 97-110, 119-124.
Sperm oil in, 40, 107, 125.
Steatite in, 8, 9.
Sulphur in, 94, 101.
Talc in, 93, 94, 134.
Tallow in, 97, 98, 99, 101, 102, 107,
110, 115, 117, 120, 128, 129, 130,
135, 138, 141.
Tallow oil in, 44.
Tar oil in, 135.
Thick oil, 130.
Train oil in, 42, 99, 101, 102, 103,
107, 108, 110, 118, 116, 117, 125,
128, 130, 186, 138.
Treated oils as, 8.
Turpentine oil in, 116, 117.
Use of, 199, 200.
Vegetable fats and oils as, 8-1.0.
Water in, 101,  102, 101, 105, 1.06,
107, 108, 109, 111, 112, 114, 115,
116, 117, 119, 132, 184, 153.
Whale oil in, 41.
Winter, 130.
Lubricants, classification of, 6, 7.
Lubricants, emulsion, 95, 97, 155,156,
157, 158, 159, 160, Kil, 162, 163,
164, 165, 166, 167, 108, 169, 170,
171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176.
Lubricants, essential properties of, 5.
Lubricants, fluidity and consumption
of, 6, 7.
Lubricants, greasers for thick or but-
tery, 185, 186, 188.
Lubricants, influence of temperature
on, 11.
Lubricants, liquid, 33, 125.
Lubricants, liquid fats in, 40.
Lubricants, liquid, from rosin oil, 80.
Lubricants, mineral substances in, 9,
89.
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Lubricant**, non-drying oil, 82.
Lubricants, oils treated by alkali pro-
cosh for use as, 2«J.
Lubricants, properties of, 5.
Lubricants, special, 134.
LubricantH,  substances  used  in  pre-
paration of, 8-90.
Lubricants, suitability of, for different
maohincw, 5, 10/1,1, 48,49.
Lubricating   graphites,   supplied   by
Graphite Products, Ltd., analyses
of, 90.
Lubricating greases, 71.
Lubricating machinery, 178-188.
Lubricaiing oil, mineral, 128.
Lubricating  oils,  blown oils usod in
ex) i upon tiding, 51.
Lubricating   oils,   compound   (Welln
and Soutihcombo), 14(5.
Lubricating oils, cylinder, 14*2.
Lubricating oils, fatty acids in, 140.
Lubricating   oils   from   -Russian   po»
troloum, GO, G7.
Lubricating   oils   from   shale,   Hash
point of, 75.
Lubricating oils, heavy mineral, tables
giving density,  Hash point, etc..,
of, H4.
Lubricating oils in general, 12/5-120.
Lubricating oils, mineral, 1M9-MI.
Lubricating oils, substitute* for, 177.
Lubricating oils, testing, .LHiM92.
Lubricating      powder,      Proc'.hslor'H
graphite, 188.
Lubrication, f fictional resistance and,
2-5.
Lubrication,    " Germ    process"    of
(Wells and Bouthcombe), 140.448.
I'jiibrioation, marine, 14(5.
Lubricator, "Kirkham" patent (Val-
voline Oil Co.), 1HH, 1H4, 18f».
Lubricator,  patent   automatic   (Trier
Bros. Ltd.), 1H5, 1BO, 1HH.
Lye soda, 109, 1.10, 141, 104.
Lyo in groasos, 1,14, 115, IH5.
Ijyo usod in neutralisation, lO.'L
Ijyons blac.king, 20H.
Machine groaso, c.fioute.hoiuj, 11(5.
Maehino grease, rosin, 120,
Machine groasos, 97.
Machine oil, Hpecific gravity, ote,, ofv
(Mi.
Machine oils and groasos, American,
187.
Macbino tools, Holublc oils for, 105.
Machinery, application of lubricants to,
178-188.
Machinery; cleaning, 10M, 194.
Machinery, flno grease for, 102, lOJt,
188.
Machinery, fine, oil for, 42, 4-8, 162.
 M^'hinnry, selection of luhnraiil-:; for,
199, 200.
Machinery, wooden, grease for, 110.
Machines, sewing, caontdnnu'   lubric-
ant for, lf»H.
Machines, sewing, oleaning, 194.
Machines, sewing, mineral oil for, U>!J.
Matdiiiu^s, sewing, oils for, 14'J, 160, 151,
l/)U, 15,1.
Magnesia, 140.
a soaps, 89.
(til and soap lubricants, UH».
acid, formula, me.lting  point,
and origin of, 14.
Moto;>r, Kpoc.ittc, gravity, eU\, of, (H5.
Mica, 94.
Mineral Inbrieantn, 7.
Mineral lubricating oils, UI9-141,
Mituu'al lubricating oils, heavy, 144.
Mineral oil emulsions,  formation  of,
170.
Mineral oil for ('.locks, 152.
M.iii(iral oil for sewing maehineH, IftJJ.
Mine.nil oil,  fractional  distillation  of,
from various sources, 04, 05.
Mineral   oils,   49, 50, 5t>, 57, H9,  Ifrii,
153, 15">, 100, 107, 10H.
MintM'al oils for lubricating and other
purposes, 172.
MiiuM'al oils in lubricants, I2.r».
Mim»ral oils soluble in  water, Unity's
patiuit for preparation of, 171-17M.
Mineral oils, soluble with olein basis,
recipes of, 109, 170.
Mineral oils, surface tension  of,   140-
147.
Mineral substances in lubricants, H, 9,
89.
Motor cylinder oils, rectp(»sfor, IfiJJ, 154,
Muc.ilagc^ in oils, 125, 120.
Mustard seed oil, 45,
Myristic arid, formula, melting point,
and origin of, 14.
Naphtha, 55, 50, 01.
Naphtha, specific, gravity, etc., of, OIL
Naphtha, U.S.A,, exports, 54.
Naphthalene grease, 119.
Naphthonos, (50, 01.
Naphthnnie arid, 14(5.
Noatsfoot oil, MO, 12H.
Noatsfoot oil   an   luhricantn   for   Hue
mar.hinory, 42.
oil, preparation, etc,., 42-44.
Noatsfoot oil, Hpecific, gravity of, 42*
Ntuitral oils, 155.
in leather softeners, 2.J}.
Nitric, acid in blacking, 214.
Nitro-hydroc.hlorir, ac.id m(kthod of re-
fining bone fat, HO, M7.
NTon-drying oils, 10, 32.
Nut oil', 49.
-I.
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Oil  and grease, removing   thickened,
193, 11)4.
Oil, Broxburn crude shale, 75.
Oil can, aerostatic, 180, 181.
Oil can, flexible, 179, 180.
Oil, crude shale, products from, 75.
Oil, crude shale (Young's), 70.
Oil cups, 181, 182, 183, 186.
Oil emulsions,  mineral, formation of,
170.
Oil fields, petroleum, 56.
Oil  filter,  Turner's  patent (Valvoline
Oil Co.), 197, 198.
Oil for lubricating gas engine, 152.
051 of turpentine in blacking, 208, 210.
Oil  of  turpentine in lubricants,  116,
117.
Oil,   original,   and   blown   oil,    com-
parison of analytical figures for the
(Lewkowitsch), 50.
Oil rags, cleaning, 195, 196.
Oil rags, storing, 196.
Oil refineries in Baku, 56.
Oil refineries in Japan, 59.
Oil refineries in U.S.A., 55.
Oil seeds, hydraulic press for, 19.
Oil tester, Bailey's Thurston's patent,
189, 190.
Oil testing machine, 190.
Oil wells, petroleum, 53, 54, 5:«, 56, 57.
Oiler, patent snapdrop,  "Kirkham,"
183,
Oils-
Almond, 8, 45, 149, 153.
Anthracene, 71.
Beechnut, 32.
Bone, 8, 36, 44, 125, 150, 151.
Carbolic, 71.
Castor,  8, 47, 49, 50, 52, 158,  159,
161, 162, 165.
Clockmakers', 149-153.
Coal, 125.
Coal-tar, 8, 71, 136.
Coconut, 33, 140.
Cohesion, 127, 128, 129.
Cottonseed, 137.
Creosote, 71.
Cutting, 52, 173.
Cylinder, 142, 143, 144, 145.
Dolphin, 8, 41.
Drying, 10, 49.
Eagle, 140.
Earbhnut, 8, 46.
Fish,   135,   207, 210, 211, 212, 211,
227,   28.
Globe, 140.
G-round-nut, 32.
Guaiacum, 137.
Hazelnut, 8, 46.
Hydrocarbon, 8, 52, 53.
Illuminating, 57, 58, 59.
•   Lard, 8, 44.
 Oils (cant.)—
Lignite, 8, 76.
Lignite tar, 76, 77.
Linseed, 48, 115, 134, 135, 140, 141,
222, 223.
Liquid, 40.
Mineral, 49, 50, 52, 57,125, 139, 140,
141, 152, 153, 155, 166, 167, 168.
Mucilage in, 125-126.
Mustard seed, 8, 45.
Neatsfoot, 8, 36, 42, 111, 125, 128.
Neutral, 59.
Non-drying, 10, 32.
Non-emulsifiable, 146.
Nut, 49.
Olive, 8, 31, 32, 46, 47, 48, 115, 125,
137, 149, 150, 153, 156, 165, 211,
213, 222.
Ozokerite, 140.
Palm, 7, 8, 13, 33, 39, 40, 101, 109,
110, 120, 121, 128.
Paraffin, 63, 132, 134, 135, 137.
Petroleum, 8, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58,
59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 123, 125, 153,
167.
Phoenix, 140.
Porpoise, 8, 41.
Rape, 8, 45, 48, 101, 103, 107, 108,
109, 116, 117, 118, 119, 125, 128,
129, 130, 132, 137, 140, 141, 146,
149,	152, 153.
Refining, 23-32,  63, 125,  126,  149,
150,	151, 152.
Rosin, 7, 8, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 125,
128, 129, 130, 181, 135, 136, 137,
140, 167.
Screwing, 52.
Sesamum, 32
Shale, 8, 53, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76.
Solar, 77, 125, 130.
Soluble, 156-173.
Sperm, 8, 40, 125.
Sulphonated, 8, 52, 156, 161, 164.
Summer, 129.
Tallow, 8,33,44, 112.
Tar, 7, 51, 135.
Tar-grease, 122.
Train,  40,  42, 107, 108,  110,   113,
116, 117, 125, 128, 130, 136, 138.
Turbine, 137.
Turkey red, 156, 159, 162,163.
Turpentine, 116, 117, 121, 130, 134,
135, 215, 217, 218, 219, 222, 223,
224.
Vegetable, 48.
Volatile, 49, 61, 77, 130.
Vulcan, 140.
Whale, 8, 41, 51, 146.
Winter, 129.
Oils, American machine, 137.
Oils, animal, surface tension of, 146,
147.
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OilH and fain, proportion of, MM.
Oiln and fatH, purilie.ation of, !;20, iil,
iiii.
OilH, clarifying, Fill/or prosn for, U^.
OilH, r-.lari tying, settling Lank for, 1U.
OilH, eoUotiHond, blown, (.abln .showing
roHitlts, 51,
OilH, crude shale, distillation of, 75,
Oiln, crude shale, yield of, from various
products (Homier), 7!!,
Oiln, cylinder lubricating, (H.
Oils, fatty, Hurface tens-don of, 147,
Oiln, fish' blown, table Bhowing rc.su IU,
51.
Oiln, hydrocarbon, in lubricants, H.
Oiln, illumiuatang, U.S. A,  exports of,
54.
Oiln,  Inhrioo-liing, blown  nilrt uned  in
compounding, .r>l.
OilH, lubricating, HiibHtUutoH for, 177.
Oiln, mhinral, for lubricating and other
Oiln, mineral, soluble in water, Holies
patent for preparation of, 171»17M.
Oiln, mineral, ,surfa<'n tiuiHiott of, 14(»,
1,47.
Oiln, mo(,nr cylinder, rocipnH for, !/>:$,
ir>4.
Oils,   muit/nil,   vomuh  Fatty Jtcidn,  in
roduc-in^ frit'dion, I4H.
Oils, n on -drying, us lubricants, Mii.
Oiln, potrolcnun, nxpords of (ialician,
57.
OiLs, pntiroNuun axpordn of Itotnnanian,
57.
Oiln, potrokmm, frat'Uonaf.itin of, afl.or
Hmxmd (liHliilladion, HM.
Oiln,   pdtrohnnn,   production    of,   in
(lalicia, 57.
OilH,   pnlrolmiin,   producUttn    of,   in
Japan, 57.
Oiln,   potroloum,   prodncl.inn   t»f,   in
lUmmania, 57.
Oiln, polynKU'iHation of, 4U,
Oils, rodntti^, (MiuHliic. polanh in, kJIH,
Oiln, r(»tiniun, sulphuric, acid  protuuw
of, SiM, 24/25, ii(i, ii',», Ml.
Oils, nt(iniu<;,  i.anuin  proc.t^sH nf, :i(>,
Oils, rcjiining, with  cii.usi.ir.   noda, i',7,
iiH.
Oils, ro(inin|4, with lil-hai^n, MO.
Oiln, roiinin^, smic oxido   nuilhod   of,
SiO, HO.
Oils, roHin, for luhricating and  othnr
OilH, roHiu, Holul)lo in  wtfcor,
piibnnt for preparation of, 171 17.'),
Oiln, Komi -drying, blown, (.abln nbow
ing roHultn, 51.
Oiln, Hhalo, yiold of paraffin from, HkJ,
OilH, nhai'k/ hydrocarbons in, 17,
 Oiln, solidified, I'.iM, i:!t,
Oils, .'lolidilied, anaU ,e>, of, by  Holler,
I'JI.
Oil:!, .soluble, and  soluble compounds,
171.
Oil::, soluble, containing ro.siti, recipes
of, 170, 171.
Oils, soluble, f<»r machine tools, Hlo.
Oils,   soluble,   method   «»{'  preparing,
5.1.
oil i, soluble mineral, with olttin bas-s,
Oils,  Hnluhle,  particulars  relating   to
(reprinted from "Ojl and Colour
Trader -Journal,"\ 15<» H),'».
oils, soluble rosin, retypes of, IVo,
oils, soluble, two formula* for, MM,
Oils, soluble, with  nulphojealo   basis,
mripcH of, 170.
oi|h,   Holvont   proccH   nf   extracting,
from weeds, IN, 1«», yo.
Oils, Hulphonated, analysts of, 174 I7b\
Oils,   tar,  soluhlo   in   water,   Hnle/fs
patent for prepamtion of, 171  171.
Oils,   tar,  soluble  in  witter,  uses  of,
17.1,
Oils, treated, as Iuhriran(-:i, n, 4fJ,
Oils trnatetl by alkali proross for use
as lubricants, «-1.
oils,   various, soluble  in   wator  and
easily eiuuIsifinJde, IY1-1YM.
Oils, vegetable, oxtrartioit of, JH,
Oils, vegetable, Mtrfaro tension of,
1-irMMY.
Olelines, 00, til.
Olcie acid, IM, irtt Jl-i,  HI,  |:JY, IfJU,
l<»7, MiN.
olejc   aeitl,  formula,   molting   point,
and origin of, 14,
Olete acid in leather Hof'teners, *,',*,!*!.
«in, IM, I MY.
Olejn degras, ^',',H, \\-»j.
t )l(un in ucatsfoot oil, 4;!.
Oleine, I l'.i( U»5.
Olive oil in hi «ckim«, iM 1, tJIM.
Olivo *>il in Itnisher Hnfitntrr i, ;',:!'-^,
ivt^ nil in lubricant i, Ht Ml, ,11,   M»»
47, -IS, 115, lt;!5, 1MY, Utl, l-.O, 15,1,
Olive oil, speciftc gravity of, 4Y,
O/.oKerite, lit», J-Ui, IMI/1 H.
o/.okerite oil, Mo.
i )/oK(M'itct paral'tiu, specific gravity of,
HM.
jitiie acid, formula, mtiltiug point,
and origin of, 14.
*a.l*intin in wiatBfoot oil, 4*J.
.'aim oil, 7, H, IM, lol, 107, IO!J, 1'{H.
'aim oil and notla grease, 101, loi*»,
*alm oil extraction, Mil.
L*alui oil greases, 10,"J, 10'J,
INDEX.
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Palm  oil in lubricants, 97, 103, 110,
120, 121.
Palm oil in manufacture of lubricants,
39.
Palm oil, melting point  and specific
gravity of, 39, 40.
Palm oil, preparation of, 105.
Palm oil, yellow, 108.
Paraffin, 8, 57.
Paraffin and petroleum jelly, 133,
Paraffin in lubricating greases, 83.
Paraffin oil in lubricants, 132, 135,
137.
Paraffin oil, specific gravity, etc., of,
68.
Paraffin, ozokerite, specific gravity of,
83.
Paraffin, specific gravity and melting
point of, 82, 83.
Paraffin, U.S.A. exports, 54.
Paraffin wax, 56, 82.
Paraffins   detested in  Pennsylvanian
petroleum, specific gravity, boiling
point, etc., of, 60.
Paraffins, solid, 83.
Paravaseline as a lubricant, 140.
Paris blue in. blacking, 214.
Patent caoutchouc grease, 224.
Patent   graphite  lubricating powder,
Drechsler's, 138.
Patent leather stains, 211.
Petrol, 61.
Petroleum, 54, 137.
Petroleum benzine, 18, 20.
Petroleum, crude, Galician exports of,
57.
Petroleum, crude,   production of,  in
Galicia, 57.
Petroleum,   crude,  production of, in
Roumania, 57.
Petroleum, crude, Roumanian exports
of, 57.
Petroleum, crude, Russian, production
of, in 19.13 and 1914, 56.
Petroleum, crude, specific gravity, etc.,
of, 60.
Petroleum, crude, still for, 62.
Petroleum,   crude,   yield   of   paraffin
from, 82.
Petroleum, distillation of, 61, 62, 63.
Petroleum ether for cleaning rags, etc.,
195.
Petroleum ether, specific gravity, etc.,
of, 66.
Petroleum    for   cleaning   machinery,
193, 194.
Petroleum in leather varnish, 216, 218,
219.
Petroleum in lubricants, 153.
Petroleum jelly, 7, 124.
Petroleum jelly and  paraffin grease,
133,
 Petroleum jelly as a leather preserva-
tive, 224.
Petroleum jelly as a lubricant, 141.
Petroleum jelly, paraffin in, 83.
Petroleum oil fields, 56.
Petroleum oil refineries, 55.
Petroleum oils, fractionation of, after
second distillation, 63.
Petroleum oils in lubricants, 8, 53, 54,
55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63,
64, 65, 66, 119, 167.
Petroleum oils, separation of, by frac-
tionation, after second distillation,
63.
Petroleum,    Pennsylvanian,    specific
gravity,   boiling   point,   etc.,   of
paraffins detected in, 60.
Petroleum products, imports of, into
U.K. in 1914, 58.
Petroleum products refined after first;
distillation, 63.
Petroleum,  Russian,   products  from,
63, 66, 67.
Petroleum, spirit, 57.
Petroleum well-sinking in U.S. A., 53,54.
Petroleum, world's production of, for
various years, 59.
Physetoleic    acid,   formula,   melting
point, and origin of, 14.
Phytosterol, formula,  melting point,
and origin of, 16.
Pisfcon-rod grease, 134.
Pitch, black, 119.
Pitch, brewer's, in grease, 138.
Polishes—
Black, in sticks, 203.
Guttapercha, 211.
Shoe, 201-214.
Spermaceti, 210.
Wax, 210.
Polymerisation of oils, 49.
Polymerisei oils, 8, 49.
Pork fat in lubricants, 111, 112, ? 20.
Porpoise oil in lubricants, 8, 41.
Potash, caustic, 13.
Potash, 115.
Potash in blacking, 210.
Potash in leather softeners, 222.
Potash soaps, 9.
Potash soaps in lubricants, 86, 87.
Potash   solution   in   degras making,
226, 227, 228, 229.
Potassium chroniate in blacking, 209.
Potassium forrocyanide  in  blacking,
214.
Potatoes in blacking, 212.
Prussian blue in blacking, 210, 212.
Prussian blue in leather softeners, 225.
Prussian blue in leather vavnish, 217,
218.
Pyronaphtha, specific gravity, etc., of,
66.
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Soda in blacking, 207, 210,
Soda in greases," 110, 117.
Soda lye, 109, 1.10, 141, KM,
Soda lye, caustic, 1GS.
Soda lye in greases, 185.
Soda lye in making dogras, 228.
Soda Hoapn in lubricants, 9, 84,
Soda, sulphate of, IGO, IGL, 1G2, JG4.
Sodium oloato, IB,
Sodium salts of the acids an emulsify-
ing agents, 1.55."
Solar oil, light, specific gravity, etc., of,
(50.
Solar oil lubricant, 180.
Solid lubricants, various, 97-110, 119«
124.
Solid parafHns, 88.
Solidified oils, analyses of, by Holler,
124.
Soluble oil, method of preparing, 52.
Soluble oils, 15(5-178.
Soluble oiln and soluble compounds,
174.
Soluble oilB, commercial, ,109.
Soluble oils c.ontaiuing rosin, roeipoH
of, 170, 171.
Soluble oilB for machine tools, 1(5.1,
Soluble oils, manufacture of, 15(5, 1(56.
Soluble oiln, two formulw for, 10H.
Soluble oiln with sulpholeato basis, re-
cipes of, 170.
Soluble mineral oils with oloin basis,
recipes of, 1(59, .170.
Soluble roHinoiln, recipes of, 170.
Solvent extraction plant ((1, Scott <&
Sons),^), 21.
Spermaceti in blacking, 210.
Spermaceti in leather softeners, 228.
Spormaoeti polish, 210.
Sperm oil, H, 10, 40, 107.
Sperm, oil, specific gravity of, 40.
Spindlo oil, specific gravity, etc., of,
00.
Spirit, of wine in blacking, 214.
Spring grease, 107.
Starch in blacking, 208.
Sfcoario acid, formula, melting point,
arid origin of, 14.
Stearic ao'ul in leather Hoftcnorn, 222.
Stearin in noatflfool oil, 42.
Stoatite.    See- Talc.
Steroln in fatn and oiln, 1(5.
Still for crude petroleum, (52,
Sugar in blacking, 210, 21H, 214.
Sugar in leather Hoftenern, 222, 224.
Sugar of lead, 90, 111, 112, 117.
Sugar of load in lubrioantM, 111, 11.2.
Sulphato of soda, IGD, 101, 1G2, 104.
Sulphonated oaHtor oil an emulsifying
agcmt, 16(5.
Suiphonated oiln, 8, 52, 15G, 1.01, 10d.
Sulphonafcod oilH, analyHos of, 174-1,70.,
 Sulphur axle grease, 10.1.
Sulphuric acid, 28, 24, 25, 20, 52, 150,
"157, 158,  159, 1(50, 1,01, 1G2, 1(54,
,1(55.
Sulphuric acid in blanking, 207, 209,
210, 212, 218, 214.
Sulphuric acid in  leather   softeners,
224,
Sulphuric acid in oil purification, 22.
Sulphuric acid process of refining oils,
22, 28, 24, 25, 2(5, 29, 81.
Sulphur, specific gravity, etc., of, 94.
Summer greases, 107, 1,18.
Syrup in blacking, 207-214.
Syrup in leather varnish, 21(5.
Talc as a lubricant, 141.
Talo, specific gravity of, 98, 94.
Tallow, 9, 11, 97, 98, 99, 101, 102, 107,
101),  110, 115, 117, 120, 12H, 129,
180, 185, 188, 14L
Tallow and castor oil grease, 1.02.
Tallow andneatsfoot oil grease, 102.
Tallow and train oil grease, 99, 102.
Tallow, bailor for melting, 17.
Tallow, crude, purification of, 84, 86,
8(5.
Tal low grease, 102.
Tallow in blacking, 20S.
Tallow in leather softeners, 221, 224.
Tallow in lubricants, 84, 97, 98,  99,
101, 102, 107, 110, 115, 117,  120,
.128, 129, 180, 185, 188, 141.
Tallow lubricants, 97, 98, 99T 102.
Tallow, specific) gravity and melting
point of, 88, 84.
Tallow, purification of, 84, 85.
Tallow oil, 8, 88, 44, 112.
Tallow, oil and soap graase, 115,
Tallow, rape oil and soda greases, 102.
Tan in blacking, 209, 2.14.
Tanner's grease, 22(5, 228, 229.
Tannin extract in degras making, 229.
Tannin in blacking, 214.
Tannin in leather softeners, 222, ^28.
Tannin process of refining oils, 2(5, 27.
Tar, 188.
Tar, coal, 187.
Tar, coal, chief constituents of (Lunge),
OH, (59, 70.
Tar, coal, composition of, G7.
Tar, coal, distillation of, 70, 71.
Tar, coal,  specific   gravity,  etc.,   of,
07.
Tar, coal, still, 70, 71.
Tar, ooko oven, 71.
Tar from HiiHKiau petroleum, (57.
Tar, lignite, products from, 77.
Tar   oiln   soluble   in   water,   Bolog's
patent for preparation of, 171-178,
Tar oils, soluble in water, uses of, 178.
Tar oils, thickening agent fur? 5.1 v
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Temperature, influence of, on lubri-
cants, 11, 40.
Testefas, specific gravity, etc., of, 66.
Tiglic acid, formula, melting point,
and origin of, 14.
Tool lubricants, 162.
Tools, machine, soluble oils for, 165.
Train oil, 40, 42, 108, 110, 113, 128,
136, 138.
Train oil and tallow grease, 102.
Train oil as a lubricant, 42.
Train oil greases, 99, 100, 101.
Train oil in lubricants, 42, 99, 101,
102, 103, 107, 108, 110, 113, 116,
117, 125, 128, 130, 136, 138. .
Tripahnitin, 12, 13.
Turbine oils, 137.
Turkey red oil, 156, 159, 162, 163.
Turpentine, 77.
Turpentine in leather softeners, 223.
Turpentine oil. See also Oils, tur-
pentine.
Turpentine oil in leather softeners,
222-224.
Umber in leather varnish, 215.
Use of lubricants, 199, 200.
Valeric acid, formula, melting poiutj
and origin of, 14.
Varnish—
Asphaltum, 219.
Black, for belts, 217.
Black harness, 217.
Black leather, 216.
Caoutchouc, 218, 219.
Caoutchouc, for rubber shoos, 219.
Caoutchouc repairing, 219.
Elastic caoutchouc, 218.
Elastic leather, 217.
Flexible blue, 217.
Glossy black leather, 215.
Harness, 216.
Liquid asphaltuni, glossy, 219.
Varnishes, black, asphaltum in, 83.
Varnishes for leather, 215-220.
Varnishes, glossy, 215, 219.
 Vegetable and animal oils, surface ten-
sion of, 146-147.
Vegetable oils, 8, 48, 49.
Vegetable oils, extraction of, 18.
Vienna oil blacking, 207.
Vinegar in blacking, 213.
Viscosin, 56.
Viscosine, specific gravity, etc., of, 67.
Vitriol, green, in blacking, 20S, 209,
214,
Vitriol, green, in de'gras making, 229.
Vitriol in leather varnish, 216.
Volatile fat solvents, 18.
Volatile fatty acids, 50.
Volatile oils, 49, 61, 77, 130.
Vulcan oil, 140.
Waggon greases, 121, 122.
Waste fat, de'gras from, 229.
Water in blacking, 207, 208, 209, 210,
211, 213, 214.
Water in leather softeners, 222, 223.
Water in leather varnish, 216.
Water in lubricants, 101,102,104,105,
106, 107, 103, 10'J, 111, 112, 119,
132,153.
Waterproof caoutchouc blacking, 209.
Waterproof grease, glossy, 222.
Waterproof leather grease, 222.
Wax in blacking, 208, 210.
Wax in leather softeners, 222, 223.
Wax, paraffin, 82.
Wax polish, 210.
Wax shoe polish, 210.
Whale oils, 8, 51, 146.
Whale oil, specific gravity of, 41.
Wheel greases, 122.
White patent grease, 136.
Winter grease, 107.
Wire ropeways, grease for, 138.
Wooden machinery, grease for, 110.
Wool fat, purifying, 141.
Wool grease, 146.
Zinc oxide method of refining oils, 29,
30.
Zinc oxide white, 29.
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